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PREFACE

In the past few years several manuals dealing with project planning for the
developing countries havebeen published. One may therefore ask why another
study on this subject has been written. The answer is that the manuals, in my
opinion, do not deal adequately with the income distribution aspects of
projects. This study was written to demonstrate how traditional project planningcriteriacanbeexpanded toincludeincomedistribution considerations.
Part I of the study (Chapters 1 through 6) discusses conventional project
planning criteria. Chapter 1serves asan introduction by reviewing some of the
broader principles of the analysis. Chapters 2 and 3 examine in detail the
valuation of benefits and costs, paying particular attention to the problems
that arise in making such valuations in developing countries. While Chapter 4
is concerned with the rules to be followed for maximizing the net benefits of a
singleproject, Chapter 5reviewsthetechniquesfor maximizing thenet benefits
ofaseriesofprojects. Chapter 6dealswithanumber ofdifferent topics, ranging
from the practical problems posed by linkages and externalities to an examination of the usefulness of international lending agencies and problems related
todivergencies from situations of internal and external balance.
Part II isconcerned with income distribution, and begins in Chapter 7 with
a review of theconcept ofa social welfare function. If one acceptsthis concept,
it is clear that traditional project planning theory assumes a special kind of
welfare function, sothat the socialwelfare function couldjust aswellhave been
discussed in Part I. Because traditional project theory developed without much
reference to theconcept, itwasthought preferable todefer thediscussion of the
social welfare function to Part II. Chapters 8 and 9 are devoted to the intertemporal and interpersonal aspects,respectively,ofincomedistribution. Chapter 10 applies the methodology developed in the previous chapters to several
case studies in developing countries. Part II closes with some concluding
remarks, an English and a Dutch summary, and alist«f references.
In writing the study, I have kept in mind that the subject is relatively new
and that many who are interested in project planning are not professional
economists. Several topics received, therefore, a broader discussion than
would have been necessary if the study were solely addressed to economists.
It is assumed, however, that the reader is familiar with the basic principles
of economic analysis. I hope that the study may be of some use to the practitioners of project planning - those who have the hard task of applying theoretical principles to the actual preparation, appraisal and implementation
ofprojects.

PART I
THE CONVENTIONAL PROJECT PLANNING CRITERIA

1. S O M E B A S I C I S S U E S

1.1.BACKGROUND

SinceWorld War II, development planning hasevolved tremendously. Most
countries, the major exception being the USA, publish Central Plans, setting
targets in terms of national income growth, sometimes also broken down in
sectors, regions or income groups. Clearly, the individual projects within the
Plan determine towhat extent thetargetswillbeachieved. However, even when
a country has no development plan, thechoice of individual projects is important. In general, given the scarce available resources, one should ensure that
eachprojectgeneratesmaximumbenefits. Withthisisdefined thesubject ofthis
study - the theory of project planning or, asit may alsobecalled, thetheory of
project analysis, project evaluation, or benefit-cost analysis.
Projects are the building blocks of plans and JANSEN1 sees, therefore, a project as the smallest unit of activity - from a technical or economical point of
view - that can be undertaken. We accept this and further define such a unit of
activity as the coordinated use of scarce resources for the production of goods
or services that increase national welfare relative to the situation without the
project. There areseveral aspectstothisdefinition that need elaboration. First,
the word coordinated is used to indicate that some kind of organization - a
private enterprise, a government department, a state corporation, a joint
venture, or some other body - is necessary to operate the project. Second, we
speak of a project only if its objective is to produce goods or services that increase national welfare. For instance, building a factory does not in itself
constitute a project; since the factory should eventually produce goods or
services, the project, in this case, consists not only of the investment in the factory but also of the factory's operations, in the most general sense of the word,
during its economic life. Third, the word investment is intentionally not used
in the definition so that also such activities as research and extension can be
considered projects. Finally, the definition implies that, somehow, national
welfare should be maximized.
Thetheory of project planning providescriteria for thedesignand implementation of individual projects and for theselection ofa seriesof projects to arrive
at a country's development program. The theory borrows substantially from
bothmicro-andmacro-economic analysisinthattheproject mustbe considered
both asanindividualentityand alsowithinthebroaderperspectiveofthenationaleconomy. Anessentialelementofthetheory isthatitfocusesexplicitly upon
the objective of increasing national welfare. What then is national welfare?
Often it isconsidered identical to national income.There are,however, several
reasons why this is not correct as illustrated in the paragraphs below.
First, there is the problem of determining at which prices national income
should be measured when the market prices of the produced goods or services
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen77-5(1977)
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change.Suppose,for instance, that acrop failure hasincreased thepriceofrice.
Assuming that demand for rice is inelastic, expenditures on rice and national
income in current terms would increase, yet welfare has decreased. If national
income were measured at the old prices, it would decline but, clearly, as indicated by the higher rice prices the decline in welfare isgreater than the decline
in national income. Some price between the old and the new therefore seems
appropriate.Traditionally, welfarechangeshavebeendetermined by evaluating
the changes in consumer surplus - the amount of money the consumers are
willing to pay over and above what they actually pay.
A second deficiency of the national income concept is that it does not consider leisure time. Of two economies with the same national income, the one
with a fourty-hour workweek should evidently be preferred to the one with a
sixty-hour week. Another example is the following. If a laborer voluntarily
reduces his working hours even though he thereby reduces his income, then
according to the national income concept there would bea decrease in welfare.
In reality, of course, the laborer's welfare has increased because otherwise he
would not have made this adjustment to his working hours. The disutility of
laboreffort should, therefore, betakenintoaccount inmeasuringwelfare changes.
Third, there are many economies where the market prices which enter into
thenational accounts do not reflect the real values of thefactors of production
oroftheproduced goods.Themostevidentexamplesconcernlaborand foreign
exchange. Under conditions of unemployment, the cost of hiring an unemployedlaborerisobviouslynotmeasured bythewagecost.Similarly,ifasystem
of licensing applies with respect to imports, the price of an imported good
valued at the official exchange rate isan underestimate of the scarcity value of
the import.
A fourth point concerns externalities. Many production increases have side
effects - pollution,noise- thatarenevervaluedinthenationalincomeaccounts.
It is important for an investment decision to know whether such side effects
exist.
Asthe fifth point,itmaybementioned that thenational incomeconcept does
not pay attention to the distribution of income between persons or over time.
Adollar 2 accruing toa rich man isgenerally believed tobelessvaluable socially
than a dollar accruing to a poor man. Hence, an increase in national income
going to poor income groups would increase welfare more than if the income
were to accumulate in the hands of the rich. Similar considerations may apply
as regards the distribution of income between generations.
Finally, it should be noted that the national income concept does not consider such things as personal freedom and the quality of life. Of two economies
with the same national income, an economy with personal freedom is, in our
opinion, much to be preferred over a dictatorial one. This last point will not,
however, be further reviewed in this study.
From the discussion above it is clear that there is a fundamental difference
between a normal profitability analysis which uses the price data entering the
4
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national income accounts and a benefit-cost analysis. For instance, while
profitability analysis asundertaken bya firm usesmarket pricesforinputsand
outputs, benefit-cost analysis uses imputed values- thereal values of benefits
and costs - to determine whether ornotan investment isworth undertaking.
It is not the intention here to provide a detailed review of how benefit-cost
analysis developed, buta brief presentation of some of the principal publications isin order.
The use ofconsumer-surplus ininvestment decisions hasalong historyand
dates back to DUPUIT'S famous work 3 of 1844 on thejustification of public
investment. Although the concept was refined by MARSHALL, 4 HOTELLING, 5

and HICKS, 6 it was notgenerally accepted until themiddle ofthe 1950s when
the foundation of benefit-cost analysis, including all its other elements,was
laid bya group of economists associated with theHarvard Water Program 7 .
In 1958, three major publications appeared, namely,by ECKSTEIN8 a participant
of the study group - and independently of the group by M C K E A N , 9 andby
KRUTILLA and ECKSTEIN. 10 These were followed in 1960bya study of HIRSHl
LEIFER, DE HAVENand MiLLiMAN, * andin 1962bytheseminalofficial HARVARD
12
study. Very useful survey articles were produced by PREST and TURVEY, 1 3
MUSGRAVE, 14 and LAYARD. 15

During the 1960's, benefit-cost analysis became increasingly accepted asa
toolforproject decision makingnot onlyintheUSAbut alsoinother countries.
Following a study by TINBERGEN 16 in 1958, mainly ontheuseof accounting
prices inpublic investment analysis,theWorld Bank gradually began to apply
the newmethodology, and applied it in its work throughout the developing
world. Manualstodealwiththe problemsinthedeveloping countrieswere also
published bytheOrganisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) in 196817, and the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) in 197218. A sequel to theOECD manual byits authorswas
also published in 1974.19
The above list is,ofcourse, far from complete although it presents some
of the classic works upon which recent developments have been based. Many
other important works dealing with benefit-cost analysis have recently been
published 20 andwe will refer toa number oftheseinthe course ofthis study.
Despitethevolume ofliterature thathasrecentlyappeared onthesubject, the
core principles of benefit-cost analysis arestill notfully established. Theanalysis hasbecome more refined but,at the same time, the positions on basic
issues seem tohave widened, especially regarding such fundamental mattersas
consumer surplus, shadow wage rates, market distortions, andthe incorporation of income distribution aspects into the analysis. This study will try to
reconcilethedifferent viewpointsand, asmentioned inthepreface, willdevelop
atheory ofproject planning whichincludesincome distribution considerations.
Suchatheory is,inprinciple,applicable toalltypesofprojects. There are, however,projects whosebenefits aredifficult toquantify, such asthosedealing with
population control, health, and education. Asconsiderable additional work
would berequired todealwiththespecialissuestheseprojects raise,these issues
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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willnotbediscussed.Theprojectplanningcriteriadevelopedinthisstudyshould,
therefore, be seen as especially relevant to projects with tangible benefits, such
as those concerning agriculture, industry, public utilities, urban development
and transport.
It has become the custom to refer to the traditional analysis as the economic
evaluation of projects and to the equity-including analysis as the social evaluation of projects. As both bodies of analysis take as their starting point the
interest of society as a whole, these terms are somewhat ambiguous. However,
we do not wish to confuse the issue more by introducing new terms and will,
therefore, accept the usual terminology. In this study, especially in Part II, the
reader will thus encounter such terms as the social evaluation of projects and
the social rate of return of a project, the word social meaning that incomedistribution aspects have been taken into account.

1.2. BENEFITS AND COSTS

The fundamental principle of project planning is basically very simple and
canbestated astherulethatincrementalunitsofproduction should havehigher
benefits than costs.But what arebenefits and costs?InFigure 1.1thecurve D D '
is the demand curve for a certain good, the curve SS' the marginal cost curve.
The demand curve represents the price consumers are willing to pay for an
additional unit ofthegood and may thusbedefined asthe marginal willingness
to pay of the consumers. It is the curve which indicates what the value is of a
marginal unit ofthegood to theconsumer, and in project-evaluation theory the
sum of themarginal values represents the total valueof thegood to consumers,
i.e. the benefit of the good. In Figure 1.1, the benefit of producing the output
levelOQ isthusrepresented bythe area ODTQ. Thecost ofproducing this output levelisequal to the area OSTQ.Hence,the difference between benefits and
costsequals thearea SDT. Sinceconsumers pay atotal ofORTQ, whereas they
would have been willing to pay ODTQ, they have a gain of RDT-the so-called
consumer surplus. Producers receive a revenue ORTQ but their costs are only
OSTQ and thus they make aprofit of SRT. Denoting benefits byB, costs by C,
revenues by R, theconsumer surplus by Yand profits byP, wehavethe following relationship:
B - C---- (B

R) + (R - Q =Y + P

Since this relationship holds at any level of output, we find by differentiating
this expression that the first order condition 21 for the optimum output level is
that benefits and costs of the marginal unit should be equal, or, what amounts
to the same, that the consumer gain on the marginal unit should equal the loss
in producer's profit on the marginal unit.
Thisbasically elementary analysis isnot accepted byanumber of economists
on thegroundsthat theconsumer surpluscannot beconsidered torepresent the
6
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FIGURE 1.1.

realutilitygain oftheconsumers.When consumersdonot paywhat they would
havebeenwillingtopayand thusreceiveagain,theeffect mustbethatthe utility
levelsof the consumers are larger than with payments according to willingness
topay.Asthemarginal utilityofincomeoftheconsumerscannot be considered
a constant, thismeans that themoney gain asrepresented bytheconsumer surplus does not represent the utility gain. This criticism willbe reviewed in detail
in Chapter 2.
In the above discussion of theoptimum output level,welightly assumed that
marginal production costs are precisely known; However, this concept is not
without problems either. In a world full of distortions, costs should not be
measured at market prices but at real scarcity values. This will be extensively
discussed in Chapter 3. In this section we wish to review some more general
problems that may arise regarding the concepts of benefits and costs.
Acriticism that isoften madeagainstbenefit-cost analysisisthatitisa partial
equilibrium analysis, which therefore cannot capture all the gains and losses
that may occur in an economy due to a change in the production of a certain
good. Any project willhaveindirect effects, in the sense that it affects others as
well as the parties directly involved. Should all these indirect effects be taken
into account in the evaluation of a project? The answer has been given by
22
VINER, who in a classic article has drawn the distinction between pecuniary
and technological externalities. The latter do not concern us here and will be
discussedinChapter6.Theconceptofpecuniaryexternalities,however,isofthe
utmost importanceinthepresentcontext.Anexampleonthedemand sideisthe
casewherethetastesofagroup ofconsumerschangeand theirdemand for, say,
applesincreases.The priceof appleswillriseand theother consumers of apples
inthecommunity willsuffer aloss.Theproducers ofapples,however,gain, and
the loss of the other consumers is exactly compensated by the gain of the producers so that the pecuniary externality - the price effect on the intramarginal
units - is not relevant at all in this case.
Pecuniary externalities arise also on the cost side and it was to this problem
that VINER'S article was in fact directed. The problem raised by PiGOU and
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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discussed extensively in the economic literature during the first two decades of
thiscentury 23 wasanalogoustothedemand example.Isthepriceincreaseof the
intramarginal units of a certain factor of production a real production cost?
Suppose that a certain enterprise needs 1,000 laborers with a certain skill.
Suppose also that thistypeoflabor canbewithdrawn from other industries and
that the total employed in the industry to which the enterprise belongs will
increasefrom 50,000to51,000,andthatthehourlywagewillincreasefrom $1.00
to $ 1.01.The cost of labor to the enterprise is then $ 1.01per hour for a total
of$ 1,010 per hour. However, the total marginal cost isthedifference between
$ 51,510 (51,000 employed at $ 1.01) and $ 50,000 (50,000 at $ 1.00). Hence,
the employment of the additional 1,000laborers in the industry has given rise
to an increase in total costs per hour of $ 1,510, representing $ 1.51 per hour.
Should the labor cost becalculated at $ 1.51, that is,should the price increases
on the intramarginal unitsbetaken into account, or isthe realopportunity cost
of labor $ 1.01 only? The answer is not difficult. The extra amount that enterprises elsewhere have to pay for a certain factor of production (in our example
50,000hours at $0.01 = $ 500)is a loss to these enterprises but it represents a
benefit tothesuppliersofthat factor.Thehigherpriceofthefactor of production
in question willcause all other enterprises to uselessof that factor and more of
other factors until anewequilibrium position isreached. Therewillbeall kinds
ofpriceeffects on factors of production and outputs.Theseeffects arenot to be
taken into account because they cancel out. Similarly, a lower price for a certain factor represents a benefit toitsusersand a lossto itssuppliers. Hence, the
benefits and costs of all these indirect pecuniary spillovers compensate each
other so that the true opportunity cost of labor can be set at $ 1.01 per hour in
our example.
Another subject that requires a brief discussion is the distinction between
short-run and long-run marginalcost,adistinction that alsohasgiven riseinthe
past to much controversy. In fact, the problem is straightforward. Marginal
costsarethecostsofadditional output, which,ifweconsider whether an investment should be undertaken, i.e. when we consider the long run, include the
costs ofalladditional equipment. When an investment hasalready been undertaken, however, itscostsare sunk costsand therelevant costconcept for pricing
policies is then marginal short-run costs. It would be foolish in such a case to
insist on recovery of depreciation or amortization charges, since this may preclude the equipment from being utilized.
Under conditions of perfect competition, resources will have the same value
in different uses. However, in the real world such conditions are often not fulfilled and resources will then have different values in their different uses. How
should marginal costs then becalculated?The correct principle isto work with
shadow prices which reflect the real values ofthe resources. Ifthe resources are
withdrawn from various uses, each with a different value, then the correct
shadow price of the resources willbe the weighted average of foregone values,
the weights being the quantities withdrawn. This also means that when the
project's inputsareimported, therelevant valueisthe import cost valued at the
8
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appropriate scarcity value of foreign exchange. Similarly, marginal benefit
curves should be based on the values the products create, which, in case of
production for thedomestic market, isthegrossconsumer surplus- the willingnessto pay- and incaseofexports or import substitutes, theexport earnings or
savings valued at the appropriate scarcity value of foreign exchange.
Resources will be withdrawn at different periods in time and demand may
change over time. To make such time dated values comparable, present values
must be calculated, a procedure which may be explained as follows. Suppose
the Government is willing to invest today an amount equal to K provided it
obtains one year now a return at least equal to A"(l + q).Then qrepresents the
marginal rate of return the Government expects tomake. Suppose the Government expectsto makethesamerateofreturn inthesecond year.Then the return
which should be received at the end of year two for an investment maturing in
two years is AT(1 + q)2. Thus, in general, the terminal benefit Tn at the rate of
return q of an investment maturing in n years, may be represented by T„ K(1 +q)n. It follows that thegeneral formula for thepresent valueofa terminal
sum T„inyearnattheconstant rateqisT„/(l + q)".Application ofthis formula
to the various time dated costs and benefits will provide the present values of
costs and benefits.
Finally, a few words about another subject that has given rise to confusion :
the with and without approach. Obviously, when an investment project isconsidered, its costs and benefits should be determined in relation to the situation
without the project. This might seem to imply that costs and benefits should be
determined relativetothemutuallyexclusivealternativethatisbeingconsidered
for implementation if the project is not undertaken. Without a hydroelectric
power plant, athermal plant may bebuilt. Should costsand benefits ofthe contemplated hydroinvestment then becalculated asincremental tothe alternative
investment in thermal power? Ofcoursenot.Thecontemplated investment and
its alternative are mutually exclusive projects; each project should, therefore,
be considered on its own merits compared to the without situation, and that
project that hasthe highest valuetotheeconomy should bechosen. Calculating
the cost of the investment as the incremental cost compared to the alternative
could justify many unviable projects. What the with and without approach
meansisthatcostsand benefits shouldbedetermined inrelation to the situation
thatwouldexistifneithertheproject noritsalternativesweretobe implemented.

1.3. SHADOW PRICES AND OPPORTUNITY COSTS

As wasbriefly mentioned, in many casesmarket prices do not reflect the real
values of goods and services because of divergences from the perfect competition situation. In such cases imputed values - also called shadow prices should be used. Consider, for instance. Figure 1.2, which depicts the optimum
situation for amonopolist. At output OBhismarginal costs equal his marginal
revenues, so that he will then make maximum profits. Assume now that a
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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project isbeingundertaken whichwillwithdraw resourcesfrom the monopolist,
resulting in a curtailment of his production by AB. Then the cost of these resources should not be based on their market prices, asindicated by the shaded
area in Figure 1.2, but on the value which consumers attach to the products
these resources produced, which is the area ABCD. In the case of perfect
competition, prices would everywhere equal marginal production costs and
sincetherewould bean infinite number offirmsand consumers,the withdrawal
of resourceswould affect these firms and consumers only infinitesimally so that
then indeed the cost of the withdrawn resources would be measured by their
market prices.
Considerationslikethosediscussed abovehaveprompted K A H N 2 4 to propose
that the marginal costs of production of enterprises within an industry should
be valued at a shadow rate exactlyequal tothe proportion that the value of the
output inthe economy ishigher than itscost of production. M C K E N Z I E 2 5 however, has pointed out that when an industry uses original factors of production
aswell asintermediate products, which isalways the case, too much of the originalfactors willbeused and too littleoftheintermediate products,because the
first will be underpriced relative to the intermediate products. Similarly,
LITTLE 2 6 has pointed out that difficulties will arise when goods are both final
consumer goods and intermediate productive services. Also, it may be pointed
out that KAHN'S proposal neglects the consumer surplus; in Figure 1.2 Kahn
would value the production of AB as ABCE, yet the value which consumers
attach to AB is ABCD.
While this short discussion may already have shown that there are several
problems regarding thedetermination of shadow prices when only such simple
distortions as monopolies exist, it is clear that the problems are compounded
when all the other possible distortions are taken into account. Monopolies,
decreasing cost industries, institutional constraints, taxes and externalities are
just a few of the many distortions that exist in the developed economies. In
addition to these, disequilibria such as foreign exchange and capital scarcities,
unemployment and underemployment may exist in the developing countries
10
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where it is,for instance, common to find government regulation of foreign exchange and capital markets and government manipulation of pricesand wages.
Is it at all possible, in view of the many difficulties, to determine all the relevant shadow prices? It has been suggested27 that they should be derived from
generalprogrammingmodels.SuchmodelscangenerateLagrangean multipliers
that represent in economic terms the shadow prices, which, given the constraints incorporated in the model, will result in an allocation of resources that
willsatisfy the postulated objective function. Such models should, in principle,
be able to produce the real scarcity prices of the goods and services. However,
although the models can provide valuable insights concerning the structural
relations that exist in an economy, we seriously question on practical grounds
whether all the shadow prices obtained from the models can be used for operational work. First, the models are still highly aggregated so that most of the
duals they generate the shadow prices are extremely crude. Second, it must
seriously be doubted whether the models can really depict the real world
situation. Itisnotonlythattherearemanydistortionsbutalso,toformulate the
models, all cost and demand functions should be known. Obviously it is impossible to collect all these data. We feel, therefore, that in addition to the models approach a more practical approach must be followed.
In fact, this approach - the opportunity cost doctrine- hasexisted for a long
time. 28 Consider an economy where only two goods - X and Y are produced.
Then the calculation of the costs of an output expansion would not pose a
difficult problem. For instance, if the production of X is to be increased, the
cost of producing the additional quantity of X isto be found bymeasuring the
value of the Y goods that the community will have to give up in order to increase the production of X. Analysis of the production and demand functions
for goods X and Y should readily provide the required data. The situation is
more complicated when a multiplicity of goods isbeing produced, since it will
obviouslybeimpossibletoanalyzetheproduction functions anddemand curves
of all the different goods. The opportunity cost doctrine therefore takes as a
starting point the factors of production which X usesrather than the displaced
Y goods and defines the costs of these factors as the returns that the factors
would earn in the next best alternative elsewhere. Or, in other words, the
relevant concept for the cost measurement is that of the opportunity benefits
foregone by the factors of production.
The opportunity cost approach is necessarily a detailed approach. The
project analyst must investigate from where the resources for a project will be
withdrawn and what their values are in those uses. As long as resources with
lowvaluedusescanbetransferred tohighervalued uses,tjiechangeisbeneficial.
This, in anutshell, iswhat the theory of project planning isall about. Although
the principle is simple,many problems arise in applying it to real world conditions, problems that will be discussed in detail in other parts of this study.
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1.4. OPTIMAL POLICIES AND ACTUAL POLICIES

During the last three decades, many developing countries have established
elaborate systems of import controls and tariff protection, as a result of which
the production of import substitution goods expanded tremendously. In an
interesting study, 29 it has been contended that these policies - at least for the
countries studied (Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, India, Pakistan, the Philippines
and Taiwan) - have overencouraged industry in relation to agriculture. On the
other hand, many developed countries have raised protective barriers around
their agricultural sectors which may wellhave over-expanded their production
of agricultural commodities. The reasons why such policies were followed may
differ from country to country and may involve such considerations as the infant industry argument, notions of self-sufficiency, and employment and income distribution objectives. It is not the place here to analyze what specific
reasons may have caused these in a strict economic sense perhaps non-optimal
policies, or what the detrimental effects of such policies are; what we are interested iniswhatpositiontheprojectevaluatorshouldtakevis-a-visthecreated
distortions. Tariffs, quotas, licenses, and such are all variables subject to Government control and canbeabolished. AsSENhassaid,'For aproject evaluator,
therefore, it isimportant to know which variables are within his control and to
what extent...'. 3 0
Let ustake a specific example of adistortion inthesupply ofa manufactured
good, say, steel. Assume that the Government has decided that the country
should be self-sufficient in steel and that it has created a prohibitive import
barrier through a very high duty on theimport of steel, asgraphically shown in
Figure 1.3. Thec.i.f. price of steel evaluated at the opportunity cost of foreign
exchange is shown as OPi but the tariff-inclusive market price is OP t . As a
result, domestic production of steel - the supply curve of which is SS' - has
become profitable, and with a demand curve equal to DD', the price of steel
has become OPd at a production of OA. Obviously the tariff is non-optimal:

FIGURE 1.3.
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theproducers ofsteelgainSPdEbut theusersofsteellosePiP d ECsothat the net
loss to the economy is PiSEC.
Which price should be used by the evaluator of a project which uses steel?
Optimalindustrialdevelopmentrequiresthatsteelbeimported,buttheGovernment's policies are not optimal and steel is produced in the country. If in this
situation the project evaluator were to use the real import price of steel Pi,it is
clearthat hewould understatethecostoftheresourcesused intheproduction of
steel and that he could arrive at completely wrong conclusions. For instance,
suppose that the project isworth undertaking if steel isimported but not when
itisdomestically produced. Then, ifinfact only thehighcostdomestic steelcan
be used, the implementation of the project will lead to additional economic
losses.Hence, to show this,thepriceto beused for theevaluation ofthe project
should be the domestic priceof steel. The determination of the net benefits ofa
project depends thus on what thecostswillbeintheactual situation and not on
what the costs would be if optimal policies were undertaken.
Thisprincipleisnot aneasyonetofollow. In manycases,animportduty may
bethe result ofahaphazard historical decision and urgently inneed of revision.
The project evaluator should then usehisinfluence to convince the responsible
Government agencies tobring theduty in linewith theoverall levelof tariffs. If
hesucceeds,heshould usetherealprice;ifhedoesnot, themarket price. Which
price the project evaluator should use in the evaluation of the project under
scrutiny depends thusinsuchcasesontheoutcomeofhisefforts. In many other
cases, however, tariffs are the result of a conscientious policy, for instance, to
make the country self-sufficient in a certain product. Although such policies
may not be'optimal' inastricteconomic sense,theymaywellbe'sensible' from
anationalpointofview,wherebywhatisconsidered sensiblemaybedetermined
from the national plan or an analysis of Government actions. Clearly, if a
country is determined to follow a certain policy, the price resulting from this
policy is the relevant price for investment decisions rather than an imaginary
optimal policy price.

1.5. NATIONAL PLANNING AND PROJECT PLANNING

Inprinciple,thetheory ofproject planningconsidersonlythosevariables that
are relevant for the project under consideration. It is possible, therefore, that
one could imagine that all these variables should be determined by the project
preparation agency. This would be a mistake because several project variables
can be determined only at the macro level. For instance, the demand for a
product depends inter alia on population and income growth;the supply situation of a project's input may depend on the growth path of the economy; the
shadow price of foreign exchange and the discount rate to be used for project
planning are clearly national parameters; and so on. If every project evaluator
were to determine individually the national parameters, there would be quite a
duplication of effort. Moreover, in all probability, one would end up with
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divergent estimates and misinvestments because the Government departments
and publiccorporations that prepare thevarious investment projects would not
have sufficient information to estimate the national parameters meaningfully.
Itisthetask ofthecentral authority - theCentral Planning Unit orthe Treasury
- toreviewtheprojects prepared and proposed bythedifferent departments and
corporations and to determine after consultation with them what the final set
of projects will be. But it isthis final set that determines how the economy will
develop, so that only the Center can really determine what the values of the
national parameters are. Furthermore, it may so happen that the available
investment funds will not be sufficient to undertake all the proposed projects.
In such a case, it isthe Center's task to set the cut-off rate of return for the individual projects at such a levelthat thenumber of acceptable projects willjust
exhaust the available budget. 31 This rate also can be determined only at the
Center.
A national plan consists normally of sectoral plans so that the possibilities
within a sector can be reviewed and misinvestments prevented. Suppose, for
instance,thateveryregioninacountry planstoundertake asugarproject. Some
sectoral review is then required to prevent the likely overinvestment. Also,
sectoral plans willbe necessary when different types of projects within a sector
are interconnected. For instance, in the transport sector, a port project may
necessitateimprovement ofroad and railconnectionswiththehinterland, or the
improvement ofacertain road maynecessitate afeeder road improvement program, and so on. 32 Furthermore, it ispossible that a shortfall of investments in
thetransportation sectormayholdbackdevelopmentelsewhereintheeconomy.
Clearly, if the sector is so important, some long-term planning is necessary.
Another example would bethefollowing. Assumethat alargepower resource hydroelectric, gas or oil- can be developed at low cost. Then it may be in the
country's interest to set up a long-term plan for the promotion of energyintensive industries. In general then, sectoral planning will be necessary where
overinvestments may occur, where important inter-relations within the sector
exist, or where the sector will have an important impact on the rest of the economy.
In addition to sectoralplanning, plansmayberequired for regionsor income
groups. As regards regions, important interconnections may exist between
agriculture, industry, transport, labor, etc.,which make such plans mandatory.
As regards income groups, it is now more and more accepted that for certain
groupssomeform ofplanningisrequired.Assume,forinstance,that the income
levelofacertain income group, say, smallholder farmers, isexpected to remain
depressed. Assume further that the Government has decided to remedy the
situationbymeansofaninvestment programgeared towardsraisingthe income
levelofthegroup.Then also a seriesofprojects spread out overtime and interconnected, i.e., a plan, will be necessary.
Since most sectoral plans willhave a substantial impact on other sectors and
plans for regions or income groups willcover several sectors,thedrawing up of
the plans should in most cases be donejointly bythe Center and the concerned
14
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Government departments.The Centerthusplaysacrucial role.It is responsible
for the macro-economic plan, it has to assure itself that the intermediate level
plans relateproperly tothe overall plan,and ithastodecidewhich setof individual projects will be implemented. In all of this it needs project data for the
calculation ofthenational parameters but,atthesametime,thelowerlevelscan
only provide the project data after they have received the national parameters.
Although suchinteractions might appear toinvolvean insolvable circularity,
the process, if it isappropriately handled, would sharpen the understanding of
the central authority as regards the desired development path of the economy.
In a well run administration the interaction might take place as follows. The
central authority would make, with thehelpof programming models, tentative
projections of development objectives and national parameters, which it
would submit to the various Government departments. These would use the
data in the preparation of projects within theirjurisdiction and submit to the
Center a list of projects together with feasibility studies. The Center would
review how the proposals would fit in with the initial development strategy,
calculatenew national parameters, including tentative cut-off ratesof return in
case of a shortage of available funds, and submit them to the departments,
whichwouldinturn revisetheir plansand submitthemtotheCenter, and soon.
As a result of these interactions, it can be expected that a well formulated national plan, including intermediate level plans, and a set of well prepared projects would emerge.
It must be remarked that the above sketch presents the target towards which
the planning process should strive. In many countries we still find that the
concerned Government departments have no planning unit or that the interaction between the Center and the Departments isstill so rudimentary that the
latterhavelittlenotionofthevaluesofthenationalparameters.Itisencouraging
to see, however, that all this is gradually changing for the better.
In the past, many governments relied mainly on macro-economic plans for
their investment strategies. Often theseplans werebased on estimates of simple
sectoral capital-output ratios and, asaresult, seriousmisinvestments occurred.
Programming has taken great strides since then but, even so,the resource
allocations emerging from the models are still so crude that the possibility of
serious mistakes cannot be excluded. Project planning, on the other hand, is
based on detailed investigations of the economic viabilities of individual projects, so that only projects with high priority will be selected. Also, as regards
intermediate levelplans, project evaluation has a fundamental task to fulfill. If
a certain sector's initial set of projects includes some with low rates of return,
then it would be in the national interest to transfer part of the initial budget
allocation for that sector to a sector where projects have higher rates of return.
Project planning thus not only increases the likelihood that the investment
program will be successful, it leads also to an optimal program. Fortunately,
itisbecoming increasingly accepted that thebasison whichmacro plansaswell
asintermediatelevelplansrestarewellthought outindividualproject proposals.
Project planning theory is the tool that provides this basis.
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2. T H E V A L U A T I O N O F B E N E F I T S

2.1. THE CONSUMER SURPLUS CONCEPT

The measurement ofaproject's benefits hasbeen extensively discussed in the
economic literature and concernstheconceptsofproducer surplus (profits) and
consumer surplus. Should only the producer surplus be measured or the consumer surplusalso?Theconceptofconsumer surpluswasdiscovered in 1844by
DUPUIT, who, in a path-breaking article, tried to measure the public utility of
such things as roads, bridges and canals. 1 He showed that the utility which an
individual obtains from the consumption of a certain quantity of a good is
greater than thepricehepaysbecause thepricerepresents only the utility of the
marginal unit and not that of each intra-marginal unit. Thus, according to
DUPUIT:'To sum up, political economy has to take asthe measure of utility of
anobject themaximum sacrifice whicheachconsumerwould bewillingto make
in order to acquire the object.'2 What DUPUIT has identified is willingness to
pay. What is now generally called consumer surplus is the difference between
whataconsumeriswillingtopayandwhatheactuallypays.Togiveanexample:
ifaperson would buy one pound of rice aweek if thepricewere $0.20 and two
pounds ifthe pricewere$0.15,then theindividual's consumer surplus when he
pays $0.15 is $0.05, since he would have been willing to pay $0.35 for the
twopounds,whereashepaysonly$0.30.Theaggregateconsumer surplusisthe
sum oftheindividual surpluses and ismeasured bythearea under the aggregate
demand curve and above the price line.
The next writer who used theconcept was MARSHALL, who,in his Principles,
also points out that the satisfaction aperson getsfrom thepurchase of a certain
quantity of a good exceeds that which he gives up in paying away its price.
MARSHALL continues: 'The excess ofthe pricewhich hewould be willing to pay
rather than go without the thing, over that which he actually does pay, is the
economic measure of this surplus satisfaction. It may be called consumer
surplus.' 3 Although MARSHALL never stated explicitly how his demand curve
should bedrawn up,itisnowgenerally accepted that hisassumptions were that
the money incomes of the consumers and the price of every commodity other
than the commodity in question would be constant. 4 From this demand curve
definition, itobviously follows that aconsumer'srealincomewillincreasewhen
output increases and price falls, because the lower the price, the more the consumer can buy of this o ' any other commodity. Thus, since a consumer's
willingness to pay for commodities, including the commodity in question, will
increase the lower the price of the commodity in question, it will be difficult to
measure the consumer's willingness to pay on the basis of a ceteris paribus
demand curve. MARSHALL was well aware of this difficulty and, therefore,
makes theimportant qualification that theconsumer's surpluscan be measured
only with the help of the demand curve if the marginal utility of income of the
18
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consumer isconstant, i.e.,iftheconsumer's realincome doesnot change. 5 This
willbe thecasewhen the good in question accountsfor only a small part of the
consumer's total expenditure. Real income changes are then negligible and the
consumer's surplus can safely be measured by the difference between the area
under the consumer's demand curve and the area under the price line.6
It appears thus that in all cases where goods have little income effect, the
collective consumer surplus can be derived from the aggregate demand curve.
However, incaseswheretheexpenditure on thegood accounts for a substantial
part of the consumers' total expenditures, demand curve analysis isnot appropriate. Becauseof thisapparent limited application and theinherent difficulties
oftheconcept itself,many subsequent writers- includingeventually MARSHALL
himself - came to believe that consumer surplus analysis was a tool of limited
practical usage.
The matter had to wait until the late 1930s when HOTELLING and HICKS
tried to rehabilitate the concept. HOTELLING'S 7 article gives due credit to.
DUPUIT'S work and is in fact a refinement and elaboration of the DUPUIT
analysis. HICKS'S analysis, on the other hand, wasnot so much concerned with
the practical implications of the concept but with the underlying assumptions.
It opens upentirely new points ofviewand willbediscussed inthenext section.

2.2. THE COMPENSATED DEMAND CURVES

The Hicksian analysis of consumer surplus advanced the understanding of
the concept substantially. It appeared at first as a byproduct of the ALLEN and
HICKSindifference curveanalysisofconsumerbehavior, whichwas subsequentlyelaborated in HICKS'S 1939book, 'ValueandCapital,' 8butitwassoon followed by a much more extensive series of articles in the Review of Economic
Studies, which gave rise to a lengthy discussion. Most of the conclusions from
thisdiscussion areincorporated in HICKS'S 1956 book onthesubject.9 Basically,
what HICKS setout to provewasthat theconsumer surplusanalysisneednot be
restricted to goods without income effects ifademand curvedifferent from the
Marshallian curve - a compensated curve - is introduced.
Theconcept ofsuchacompensated curvemaybestbeexplained with thehelp
ofanexamplewhichreferstoademand supply situationof, say,riceina certain
country. Let us assume, as isdone in Figure 2.1, that the total quantity of rice
consumed inacertain yearisOA at apriceof BA.The curve PBCisthe normal
Marshallian demand curvedrawn upundertheassumption thatmoney incomes
remainconstant and that onlythepriceofriceand notthoseofother goodswill
change. Let usnow assume that the output ofricewillbe increased to OD. The
new pricewillthen be CD.Theconsumers' willingness to pay for the additional
output is ABCD but they pay only AECD and the consumer surplus on the
additional output is therefore BEC. On the old output, consumers pay NKBE
less than before. The total gain in consumer surplus is thus NKBC.
Thus far our example has not brought out anything that was not already
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known to MARSHALL. HICKS, however, analyzed indetail how thereal incomes
of the consumers change when they buy the good in question. Specifically, the
consumers aremuch betteroff at output point D than theywereat output point
A, because they would have been willing to pay a higher price than CD for
each increment in output beyond A. In other words, their real income has improved. HICKS has shown that it is possible to construct a demand curve that
would leaveconsumers' realincomesidenticaltowhat they had at point A. The
easiestwaytoseethisistoimaginethat adiscriminating monopolist charges the
maximum price that consumers are willing to pay for every increment beyond
OA. Then, because of the reduction in the consumer's income, the quantity
bought atanygiven pricewillbelessthan thatbought according tothe Marshalliandemand curve sothat thenew demand curvewillbebelow the Marshallian
curve.Thisnewdemand curvemaybedescribedasacompensateddemand curve
because it isthe demand curve drawn up under the assumption that the person
inquestion would havepaid somemaximumamountofmoney(a compensatory
payment) to have the change undertaken. Assuming that this new - compensated - curve isBFG, then the monopolist would beable to capture an amount
of money equal to the area OKBGD. Since the consumers would have been
willing to pay OKBGD but pay ONCD only, the benefit of the consumers is
NKBFminusFCG. IntheHicksianterminology,thisiscalled the compensating
surplus since it is the reduction in income that would be necessary to leave the
consumer as well off when he buys OD units at the price CD as he was in his
original position when he bought OA units at the price BA. 10
What this analysis has shown is that one can measure, with the help of the
compensated demand curve,theminimum benefit - thecompensating surplus
that consumers will receive. At first sight, the consumer surplus analysis thus
seemed saved. Soon, however, it became clear that the compensated demand
curve discussed above could understate the benefits of a project substantially.
This can be shown by constructing ademand curve under the assumption that
20
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therealincomeoftheconsumerisatthelevelhewouldhavehad after thechange
had taken place(i.e.atpoint Dinfigure2.1).Suchademand curvemaybecalled
an equilibrated demand curve because the consumer's income is equilibrated
towhatitwould havebeenwiththechange and could beconstructed as follows.
Assumethat theconsumer hasarealincomeasatlevelD and that thepriceisto
beincreased from CDtoBA.Then,instead ofmulctingtheconsumer,he should
begiven,ifonewanted tokeeptherealincomeoftheconsumerunchanged from
that at point D, additional amounts ofmoney for every incremental increase in
price.IHCisthedemand curveundersuchaprocedure.Thisdemand curve can
alsobeconstructed bya reasoning analogous to the first case.One should imagine here that the consumer's demand curve is to be constructed under the
assumption thattheconsumer's realincomeatlevelAshouldbethesameasthat
which he would have if the project had already been implemented. The consumer should then be given at point A additional amounts of money equal to
the difference in real income between levels D and A and the discriminating
monopolist should again charge the maximum price that the consumer is
willing to pay for every increment beyond OA. Also in this hypothetical case,
onewould end upwith theequilibrated demand curveIHC.On thebasisof this
demand curvethegaininconsumersurplusontheadditional production isIEC,
and on the total production NKBHC + BIH. In the Hicksian terminology, it
iscalled theequivalent surplus 1* sinceitistheincreaseinincome that would be
necessary to leave the consumer as well off when he consumes OA units at the
price BA as he is when he consumes OD units at the price CD.
As a result of the Hicksian analysis, it appears that there are three demand
curves, each with a different consumer surplus. Consequently, it seems to have
brought usback to MARSHALL'S statement that theconsumer surplus analysisis
only valid if the good in question accounts for only a small part of each consumer'sexpenditure. In suchacasetherewillbenochangeintherealincome of
the consumer and the compensated and equilibrated demand curves (BG and
IC, respectively) willcoincide with the Marshallian demand curve (BC). Problemsarisewhenthereareincomeeffects, i.e.,whenthegoodinquestion accounts
for a substantial part of consumers' expenditures because the three curves will
then be far apart. The question thus arises as to which one, if any, of the three
demand curves should be used for the measurement of the surplus.
Itmayberecalled that thecompensating surpluswasarrived atby measuring
what consumers would have to pay in addition to the price if they were to remain aswelloff astheywerebefore theproject wasstarted:inotherwords,what
bribetheconsumers can afford to offer inorder tohavetheproject undertaken.
On theother hand, theequivalent surplusmeasures what theconsumers should
receive in money ifthe project were not undertaken so as to leave their relative
well-being unchanged from the position they would have with the project :in
other words, what bribe should be given to the consumers if the project were
not undertaken. HICKS'S two surpluses are thus compensation payments. In
Chapter 7wherethecompensation testswillbediscussed,wewillshowthat they
cannot give the answer if we want to evaluate the distributive aspects of a proMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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ject. Why is that so here? The answer is clear. The first compensated demand
curve shows demand when real income isheld constant at the original level A.
whereasthesecond equilibrated demand curveshowsdemand whenreal income
isheldconstant atthelevelreached after theproject's implementation, thelevel
D. ButsincerealincomeatD ishigherthan atA,themarginal uitilityof income
of the consumers is lower at D than at A. In other words, while we have been
trying to express the total increase in welfare in money terms, the marginal
utilityofincomehaschanged. Itthusappearsthattheconsumer surplus concept
involves measurement of something that isinherently impossible to measure if
the values of the marginal utility of income are not known, except in the case
where the goods account for only a small part of consumer expenditure.
The above short discussion cannot, of course, do full justice to the Hicksian
analysis.Enough hasbeensaid,however,to showthat theconcept becomesless
useful in the case of goods with substantial income effects. HICKS, who started
to analyzetheconcept withenthusiasm in 1939,ishesitant about the usefulness
of the concept in his 1956 book. 12

2.3. SOCIAL WELFARE AND THE CONSUMER SURPLUS

Theinherentdifficulty oftheconsumersurplusconceptisthatwelfare changes
are being expressed in money terms. It seems to us that there is only one way
out of the dilemma, namely, to express the welfare changes in utility terms. As
is well-known from the theory of consumer choice, a consumer will maximize
his utility by buying a quantity of a commodity such that the utility per dollar
spent onthelastunit willbethesameastheutilityperdollarspent ontheunitof
every other commodity :otherwise he could increase his welfare by switching
expenditures from commodities wherethedollarspent hasalowutilityto those
where it has a higher utility. Denoting the utility of the last dollar spent (the
marginal utility of income) by um, the marginal utility of commodity x by ux,
and the price of the commodity bypx, the equilibrium position of a consumer
at any price situation isux/px = um.Hence, thechange in welfare due to a price
change can be found by evaluating the consumer surplus change due to the
price change at the appropriate marginal utilities of income. The change in the
surpluscan,ofcourse,bemeasuredonlywiththehelpoftheMarshallian demand
curve sincethe compensated demand curves bydefinition do not indicate what
the income changes are.
Anexamplemayperhapsbeuseful.Assumethatinfigure2.1thedemand curve BC represents the demand curve of a single consumer. Then, if the price
were to be reduced from BA to CD, his additional consumer surplus would be
equal to the area NKBC, which may be written as AP(Q + llzAQ). To arrive
at hiswelfare change in utility terms thisexpression must be valued at the relevant marginal utilities of income (u). A good approximation will often be to
value it at the average of the marginal utilities of income corresponding to the
situations where the old and the new priceapplied, and the welfare change can
22
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then be written as AP(Q + V2AÔ) (u + V2Aw). The area NKBC has thus
beenweightedwithanincomedistribution weighttoarriveatthewelfarechange.
The process is also reversible. Thus, if the welfare change in utility terms of
theconsumer isknown, wecan find thechange inconsumer surplusby dividing
this welfare change by the factor (it + 'ƒ2AM). Hence, even when the marginal
utilityofincomeoftheconsumer isnotconstant, theconsumer surplus concept,
at least for the individual consumer, has relevance.
Another matter concerns whether the individual surpluses may be added. In
an analysis of consumer surplus in connection with national income accounts,
HARBERGER 13 arrives at the same conclusion as regards the individual surplus
as above and reviews then the issue whether consumer surpluses of different
beneficiaries may be added. HARBERGER believes that one might contemplate a
national income measure incorporating distributional weights but that 'Two
obstaclesstand in theway: first, theimpossibility ofachieving aconsensus with
regard totheweights,and, second, thefact that most ofthedata from which the
national accounts are built are aggregates in the first place and do not distinguish the individuals or groups whose dollars they represent.' Because of
these difficulties, HARBERGER believes that when measuring the net benefits
or costs of a given action (project, program or policy) the costs and benefits
should normally be added without regard to the incomes of the individuals to
whom they accrue.
We beg to differ. The last part of HARBERGER'S argument isself-defeating in
that ifthenationalincomeaccountsdonotdistinguish theincomesofthe differentincomegroups,thenitishightimethattheneedforthisisrecognizedand that
changes in national accounting procedures are instigated. As regards the impossibility of achieving a consensus on weights, this concerns, of course, the
issue of the construction of the social welfare function, an issue that will be
extensively discussed inPart II ofthisstudy. Here,itmaybementioned that we
willarguethat asocialmarginal utilityofincomeschedulecanindeedbederived
from individually held social values.
Has the HARBERGER proposal then no validity at all? In this respect, it is
important to note that the traditional benefit-cost theory implicitly assumes
that the marginal utilities of income of the project participants are the same,
so that - as also proposed by HARBERGER - income distribution weights need
not be determined. All project beneficiaries can then be treated alike and the
additional dollars of benefit at different income levelswillhavethesame value.
Weacceptthat thecriteria ofthetraditionaltheory maybeappliedincaseswhere income distribution aspects are not important. In particular, we believe
that the traditional approach may be followed for projects where the beneficiaries belong mainly to the middle income groups so that MARSHALL'S second
condition - that the different (sub)classes will be affected in about equal proportions- willbeapproximated. Assuming that figure 2.1refers to such acase,
thewelfare change of theproject beneficiaries willbe NKBC, from which must
bededucted the lossin income of the producers - the area NKBE - to arrive at
thenet welfare change ofthecommunity asawhole.Thenet increasein welfare
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will then be EBC - the consumer surplus on the additional production. However, where income distribution aspects do play an overriding role such as in
projects geared towards poverty eradication, we believe that project beneficiaries should be identified according to their income levels and the social
value of incremental income should be estimated. To give an example: if the
demand curve BCin figure 2.1concerned ahomogeneous group oflow income
people, then the area NKBC should be weighted with an income distribution
weight to determine their welfare change. This welfare change may thus be
written asAP{Q + lji A Q)- vwherevis thesociallydetermined income weight.
Assuming that the weight vhas been determined relative to the weight of the
producers, the welfare change of society as a whole isthen found by deducting
from the above expression the area NKBE, which may be written as AP- Q.
Methods by which the incomedistribution weightscould bedetermined will be
extensively discussed in Part II of this study.
The relevant concept, when a project hasno incomedistribution consequences, is thus willingness to pay as measured by the Marshallian demand curve
rather than thecompensated or equilibrated demand curves.A writer who also
rejects the latter is W I N C H . 1 4 Basically, what WINCH set out to prove isthat the
compensated and equilibrated demand curves cannot be used for the measurementofbenefit increasessincetheydonotrepresent theactualadjustment path.
WINCH arguesthat theincomeeffects and substitution effects act simultaneouslyand that theonlywaytomeasure them isto follow them overtherange of the
pricechange,whichiswhattheMarshallian demand curvedoes.In otherwords,
as SILBERBERG15 phrased it: 'Winch correctly derives the "Marshallian Triangle" asthe limit of a sum ofcompensating variations inincome that a consumer
would bewilling to pay for the privilege ofconsuming at a slightly lower price,
always assuming, however, that he never actually pays those amounts.' However, SILBERBERG then shows that there may be many adjustment paths so that
in general one cannot accept the Marshallian area as the consumer's gain.
SILBERBERG has introduced a dynamic element into the static analysis of the
Marshallian triangle and there can be no doubt that within the context of a
dynamic analysis the surplus may be different from the normal Marshallian
surplus,Nevertheless,asnoted by BURNS 1 6 , theupper and lower limiting values
of the benefit changes are the Hicksian equilibrated and compensated demand
curvesand theadjustment path will,ingeneral,beveryclosetothe Marshallian
demand curve.Wearetherefore notconcerned about whatpath willactually be
followed. Estimates ofdemand curvesarenecessarily rough and the theoretical
refinement of SILBERBERG should be treated as an application of the 'de minimus' principle.
Several writers 17 have remarked in connection with HARBERGER'S analysis
that the consumer surplus analysis should be rejected since it implies that the
cross-elasticities ofdemand amongproductsarezero.Inotherwords,thepossibility of goods being substitutes or complements isexcluded. Ifgoods X and Y
are substitutes or complements, the increased production of X will not, of
course,leavethepriceandconsumer surplusofYunchanged, but ina thorough
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benefit-cost analysis thiscriticism can bediscarded. One of the basic principles
ofbenefit-cost analysisisthatthesystemunderconsideration mustbeexpanded
until the major direct effects can be taken into account. Hence, ifthe output of
a good that has acomplement or substitute ischanged, theanalysis should take
account of the effects the change will have on these goods. The basic principle
tokeepinmindisthattheconsumersurplusconceptisvalidprovidedweanalyze
systemsthat include the principal direct effects of output contraction or expansion and that can clearly be separated from the rest of the economy where the
neglectable indirect effects take place.
There are, however, writers who reject the consumer surplus analysis on the
grounds that the indirect effects - theeffects on pricesand surpluses ofgoods in
the rest of the economy - are too important to be neglected. By reviewing this
for a normal commodity, wemay be able to clarify this issue. As we have discussed, the demand curve for a normal commodity is drawn up under the assumption that prices and surpluses elsewhere do not change. Is this true?
Theoretically, thisassumption isnotcorrectbecausetheincrease inreal income
of the consumers due to a production change will cause them to change their
demand for other commodities. Even iftheprices of other commodities do not
change measurably, theoretically the surpluses on the other commodities may
change. For instance, if the price of the commodity in question falls, then its
marginal utility to a consumer would be greater than its new price multiplied
by the consumer's marginal utility of income. Thus, a consumer will increase
his consumption of the commodity. Depending on the demand elasticity, his
expenditures may increase or decrease, but thismeans that heshould adjust his
expenditures on other commodities. Hence,even ifthe prices of other commoditiesdonot change,theconsumer surplus on othercommodities willbe affected. Also, as LITTLE 1 8 notes, resources need to be withdrawn for the project's
output. But this means that output elsewhere has to be decreased and that
producer surpluses elsewhere change.
If weunderstand LITTLE correctly, it isbecause of the above arguments that
he states:'Our conclusion isthat consumers' surplus isa totally useless theoretical toy.' 19 We disagree. In LITTLE'S argumentation, the project evaluator
measures only the financial costs of production and does not take the lost producer surplus elsewhere - which can be substantial - into account. But we will
show when discussing the measurement of opportunity costs that this is automatically done.Assuch,the lossinproducer surplus hasnothing todo with the
consumer surplus concept. Regarding the consumer surplus, changes will of
course take place elsewhere if a project's output is expanded. However, such
changes will be dispersed over many other commodities and will be negligible.
LITTLE is questioning the operational significance of the partial equilibrium
approach vis-a-visgeneralequilibrium analysis,butgeneralequilibrium criteria
areseldom operationally usable.Partialequilibrium analysis,which necessarily
implies that changes of the second order of smallness cannot be taken into
account, is adequate given the roughness of the estimates that are inherent in
all project evaluation work and the unimportance of the second order changes
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relative to the direct impact.
Finally, another matter. There are writers who argue that in the measurement of benefits from public investments, consumer surpluses should not be
taken into account because consumer surplus analysis isnot done by the private
sector. Thus W O H L and M A R T I N argue in connection with highway projects :
'Because of the incomparability that would result between public and private
sectors of the economy, the latter of which does not include consumer surplus
in the assessment of alternative investment, and because of the indeterminate
nature of consumer surplus measurement, it is our view that consumer surplus
should not beincluded in any user trip benefit calculations tobe used in assessing
the economy of public projects.' 2 0 It is our view that the reasoning should be
reversed. Consumer surplus analysis should be undertaken for private industrial projects as well as for public projects because it is only then that the
social or economic priority of a project can be determined. This point is important for many developing countries because they d o wish to regulate private
investment. It is also ironical that W O H L and M A R T I N make their suggestion in
connection with road projects. As is well known, roads, bridges and the like
often operate under conditions of decreasing costs, and revenues will then not
be sufficient to cover investments and operating costs. As D U P U I T pointed out
a long timeago,such projects would never be undertaken iftheconsumer surplus
were not taken into account.
In concluding, we can only emphasize again what the above analysis has
made clear, that there are real benefits to the consumer in all those cases where
real income increases are n o t taken away by discriminatory charges, that is,
when only one price is charged for the project's output. Hence, market prices
alone cannot measure the economic or social benefits of a project.

2.4. INTERMEDIATE P R O D U C T S

In the preceding discussion, consumer willingness to pay emerged as an
important concept for the valuation of consumer goods. In many cases, however, the project evaluator will find himself in a position where he has to determine the value of an intermediate product which m a y be m a n y production stages away from the final goods that are eventually produced. An example is
steel. It may be used in the housing industry for the production of residential
houses or it may be used in the tractor industry to produce tractors that will
help to produce more agricultural goods, and so on. •
In principle, the valuation of intermediate products isnot different from that
of consumer goods. Take, for instance, the case of tractors. The value of a
tractor to the farmer depends on what he will obtain for his agricultural products and on what the costs of his other inputs are. Similarly, for the tractor
manufacturer, the value of the steel he uses depends on what he will receive for
his tractors and on what the costs of his other inputs are. Ultimately then, the
value of steel used in tractor production depends on what the final consumer
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pays for theagricultural products which thetractor helpsproduce. It isthus the
consumer's willingness to pay for the final product that determines the value
of the intermediate product used in its production.
Often a shortcut can beused to measure the values ofintermediate products.
Forinstance,ifthemarketsfortheintermediategoodsareperfectly competitive,
the willingness to pay of the users of an intermediate product would represent
the true value of the product and the analysiscan then stop with an estimate of
thedemand curve for theproduct. Problems arise,however, wheremarkets are
notcompetitive,astheactualpricespaidmaywellunderstatethefinalconsumer
value.
In principle, three types of distortion can be distinguished. First, the users
of the intermediate product may exercise monopsony powers or, in other
words, they pay lessthan they would be able to pay. The only way to measure
the value of the intermediate product then is to determine the true capacity to
pay of these users, which means that a hypothetical demand curve should be
constructed, derived from theestimation of the value oftheproducts produced
by the users of the input in question, given the costs of all their other inputs.
Second, it ispossible that the users oftheintermediate product exercise monopoly powers in their product markets. As a result of this, the final consumers
would have to pay a price for the final consumer good which includes the
amount of monopoly profit that isbeing made by the users of the intermediate
product in their production process.The actual price paid for the intermediate
product would then understate its value by the amount of the monopoly profit
made. Finally, markets may be subject to rationing or price controls. Also, in
suchcasesthecapacity topaywillexceed theamount that isactuallybeing paid.
The task of the project analyst thus isto investigate what distortions exist and
to measure in such cases by what amount true willingness to pay differs from
what isactuallybeingpaid.At first sight,thismaylooklikeaformidable task.In
practice, however, many inputs account for only a small portion of total costs
so that rough estimates will suffice.

2.5. DOMESTIC PRICES AND BORDER PRICES

Foreign exchange can be 'produced' by a country either by expanding its
exports or by reducing its imports. What are the benefit-cost evaluation rules
for export-generating or import-reducing projects? Exports of a good should
be expanded as long as the export earnings of the marginal unit valued at the
foreign exchange shadow rate are higher than its real cost of production.
Similarly, domestic production of a good should beexpanded to substitute for
previouslyimported unitsifthesavingsinforeign exchangevaluedatthe foreign
exchange opportunity rate are greater than the real domestic production cost.
Note that in the latter case the consumer surplus should not be taken into account as the consumers enjoy it already on the previously imported units.
Hence, in both cases,i.e., inexport expansion or import substitution, the beneMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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fits are the export earnings or savings valued at the foreign exchange opportunity cost rate. In all other cases thebenefits of adomestically produced good
consist of the domestic willingness to pay and its costs are to be measured by
the opportunity costs of the factors ofproduction. Insofar asthe project would
induce additional imports, the relevant cost concept for those imports is the
foreign exchange opportunity value, i.e., the c.i.f. costs in foreign currency
valued at the foreign exchange opportunity cost rate.
The benefit-cost rules described in the previous paragraph are the classical
rules and are also followed in the UNIDO Guidelines. 21 However, they are
different from the ones LITTLE and MIRRLEES (L and M) 2 2 have proposed in
Volume II of the OECD Manual on Industrial Project Analysis. 23 Basically,
what L and M suggest is that all goods should be valued in border prices. A
distinction is therefore made between tradeables - imported and exported or
importable and exportable goods - for which the conversion is easy, and nontradeables - such as power, transport, construction and services. The latter are
to be decomposed into their constituent inputs which, in the case of materials,
are again valued in border prices and, in the case of labor, at the marginal
product of labor, which is then converted into consumption so that it can also
be valued at border prices.As in practice it willbe difficult to decompose nontradedgoodseachtimeintotheirvariousparts,Land Msuggestthat conversion
factors be used. Thus one may useconversion factors for construction, electricity,labor, and such,and,incaseswhereitisdifficult togetdetailed information
about the methods of production, a standard conversion factor, although one
should recognize that the latter is only a crude approximation. The standard
conversion factor should be representative of a wide range of goods and is in
practicecalculated asthereciprocaloftheopportunitycostofforeign exchange.
Strict adherence to Land M's methodology could lead towrong resultsin all
those cases where goods do not enter international trade. In a symposium on
their Manual, several critics therefore took issue with L and M, and it may be
useful torepeattwoexamples- onefortradeables,theotherfornontradeables provided by DASGUPTA, one of L and M's leading critics. The first concerns
machine tools. Suppose, DASGUPTA 2 4 states that 1,500 units of machine tools
are currently being produced annually in a country and sold at $20,000 each.
Suppose also that the Government is considering increasing output by 300
units. If the project is accepted, the market clearing price will fall to $ 19,000.
Ontheother hand, theimport priceofthe300unitsis$ 15,000each.If Government allowstheunits tobeimported, then thenormal analysistellsusthat they
should be produced if their production cost is lower than their import price.
Suppose, however, that the Government does not allow imports of the units.
Then, according to the L and M approach, the 300 units should be valued at
$ 15,000,whereas,accordingtotheUNIDO approach, theyshould bevalued at
somewhere between $20,000 and $ 19,000, say, $ 19,500. Which procedure is
the correct one? If the Government will not allow import of the additional
machine tools, then there can be no doubt that they should be valued at the
domestic willingness to pay.
28
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Regarding nontradeables, DASGUPTA again gave a good example, which we
quote here verbatim: 'Suppose, for example, that electric power figures prominently in the operation of a project that is to produce an import substitute.
Iftheuseofelectricitybytheproject reducesitssupplyintherestoftheeconomy
byanamount that theproject requires,thentheUNIDO approach recommends
the use of the producers' willingness to pay for electricity in order to evaluate
its shadow price. The OECD approach, however, recommends the use of the
marginal socialcost of producing it asitsappropriate shadow price. Iftheeconomy were producing efficiently, it can be shown that the two shadow prices
would be equal. But, typically, the willingness to pay for a marginal amount of
electricity might exceed its social cost. In such an instance it is possible for the
project to be rejected by the UNIDO approach (because cost of electric power
is 'high') and accepted by the OECD approach (because the cost is 'low').'
It isdifficult to say whether Land M have accepted changing their appraisal
methodology because they do not address themselves directly to the examples.
However, thefollowing quote seemstosuggestaconcession:'Formally, weare
quite prepared to settle for what Dasgupta says is the UNIDO line - that the
evaluator should decide in the light of what Government policy will be, after
allowing for hisown influence.' 25 Also,in their sequel to the Manual, L and M
appear to agree that the evaluator should evaluate what will probably happen,
not what he would like to happen. 26
If indeed L and M have accepted the above criticism, then there isnot much
difference any more from a theoretical point of view between the normal
appraisal and L and M's methodology. Whereas normally domestic prices are
used asthenuméraire, Land M useforeign pricesasthenuméraire, but theoretically either one of the numéraires can be used with the same result. Further
more, both methods require the same amount of information. Consider, for
instance,thecasewhereaproject induces someadditional production ofa nontradeable input, the cost of which includes foreign exchange. Then, under the
L and M method, every component of the input would be valued at border
prices.Under thetraditional method,allcomponentsoftheinput,including the
foreign exchange component, would be valued at domestic prices,but to determine the foreign exchangecomponent thesameinformation would be required
as under the L and M method. 27
In practice there are several objections, in our opinion, to the L and M
method. First, Governmentsingeneralwillprefer thevaluation totake place in
domestic pricesrather than inborder prices.Second,theLand M methodology
is presented in such a way that it is easy to make mistakes. As STEWART and
STREETEN wrote:'The L and M methods may themselves be stretched to cover
some (possibly all) of the exceptions; in practice, as the Manual iswritten and
applied, it is unlikely that they will be so interpreted.' 28
Let us demonstrate a few of the difficulties of the L and M method with an
example. Suppose we are to measure the values of a series of inputs to be used
for constructing a dam or a factory. We can then set up the following simple
table (Table 2.1) to show the difference between the normal and the L and M
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TABLE 2.1.

Normal Method
Total
Cost

Foreign
Exchange
Component
Rs mil.

I. Equipment I
(nontradeable)
II. Equipment II
(imported)
III. Civil Works
Total
Foreign Exchange
Premium
Total

Land M Method
Total
Cost in
Rs mil.

Conversion
Factors

Total
Cost in
US$ mil.

30

-

30

0.80

24

30
40
100

30
10
40

30
40

1.00
0.85

30
34

10

25%
0.80

88

110

method. Since we are interested in highlighting the border price issue, we are
assuming, for simplicity's sake, that there is no shadow price for labor. In this
example, the official exchange rate is US $ 1 = Rs 1and the opportunity cost
of foreign exchange isUS$ 1= Rs 1.25 or, similarly, the Standard Conversion
Factor (SCF), being the reciprocal of the latter, is0.8. As should be clear after
the above discussion, it does not make any difference whether the costs are expressed in rupees or in US dollars: under the normal method, the costs are
valued at Rs 110million and under the L and M method, at US $ 88 million;
given the foreign exchange opportunity cost rate, both are equal.
But will this be so in practice? It seems to us that the L and M method will
lead much easier to mistakes than the normal method. Let us take Category I,
the nontradeables, first. In the above example, the conversion was easy: we
used the SCF. Butwhat willhappen whenwefollow thedecomposition method
of the L and M manual toconvert domestic values into foreign exchange? One
may well arrive at very wrong values. Category II should not cause problems:
imports and exportsarevaluated atborderprices.Butwhat about Category III
and alltheother categoriesthat includeamixture offoreign exchange and local
costs? L and M see the danger and recommend the use of as many conversion
factors as possible. But what will happen in practice is that one will group
categories together, calculate aconversion factor for them, and then alwaysuse
the same conversion factor. For instance, L and M mention specifically that
wheninformation onconstruction isnot available itwillbeuseful tohave available the construction conversion factor. It seems to us that there are dozens of
techniques to construct things and that the project analyst should base his cost
estimateontheconstructionmethod thatactuallywillbefollowed ratherthan on
some average technique. Finally, there are seriousdifficulties with the Land M
30
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method ifone takes into account that the opportunity cost of foreign exchange
may change during the life of the project. If wefollow L and M, then one must
review and recalculate alltheconversion factors ifoneexpectsthat trade policy
willchange. Underthenormal method wecaneasilyadjust theforeign exchange
shadow rate.
Acriticism that may bemade about thenormal method isthat many governments have objected to the use of a foreign exchange shadow rate. Thisis quite
true, but it was caused by the way it was presented. In the past, many economists have been guilty of inferring that the foreign exchange rate under free
trade - that is, the rate in the absence of exchange controls and tariffs - is the
rate at which the official exchange rate should be set. This is, of course, not
correct. If we make clear to governments that the opportunity cost of foreign
exchange is essentially an exchange rate adjusted for the difference between
domestic and international prices, 29 probably no government would object to
such a rate.
Benefit-cost analysis isjust taking off and it is only recently that some of its
principles are becoming accepted as core principles. The normal appraisal
methodology is theoretically correct;moreover, it has proven itself workable.
The Land Mmethod iscomplicated andeasilyleadstowrongresults.Weseeno
reason to change horses in mid-stream.
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which we may write:
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3. T H E V A L U A T I O N O F C O S T S

3.1. INPUTS

The cost concept that is used in this study regarding the resources used in a
project isthat ofthemaximum benefits foregone. Supposethat aproject's input
of, say, steel reduces the quantity of steel available in the rest of the economy.
Then the cost of this steel is to be measured by the value it had to its users.
Suppose, however, that the project's demand for steel results in an increase in
steelproduction rather than areduction intheuseof steelintherestofthe community. Then the steel producer would need to withdraw resources from the
rest of the economy and the cost of the additional steel production would then
be represented by the value of these resources. Or, in other words, the value
of the additional steel produced would, in this case, be its opportunity cost of.
production.
The above analysis is especially relevant in the case of distortions which
drive a wedge between prices and costs. HARBERGER1 has done path-breaking
work in this field and it will be useful to review his analysis of the opportunity
cost of an input in the presence of an indirect tax. In figure 3.1 the curve D D '
representsthenormal market demand curveand thecurve SS'thenormal marginal cost (supply curve) for steel. An indirect tax on the price of steel would
result in an equilibrium situation, indicated by the intersection of SS' with the
net of tax curve KD', so that output would be OA, price received by the producers of steel AE, and price paid by the users of steel AJ.
Let us assume now that the project under consideration willneed a quantity
of steel equal to CB. This will shift the demand as well as the net of tax curve
by CB to the right, so that the new production will be OB, the supply price of

FIGURE 3.1.
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whichisBF.But itisclearthat thisisnottheopportunity costofsteeltobeused
inthecostcalculation ofthenewproject. Theextrademand ofCBhas displaced
demand equal toAC,theopportunitycostofwhichisAJHC, and has increased
production by AB, the opportunity cost of which is AEFB. Hence, the true
opportunity cost of the quantity CB isequal to AJHC plus AEFB.
The abovecan alsobeexpressed inalgebraic terms.Iftheadditional quantity
demanded is small in relation to the total market, the triangles MHJ and NFE
can be neglected so that the opportunity cost consists of AJMC + ANFB.
Using P0 as the general symbol for the opportunity cost of CB, we may write:
P„= (AJMC + ANFB)/CB

JQä.Pd+SQs.Ps
(3.1.) = - * *

^ ~
-ÔQ4
dP

Since

+dQ.

dP

SQd
Qd , dQs
Qs
-^- ~ ei •— and - ^ = es— we may write
dP
P
dP
P

(3.2.) P„

eg Qd Pd + es QsPs
ea Qd + esQs

Or, in words, the opportunity cost of an input is the weighted average of the
demand and supply prices,the weightsbeing the fractions of demand displaced
and supply induced to additional demand. 2 This is an extremely valuable
formula, which,in many cases,willgiveagood approximation ofthecost of an
input. It should be noted, however, that this result is based on two implicit
assumptions. On the demand side, it was assumed that the market for steel is
perfectly competitive. If, as discussed in the previous chapter, the market is
distorted, itisnot theactual demand pricewhich isrelevant for theanalysis but
therealwillingness to payoftheusersof steel.The second assumption was that
the steel manufacturers' cost of production could be taken as the true value of
the cost of producing the additional steel. Suppose, however, that the market
price of the electricity the industry consumed does not reflect the real cost of
electricity production or that the coal imported for the steel industry is bought
by the industry at a price not reflecting its foreign exchange value. Then the
true opportunity cost ofthe additional steelproduction should not bebased on
what is actually paid but on the real cost of the resources used. The cost of
electricity should thus be calculated on the basis of its real opportunity cost of
production and the cost of coal on the basis of the real opportunity cost of
foreign exchange.
The principle that emerges is that one should attempt to measure the real
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possible willingness to pay in cases of the project displacing demand, and the
real opportunity cost of production ifthe production of an input isincreased in
response to the project, and in cases where both occur, the weighted average of
the two opportunity costs. This analysis may seem a hard task because, for a
precise estimate, the relevant elasticities must be determined. In practice, however, the rate of return of the project may not be sensitive to the values of the
input in question, so that rough estimates will suffice.
3.2. FOREIGN EXCHANGE

In many casesprojects areplanned because they produce products for export
or for import substitution, or, in otherwords,for theforeign exchange earnings
or savings they generate. Also, many projects - even when producing for the
local market - may cause an increase in imports to be used as project inputs.
Under conditions of trade equilibrium and in the absence of export duties
(subsidies) and import duties (subsidies), the domestic value of the foreign
exchange earnings or expenditures is found by multiplying the amount of
foreign exchangebytheofficial exchangerate.However, mostcountries impose
import and export duties and many also have quantitative restrictions and foreign exchange controls. In such circumstances, the official exchange rate will
understate the domestic value of the foreign exchange generated or used by a
project.
The question thus is: Can we find criteria for measuring the domestic value
of foreign exchange in cases where we suspect that the official rate does not
represent thedomestic value?To answer the question weshould use the opportunity cost principle:for what purpose isforeign exchange used, and what isits
valuein suchuses?Adollar offoreign exchange can eitherbe added toa country's foreign exchange reserves or used for increasing imports or for reducing
exports.Undernormalcircumstancesacountry'sobjectiveisnottoearn foreign
exchange for the sake of increasing its reserves so that the value of a dollar of
foreign exchange is then immediately derived from the import-increasing or
export-reducing objectives. But also if the reserves were to be increased, the
value of a dollar of foreign exchange is determined by the opportunity-cost
principle- i.e. bythe alternative cost of increasing the reserves- and itsvalueis
therefore also then derived from the import-increasing or export-reducing
possibilities. Hence, for the determination of the shadow price of foreign exchange it suffices to analyze what happens to the dollar when imports are increased or exports are reduced.
Suppose that adollar of foreign exchange willbeused entirely for increasing
imports. Then its value isthe domestic willingness to pay for such imports. To
theextentthat there arenoquantitative restrictions,thisdomesticwillingness to
pay is the sum of the foreign price valued at the official exchange rate and the
import duties. Hence, if the official exchange rate is US $ 1.00 = Rs 2.00, and
the import duties are 30 percent, the domestic value of US $ 1.00of imports is
Rs 2.60.
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Suppose that the additional dollar of foreign exchange willbe used to reduce
exports.Then, either more exportable goodswillbecome available in the country or the resources otherwise used to produce export goods will be used to
produce home goods. Hence,thedomestic value oftheadditionalexport goods
or the freed resources that become available in the home market can be found
by considering the level of export duties and subsidies. In many developing
countries, export duties are an important source of revenues in addition to
importduties. 3Letusassumetherefore that,inourhypotheticalcountry, export
dutiesaverage 10percent off.o.b. value.ThenthedomesticvalueofUS$1.00of
exports in f.o.b. prices is Rs 1.80.
Wehave thus found two values for the opportunity cost offoreign exchange,
the first related to imports of Rs 2.60 and the second related to exports of Rs
1.80. It should be noted that we have here the same problem we discussed in
Section 3.1 regarding the opportunity cost of an input, and we may therefore
apply the same analysis. HARBERGER'S formula (3.2) can thus be written as: 4

R'

r\.M. (I +T)R + e X(l - D)R
r\M +EX

where R' --- Shadow price of foreign exchange and R = official exchange rate,
both exchange rates expressed in terms of units of local currency
per unit of foreign currency
M —ci.f. value of imports in terms of foreign currency
T --••• Import duties
r\ — Elasticity ofdemand for foreign exchange with respect to changes
in the exchange rate
X -- f.o.b. value of exports in terms of foreign currency
D —Export duties
e —Elasticity of supply of foreign exchange with respect to changes in
the exchange rate.
The foreign exchange opportunity cost is thus the weighted average of the
domestic valuesofthecountry's import and export prices,theweightsbeing the
fractions in which an additional dollar of foreign exchange will be used for
increasing imports and reducing exports, respectively.5 In case of export subsidiesthe sign of Dhas,ofcourse,to bereversed. In case ofquantitative restrictions, the formula remains valid except that then T should be interpreted as
representing the tariff equivalent of the restrictions. In such a case, importers
may make a more than normal profit and this should beconsidered asifit were
a tariff. Hence, the tariff equivalent is to be found by comparing the domestic
prices of the restricted goods with their world prices valued at the official exchange rate. The formula thus has quite some generality. Furthermore, it may
benoted that when thecountry in question isa price-taker, demand and supply
of foreign exchange isdetermined by physical imports and exports, so that the
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demand and supply elasticities of foreign exchange can be replaced by the import demand and export supply elasticities.6 It should also be noted that the
formula isbased on existingdistortions and that itdoesnot represent the shadow price of foreign exchange under free trade conditions. 7 As discussed in
Chapter 1,it istherefore thecorrect formula to useifindeed the Government is
not willingto abolish theduties, which iswhat onecan generally expect.
Aproblem that remains with the HARBERGER formula is,ofcourse,that complicated econometric studies will be necessary to find the relevant elasticities.
It is therefore useful to review whether the formula can be simplified. The
UNIDO Manual suggeststhat theopportunity cost offoreign exchange should
normally be calculated as the average of the ratios of domestic clearing prices
ofconsumption goods toc.i.f.pricescalculated at the official rate of exchange.
Exports would beleft out of the formula as,inthe opinion ofthe authors of the
UNIDO Manual, it isunlikely that increased earnings of foreign exchange will
lead toareduction inexports.Furthermore,capitalgoodswouldnotbeincluded
intheimports intheformula becausetheauthorsfeelthat therate of investment
isnot constrained byacountry's balanceofpaymentsbut bypolitical and institutional conditions. Hence, foreign exchange has a higher value than that
indicated by the official exchange rate only to the extent that it increases domestic consumption.
Itisdifficult toreject the UNIDO proposal out ofhand becauseitalldepends
on what will happen in practice when additional foreign exchange becomes
available. Enhanced foreign exchange availability will often lead to increased
consumption ofexports when such exports are suitable for domestic consumption,suchaswhen theexportsconsistofmanufactured consumer goods. Where
the exports consist of agricultural raw materials or minerals, the additional
foreign exchange availability willnot, in general, lead to home consumption of
theseproducts,but thepressuretoexportmaywellbereduced and the resources
otherwise used for exportsmay then beused for theproduction of home goods.
Excludingcapitalgoodsfrom theformula maybejustified inspecialcaseswhere
indeed investments areconstrained bypolitical conditions. But ifthis isnot the
case, the increased availability of foreign exchange may well increase the demand for imported investment goods when such goods are not available in the
country. To follow UNIDO's suggestion probably impliesthat the opportunity
cost of foreign exchange will be overestimated. On the export side, many
developing countries impose export duties, so that, in general, the exclusion of
exports from the formula will tend to increase the estimate of the opportunity
cost of foreign exchange. Excluding investment goods from imports will have
thesameeffect, asimportdutiesoncapitalgoodsarenormallymuch lower than
those on consumption goods.
Because UNIDO's suggestion isnot veryrealistic,wemay ask whether there
exists another shortcut method of estimating the opportunity cost of foreign
exchange.In thisrespect itmaybenoted that ifthedemand and supply elasticitiesarethe same,the Harberger formula reducesto a simpleratio ofthe sum of
domestic values of imports and exports to their world values. Thus, in our
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example, if exports equal imports, the opportunity cost of foreign exchange
would be Rs2.20.Ifitislikelythat thedemand elasticity for foreign exchangeis
higher than the supply elasiticty, a reasonable estimatewilloften beto take the
average of the foreign exchange opportunity cost of imports (Rs 2.60) and the
unweighted Harberger formula rate (Rs 2.20). Thus in our example, the base
estimate of the foreign exchange opportunity cost would be Rs 2.40. On the
other hand, if the supply elasticity is expected to be higher than the demand
elasticity, the average of the foreign exchange opportunity cost of exports (Rs
1.80) and the unweighted Harberger formula rate (Rs 2.20) may be a good approximation. Inallcases,itisrecommended that sensitivity testsbe undertaken.
In Chapter 6of this study, where the subject of macro-economic imbalances is
discussed, more information is given on the likely values of the elasticities.

3.3. LABOR

The production factor labor has the feature, distinct from all other production factors, that the laborer's services are tied to the laborer. This feature has
important implications asregards thesupplypriceoflabor and itwillbe useful,
therefore, to review briefly how this supply price is determined.
The reader is first referred to Figure 3.2A, which presents the well-known
indifference curve analysis. The horizontal axisrepresents the number of labor
hours the worker can provide up to the physiologically maximum OA and the
vertical axis represents his income. It is assumed that the laborer has a nonlabor income of OR and that any addition to OR islabor income. Two of the
possible indifference curvesoftheworker aredrawn (Ui and U2),each presenting a line of equal utility achieved by substituting additional utility in the form
of leisure for a reduction in utility in the form of income. The slope of an indifference curve at any one point is therefore -dU/dA :dU/dM, where dU/dA
isthe marginal disutility oflabor (or marginal utility of leisurewhen the sign is
reversed) and dU/dM the marginal utility of income. The slopes are increasing
along an indifference curve from left to right, indicating that progressively increasing increments of income are needed to compensate the worker for each
incremental reduction inleisure.When theworker reachesthe maximum number of labor hours, the slopes become infinite. At the extreme left of the figure,
the slopes are assumed to be horizontal, indicating that no disutility of labor
exists when only small amounts of labor are applied.
Thelaborer's supplyposition cannowbedetermined asfollows. Suppose that
the wage rate iswi asindicated by theslope of the line RYi. Then the laborer's
equilibrium position will be at point A, i.e., the point where the wage rate wi
equals the marginal valuation of labor ( -dU/dA :dU/dM), or, in perhaps more
familiar terms, where the marginal disutility of labor ( -ôU/dA) equals the
wage rate w multiplied by the marginal utility of income (dU/dM). At a wage
rate of wi the laborer willthus work a total of OA' hours, earn AA' of income
and have a welfare position equal to Ui. Increasing the wage rate to W2 - the
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level indicated by the slope of the line RY2 - will result in a new equilibrium
position C, so that hewill then work a total of OC' hours, earn CC' of income,
and have a welfare position equal to U2The increase in the welfare position oftheworker due to awage rate increase
isoften defined withthehelpofeitherthecompensating variation orthe equivalent variation ofincome.Thecompensating variation 8 isthe amount of income
that should betaken awayfrom theworkerinordertokeephim when he works
at the wage rate W2at his original welfare level Ui. This is thus equal to the
difference between the Y2 and and Yi lines. The equivalent variation, on the
other hand, istheamount ofincome that should begiven totheworker to bring
him to the welfare level U2 if he has to work at wage rate wi. This amount of
income is thus equal to the difference between the Yf and Yi lines.
However, neither the compensating not the equivalent variation is, in our
40
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opinion, acorrect measure ofthe increase in welfare. This may perhaps best be
shown with the help of Figure 3.2B, which presents the same analysis in a
slightly different form. The lineAC isthelaborer's supply curve and the curves
AB and DC the compensated and equilibrated supply curves corresponding to
the Ui and U2curves of Figure 3.2A, respectively. Thecompensating variation
inincomeisthus represented bytheareawi ABw?and theequivalent variation
inincomebythearea \v1DCw2. Neitherofthetwoareashowever, asdiscussed
in Chapter 2where the consumer surplus was reviewed, measures the real welfare increase of the worker. In case income distribution does not count, the
exact measure isthearea left of the laborer's supply curve, i.e.,the area wi A C
W2.This area can also be found by considering the disutility of the extra work
that the laborer undertakes when the wage rate is increased. The supply curve
shows that if the wage rate increases from wi to W2,the worker's income increases by a total of OW2CC'minus OwiAA'. An amount equal to A'ACC' is
necessary tocompensate the worker for hisadditional work and thenet welfare
increase is therefore wiACw2, or, algebraically, A w ( L + l / 2 A L ) . In case income distribution counts, the total increase in income as well as the leisure
foregone should beevaluated at themarginal utilities of income corresponding
to each of the different points on the supply curve AC, so that the welfare increaseoftheworker equals Aw(L +1/2AL) evaluated at thedifferent marginal
utilities of income.
We may now formalize the argument as follows. Suppose that we are considering the hiring of an individual worker for a new project and that
m —income of the worker in his present occupation
a —extra disutility of effort if the worker accepts the new job
w —wage the new project pays
x = product of the worker in the new project.
Then wecan set up the following table to show the welfare effects of the hiring
of an employed worker.
TABLE 3.1. Welfare Effects of Hiring an Employed Worker.
Economically
Income gain of project
Income gain of worker
Compensation for harder work
Net gain of worker
Total gain of society

x -w
w-m
a
w-m-a
x - (m + a)

Socially
(x - w) vp
(w - m)vw
av„
(w - m - a) vw
(x -w)vp + (w-m -a)vw

Economically, the benefit issimply thedifference between the product of the
worker in hisnew occupation and theworker's old income plusthe valueof the
extra disutility of effort. For a social evaluation, however, thebenefits must be
valued at the relevant marginal utilities of income, and the benefit expression
isthen asintheright hand column ofthetable,whereby vpand vwrepresent the
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income distribution weights derived from the marginal utility of income
schedule applicable to the project owners and workers, respectively.
Let us consider now the case where an unemployed laborer is hired, and let
usassumethat theworkerreceivesfrom Government unemployment benefits or
from his family an income equal to y. Then the following table may be established.
TABLE 3.2. Welfare Effects of Hiring an Unemployed Laborer.
Economically
Income gain of project
Income gain of worker
Compensation for harder work
Net gain of worker
Gain rest of society or family
Total gain of society

x -w
w-y
a
w - y -a
y
x-a

Socially
(X - W) Vp

(w - y) Vy,

av„
(w - y - a) vw
y Vf

(x -w)vp + (w-y -a)vw
+ yvf

Economically, theunemployment benefits arethusnot tobe considered,
since they are mere transfer payments. The worker loses y when he becomes
employed, but the rest of society gains y, so that the net effect is nil. From a
social point of view, however, when income distribution counts, the loss and
thegain are to be valued at the marginal utilities of income ofthedifferent parties, so that the loss and gain do not cancel. As regards the valuation of a, it
needs to elaboration that the supply price of the worker depends on his initial
welfare position. For instance, itisawellknown phenomenon in the developed
countries that some workers prefer toremain unemployed for extended periods
than toacceptajob at awagerate slightlyhigherthan theunemployment benefits, and the value ofa may then be quite high.
We attach considerable importance to the above analysis, since most of the
development literature does not consider the welfare position of the worker. It
is often postulated that the foregone marginal product of the worker is the
opportunity cost of labor or, similarly, that when a worker isunemployed, the
opportunity cost of labor is zero. This does not acknowledge that the laborer
may incur an extra disutility of effort when he moves to another position or
that he may have a certain reservation wage below which he is not willing to
work. For thedetermination oftherealcostoflabor, therelevantconcept isnot
that ofm- the foregone marginal product, but rather ofm + a- the voluntary
supply price of labor. Only thisconcept can explain, for instance, that an additional wageor salary should be offered toinducea rural laborer to move to the
city or, ingeneral, to ajob wherehehasto work harder or whereconditions are
more unpleasant.
After this introduction to the subject, wecan turn to the question of how in
practice we should determine the real cost of labor. The number of possible
cases that can be studied is almost unlimited, depending on the actual circum42
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stances, and we will therefore restrict our analysis to three institutional frameworks which are generally believed to be relevant for the developing countries.
The principles which willemerge from our analysis are,however, applicable to
other situations.
The first case which we would like to review is that of the over-populated
developing countries, the so-called labor-surplus countries. LEWIS 9 has offered
a model ofsuch an economy which hashad, and stillhas,substantial impact on
the economic development and project evaluation literature, and it, therefore,
appears well worthwhile to start our analysis with a review of his work. The
LEWISmodel distinguishes acapitalist sector(factories, mines,plantations, and
such), where labor is paid the marginal product, and a subsistence sector (of
which agriculture is the most important), where labor receives the average
product. The reason that the average product is paid in the agricultural subsistence sector is that the land-to-population ratio in these countries is so low
that the marginal productivity of labor in agriculture is zero or even negative.
Hence, labor would starve if it were paid the marginal product. However, if
each member of the farm household shares equally in the total product, i.e.,
if each member is paid the average product, the household can continue to
operate although, due to population pressures, the average product will soon
equalthesubsistencelevel.Sincethemarginalproductoflaborinthe subsistence
sector iszero, labor can be withdrawn from there without reducing the volume
of farm output. Farm labor will be willing to move to the capitalist sector,
provided the wage rate there is sufficiently above the subsistence wage of the
agriculture sector to compensate the laborer for his moving. According to
LEWIS, this minimum wage level is reached when it is about 30 to 50 percent
above the subsistence level and the labor supply curve for the capitalist sector
willthen beperfectly elastic.Thecapitalist sector hasahighmarginal productivity of labor due to its use of capital and can thus easily absorb some of the
surplus labor of the agricultural sector at the going wage rate. Since the capitalist sectorwillreinvestitsprofits, themarginal productivity oflaborcurvewill
shift upwards, resulting in more labor employment, more profits and reinvestments,morelabor employment, and soon.Industrialization isthusinthe Lewis
model the key to economic expansion. The process will come to an end only
when the supply function of labor starts to rise. This can happen for various
reasons. For instance, the number of people in the subsistence sector may be
reduced so far that the average product there will rise. Alternatively, labor
productivityinthesubsistencesectormayrisebecauseofadditionalcapital and
newtechnology, orbecauseofariseintherelativepriceofagricultural products
due to the additional demand of the workers in the capitalist sector. Thus,
eventually, the whole process will result in an equilibrium situation, but this is
so far away in time that for all practical purposes theopportunity cost of labor
can be assumed to be zero.
The analysis can readily be presented graphically. In Figure 3.3A, the curve
PQ represents the marginal producitivity of labor schedule in the subsistence
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sector. Beyond the labor level OQ, it is assumed that the marginal product of
laboriszero.Thereare,however,OR laborerswhowillshareequallyinthetotal
product OPQ. Let OSS'R equal OPQ.Then the subsistence levelisOS. Hence,
out of a total of OR laborers, only OQ do productive work and QR can therefore be withdrawn from the agricultural sector without reducing the farm output: in other words, the opportunity cost of QR is zero.
Figure 3.3B presents the situation in the capitalist sector, whereby it should
be noted that the labor axis is drawn on a larger scale than in Figure 3.3A.
Since the supply price of labor withdrawn from the subsistence sector is OW
(whichisabout 30to 50percent abovethesubsistencelevelaccordingto Lewis),
capitalists willhire laborers up to thepoint wherethe supplycurveW intersects
the marginal productivity of labor curve, i.e., they will hire OT Laborers. The
opportunity cost ofthislabor iszero (OTisafraction ofQR) and thereal value
of the total product in thecapitalist sector istherefore A + B + C, of which A
accrues to the capitalists inthe form of profits and B -f- Cto the laborers in the
form of wages. Whereas the wages will be consumed, the profits will be reinvested, so that the marginal productivity of labor curve will shift to the right.
More laborers will then be hired, more profits will be made and reinvested,
which again raises the marginal productivity of labor curve, resulting in the
hiring of more laborers, and so on until the perfectly elastic labor supply curve
starts to turn upward.
A problem with the model is,of course, that the capitalist sector can expand
only ifithasamarket for itsproducts. But inaclosed economy, themarkets for
thecapitalist sector's manufactures willbequite limited unlessat the same time
the productivity ofthesubsistence sector israised. In an open economy, import
substitution and export expansion may allow a somewhat longer expansion of
thecapitalist sector. However, the processmay sooncome toahalt if agricultural productivity is not increased since the possibility of import substitution is
quite limited, and export expansion in countries at a low stage of development
encountersdifficulties inviewofthepoorqualityofthemanufactures produced.
Asasideremark, itmaybenoted thatallthisunderlinesoncemorethe necessity
of the interaction between national planning and project planning. The short44
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comings of a national plan based on the model would be immediately obvious
if the rates of return of the individual investment projects were calculated.
Whilethe LEWISmodel thusneedsamendment, and thishasbeen done by the
so-called balanced growth theories whichemphasize thenecessity ofraising the
productivity of the agricultural sector, the question that still needs to be discussed is whether marginal labor productivity in the agricultural sector can
indeed bezero. M Y I N T 1 0 hasmadetheremark that employment inthe capitalist
sectorofthesurpluslaborerswillleadtoextraconsumption outofthe expanded
wage incomes (the area Bin Figure 3.3B) and that this will lead to a social cost
in case the projects in the capitalist sector do not yield a consumable output
immediately. We believe that this argumentation isnot correct. Infrastructure
and heavy industry investments have indeed an element of waiting, but this
should not be considered a social cost when the social rates of return of these
investments exceed those of light industry investments where no waiting takes
place. Furthermore, in an open economy, capital goods may be exported or
used for import substitution, sothat foreign exchange resources would be freed
to satisfy the demand for consumption goods. Again, thiswould bejustified as
longasthesocialratesofreturn ofthecapitalgoodsprojects exceed those ofthe
projects geared towards the immediate provision of consumption goods. The
question which should be asked immediately in reply to this criticism is how
these social rates of return should be calculated. This matter will be discussed
in detail in Part II of this study. Meanwhile, it may suffice to mention that the
element of waiting will indeed enter into the calculation of the social rate of
return of a project, but only as long asthere isa consensus in the economy that
waiting isjustified or, in other words, that the optimal income growth path has
not yetbeen reached in theconomy and that investments should be stepped up.
Part II will discuss the literature which proposes to deal with this matter by
putting a premium on investments vis-a-vis consumption, and will show that
this concept is not correct, since it does not recognize that growth in total
national income iscomposed of the income growth ofdifferent income classes.
Hence, when the distribution of income between persons and over time is not
optimal, the proposal of MYINT - that it is the type of project output (heavy
industry or infrastructure output vis-a-vis output of consumption goods) that
counts as well as that of others - that it is the distribution of project benefits
between consumption and investment that counts - should be rejected and replaced by an analysis of the distribution of project benefits between income
classes. In this part of the study, however, it is assumed that the interpersonal
aswellastheintertemporal distribution ofincomeisoptimal, sothat the matter
of waiting doesnot arise.Hence, ifthe opportunity cost oflabor werezero, the
benefits of a project in thecapitalist sector would be A + B + C(Figure 3.3B)
and there would be no need to analyze either the type of output or the distribution of the benefits.
Returning again to the matter of the zero marginal productivity of labor,
1
' - anobservation previouslymadeby SEN 12 that itisnot themarginal product ofalaborer whichisrelevantbutthe marginal
MYINThasalsomadetheremark
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product of labor time. As MYINT sees it, there isnothing wrong with applying
labor time until its marginal product iszero since, according to him, it is a free
good within the family. Hence, while labor time per farm household is applied
until its product falls to zero, the total available labor time of all the workers
exceedswhatisbeingapplied, and noneoftheworkerswilldoafull day's work.
As a consequence, if laborers are moved from agriculture to industry, those
remaining behind will have to work harder, i.e., accept less leisure, if the total
agricultural output istoremain unchanged. Itislikelythat thisharder work will
be undertaken only ifeconomicincentives areprovided, i.e.,ifthose remaining
behind receive a reward for their harder work. But ifthis isso,then, according
to MYINT, there willbe additional claimson the total resources ofthecountry either agricultural products or manufactures - and one cannot then speak of
a zero shadow wage rate of those moving out of agriculture. Thus, even if the
marginal product oflabortimewerezero,therewould beapositive opportunity
cost of labor.
MYINT'S analysis isinteresting but, in our opinion, not correct. First, it may
be remarked that when the workers have to work harder their additional claim
on the resources of the country should be considered the reward and not the
cost of thisharder work. The cost of the extra work isthe disutility of the extra
labor effort. Second, one wonders why in principle labor time should be considered a free good within the family. MYINT'S assumption iscertainly not correct iflabor has adisutility of effort. Finally, the falling to zero of the marginal
product oflabor timeshould beseriously questioned on thebasisof production
principles.Inafrequently quotedpassage,VINERwrites: 'Asfar asagricultureis
concerned, Ifinditimpossible toconceiveofafarm ofanykind onwhich, other
factors of production being held constant in quantity and even in form as well,
itwould not be possiblebyknown methods toobtain some addition to the crop
by using additional labor in more careful selection and planting of the seed,
more intensive weeding, cultivation, thinning and mulching, more painstaking
harvesting,gleaning,and clearingofthecrop.' 1 3 Thereismuch tothiscriticism,
and experience seemstobear VINER out. Even inthemostoverpopulated countries, one finds that positive wages are paid for rural landless workers and this
phenomenon can, of course, be explained only if labor time has a positive
marginal product.
Accepting then that the marginal product of labor time is in all likelihood
positive, the opportunity cost of labor would be positive in the MYINT model.
SEN, 1 4 however, has argued against such aconclusion and believes that, even if
labor time has a positive marginal product, peasants willmake up for the foregone output of those leaving the farm by working harder without asking for
additional incentives. The assumptions SEN must make to arrive at this conclusion are that the marginal utility of income schedule of the family and its
marginaldisutilityoflabor scheduleareflatintherelevantregion.Similartothe
analysis oftheequilibrium position ofalaborer atthebeginning ofthis section,
wemaydefine theequilibrium position ofthefamily-farm astheposition where
the marginal productivity of family labor (P-dX/dA, where P is the market
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price,and dX/dA the marginal physical product) equals themarginal valuation
of family labor ( - dU/8A:dU/dM, where ôU/dA isthedisutility offamily labor
and dU/dM the marginal utility of income) 15 . Under SEN'S assumption, the
marginal valuation offamily laborcurvewould behorizontal sothat indeed the
rest of the family would work harder if a member leaves the farm. In the SEN
model there isthus a positive marginal product of labor time, but there is also
surplus labor because a number of workers can be withdrawn from the farm
without reducing total output.
SEN regards his hypothesis as not implausible. It seems to us,however, that
SEN'S model is highly unrealistic. SEN'S assumption that the marginal utility of
income schedule isconstant israther farfetched,16 and the assumption that the
marginal disutility of labor does not increase in case ofharder work isalso unlikely. SEN'S model leads to the conclusion that the supply function for labor
would beflat. Thisisincontradiction with empirical observation. The facts are
that during the busy seasons of planting and harvesting, evenin countries such
as India and Egypt - where LEWIS believes surplus labor exists- the labor supply curve turns upwards, so that in the busy season higher wages must be paid
for hired labor than in the slack season. But ifthat isso,then there isclearly no
surplus of labor. The doctrine of the zero opportunity cost of labor must thus,
on this ground alone, be rejected.17
It remains to be analyzed how family and landless labor employment as well
as the rural wage rate is determined during the various seasons. HANSEN 1 8 has
analyzed this matter in detail. In Figure 3.4A, the supply curve of landless
laborers isSi,and of family labor Sf. It should benoted that only the short-run
is considered so that the supply curve may start at a high positive level. The
supply curve for family labor starts at a lower level than the one for landless
labor, in line with the assumption that self-employment is considered more
respectable and enjoyable than work forothers.Thetotal supplycurvefor labor
isthe horizontal summation ofthe twocurvesand isthus thecurve S.Let MPi
be the marginal productivity of labor curve (at given farm product prices)
during the busy season. Then total labor input will be WiC, of which WiA are
landlesslaborershired atthewagerateOWi and WiBfamily laborers. Similarly, if MP2 is the marginal productivity of labor curve during one of the slack
periods, the total labor input will be W2F, of which W2D islandless labor and
W2E is family labor, while the labor wage rate will be OW2. The analysis is
presented on a net basis in Figure 3.4B. The supply of landless laborers is Si,
whilethedemand curvesfor theselaborersinthedifferent seasonsare represented bythe D curves(found bydeducting Sffrom the MPcurves).Itis interesting
to note that if the MP curve falls below the point G in Figure 3.4A, as it may
well do during an extremely slack season, no labor can be hired. For instance,
with amarginal productivity oflaborcurveequal to MP3,labor input OL3will
consist entirely offamily labor. Although thereexiststhen nomarket wagerate,
thisdoesnot mean that labor hasazero shadow wagerate.Thehiring ofan unemployed workerhas, asaconsequence,thefact thattheworkerhastoforego a
certain amount of leisure and, as discussed, it should be recognized that this is
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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a socialcost. Therefore, during theextremely slack season, theopportunity cost
of landless laborers isOW3 and of family labor OW4.
With theaboveanalysiswehavecometoanend asregardsour review of how
the opportunity cost of labor should be determined in the rural sector of the
land-scarcedevelopingcountries.Aswehaveseen,theproblem oflabor surplus
is not amatter of a continuous surplus during the entire year but a matter of
seasonality, with shortages during the peak periods and surpluses during the
slackperiods.On anaggregatebasis,theoverallopportunitycostof agricultural
laborissimplytheweighted averageoftheruralwagerates(OW1andOW 2 ),the
reservation wage at which landless labor isnot willing to work (OW3) and the
marginal product offamily labor to theextent that itfalls below the reservation
wage (OW4), the weights being the quantities of labor supplied. In the case of
individual projects, however, a more detailed analysis will be necessary, as the
withdrawing of labor will not necessarily take place in the quantities in which
the different types of labor are applied on average. Although a precise analysis
may bedifficult, rough indicationsoftheorderofmagnitude willoften be sufficient to arrive at reasonably good estimates of the opportunity cost of labor.
For instance, in the case of a rural works program to be undertaken mainly
during the slack season, the average of the subsistence wage and the lower end
of the rural wage scale will be a good indicator of the opportunity cost of the
rural labor. Additional use of hired labor for irrigation projects during the
entire year can be costed at the average of the rural wage rates throughout the
year. The opportunity costinthecaseofresettlement ofnon-viable farmers can
often be estimated as equal to the minimum subsistence wage rate. And so on.
In principle then, theopportunity cost oflabor for rural projects can be reasonably wellapproximated and it isdefinitely not zero, asthe LEWIS model would
lead us to believe.
Although we thus reject the LEWISdoctrine, wewould like to mention, however,thatthisdoesnotmean thatwebelievethatruralincomesinthe developing
countries are adequate. On the contrary, in many developing countries rural
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productivity is low and many people livethere at the margin of physical existence. What the development process isall about isthat such poverty should be
eradicated. This subject will be discussed in detail in Part II of this study.
As the second case study, we would like to analyze whether the rural opportunity cost of labor also determines the urban opportunity cost of labor. If we
were to follow LEWIS, we should increase the former by about 30to 50 percent
to induce rural workers to migrate to the cities. Others believe a differential of
about 100 percent would be necessary. Whatever the exact figures, the reason
why this differential isnecessary isobvious. A rural worker will migrate to the
city only ifhis real income there isat least equal to hisreal rural earnings, and,
inmaking thecomparison, hewilltakeintoaccount that thecostoflivingin the
city (food, rent, transportation) is more expensive than in the rural areas, that
hemayhaveto work harder ifemployed, that hemayrisk becoming unemployed, but that he may then have more leisure, etc.
Denoting the rural opportunity cost adjusted for the city differences and
hence the worker's voluntary supply price by in, the urban opportunity cost of
labor would beequaltomifthewagerateintheurban sectorwerefree tofind its
own market-clearing level. In most developing countries, however, the urban
wage rate is institutionally determined, sometimes even at levels three to four
times higher than the average rural wage rate. As a result, rural workers are
willingto migrate to the urban centers,even though large pools of unemployed
may existthere.Ifthenumber ofunemployed intheurban sectorwere constant,
the opportunity cost of a worker hired in the urban area would be equal to in
because thehired unemployed worker would be replaced in the unemployment
poolbyaworkerfrom theruralarea.Thereis,however,asHARRISand TODAROi9
and HARBERGER 20 (H-T-H) have shown, no reason why the number of unemployed should remain constant.
The H-T-H- model is basically very simple. Migration from the rural areas
to the urban areas is a function of the expected earnings in the urban areas,
while the expected earnings are a function of the urban wage rate aswell as the
probability of getting employed at this wage rate. In the H-T-H model, this
probability ispresented byp --•= N/L, whereN isthenumber oflaborers employedattheinstitutionally determined wagerateandL thetotalnumberof laborers
inthe urban area. From this follows that dLjdN = Ijp, or, in other words, that
the creation of one urban job results in an inmigration of l/p rural workers.
The opportunity cost of hiring a worker in the urban area isthus (l/p)- in. Asa
rural worker willmigrate to the urban areasonly iftheprobability of obtaining
the urban wage rate multiplied by this rate wequals in, we may also write in =
PeqW. Substituting this in the previous expression, it isimmediately seen that in
the equilibrium situation wherep = peq, theopportunity cost of aworker hired
in the urban area equals the going urban wage rate w.21
The rate of unemployment is in this model the mechanism that keeps the
migration rate down. Suppose that the pool of unemployed in the urban area
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is small, so that the probability of getting a job as well as expected earnings
{NIL)- warehigh. Then there willbe an inflow of migrants, which will increase
the number of unemployed. As a result, the probability of obtaining ajob will
be reduced. This processwillgo on until the probability of obtaining ajob N/L
just equals m/w. At that equilibrium level, the average unemployment rate
(L - N)/L is equal to 1 - p. As the hiring of one laborer will result in an increase in the total labor force of l/p persons and an increase in unemployment
of (l/p) -1 persons, the marginal rate of unemployment is presented by
[d(L - N)]/dL = (l/p - I)/(l/p) = 1 - p, and isthus the same asthe average
rate. Hence, in the H-T-H model the rate of unemployment in the equilibrium
position isconstant. The hiring of additional persons willlead to an increase in
absolute numbers of the unemployed but not to an increase in the rate of unemployment.
The opportunity cost of labor must be equal to the urban wage rate in this
model because the hiring ofone worker whosesupply priceispw willlead to an
inflow of l/p workers, so that the total welfare foregone equals exactly w. This
can also be shown as follows. Suppose that p = 0.5, so that two workers will
migratetothecityifoneworkerishired.Asaresult,oneworkerwillbecomeunemployed and his loss in welfare isthusm. Thismust be added to the opportunitycost ofthe hired worker, which isalsom. Hence,thetotal opportunity cost
equals 2m, which, because m = 0.5w,equals exactly the urban wage rate.
While the H-T-H model makes it very clear that in addition to the supply
price ofthe individual worker, thelossinwelfare of those workers who become
unemployed must also be considered, the model is not very realistic in several
respects. First, as STIGLITZ 22 has observed, the definition of the probability of
obtaining work in the urban area,p = N/L, implies that 'individuals go to the
hiring halleveryday' or, inother words,that alltheindividuals- employed and
unemployed - compete constantly with each other for the jobs. Since this is
unrealistic, STIGLITZ replacesthe one-period H-T-H model with a multi-period
model wheretheprobability ofbeinghired depends on thelength oftimein the
unemployment pool. STIGLITZ, however, then arrives at the same result as the
H-T-H model. He recognizes as a possible objection to this result that the predicted unemployment rates are much too large. For instance, ifthe urban wage
rate isabout twice the level of m - which it often is- it follows from m = peqw
that/?«,and hence theemployment rateN/L isonly about 50percent,clearly an
unacceptable prediction. The models may thus imply, in STIGLITZ'S opinion, a
much higher unemployment rate than is actually the case.
MAZUMDAR 2 3 makes the same criticisms and, following an earlier model of
TODARO, 2 4 suggests that a more realistic probability function would be p =
(yN)/(L - N), where as before N represents the number of urban jobs, L the
number of urbanjob seekers,and ythe rate ofgrowth of the urbanjobs N. The
probability of finding ajob in the urban area isthus a function ofjob openings
and the absolute number of unemployed. The function can also be written as
L = {(y/p) + l}./Vfrom which follows that the migration function is presented
by dL/dN = (y/p) + 1. The opportunity cost of hiring a worker is thus
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{(ylp) + 1} W - Since a rural worker's supply price in the equilibrium situation
will be m = p w,we may write:
opp. cost of labor _ (y/p + \)m
wage rate
(l/p)fh
L-N

.

L-N

(L-N)/L

Thus if the growth rate of urban jobs is 5percent and the unemployment rate
about 9percent, theopportunity cost oflabor would beabout 55percent of the
urban wage rate. The average rate of unemployment is presented by
L-N
L

yN/p
_
{(y/p) + 1}N

y

and the marginal rate by
d(L~N)
àL

j

1
(y/p) + 1

y +p

Since the two are equal, the rate of unemployment will not change in the MAZUMDAR model,just asin the H-T-Hmodel.The MAZUMDAR model gives,however, much more reasonable predictions as regards the level of the rate of unemployment.
Rather than having large pools of unemployed in the urban areas, many
developing countries appear to have an urban informal sector where the migrantscan earn at least some money by working ascasual laborers, street vendors, rickshaw drivers,houseservants,and thelike. HARBERGERhasargued that
in such cases the informal sector wagerate represents the supply pricem of the
migrantsand that therefore theopportunity costofalaborer hiredbythe formal
sector is equal to his informal sector earnings. This argumentation, however,
overlooks the point that the migrants will be willing to work for less than the
going wage in the informal sector because they expect to obtain a job in the
formal sector later at the higher urban wage rate. The MAZUMDAR model can
easily take account ofthispoint. In thepresence of an informal sector, the equilibrium condition for a rural worker who considers migrating to the city is
presented by m -- p%Wj + (1 - ptq)wi, where m is the supply price of the
migrant,/??,the probability of obtaining ajob in theformal sector, wythe wage
rate in the formal sector. (1 />%)the probability of working in the informal
sector, and wtthe average earnings of the migrant in the informal sector. From
this, it follows that p%q = (fh - wi)/(wf - wi). Denoting the number of people
intheinformal sectorbyL-N, theprobabilityfunction isasbefore(yN)j(L - N).
Hence,rural workerswillmigratetothecityaslongasyN/(L -N)is larger than
ptq-The inflow of migrants will, however, increase the number in the informal
sectorand alsoreducetheearningsw,-oftheworkersintheinformal sector. This
process willgoon until theequilibrium position isreached where yN/(L - N) Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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ptq. At that point the migration function is the same as in the previous model
and thehiring of one person bytheformal sector willthus result in an inflow of
{yip*) + 1 persons. It should benoted, however, that in thiscasep*hasa lower
value than thep in the previous model, sothat the opportunity cost of labor for
the formal sector is higher than in the previous model. This is logical because
the possibility of earning w,-will result in a larger inflow than before. The informal sector will also, therefore, account for a larger percentage of the total
labor force than the unemployed in the previous model.
The last model can also be refined by means of a multi-period analysis.
Furthermore, the analysis has not been entirely correct, in that the value of m
willof course change during the migration process. It must, however, seriously
be questioned whether sufficient empirical data will be available to determine
therequired migration function with anyprecision. Estimating the opportunity
cost of labor for the formal sector in the urban area istherefore often a rather
arbitrary undertaking. The upshot of the above discussion isthat at least gome
limits can be indicated, in between which the opportunity cost will lie. It is
definitely not zero,asthe LEWISmodelwould lead ustobelieve,but substantiallylargerthan theruralearnings.Itisalsolargerthantheearningsinthe informal
sector.Ontheother hand, itwillbelowerthan theinstitutional wagerate.In the
presence of an informal sector, agood approximation willoften be to calculate
the valueof {{yip*) + 1}fh. For instance, ifyequals 5percent and the informal
sector accounts for about 20 percent of the total labor force, it follows from
p*
yNf(L -N) that p* == 0.25. Hence, the opportunity cost of labor can
with reasonable accuracy be put at 1.20times m. If R'; ----- 0.5 Wf, then m will be
0.625 w/25 and the opportunity cost of labor will thus be 75 percent of w/ and
150percent of u,-.Often, however, no reliable data will be available as regards
p*. The best one can do in such a case is to estimate the values of vv,- and w/
and to consider these the minimum and maximum values, respectively, of
labor's opportunity cost.Theuseofboth valueswillshow how sensitivethe rate
of return of the project is with respect to this variable and in cases where the
value of the opportunity cost of labor appears to be important, a range of rates
of return should be calculated rather than a single-valued rate of return.
Thethird casewewould liketoreviewishowtheopportunitycostof unskilled
labor should be determined in the so-called primitive affluence countries. Our
attention so far has focused on the determination of labor's opportunity cost
in those countries where the land-to-population ratio is low. In general, even
though the subsistence sector may bequite large in such countries, the modern
sector-plantations, mines and industry-does not encounter any difficulty in
hiring thelabor itrequires. But there arequite anumber ofcountries where the
modern sectorencounters substantialproblemsinobtaining labor. These countries also have a large subsistence sector, but the land-to-population ratio is
high and the subsistence farmer doesnot seemto work unduly hard to obtain a
reasonable living. This is all to the good, but what appears to be a perverse
reaction isthat evenat relatively highwages,labor doesnot appeartobewilling
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to work in the modern sector. Such a situation seems to have existed in countries like Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Fiji, Mauritius and some Eastern and Central
African nations - to the point even that the modern sector opted to import
immigrant labor from India and China. In thepresent timethissituation exists,
according to F I S K 2 6 , in the Pacific Region, including Papua New Guinea and
several other Melanesian and Polynesian islands and, acording to others 27 , in
parts of Africa. The problem of the unresponsive subsistence farmer is important becausethelevelofparticipation inthemonetary economy determines toa
large extent the overall economic development of the country.
What then are the reasons for the unresponsive conduct of the subsistence
farmer? According to FISK, the situation of many groups of peasants in the
countries in the Pacific Region can be characterized as one of 'primitive affluence'. The peasants 'are able to provide, from their own resources, as much as
theycan consumeofthenormal staplefoods thattheyareused to,together with
a reasonable surplus for entertainment, display and emergency, and a standard
of housing, clothing and entertainment requisites that is traditionally acceptable, with an employment of a relatively small part of the total potential resources of labor and land available to them. This means that within their selfnon-monetary system the productivity of their labor is very high, and it is still
quite common in these countries to find substantial groups of peasants able to
sustain this level of consumption from their own resources at the cost of an
average labor input of about three hours per man-day or less.'
Illustrative in this respect are the findings of MOULIK 2 8 , who collected, inter
alia, data on the daily activity patterns of sixty-seven subsistence farmers in
three districts in Papua New Guinea. Out of a normal weekly activity time
(including leisure) of 77hours (11hours per day), the productive activities - as
MOULIK calls it - appeared to account for only some 19 to 25 hours. These
activities included subsistence production and a very limited amount of cash
cropping and paid work. Leisure accounted for about 40to 48hours per week,
while social obligations, ceremonial activities, the meeting of Administration
officials, and such, accounted for the rest of the available weekly activity time.
It is not clear from MOULIK'S report where he has drawn the distinction between leisure and the social obligation type of activity. Furthermore, his definition of productive activities (subsistence production, cash cropping and paid
work) is unfortunate, since many of the so-called non-productive activities
definitely have an economic function. Story-telling and singing are a form of
education of the young; palavers are ameans of arriving at consensus and settling disputes; and the making of ceremonial masks is just as productive an
action as that of a sculptor in the Western world. The way the family allocates
itstimebetween thesedifferent typesof activitiescan stillbebased on marginal
principles sothat the utility from an hour'swork in subsistencefarming willbe
equal to the utility from an hour of leisure or any ceremonial or educational
activity. What MOULIK'S investigation has confirmed, however, is that the
peasant farmer in Papua New Guinea appears indeed to live in a situation of
primitive affluence, a situation where the agricultural work week-isshort and
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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the marginal utility of additional agricultural staples is low.
The subjective equilibrium position ofthepeasant farm inprimitive affluence
has been analyzed in detail by NAKAJIMA 29 and the following analysis is based
on his work. The model we will use has three special features. First, in view of
the difficulty of measuring the value of ceremonial activities and the like, we
define income asthe valueofthe agricultural subsistence products, and assume
that there are someoutside markets for agricultural products sothat the family
is able to impute a price to these products. Second, as confirmed by empirical
data, the equilibrium position of the farm as regards agricultural production
will be reached when only a very low amount of labor is applied, say 20 to 25
hours per week. Third, theindifference curveswillassume a vertical slope soon
after the subsistence level of living has been reached. NAKAJIMA calls the level
ofincomeatwhichthecurvesturn upward theachievement standard ofincome,
but thisis,inour opinion, arather unfortunate term asitdoesnot acknowledge
that the peasants may have substantial aspirations outside the subsistence
farming field. NAKAJIMA'S achievement standard is very similar to what FISK
has called the demand-ceiling or, in a slightly different context, the full-belly
situation. Whichever name is used, it isclear that in a primitive affluence type
of society, the marginal utility of additional staples will become negligible at a
satisfaction level close to the subsistence level.
The model is presented in Figures 3.5A and 3.5B. The horizontal axis OA
represents in both figures the maximum possible labor hours of the family,
while the vertical axis in Figure 3.5A represents total family income and in
Figure 3.5B the marginal productivity and the marginal valuation of family
labor. In Figure 3.5A the subsistence level of income isOMo and the full-belly
level is OM2, the latter being only slightly above the subsistence level. As
mentioned above, the indifference curves (not drawn between OMo and OM2)
have a vertical slope above the level OM2. Equilibrium will be reached where
the family income curve OLi touches an indifference curve, which is assumed
to be at the point Q. Thisequilibrium position isalso shown in detail in Figure
3.5B,wherethecurveL3isthemarginalproductivity oflaborcurveand L2isthe
marginalvaluation oflabor. Itshouldbenoted thatL2assumesaninfinite value
for work beyond M2C. The equilibrium position is Q' and a quantity of labor
equal to OAi will be applied, representing about 20or 25 hours of adult male
work per week.
Between the levels OMo and OM2 (Figure 3.5A), the peasant farm will act
as a normal economic unit. For instance, let us assume that the possibility of
outside wage work has been opened. Its marginal valuation curve is then no
longer determined by the production possibility curve OLi but by the wage
income curve. In Figure 3.5B there willbe anew marginal valuation curve and
a new subjective equilibrium. Whether this new equilibrium will be to the left
ofOAi ortothe right,dependson theslopesoftheindifference curves between
Q and C.Let usassume,however, that therewillbeapositive response towards
higher wage rates and let us assume that the family will follow the curve Q'E'
in supplyingits labor. With a wagerate equal to OWi thenew equilibrium will
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FIGURE3.5A.

FIGURE 3.5B.

beatthepoint F',sothatthefamily workspartlyonthefarm and partly outside.
At higher wage rates,thefamily would evenbewillingtoabandon thefarm and
to spend allitstime on outsidework. However, themaximum thefamily would
be willingto work would be determined by its full-belly income level, OM2. In
Figure 3.5B this occurs when the wage rate is at the level OW2. An amount of
labor equal to OA2 will then be supplied and the family's income OW 2 E'A2
is then equal to OM2. Above point E' the supply curve will take the form of a
hyperbole and will be backward sloping. This is readily seen. For instance, at
the wage level OW3(the slope of OD in Figure 3.5A), the labor supply will be
OA3and no more because only an income ofOM2 issought. The labor supply
curve of the farm over the entire wage range is thus equal to Q'E'D'.
It should be noted that there isnothing unique about this backward sloping
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labor supplycurve.Onewillfinditeveninthedeveloped countries,astherisein
income due to higher wagerates willeventually lead an individual to buy more
leisure,eventhoughthepriceofleisure- thehourlywager a t e -hasbecome more
expensive. The income effect has then won over the substitution effect. What is
unique, however, in the context of the primitive affluence society is that the
backward bending takes place at, by Western standards, a minimum effort
level. This has important consequences for the determination of labor's opportunity cost. Assume that at a plantation wage rate of US $300per annum,
the peasant farmer iswilling to work only 20hours per week rather than the 40
hours per week the plantation requires.Then the opportunity cost of labor will
not be US $300but US$600per annum, becausetheplantation would need to
hire two men rather than one to obtain its 40 hours of work per week.
Thus, labor in primitive affluence societies isnot cheap. It is, therefore, not
surprising that in the past many plantations - with the consent of the colonial
governments preferred to import cheap labor from abroad. As a result, the
subsistence sectors in such countries never became developed while the immigrants,however,becameusedtothemodern sectorwithitslongerworking hour
weeks. Eventually, when the numbers of the immigrants increased, they took
over many of the more lucrative jobs (trade, service, money-lending), thus
exacerbating the socio-economic problems of these ethnically mixed societies.
InMalaysiainthepresentday,for instance,theaverageincomeofthe Chinese
representing 34 percent of the population - is about double that of the indigenous Malays, accounting for 55 percent of the population.
In most countries immigrant labor policies are now no longer acceptable.
Another alternative to obtaining cheap labor for the modern sector also used
in the past - is to impose corvées or to use the always available casual labor,
which,after aspellinthemodern sector, revertstothesubsistencefarm. But the
former, very rightly so,isunacceptable nowadays and cheap labor policies will
never lead to an increase in productivity of the subsistence sector. It should,
therefore, be recognized that only a policy of relatively high wages will lead to
thedevelopment of theprimitive affluence societies.But such policiesalone are
not enough. The objective must be to shift the peasant labor supply curve
Q'E'D' upwards to such an extent that it willcross the line of the40-45 hours
workweek. The policy prescription for achieving this objective may be summarized as follows:(a) create work opportunities for less than 40 to 45 hours per
week at relatively high wage rates;(b) increase the labor productivity curve by
means of integrated rural development projects; and (c) increase farmers'
demand by introducing consumer goods (kerosene lamps, tin roofs, radios,
sewing machines, bicycles, and such) and by bringing the farmers into contact
with the modern world (education). There ismuch more that can be said about
the subject. We hope, however, that we have made it clear that cheap labor
policies are not the answer for the development of the primitive affluence type
societies and that ifone really wishes to make a modern man out ofthe subsistence farmer, a comprehensive policy package as outlined above is necessary.
Basic to th formulation of this package is the labor response of the farmer,
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showing once more that, in the formulation of a national plan, the microeconomic data used for project evaluation purposes cannot be neglected.

3.4. CAPITAL

Capital theory isacontroversial subject30 and thisappliesalso tothe concept
of the opportunity cost of capital. The determination of the opportunity cost
of capital is,of course,ofcrucial importance for theevaluation of Government
projects.Iftheopportunitycostofcapitalandtherewiththecut-off rateofreturn
for Government projects is set too high, a number of projects may need to be
rejected. If the rate is set too low, inefficient projects may be accepted.
WewilldiscussbudgetconstraintsinChapter 5and assumeinthissection that
there is no budget constraint on Government funds so that Government can
obtain the funds it needs for a particular project from the private sector or,
alternatively, ifithastoo many funds inrelation to projects, that itcan transfer
the surplus funds to the private sector. Even under these circumstances, the
economicliterature inthepast hastakendiametrically oppositeviewsasto how
the opportunity cost of capital is to be found. On the one hand, for instance,
KRUTILLAand ECKSTEIN 3' feelthat theopportunity costofcapitalisdetermined
by consumers' marginal time preference rates. On the other hand, there is the
view of HIRSHLEIFER, DEHAVENand MiLLiMAN32that it isthe rate of return on
private investments that counts. BAUMÖL 33 takes a kind of middle position. He
firstarguesthat therelevantcut-off ratefor Government projects isthe marginal
rate of return on investments in the private sector, but then argues that the
subjective time preference rate is also relevant. The subject is thus full of controversyand itiswellworth oureffort toreviewbriefly howthesewriters arrived
at their conclusions.
KRUTILLA and ECKSTEIN argue that the true opportunity cost of capital
cannot be the rate of return earned on the marginal investment of the most
successful private firms since a reduction of the Government program by, say,
US $ 100million would not result in expansion of investment by such firms of
an equal amount 34 . Their approach is therefore to trace how the capital for a
Government project would otherwisebeusedand todetermineitsvalueinthose
uses. Two models concerning the United States are analyzed, both models
assuming that the public investment forestalls cuts in taxes. Model A assumes
that the tax cuts would be in sales taxes and in the personal income tax, which
benefits low-income families most so that consumption would be boosted.
Model Bconsists of a reduction of the personal income tax with emphasis on
upper-income brackets and of a reduction of the corporate tax so that investments would increase. Regarding the cuts in the personal income tax and the
salestaxes,thetax savingsper incomeclassarecalculated and the after-income
taxinterest ratesfacing householdsintheirsaving-spending decisions estimated
so that the weighted average of the after-tax interest rates can be found. Regarding thecut inthecorporate income tax, itisassumed that 45percent would
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bepassed onimmediately toconsumersandwageandsalaryearners,and about
37.5 percent over a period of 100 years the economic life of water resource
projects- todividend recipients.Theremainder would staywith thefirms in the
form of retained earnings but would mainly be invested in liquid assets at low
rates of return. Of the entire cut in the corporate tax, only about 3.5 percent is
valuedattheratesofreturn that firms intheprivatesectornormallymake.Since
the two modelscalculate the cost of capital mainly on the basis of the low interest ratesat whichconsumers undertake their savingsand borrowing decisions,
i.e., the consumers' marginal time preference rates, extremely low values were
found for the opportunity cost ofcapital. Model A estimates thecost of capital
at 5.29 percent, Model Bat 5.44 percent.
HIRSHLEIFER, DE HAVENand MILLIMANpoint outthatinaperfect competition
equilibrium situation, the rate of interest measures the marginal time productivity of capital as well as the marginal rate of time preference of lenders 35 . If
Government projects are not subject to risk, then the prime - riskless - rate of
interest can beused for discounting thebenefits ofGovernment projects. However, in their view, Government projects have at least the same risk as private
projects and perhaps even more because most Government agencies have a
record ofoveroptimism incost-benefit determinations 36 . Onpractical grounds,
theyfeel, therefore, that theGovernment's discount ratefor waterresource projects should at least be equal to the returns that private utilities pay to their
bondholders and equity owners. There is the additional complication that a
corporate tax must be paid on the profits of private utilities. HIRSHLEIFER, DE
HAVEN and MILLIMAN see this tax as a price which equity investors are willing
to pay to avoid the risk of bearing unlimited liability 37 . Thus the marginal rate
of return of private projects includes the various degrees of risk that investors
face. The marginal privaterate ofreturn can befound byanalyzing how private
utilities are financed, which is typically with debt and equity in about equal
proportions. If bonds yield 4.7 percent and equity 5.7 percent (1959 averages)
and ifit isassumed that no surpluses remain in the company, the marginal privaterateofreturn willbe8.3percent 38 .Propertyand othertaxesraisethe return
toover9percent,and, takingintoaccount that Government projects are riskier
projects than private projects, they recommend that 10percent should be used
as the Government's discount rate.
BAUMÖL starts his analysis by underlining that investment in a Government
project should be undertaken only ifthebenefits ofthe project aregreater than
thelosssustained byremoving theinvestment resourcesfrom theprivate sector.
If allthegoods and services in the economy other than those provided by Government are supplied bycorporations, the opportunity cost ofthe Government
funds will be equal to the return these corporations make. For instance, if the
corporations must return 5percent to their stockholders and the corporation
tax is 50percent, the opportunity cost ofGovernment funds willbe 10percent.
In the real world there may of course also be risk elements, and corporations
must then make an additional rate of return sufficient to compensate the
stockholders for the risks they take. For instance, suppose that the private
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investors need 8 percent rather than 5 percent to be induced to invest in the
risky undertaking. Then the rate of return of the corporation must be 16 percent. From the point of view of society as a whole, it is this yield that will be
foregone if resources are transferred to Government, and the opporutnity cost
ofGovernment funds mustthusbesetat 16percent.Thereisnoneedto differentiate between the riskiness of Government projects compared to private projectssince,from thepoint ofview ofsocietyasawhole,publicaswellas private
projects have low risks because of the law of large numbers. The opportunity
costofcapitaltoGovernment consiststhusoftheratesofreturn foregone in the
private sector.
BAUMÖL then goes on, however, to argue that consumers' time preferences which are, as discussed, much lower than the opportunity cost of capital because ofthetaxfactor - alsoshould playa roleasotherwise oneallocatesto the
future, resources much smaller than the amount consumers would be willing
to allocate, as indicated by their individual subjective time preference rates.
BAUMÖL does not enter into the issue that the individual time preferences may
not reflect adequately the social time preference rate of society as a whole. He
assumes thus implicitly that theindividual rates aretherelevant ones for determining the optimal investment program. We will follow BAUMÖL for the moment, but willcriticize him later on in this section. According to BAUMÖL then,
there isan unavoidable indeterminancy in the choice of the discount rate to be
used for Government projects. 'The figure which is optimal from the point of
viewofallocation ofresourcesbetween theprivateand public sectorsisnecessarilyhigher than that whichaccords with thepublic's subjective time preference.
As a result, neither the higher nor the lower figure that has been proposed can,
by itself, satisfy the requirements for an optimal allocation of resources, and
we find outselves forced to hunt for a solution in thedarkjungles ofthe second
best.' 39
BAUMOL'S analysis is elucidating. It makes clear that the HIRSHLEIFER, DE
HAVEN and MILLIMAN construction of treating the corporate tax as a price for

risk aversion isfarfetched. Thecorporate tax issimply part oftherate of return
intheprivatesector.Thatdifferent partsofthat rateofreturn accrueto different
parties - Government, lenders, equity investors - is not important; it is the
total rate of return that is foregone if funds are transferred from the private
sector to the Government sector. As regards the dichotomy whether the subjective time preference rate or the private rate of return should be used as the
cut-off rate for Government projects - all the time still assuming that the individual rates reflect the social time preference rate-, thematter wasanalyzed in
detail by RAMSEY 40 and USHER 4 1 in theircomments on BAUMOL'S paper and by
HARBERGER 42 in thecontext of hisanalysisofthe opportunity cost ofcapital in
an economy with a reasonably well functioning capital market.
RAMSEYusesan elegant and simplenotation and itwillbeuseful to review his
analysis briefly. If resources are transferred from the production in the private
sector ofgoodsXand Ytotheproduction intheGovernment sector ofgood Z,
the value of Z production must at least be equal to the value of the foregone X
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and Yproduction. LetM d , MC,andMC Zbethemarginal resourcecost ofX,
Y and Z, respectively, excluding cost ofcapital, and r x I x , ryIy and r z I z the cost
of capital of X, Y and Z,respectively, then wemust have (in absolute terms):

(MCx+rxIx)•A X+(MCy+ryIy)•AY<(MCZ+rzIz)•A Z
The twoterms ontheleft-hand side represent the value oftheforegone Xand
Y production, respectively, and the term on the right-hand side the value of
the Z production. Furthermore, we may write: MC X -AX + MC y -AY =
MCZ- A Z and Ix-A X + Iy-A Y = Iz-A Z , or in words, the resources other
than capital andthecapital, respectively, which arebeing transferred from the
X andYindustry totheZindustry must equal theresources other than capital,
and thecapital, respectively, which willbeusedbytheZindustry. Thusweget:
rxIx- A X + ryIy- AY < rzIz- AZ, which when divided by Iz-A Z gives axrx +
ayry < rz,wherea x = (Ix- AX)/(IX- A X +I y - AY)anda y = (Iy- AY)/(IX- A X +
Iy-AY).In words this equation tells usthat theopportunity cost ofcapital to
Government is the weighted average of the rates of return foregone in the
private sector,theweightsbeingthecapital whichwould havebeennecessary to
produce theforegone private sector products.
Suppose that, asinourexample above, theXgood isproduced by corporationsandsubject torisksothat therate ofreturn thereis16percent andthatthe
Y goods are produced in the noncorporation sector so that the rate of return
there isonly 5percent. Suppose further that iftheZ goods - the Government
sector goods- arenotproduced, 80percent oftheGovernment funds would be
used fortheproduction oftheXgoodsand20percentfortheproduction of the
Y goods.Then theopportunity cost ofthe Government funds would be(0.8 x
16%) + (0.2 x 5%) = 13.8percent. It maybenoted that, in this model, the
subjective time preference rates do not enter into thepicture at all.Thenetof
riskrateofreturn of5percentwhichborrowers require isthebefore-incometax
rate ofreturn, whilethesubjective timepreference rateis,ofcourse,thecorresponding net-of-income tax return. For instance, if the income tax rate is 30
percent, thesubjective time preference rate would be 3.5percent. In RAMSEY'S
model,thisrateisnotrelevantatallsincetheGovernment funds areall obtained
by displacing theconsumption of, and hence thenecessary investments for the•
production oftheprivate goods X andY.
In HARBERGER'S capital markets model, however, additional savings willbe
induced and their value interms ofyield isthesubjective time preference rate.
HARBERGER'S model is basically the same as the onehe uses for analyzing the
opportunity cost of an input (Section 3.1)and isas follows. Suppose that the
capital market functions reasonably well and that Government borrows the
funds required foracertain project inthismarket.Then therewillbeareduction
in private investment, thevalueofwhich interms ofyield isthebefore-tax rate
of return (i.e.,theamount accruing toGovernment intheform oftaxes andto
the private investors in the form of dividends and retained earnings). This is
thusexactly thesameasinthe RAMSEYmodel. However, theadditional borrowing of Government will increase the interest rate and this will induce private
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savingstocome forward, thevalueofwhich inyield terms isthenet of personal
income taxreturn. The opportunity cost oftheGovernment funds thus consists
in this case of the weighted average of the private sector rate of return and the
subjective time preference rate, the weights being investments displaced and
savings induced.
What has become quite clear from the RAMSEY and HARBERGER analyses is
that intheirmodels theopportunity costofGovernment funds isdetermined by
the method of resource transfer which the Government uses. Public funds can
be raised by taxation or byborrowing. The taxes can bedesigned to obtain the
resources from the corporate or high-risk areas or they can be designed to
obtain theresourcesfrom theunincorporated orlow-risk areas,and soon. Each
of the different ways in which the Government can raise its funds will have a
different impact and there will thus be as many different opportunity costs as
there are ways of raising money.
HARBERGER very rightly points out that wewillneverbeable toget the information to calculate the multiplicity of possible opportunity costsand proposes
therefore touseonlyoneopportunity cost,namely, asdetermined byhis capital
market model,which hedenotes bythe symbolco.He seesthecapital market as
a sponge which can absorb any tax revenues above anticipated levels or yield
upthefunds required for an increment inGovernment expenditures iftaxes fall
short. In this sense, incremental tax funds can then be said to have a yield ofco
and incremental Government expenditures an opportunity cost of co. Those
who are responsible for project evaluation can thus evaluate whether a project
isjustified inthelightofan opportunity costofco,sothat decentralized decision
making will be possible. As regards the value of co, HARBERGER notes that
savings are in general not very sensitive to interest rate changes. Hence, the
weighted average of the private sector rates of return and the subjective time
preference rates 'willbereasonably close,ifnot preciselyequal, tothe marginal
productivity of capital in the private sector.' 43
HARBERGER'Sproposal isinteresting.Unfortunately, however, mostdevelopingcountries do not have awelldeveloped capital market, and the sponge concept of thecapital market, therefore, breaksdown. Itisclear, however, that the
administrative Government apparatus can only function if projects are evaluated with respect to one single opportunity cost. As the HARBERGER shadow
rate cannot be used, the question arises whether there is another shadow rate
that would allow such decentralized decision making.
In reviewing this matter, it is essential to recollect that all the writers so far
discussed assume implicitly that the individual subjective time preference rates
reflect the social time preference rate of society as a whole. However, there is,
in our opinion, no reason why this should be so as it should be recognized that
theconsensusvalueoftheindividualsintheeconomy asregardsthevalueof the
social time preference rate - and, hence, as regards the optimum growth path
oftheeconomy- differs, inallprobability,from thevaluesofthetime preference
ratestheyusein making their personal investment-saving decisions.The dichotomy and the indeterminancy, to quote BAUMÖL, of the choice of the discount
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rate to be used for evaluating projects thus does not exist. The discount rate to
be used is the social time preference rate, or, as it is also called, the social discount rate.
In this part of the study, we do not consider income distribution aspects and
weare analyzing, therefore, situations of optimal growth where the investment
program oftheeconomyisoptimum, sothat theright trade-off between current
and future consumption takesplace.In suchcases,the socialdiscount rateto be
used for evaluating Government projects may be defined as the cut-off rate of
return for Government projects that would keep the economy on the optimal
growth path. Hence, ifcapital isto betransferred from the private sector to the
Government sector, the relevant discount rate will be the weighted average of
theratesof return foregone by the private sector. In thisrespect, itis important
to note that traditional benefit-cost theory does not consider the distributive
aspectsofsuchtransfersbecausethisisconsidered thedomainofthedistribution
branch of Government. The allocative branch of Government the one that
makes investment decisions - is assumed to follow economic efficiency principles only and it isassumed, therefore, that thecapital foregone in the private
sector isproportional to the capital employed. The opportunity cost of capital
of the private sector has, therewith, become the relevant discount rate for
evaluatingGovernment projects. However,theexistenceof situationswhere the
investment program of theeconomy cannot beconsidered optimal and, hence,
where the traditional benefit-cost theory cannot be applied, needs no elaboration. How to evaluate projects under such circumstances will be discussed in
part II of this study.
We may now turn our attention to the matter as to how, when income
distribution aspects are not important, the opportunity cost of capital, which
as discussed should be the same for the Government as it is for the private
sector, should be estimated, and we will start our discussion by reviewing the
so-called production function approach.
One of the most simple production functions is the one which is generally
used in macro-planning. Output Y is seen here as a function of capital K only,
and the function can thus be written as Y = ï(K). It is furthermore assumed
that dF/dATisconstant. As there isone variable only, the marginal product of
capital which we write as q = dY/ÔK will therefore equal dY/dK. There are
severalobjections totheuseofthisfunction. First,itisastaticconcept that does
not take into account the time element. For instance, ifdY/dK = 1/3, it would
appear as if the rate of return were 33percent. In reality, of course, the increment in income will not be produced immediately and the rate of return will
then have amuch lower value.For instance,ifdYweretomaterialize after four
years and then continued to be produced in perpetuity, the rate of return q
should be calculated from dYj[q(l + q)4] = dK. If the incremental outputcapitalratioisagain 1/3,therateofreturnwouldappeartobeabout 19percent 44 .
However, this calculation is not correct either because (a) projects do not
have infinite livesand (b)output isnot only a function of capital but also of labor. The incremental output-capital formula assumes that the opportunity cost
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of labor is zero and, as discussed, this is a very unrealistic assumption.
A slightly more realistic approach isfollowed in the UNIDO Guidelines by
DASGUPTA, SEN and MARGLIN. They seeoutput determined bycapital aswellas
labor, but do not specify the production function, sothat it may bewritten as Y
= f(K, L).The function's total differential is dY = (dY/dK)dK + (8Y/dL)dL,
for which we may write q = {dY/dK) -[(dY/dL) (dL/dK)] where as above q
is the marginal product of capital dY/dK. In words, the formula suggests
that the rate of return per unit of investment (i.e., the ceteris paribus rate of
return q = dY/dK) equals the total increase in national income per unit of
investment (i.e., the mutatis mutandis rate of return dY/dK) minus labor's
share of that increase. Labor's share is calculated by multiplying the opportunity cost of labor dY/dL by the number of additional laborers that are required perunit of investment dL/dK. Thedata regarding investments and labor
can be taken from national plans. In an example in the Guidelines, 45 it is expected that at the end of a postulated country's five-year plan period, national
income will be increased by £ 480 million, labor by 1.2million workers, and
that the net investment during the plan period is £ 1200million, dY/dK is then
estimated at480/1200 = 0.40 and dL/dÄ:at 1.2/1200 = 0.001.The opportunity
cost of labor has to be estimated directly from micro-economic data and is
assumed to be £ 100. Consequently, the opportunity cost of capital would be
30 percent (0.40 - 100/1000).
Another approachcommonly found intheeconomicliteratureisbased on the
so-called COBB-DOUGLAS production function 46 . The relationship between
national income and the production factors is then presented as Y = A l "
L 1~",where A isa constant. This isa so-called linearly homogeneous function
because multiplication of each independent variable by a factor k will change
the value of the dependent variable by exactly k-fold. In economic terms, this
means that output is being produced under conditions of constant returns to
scale. As is well-known from Euler's theorem, under such conditions, if each
factor is paid its marginal product, the total product willbe exactly exhausted
bythedistributive sharesofthefactors. Euler's theorem iswritten in its general
form as Y = (dY/dK)K + (dYJdL)L. As under the Cobb-Douglas function,
the marginal product of capital dY/dK = <xY/Kand the marginal product of
labor dY/dL = (1 - a)Y/L,itisreadily seenthat Euler'stheorem applies indeed
to this function 47 . Assuming that the COBB-DOUGLAS function represents the
actual production possibility of the economy, the marginal product of capital
or of labor can easily be determined. The opportunity cost of capital is a function of its share of national income and the output-to-capital ratio, and the
opportunity cost of labor is a function of its share of national income and the
output-to-labor ratio. Suppose that capital's share innational income is about
30percent and that theaverage output-to-capital ratiois0.4.Then the opportunity cost of capital is 12 percent.
Finally, an example which istaken from growth theory 48 . Under conditions
of balanced growth, and assuming that the average output-to-capital ratio is
constant and that both profit earners and laborers save a constant proportion
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of their income, the following relationship holds:
gK= S„qK +SW- wL
whereg = growth rate of national income and of capital
Sq
savings coefficient of profit earners
Sw --- savings coefficient of laborers
w = opportunity cost of labor, q = rate of profits
and K and L, as before, total capital and labor force, respectively.
In words, the growth of capital equals the sum of the savings of profit earners
and laborers. If (1 - D)represents theshare of the laborers innational income
we can write S„-w L = S„[(wL/Y)/(qK/Y)] q K = Sw[(\ - D)/D]q K and the
formula becomes g =--- [Sq + Sw-(1 - D)/D]q. Since Sq D + Sw (1 - D) represents the weighted average of the two savingscoefficients, which, of course,
is the savings coefficient for the economy as a whole (s), the formula may be
written as:g = sq/D orq = £>•g/s. Thus,ifcapital'sshare ofnationalincomeis
0.30, thegrowth rate ofnational income 8percent, and theaverage savings rate
20percent ofnational income,then theopportunity costofcapital is 12percent.
It is interesting to note that the formulas are very similar, since the growththeory formula is q — D-g/s, while the UNIDO formula may be written as
q = D-dY/dK and the COBB-DOUGLAS formula asq = D- Y/K. Under balanced
growth conditions, the formulas are equal, differing only in form, since then
dY/dK = Y/K = g/s. How useful are the formulas? In our opinion, not very
useful. The UNIDO formula hasthedisadvantage that asinglevaluefor theopportunity cost of labor must be estimated, which, in practice, will be purely a
guess. The COBB-DOUGLAS formula uses the Y/K ratio and it needs no elaboration that it isverydifficult to make an estimate of the total capital stock in
a country, especially in a developing country. The formula has the further disadvantage that empirical tests have shown that increases in capital and labor
leadtoagreaterincreaseinnationalincomethantheformula implies.The COBBDOUGLAS function can, of course, be amended 49 by including in the formula a
trend factor to explain that technical progress, economies of scale, improved
education and thelikealsocontributetoincreasesinnationalincome,butsucha
trend factor would be difficult to estimate. The growth theory formula applies
only under balanced growth conditions. Among other things, it assumes that
capital's and labor's shareofnational income remain the sameand that the rate
of savings and investment isconstant, assumptions that are clearly unrealistic.
All in all, itisclear that the above discussed formulas will all arrive at different
results and that they cannot lead to realistic estimates of the opportunity cost
of capital.
There isfurther the very important point that at present it isbeing seriously
questioned whether a production function for the economy as a whole can be
constructed. It is not the intention to discuss here the recent controversies regarding capital theory, but a few words may be useful. The controversy is
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basically about whether there exists such a thing as the marginal product of
capital, which is,at thesametime,therateofprofit, or whether there isno such
thing. In the first case,wehave dY/dK = q,where qisthe rate of profit, aswell
as dY/dL = w,where w isthewagerate,and thedistribution ofincome between
persons is thus determined by the marginal productivity relationships. If no
such thing asan overall production function exists,however, wenolonger have
amarginal productivity theory ofdistribution and itmust then beaccepted that
either the profit rate or the wage rate isdetermined by outside forces.
SAMUELSON50 has shown that under certain assumptions the marginal productivity relationships do exist in an economy. First, he constructed a production function - the so-called surrogate production function - by assuming that
capital and labor are malleable - likejelly - and that they producejelly under
constant returns to scale. Then he showed that the same production function
can be constructed by assuming that the capital goods in the economy are entirely different from each other but that each needs labor to work with it in a
fixed proportion. With such a production function the wage and profit rates
are equal to the marginal product of labor and capital, respectively, and the
ratio of the relative shares of wages and profits is equal to the elasticity of
wageswith respect to profits, i.e., qK/wL = (-qjw) •(dw/dq).
That SAMUELSON'S function is rather unrealistic was shown by BHADURI 5* in
probably the simplest and most direct way. The definitional relationship of
national income is Y ^ K q + Lw where Y = national income, K = the value
of capital, q = the rate of profit or, as wecalled it, the rate of return, L = the
number ofemployed workers,and w — thewagerateperworker. Dividingby L
we get the per worker measure y = kq + w. Differentiating totally we obtain
dy = qdk + k dq + dw\ SAMUELSON'Scondition may bewritten as(-q/w) • (dvv/
dq) = (q/w)k because k = K/L. Dividing this by q/w gives- dw/dq = k. Substitutingthisintheexpressionofthetotaldifferential, we getdy/dk -•- q= dy/dk.
That SAMUELSON'S production function is a very special one is thus clear. It
implies that the marginal product of capital dy/dk equals dy/dk, and as noted
before, this is a very unrealistic condition. SAMUELSON had to assume that the
production processesintheeconomytakeplaceinratherpeculiarcircumstances.
But in the real world, capital, labor and output do not consist ofjelly, nor will
all lines of production have a uniform and constant capital-to-labor ratio.
If we are then to reject the production function approach of estimating the
opportunity cost of capital on practical as well as on theoretical grounds, what
is left? It seems to us that there is only one way to get out of the impasse,
namely,toestimatetherateofreturnoftheprivatesectordirectly.Inthisrespect,
52
HARBERGER'S India study is an interesting attempt to measure the rate of
return of the private sector from micro-economic data. The data he used were
collected by the Reserve Bank of India for the period 1955-59 and covered
some 1,000 companies, accounting for more than two-thirds of all gross capital
formation inthecorporate sector.Usingdifferent methodologies asregards the
concepts of income and capital, HARBERGER arrives at rates of return varying
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from 10.4to 19.3percent. Leavingout thestock market approach, which coveredonlyoneyear, and taking themostrefined adjustment ofcapitaland income,
the rates of return range from 13.0percent to 14.4 percent. Assuming that the
opportunity costoflabor is80percent oftheactualwagebill,theratesof return
range from 17.2 percent to 21.3 percent.
It seems to us that HARBERGER'S approach needs amendment. There is, of
course, the criticism that the returns he has calculated are the profits of the
joint stock companies only and that the profitability of these companies is
probably greater than that of the non-incorporated companies, but this is not
the point wewish to make.As HARBERGER himself points out, thisupward bias
is probably not sufficiently weighty to counterbalance the many downward
biases he consciously introduced into his estimation procedure. What seems
to us an oversight is that HARBERGER takes only the opportunity cost of labor
into account when hecorrects the found nominal ratesof return. The objective
ofthewholeexerciseisto find theopportunity cost ofcapital,and thismeans of
course that all the inputs aswell as the output should be valued at their appropriate opportunity costs, which - especially in a country such as India - may
differ from the market values.
Inaworldfullofdistortions,theonlycorrectwaytoestimatethe opportunity
cost of capital is, in our opinion, by determining the real value of the rate of
return oftheprivate sector.Thenominal rateofreturn oftheprivatesector may
be calculated from the formula
X (Bi - Ri - Li w)
In
1=1

but the real opportunity cost of capital will be presented by the formula

q =

f (BI - RI - Li w*)
.

;= l

Z Kl
i=i

where for each investment i:
Bi = benefits valued at market prices or at the official exchange rate incase of
exports,
Ri = all inputs other than labor evaluated at market prices or at the official
exchange rate in the case of imports,
w = market wage rate,
Ki = investment cost at market prices or at the official exchange rate,
Li = annual quantity of labor used, and
the asterisked variables are the respective variables valued at their opportunity
cost rates.
The above formula can be simplified when consolidated national income
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accounts are available.The £ 5 in the above formulas represents the aggregate
of thedomestic and foreign willingness to pay for domesticconsumption goods
aswellasfor investment goodsand intermediate products.Sincethe withdrawal
at themargin of investment funds from alltevariousindustriesinthe economy
willnot affect consumer surpluses, this willingness to pay may be measured by
the aggregate of the production value of all the various industries. Deducting
from thistheaggregatevalueoftheinputs(X-R),weobtainthetotalvalue added
in the economy. Hence, wemay writeqn = (Y - Lw)/K and q = (Y* - L w*)/
A:*.

These two formulas show clearly that, if Y = Y* and K = K*, then indeed
HARBERGER'S method of calculating the opportunity cost of capital would be

correct. For instance, if ^„ is 13 percent, labor's share of national income 70
percent and w*about 80 percent of the actual wage bill, the real opportunity
cost of capital qwould be 19percent 53 . In general, however, wecannot expect
that Y = Y* and that K = K*. Since Y=C+I+X-M,
where C, /, X and
M represent the domestic value of consumption, investments, exports and imports, respectively, and their values will differ from the nominal values if the
opportunity cost of foreign exchange differs from the official exchange rate, Y
will not in general be equal to Y*. As regards capital, part of plant and equipment may have been imported and the real cost of capital may then well differ
from thenominal cost. Furthermore, plant and equipment may wellhave been
produced by means of labor-intensive techniques, so that if the shadow wage
rate differs from the market wage rate, the real cost ofcapital goods will differ
from the nominal cost of capital goods. In India, for instance, many irrigation
dams are constructed with labor-intensive techniques. All in all, therefore, we
mustconclude that HARBERGER'Smethod doesnot gofar enough. It isnot only
the wage bill which should becorrected, but also the values ofnational income
and capital.
Another interesting attempt to measure the opportunity cost of capital for
India was made by L A L 5 4 . The source as regards aggregate census data for
manufacturing industry inIndia wasthe same as HARBERGER had used, but the
period is more recent, namely, 1958-1964. LAL'S objective is to calculate the
social opportunity cost of capital - a subject that willbe discussed in Part II of
this study and does not concern us here - but he also calculates the economic
opportunity cost of capital. By comparing the nominal value of before-tax
profits (i.e., value added less wages and salaries) with the nominal value of
capital, LALfindsthattheaggregatenominalrateofreturn ofthe manufacturing
industries varies from 12percent to 19percent, which iswell in line with HARBERGER'S findings. The real opportunity cost of capital is calculated by LAL
basically in accordance with the formulation we have given to it, namely
(Y* - L w*)/K*.However, rather than usingdomestic pricesasthe numéraire,
LAL uses border prices and proceeds as follows. To arrive at the value of Y*,
hecalculates the real value of output bydividing thenominal value by one plus
the All-India average tariff, and deducts from that the real value of the inputs
other than wages, found by dividing the nominal value by one plus the tariff
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other than wages, found by dividing the nominal values by one plus the tariff
that applies to the specific input. Similarly, to arrive at the real cost of capital
goods, he divides the nominal value of capital goods by one plus the average
tariff on non-agricultural machinery. As regards the value of w*,LAL assumes
that the opportunity cost of unskilled labor is 0.4 of the unskilled wage bill.
After allthesecorrections havebeen made,thesurprising result isthat the rates
of return are almost the same as the nominal before-tax rates of profits, i.e.,
12percentto 19percent.Anexampleofthecalculation for theyear 1964isgiven
below.
Rate of Return in Indian Manufacturing, 1964(Rs million).
Nominal

At Border Prices
and Shadow Wage
Rate

56,272

36,305

2,892
32,413
5,933
41,238

2,053
21,609
3,490
27,152

B. Value Added

15,035

9,153

Salaries
Wages
C Salaries and Wages
D . Before-Tax Profits
E. Capital
Rate of Return D/E

2,054
6,241
8,295
6,740
52,756
0.128

2,054
2,496
4,550
4,603
35,725
0.128

A. Gross Output
Fuel and Electricity
Materials
Other Inputs

Unfortunately, LAL'S approach is also subject to criticism. LAL sets the opportunity cost of unskilled labor at 0.4 of the unskilled labor bill and justifies
thisby arguing that in 1964the average agricultural wage of Rs 600wasin fact
only 40 percent of the average industrial wage of Rs 1,500.As discussed in the
previous section, it may be expected that the opportunity cost of labor in the
urban area is a multiple of the agricultural wage rate, and HARBERGER'S assumption that the opportunity cost of labor should besetat 0.8 of the wage bill
appears, therefore, much more realistic to us.A second point isthat LAL takes
border prices as the numéraire. Although we prefer the use óf domestic prices,
there isno theoretical objection to the use of border prices as long as it is done
consistently, since,aswasdiscussed inChapter 2,thetwomethodswilltheoretically lead tothesameresult. Unfortunately, itseemstousthat LALhasnot been
consistent inhisapproach. He should havedecomposed theoutputs and inputs
into their tradeable and non-tradeable components and should have valued
eachcomponent atitsborderprice.For instance,alargepart oftheoutput must
certainlyconsist ofnon-tradeable goods,but LALevaluatesthetotal asifit were
tradeable. Furthermore, if one evaluates outputs and inputs at border prices,
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then oneshould certainlyalsoevaluatethewageand salarybillatborderprices,
and thislastelement alone would cause the rate of return to be higher than calculated by LAL.
Neither HARBERGER nor LAL has, in our opinion, calculated the opportunity
cost ofcapital for India correctly, but itmustbe said that itisdifficult to obtain
the data base for such a correct calculation. In practice, one has to work with
rough estimates, and the HARBERGER and LAL esimates are very helpful in this
respect. HARBERGER'Scost of labor correction ismore realistic than LAL'S and
this will result in an upward adjustment of the nominal rates of return. However, when the opportunity cost of foreign exchange isintroduced into the calculations, it appears likely that a downward adjustment must also be made.
In acountry suchasIndia,wemayexpectthattheratioofK* toKwillbe higher
than that of Y* to Y because export trade is not that important, while capital
goods account for a relatively high proportion of the import bill. This would
tend to reduce the opportunity cost of capital. On the other hand, part of the
plant and equipment may have been produced with labor-intensive techniques
and this may tend to mitigate the downward adjustment. Taking all these considerations into account, wewould expect, asa rough guesstimate, that the opportunity cost of capital in India is probably of the order of 15 percent.
With this we have come to an end of our discussion of how the opportunity
cost of capital should be determined when no budget constraint operates on
Government funds, and when the total investment program in a country is
considered optimal. In such circumstances, the opportunity cost of capital to
Government consists of the real rates of return in the private sector. The way
tofind theseistoanalyzeindetailthemicroeconomicdataasfound in industrial
surveys and to correct the nominal rates of return for divergences between the
market wagerateand theopportunity costoflabor and for divergences between
the official foreign exchange rate and theopportunity cost offoreign exchange.
It must be recognized that, although theoretically the approach is clear, the
lack of empirical data will often result in rather rough estimates. Sensitivity
tests should therefore be applied in all project evaluation work.
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(1 - D)R
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R" _
R

r\M + EX
nM . EX
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&L

ÔL

Sw

Sw

dL BY
17=const.

8Y

Sw

Prices= consl.
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w &L w dL . w dL Ldw r
, •.
—•— = —•— + —•
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L ôw L. wL
dw YL dL
dY dw
e\ — ez +
—• — ,or
Y L ÔY
. wL
ei = ei + — e$
Y
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4. T H E A N A L Y T I C S O F P R O J E C T P L A N N I N G

4.1. THE OPTIMAL SCALE OF A PROJECT

Having reviewed howthebenefits and costsofaproject should bevalued, we
are now in a position to discuss more fully than we did in Section 1.2how the
optimum production scale of a project should be determined. In Section 1.2
weshowed that marginal costs should beequal to marginal benefits. Nevertheless, the project evaluation literature has often suggested that other criteria
should be used and it is,therefore, wellworthwhile to review in this section the
various possible criteria in some detail. We will assume during the first three
sections of this Chapter that Government is in a position to implement the
optimum conditions and that it can ensure that they willcontinue to be implemented. In the fourth section, we will review how projects should be evaluated
if the optimum conditions cannot be fulfilled.
The analysis of the optimal scale of a project can be done either in present
valueorinannual termsand is,ofcourse,completelyequivalent. For exposition
purposes, however, it is easier to work with annual values. Long-run marginal
cost then consists of the addition to annual capital recovery cost (depreciation
plusinterest) 1 and to annual short-run operatingcost,whichareincurred when
output isincreased byone unit. Wewillstart with theassumption that the plant
is perfectly divisible and that the demand curve does not shift over time.
Reference ismade toFigure4.1, whichshowstherelevant long-run average and
marginal costcurves aswellasthedemand curve asthey would appear in a certain period. Six positions indicated by Xi through XÔ, corresponding to the
various optimization criteria, will be analyzed.
The first position Xi is based on a rule that was popular for a long time in

FIGURE 4.1.

X i Ä2 ^3
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engineeringcircles.The rule statesthat thebenefit-cost ratioofaproject should
be maximized. The first order condition for the maximization of B/C is:
[d(B/C)]/dx = 0. Using the quotient differentiation rule, we obtain:
(C-dB/dx - B-dC/dx)/C2 = 0, which implies (dß/djc)/(dC/dx) = B/C. For
the remainder of this study, itwilloften beconvenient to usea shorthand notation and to writedB for dB/dx and dC for dC/dx. The above equation can thus
be written asdB/dC = B/C, or, alternatively, (dB/dC)- C/B = 1.In words, the
criterion tellsusthat theelasticity ofbenefits with respect to costs should equal
unity. Geometrically, the point Xi can be found by extending theB/x curve to
the X-axis and by drawing from that intersection the tangent line to the C/x
curve. 2 As Figure 4.1 shows, it is clear that this point can never represent an
optimum position ifthe objective isto maximize welfare sinceincremental production haslargerbenefits than costsuptothepoint X4.
The second point X2 is the so-called monopoly position. It is the optimum
scalewhen thecriterion istomaximizeprofits- thedifference between revenues
RandcostsC- and thefirstordercondition isthendR - dC = 0.This criterion
can beexpanded in the following manner. SinceR = x- dB, it follows from the
product differentiation rule that
dR = x[d (dB)]/dx + dB
—x dp/dx + p
= p[(x/dx)-(dp/p)+ 1)]
The elasticity of demand with respect to price is ( -dx/x) •p/dp and we may
thus write for the above expression dR = p-(e - l)/e. At the optimum point
dR — dC and by substitution, wegetp = dC-e/(e - 1).From this follows the
well known theorem that a monopoly can be possible only if the elasticity of
demand is greater than unity. Otherwise, i.e., if e < 1,p would be negative,
which isevidently not possible. However, the point X2 is not of interest to us,
since it is a point of profit maximization rather than welfare maximization.
The third position X3 is obtained when the criterion is to minimize average
costs. The first order condition is: [d (C/x)]/dx = (x dC - C)/x2 = 0. Hence,
this condition is fulfilled when dC = C/x, or, in words, marginal costs should
equal average costs. It is one of the perfect competition conditions.
The fourth criterion is to maximize the difference between benefits B and
costs C. Hence, the criterion is dB = dC. Price should equal marginal costs.
Since under perfect competition, marginal costs equal average costs as well as
price, this condition is also fulfilled under perfect competition.
A fifth possible criterion that is sometimes defended is that the size of the
project shouldbemaximized subjecttothecondition thatrevenuesshould cover
costs.Thisisthecase when averagecosts C/x equal pricedB. In Figure 4.1, this
happens at scale X 5 .
Finally, onemaydecideto push thesizeoftheproject tothepointwhere total
costs are just covered by benefits. This takes place in Figure 4.1 at the point
where C/x = B/x.
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FIGURE 4.2.

Only the point X4 fulfills, of course, the condition of welfare maximization,
given theexistingincomedistribution. Itisonlyatthat scalethat marginal costs
equal marginal benefits, so that any divergence from that situation would lead
to a welfare loss. For instance, at X5 the welfare loss would equal the shaded
area in Figure4.1.
The preceding analysiscan beelucidated even more succinctly ifthe relationship between total benefits and total costs isanalyzed. This isshown by means
of the benefit curve in Figure 4.2. The point X4 - the optimal scale when the
objective is to maximize the difference between benefits and costs - is now
found bydrawing atangentlinewithaslopeof45°to thebenefit curve. Clearly,
X4 is the point of welfare maximization. The vertical distance between the
benefit curve and the 45°linefrom the origin- which represents zero net benefits - isgreater at X4than at any other point along the curve, so that net benefits are at a maximum at X4.
We are now in a position to review the case where the demand curve shifts
over time, aphenomenon that isquite common. Suppose, for instance, that the
income elasticity ofdemand for acertain product equals0.5 and that per capita
incomes grow at 4 percent per annum. Suppose further that population grows
at the rate of 3percent. Then the demand curve will shift over time at the rate
of 5percent per annum. In Figure 4.3,four demand curves are shown, the first
one Do corresponding to the initial equilibrium situation. If the demand curve
shifts to the position Di, production should be increased by QoQi- The net
benefit of this increase is equal to the area ABC, the difference between the
willingness to pay (Q0CBQ1) and costs(Q0ABQ1).Ifnow,during a subsequent
period of the project's life, the demand curve shifts to the D2 position, output
should be increased by Q1Q2.The total willingness to pay during this period is
Q0EDQ2, total costs Q0ADQ2, and net benefits thus AED. The net benefits of
the project are thus represented by ABCin period 1,ADE in period 2,AFG in
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FIGURE 4.3.
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period 3, and soon. Discounting ofthesenetbenefits willpresent thenet present
valueof theproject. It maybenoted thatincasethedemand curvewas constant
over time, the net benefit during each period would equal ABC only, so that
thepresent valueof theproject would besubstantially smaller. In projecting the
benefits and costsofaproject overtime,thebenefits ofadditional demand, and
thecostswhich must beincurred tosatisfy thisadditional demand, can thus not
be neglected.
Finally, let us drop the assumption that the plant is perfectly divisible. The
economic literature hasstruggled for alongtimewiththeindivisibility problem,
but the solution isfairly straightforward. A very elegant analysis regarding the
case where additional electricity can be generated only in indivisible units is
presented by WILLIAMSON.3 Consider Figure 4.4.The existing capacity is0 Qi,
and can only be increased by the indivisible unit Q1Q2. Short-run marginal
costs are mainly the energy costs of generation and transmission and equal b
per unit. The short-run marginal cost curve is thus constant up to Qi and
assumes at Qi a vertical slope because of the capacity constraint. In line with
the dictum that price should equal short-run marginal cost toclear the market,
thepriceat Qi issetat Pi. Long-run marginal costsarealsoconstant and equal
b + ß per unit, where ß represents the capacity cost per unit. With output of
OQi at price Pi, the plant thus earns B while consumers receive a surplus
equal to A. Should the capacity unit Q1Q2 be added to the plant? At the new
position, the price will be P2 and producers thus incur a loss of C + E + F.
On theother hand, theconsumer surplus isnow A + B + C + D + E . Hence,
the net result of the plant expansion is a benefit of D - F. The plant should
thus be expanded when D exceeds F, or, in other words, when the willingness
to pay for the additional output (D + E + G + H) exceeds the costs of its
production (E + F + G + H).
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Tabulation of Consumer and Producer Surpluses
Situation
atQi
Consumer Surplus
Producer Surplus

A
B
A +B

Total Economic Surplus

Situation
atQ 2
A+B +C + D +E
-(C+E+F)
(A+B) + ( D - F )

Gain
B +C + D +E
-B-(C+E+F)
D-F

The above analysis needs an explanation in that the prices in positions Qi
and Q2 are higher than the really incurred short-run marginal costs. Or, in
other words, can one really say that the short-run marginal cost curve assumes
a vertical slope at the position where the capacity constraint becomes binding?
If the size of the plant isgiven, we should maximize benefits (B) minus shortrun marginal costs(bQ), subject tothecondition that Qwillbe smaller than or
equal to Q - the maximum production at that plant size. The Lagrangean is
thus:
max L = B - bQ

k(Q - Q)

The first order conditions are
dL/dß - P -b

0, anddL/dA = -Q + ß = 0

If Q = Q,then k hasa positive valueand P = b + A.The economic interpretation of k is straightforward :it isthe scarcity premium that must be added to
short-run marginal costs to clear the market. The value of b + k is what a
single consumer is willing to pay to have a unit of electricity and it is an opportunity cost in the sense that, if he gets that unit, another consumer would
be deprived of it because production cannot be expanded. In this sense, therefore, b + k must be seen as the real marginal cost of providing a unit of a
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commodity when a capacity constraint exists. On the other hand, if Q < Q,
then there is no scarcity problem and obviously the value of Xis then zero so
that P = b.
The question whether tolls should be levied on a bridge, which has also been
a source of dispute in the economic literature for a long time, can likewise be
solved readily. We assume now that the horizontal axis of Figure 4.4 is the
traffic flow over the bridge. Furthermore, since a bridge has negligible shortrun marginalcosts,weassumethat thebcurvedoesnotexist.Ifthedemand curveisasshown in Figure4.4sothat D islarger than F,thebridge should beconstructed to capacity Q2 and a toll equal to P2should be charged to the users of
the bridge. 4 However, if the demand curve were to intersect the horizontal
axisbetweenQ1 andQ2,and theareaDwerestilllargerthanF,thebridge should
also be constructed to capacity constraint and, with zero short-run marginal
costs, any charge would be non-optimal.
We hope to have shown in this section that the rule for determining the optimal scale of a project that still must be constructed isstraightforward. Longrun marginal costs must be covered. On the other hand, once the project has
been constructed, long-run marginal costs are not relevant at all since they
include sunk costs, and the relevant cost concept for the pricing of the output
becomes then short-run marginal costs. In case no capacity constraint exists,
these are simply the really incurred costs; in case of capacity constraints, however, the short-run marginal costs are presented by the opportunity cost of not
satisfying another customer.

4.2. THE OPTIMAL TIMING OF A PROJECT

This section is based upon the work of MARGLIN 5 , who was the first to
distinguish project timefrom calendar time.Supposethedemand for a project's
output and the project's operatingcostsareconstant overcalendar time so that
its net benefit rate depends only upon project age, i.e., in this case upon the
date when the project's construction is finished and it starts to produce. Then,
there would be no special problem:the project should be constructed if it has
a positivepresent value.Neither would a specialproblem ariseifa project has a
net benefit rate that decreases as calendar time passes. If this project has a
positive present value, then it should be constructed immediately because any
postponement would result in a lower present value. Suppose, however, that a
project's net benefit rate increases over calendar time. Then the project's net
present value can perhaps be increased by postponing it. In other words, in
maximizing benefits minuscosts,timeshould alsobeconsidered an instrument
variable. The optimum construction date isthe date at which the present value
of the derivatives with respect to time of benefits and cost are equal, i.e., when
dBldt = dC/dt.
A simple example may illustrate this. Suppose a project with increasing net
benefits iVi, ..., N„can be constructed in one year at capital costs K. PostMeded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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ponement by one year means, on the cost side, that the project's capital costs
could havebeen invested inalternative investment, sothat there willbea saving
ofqK,whereqistheopportunity costofcapital.Thepresent valueofthis saving
equalsqK/(l + q).On thebenefit side,postponement by oneyear results in the
loss of the first year's benefits, the present value of which isWi/(1 + q)and the
gain of the (n + l)th year's benefits, the present value of which is Nn+i/(l +
q)n+l. The overall net gain in present value due to a one-year postponement
is thus:
qK

1 +q

Ni

\ +q

N„,
+•

(1 +q)n

By repeating the calculation for postponements of two years, three years, and
so on, the optimal construction year can be found. The optimal date is when
the marginal saving in interest costs is absorbed by the marginal loss in net
benefits.6
This isthe most general formulation. Sometimes, for certain projects, it may
be possible to simplify the calculation. Suppose that a project has a very long
life. Then the present value ofthe (n + l)th year's benefit willbenegligible and
theoptimal timefor project construction occursat thedatewhen the first year's
benefit equals the rate of return q on the project's capital cost. This rule has
become quite popular for road and mass transit projects in consultant engineering circles, but it should be immediately remarked that a naive application
oftherulecan lead tosomedisastrousresults.Ifitwould take,for instance, two
or three years after construction before benefits would be produced, the rule
would lead to the untenable result that the project in question should be postponed indefinitely since the first year's benefit would remain zero whatever the
postponement period. In general, therefore, if we are to consider the optimal
timing of a project, it isbetter for the determination of theconstruction period
to calculate the present value of the project's net benefits directly rather than
to use short-cut methods.
How important is the time phasing of projects? As mentioned, the problem
arises only with projects whose benefits increase over time. It will be seldom
indeed that such projects are prematurely submitted because, normally, postponement by one or two years does not affect significantly the net present
value of a project. Timing isimportant ifat a certain moment in time a sudden
increase in benefits occurs. But such cases are not frequent and it is not likely
that errors in timing will then be made. For instance, it is quite obvious that
there isno sense in building a speedway from city A to city Bwhen city B has
not yet been constructed. In general, therefore, the optimal timing of a project
is not that important. Nevertheless, the project analyst should satisfy himself
that no timing errors are being made.
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4.3. FURTHER EXAMPLES OF CONSUMER SURPLUS ANALYSIS

We have so far reviewed the benefits of an output expansion but there are
quite anumber ofcases more complicated than this one,and itwillbe useful to
review briefly how they should be treated. As a first case, we would like to
review the benefits of a cost reduction due, for instance, to a technological innovation. To show the difference from the output expansion case, the cost
reduction figure (Figure 4.6) has been set beside the output expansion figure
(Figure 4.5). The figures speak for themselves and, rather than describing the
gains and losses of the parties involved, itisbelieved more useful to present the
analysis in tabular form immediately below the figures.
As discussed previously, in the case of a social analysis, the benefits of each
ofthetwogroups- consumers and producers- must beevaluated at therespective income distribution weights before they can be added up, whereas in the
case of an economic efficiency analysis, the benefits may be added up directly.
It should alsobe pointed out that in the case of an economicefficiency analysis
itisnot necessary toanalyze thegain ofeach ofthetwogroups asthe economic
benefit oftheoutput increasecanbefound directlybymeasuring the willingness
to pay for and thecostsofthe output. Thus inFigure 4.5, thewillingness to pay
increases by E + F + G, while thecost ofproduction increases byG, resulting
inanetbenefit ofE + F.SimilarlyinFigure4.6,thewillingnesstopay increases
by F + G + H, while thecost of production decreasesby C + D and increases
by H. The net benefit isthus (C + D), which is the cost saving on the old production, plus (F + G), which is the gain on the new production.
In any analysis like the above, care should be taken that the appropriate
cost and demand concepts are used. In Figure 4.5, the relevant cost concept
depends on what we wish to analyze. If a choice is to be made between two
prospective investment opportunities, the comparison should be between the
long-run marginal costs of each of the two production possibilities. On the
other hand, if the choice is whether an existing production proces should be
continued or replaced by a new production process, the comparison should be
between the short-run marginal costs of the existing process and the long-run
marginal costs of the new process. In this case, the long-run marginal costs of
the existing process are clearly not relevant at all:bygones are bygones, and
only short-run marginal costs for theexisting plant should, therefore, beconsidered.
Often one finds that inanalysesliketheabove,mistakesaremade. ECKSTEIN 7
has given an interesting example as regards the procedure followed in the past
by the Corps of Engineers in the USA for the estimation of the benefits of
navigation. All of the benefits of such projects are ofthe same t y p e - savings in
transportation costs - and the procedure should be to compare the costs of
river shipment with thecosts of the cheapest alternative. Suppose the long-run
marginal cost of shipping acommodity bywater is$1.50a ton, while the cheapest alternative is to ship it by railroad, for which the railroad would charge
$3.60aton, although itsshort-run marginal costisonly $2.40aton.The Corps
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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FIG. 4.5. Analysis of Benefits due to an Output Expansion.
Situation
atQ2

Gain

at Qi

A
B+C

A+B+E
C+F

B+E
F-B

Situation
Consumer Surplus
Producers Surplus
Total Economic Surplus

A+B+C

A+B +C +E + F

E+F

FIG. 4.6. Analysis of Benefits due to a Lowering of Costs.
Situation
atQi
Consumers Surplus
Producers Surplus
Total Economic Surplus

Situation
atQ2

Gain

A
B

A+B +C +F
D+G

B+C+F
D+G-B

A+B

A+B+C+D+F+G

C+D + F +G

of Engineers calculated the benefit of the navigation project at $2.10 a ton the difference between the price charged by the railroad and the cost of water
shipment. In reality, of course, thebenefit of the project isthecost difference $0.90aton- plustheuser's benefit ontheinduced additional transport volume
which must also be estimated. This conclusion can be inferred from Figure 4.6
if we imagine that the two cost curves assume a horizontal slope.
The second type of complication which we would like to review is that of
production processes where joint products are produced or where peak load
demands exist. As will be shown, the analysis is quite similar in both cases.
Many production processes produce, of course, more than one type of good,
and sometimesthesameequipment isusedtoproducegood AaswellasgoodB.
So long as the quantities ofgoods A and Bcan be varied, thecalculation of the
marginal costs - either short run or long run - does not present a problem. To
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FIGURE 4.7.

find theshort-run marginalcostsofproduct A,weshould askwhatthe addition
to thedirect costs will beto increase theoutput ofAwhen theoutput of Bremains unchanged. Similarly, todetermine thelong-run marginal cost ofA,we
should ask what additions to capacity plus direct costs are necessary to increase theproduction ofAwhen thecapacity to produce Bremains constant.
The optimization rules remain asbefore :theintersection ofthe marginal cost
curve of any of those goods with its demand curve represents the optimum
production levelofthat good.Aproblem arises,however,whenthe proportions
ofA andBcannot bevaried, i,e., when theycanbeproduced only in fixed proportions, for then, clearly, themarginal costs canbedetermined only for both
goods combined. The classic examples of such cases ofjoint production processes arebeef andhides, mutton andwool, cotton fiber andcotton seeds,and
wheat and straw. Thetechnique for determining theoptimal production scale
for such products isas follows.
Consider Figure 4.7.Thedemand^curves for beef andhides areDbandDh,
respectively. For simplicity's sake, it is assumed that the marginal costs are
constant. Mb+hrepresents the marginal joint cost of producing the fixed proportion ofbeef and hides (thecattle), Mbthemarginal cost ofprocessing beef,
and Mh themarginal cost of the separate processing of hides. What istheoptimum position? Thesolution isclear ifwe think ofthe output asa composite
unit, determined byafixedproportion such asXtons ofbeef plusYhides.The
price that will bepaid for anyquantity of such a composite unit isthen found
by adding vertically thedemand curves forbeef and hides. InFigure 4.7thisis
the curve Db + Dh up to point U, and from then on,thecurve Db. Similarly,
the marginal cost ofproducing thecomposite unitisfound byadding vertically
the three marginal costcurves.Theoptimum production quantity isthen atthe
intersection of themarginal cost curve ofthecomposite unit with the demand
curve of the composite unit, andisthus equal to OQ. At this output level,the
producer receives aprice ofQRfor hides,aprice ofQSfor beef, anda priceof
QT ( = QR + QS)for thecomposite unit.
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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The principle followed in this simple example applies also to the so-called
peak-load problem, which most public utilitycompanies aswell asairlines and
railroadsface.Anairlineand arailroad, for instance,facepeakdemands during
the holiday season, an electric utility company has a slack period during the
night hours, more phone calls are made during working days than during the
weekends, and so on. Capacity that is necessary to satisfy demand during the
peak periods isthus not necessary during the slack periods. The solution to the
problem isclear ifweinterpret the overall demand curve asthedemand for the
flow of services that a capacity unit provides during an entire period, including
slack and peak load periods. Take for instance an electricity undertaking.
When theplant isperfectly divisible,wemaydefine aunitofcapacity asthe unit
which produces 1kwh during 24 hours. Say that there is a peak period of 16
hours and a slack period of eight hours. Then wecan draw up a demand curve
representing the amount of money consumers are willing to pay for a marginal
kwh during 16hours, and a demand curve representing the amount of money
consumers are willingtopay for a marginal kwh during eighthours.Let Dband
Dhin Figure 4.7 represent these demand curves, respectively. Then the overall
demand curve D b + D h represents thepriceconsumers arewillingto pay to use
a marginal kwh during the entire period and its intersection with the long-run
marginal cost curve determines what quantity should be produced. In Figure
4.7, this quantity is equal to OQ and at the point Q we may then find, for instance, that QS is equal to ^ 160 (16 hours consumption at a price of e110 per
kwh), that QR isequal to040(representing eight hoursconsumption at a price
ofi 5 perkwh) and that QTisequaltoc1200.ThepriceQTwillthusbe sufficient
to cover allthe marginal costsof production. Bycarefully defining the demand
and cost relationships so that they refer to the relevant flow of services during
the respective periods, the analysis of peak load demand becomes thus the
same as the analysis ofjoint products. Introducing indivisibility into the analysisdoesnot present any further problems. Asdiscussed in Section 1,it isthen
a matter of whether the long-run marginal costs of the indivisible unit will be
covered by the willingness of the consumer to pay for the flow of services this
indivisible extra unit provides.
Decreasing average cost projects present a special problem, in that at the
equilibrium situation, revenues will not be sufficient to cover costs. 8 In Figure
4.8thedemand curveintersects thelong-run marginal costcurveat thepoint R.
The consumer's willingness to pay for output levelOQ isODRQ, the long-run
marginal costs are OSRQ, and the net benefit of producing OQ is thus DRS,
which isclearly the maximum that can be obtained. At output level OQ, however,thepricewillbe RQ 9 sothat revenuesareOTRQwhereascostsare OSRQ.
The production of OQ will thus involve a financial loss of STR. The financial
loss can also be found, of course, by looking at average costs. In Figure 4.8,
these are OVUQ, while revenues areOTRQ and the losscan thusbe defined as
either STR or TVUR.
Itisgenerallybelievedthat severalpublicutilitiesindustries- especiallyposts,
telegraphs, telephones and railroads - belong to the category of decreasing
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FIGURE 4.8.

LRAC

average cost industries. Large economies of scale cause the average cost curve
toslopedownward overasubstantialoutput rangebefore theincreased demand
for additional factors of production resulting in increased factor prices overtakes thisand causesthecurveto slopeupward. It should benoted that indivisibilities may be present, but that indivisibilities as such are not necessary to explain thephenomenon. Itisrather theinsufficient demand that isthecauseofit.
How should the deficit be financed? It may first of all be pointed out that if
onewere towait long enough, the demand curvewould eventually intersect the
long-run marginal cost curve at a point where average costs are increasing, so
that then no problem of deficit financing would arise. This is, however, not a
solution because meantime, of course, a substantial flow of services will be
foregone, the value of which, as determined by the consumer's willingness to
pay, is much higher than its cost of production. Should we then devise a discriminatory pricing system that willmulct from theconsumer their willingness
to pay? The answer depends on the distributive aspects of the project. If
consumers are rich, there is no reason why we should not try to do so. If consumers are poor, however, there isno reason why we should do so.As O O R T 1 0
has stated, if we say that the deficit of a decreasing cost industry should be
charged to the consumer of its output, then logic demands that the surplus of
an increasing cost industry should be refunded to its consumers.
Finally, a few words about foreign exchange earning or saving projects.
There are, of course, such goods as construction, transport, electricity, sewerage,water supply and soon that cannotbetraded becausethecostof transport
would be exorbitantly high. Many other goods, however, such asprimary products and manufactures doenterinternational trade.In Figure4.9itisassumed
that the import price of such a good - the c.i.f. cost valued at the foreign
exchange opportunity costrate- equals P m and that theexport price- the f.o.b.
price valued at the foreign exchange opportunity cost rate - equals P e . Let us
assume that the domestic demand curve is as indicated by the curve QQ' and
that the good is entirely imported. Import substitution would then be worthMeded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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FIGURE 4.9.

while ifdomestic production can substitute for imports at acost lower than the
import cost. If the good can be produced at a cost as indicated by SiSi, it
would clearly be beneficial to produce quantity P m A of the good, since there
would be a cost saving equal to P m ASi. It ispossible that domestic production
ofthegood may lead eventually to alowering ofthecostcurveasargued by the
proponents of the infant industry argument. For instance, if the cost curve
became S2S2',theadditional net benefits would beequalto S1ABCS2.A further
lowering of the cost curve may even lead to exports of the good. With a cost
curve equal to S3S3, the additional net benefits would be S2CDES3. Any
valuation of thebenefits ofthe domestic production ofacertain good should in
principle take all these additional net benefits into account. However, this
statement must immediately be qualified with the remark that the learning
process on which the infant industry argument rests takes quite a long time, so
that in practice the benefit of an import substitution project consists mainly of
the immediate cost savings- the area P m ASi. Especially in the Latin American
countries many import substituting industries were established in the 1950s
which later appeared to be quite uneconomical. Extreme care should therefore
betaken inprojecting anyadditional benefits from so-called learningprocesses.

4.4. NON-OPTIMAL SITUATIONS

Having reviewed what the optimal production and pricing policies are for a
project, the question arises as to how Government can ensure that the project
will indeed be implemented in accordance with these optimal policies. The
problem is that the optimum conditions are determined by the real benefits
and costs of a project, while the project manager is faced all the time with
benefits and costs based on market prices. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3,
there may be substantial differences between real values and market values. To
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repeat some examples: the benefits of a project include consumer surplus;
profits do not. In the case of inputs, the real cost isthe weighted average of the
real supply price and willingness to pay; the cost as it appears to the project
manager is, however, the market price. The real cost of an imported good is
determined bytheforeign exchange opportunity cost; themarket priceisbased
on the official rate and includes import duties. Similarly, the real benefit of an
exported good is its shadow foreign exchange value, while the project will
receive the export proceeds at the official foreign exchange rate. Differences
between opportunity costs and market values may also exist asregards labor e.g.,theurban marketwageratemaybehigherthantherealcosts. Furthermore,
especially as regards capital, one finds often that Governments, in order to
promote investments, follow policies of providing credit at low interest rates,
eventhough the realcost ofcapital may behigh.Wehave,therefore, situations
whererealvaluesand moneyvalueswillnotbeequalsothattheproject manager
mayusethewrongvalues.Theproject manager mayalsoseeashisobjective the
maximization ofprofits rather than themaximization ofwelfare, and, ifheisin
a monopoly position and starts to act as a monopolist, the optimum may also
for this reason not be reached. How should the project evaluator handle these
problems?
It should first of all be noted that there are many projects that fall entirely
under Government control, so that the Government can ensure that, for the
design as well as the implementation of these projects, the real value of the
resources will be used as a guide. Furthermore, in many cases, there may not
in fact be much flexibility to change the size of a project. Roads and bridges
clearlyfall intothiscategory.Also,onceanirrigation damhasbeen constructed,
itwillbealmost impossibletochangethesizeofthedam. Itmustbe recognized,
however,thattherewillalsobequiteanumberofprojects,particularly commercial projects, where, indeed, plant size, as well as operations, can be set by the
operators at a level different from the optimum position.
One way of letting project operations coincide with the optimum in case of
divergencies is the granting of subsidies or the levying of taxes. But such
incentives or disincentives,ingeneral,cannot be applied to individual projects,
exceptinveryspecialcircumstances that would needconstantcontrol. Suppose,
for instance, that the Government were to grant a special subsidy, a wage
subsidy, or an exemption from tariffs, to an undertaking that will produce a
good that isin short supply. Then that particular undertaking would beable to
undercut existing enterprises and eventually attain a monopoly position.
Similarly, if the Government were to grant such an incentive to a particular
industry, other industries would be disadvantaged. If taxes and subsidies are
to be used, they should thus be applied on a factor basis. Buthere isa problem
also, since many Governments, in view of their financial constraints, are quite
willing to levy taxes but not to grant subsidies. It must therefore be accepted
that in quite anumber ofcasesit willnot bepossible toensure that projects will
be optimally operated.
A naive application of project evaluation rules may then lead to completely
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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FIGURE 4.10.

wrong conclusions 11 , as was already mentioned briefly in the first chapter.
Some further examples may be helpful. Let us assume that a certain good can
be produced with real costs as indicated in Figure 4.10 by SSand real benefits
as indicated by the demand curve QQ. Then, if there are no distortions, the
project should be designed to produce an output equal to OQo and the net
benefit of the project would beestimated asthe sum oftheareas A + B + C +
D + E + F. Suppose, however, that the project manager faces nominal costs
asindicated bythecurveS'S' and that theGovernment cannot exercise control
over project implementation. The project would then be operated at an output
level OQi and the benefits of the project would be A + B + C only. A naive
benefit-cost analysis, in the sense that it does not take into account how the
project willbe operated, would thus lead to a substantial overestimation of the
benefits.
The example can easily be extended to include the possibility of import substitution. Let us assume that the good can be imported at a real cost of OP m .
Theimport levelwould then beOQ2and thenetbenefits ofimporting,A + B +
D. Should the good be locally produced or should it be imported? The answer
isclear. The benefits of local production equal A + B + C, while the benefits
of importing equal A + B + D. Hence, the good should be locally produced
only if C is larger than D.
Divergencies between real values and nominal values may also occur on the
demand side. Consider Figure 4.11, which presents the case of an exportable.
SS represents the real cost of production, QQ' the domestic demand, and OP e
thereal value per unit ofexports. Ifthere areno distortions, production should
be OQoand thenet benefits willb e A + B + C + D + E + F . Suppose, however, that exporters willreceiveonlythepriceOPébecause theofficial exchange
rate is overvalued and the Government has no control over the project. Then
output will be OQi and the net benefit will be equal t o A + B + C + D + E
only.
There are many more cases that could be studied if time and space were not
a constraint. The above examples should havemadeit clear,however, what the
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basic principles are. Furthermore, the examples have great empirical significance in that commercial enterprises are often faced with input prices which
differ significantly from the real cost of resources used and with export prices
whichdonot represent realexport values.AsFigures4,10and4.11have shown,
the evaluator must consider the actual situation within which production will
take place and can only then estimate what the real benefits and costs of this
production are. Of course, the evaluator should point out that the distortions
cause a loss to the economy. But in all cases where the Government is not
willing to eliminate the distortions, nominal prices govern the action of individuals, and the project evaluator clearly should base his analysis on the real
situation rather than on a hypothetical optimum.
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How thecapital recovery cost should becalculated willbediscussed indetail in Section

5.1.
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dC C
3
WILLIAMSON, O. E., 'Peak-Load Pricing and Optimal Capacity under Indivisibility Contraints,' The American Economic Review, September, 1966,pp. 810-827.
4
See,however, Chapter 5,Section 2,regarding thedistributive aspects of congestion.
5
MARGLIN, S.A., 'ApproachestoDynamicInvestmentPlanning',North Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1963.
6
Thisistheoptimization ruleifno budgetconstraints exist. For adiscussion of optimization rules in the presence of budget constraints seeSection 5.5.
7
ECKSTEIN, O., 'Water Resource Development,' p.175.
8
Amonograph on the subject isprovided by OORT, C.J., 'Decreasing Costs asa Problem
of Welfare Economics,' Drukkerij Holland N.V., Amsterdam, 1958.
9
Itmaybenoted thatthepriceRQisequaltoshort-run marginalcostsaswellaslong-run
marginal costs. As a moment's reflection should make clear, when the plant is perfectly
divisible, the short-run marginal costs of an additional unit of production will always equal
thelong-runmarginalcostsoftheunit.Thismayalsobeshownasfollows.Atapoint suchas
Q the lowest cost plant size is given by that short-run average cost curve (S R A C) that
touches theenvelope curve, i.e., the long-run average costcurve (L R AC).Since the slopes
of SRA C and L R ACare equal, short-run marginal costs must also equal long-run
marginal costs.
10
OORT, 'Decreasing Costs as a Problem of Welfare Economics,' p. 139.
1
' AsimilarpositionistakenbyJANSEN,'SchaarseMiddelenenStructurele Samenhangen,'
p.27.
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5. P R O J E C T R A N K I N G

5.1. COMPOUND AND DISCOUNT FORMULAS

A comprehensive discussion of the theory of project ranking requires a full
understanding of the concepts of compounding and discounting. This section
is, therefore, devoted to a review of these concepts and the derivation of the
most frequently used formulas inthisaspect ofeconomic analysis.
As discussed in Chapter 1, the general formula for the present value of a
terminal cash income T„ in year n discounted at the constant annual rate / is
presented by:
(5.1)

T

"

(i +if

Where the cash income is not received as a terminal amount but in the form
of a constant cash income NA per year over nyears, this cash flow can be considered as consisting of a series of n terminal sums NA. Hence, under the
assumption ofaconstant discount rate i,thepresent valueofthisflow is:
NA

NA

+

+

(i +o (i +if

+

NA

£

NA

(i +o" ,ti (i +o'

Using the algebraic summation rule,this expression can be reduced asfollows:
(5 2)
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+
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ƒ
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Combining (5.1) and (5.2), the present value at a discount rate iper year for n
years of a terminal sum T„ and a constant flow NAper year isthus:
(5.3) V=

Tn

(1 + 0 "

'

NA

''
i

l

(1 + 0 "

This is an equation with five variables, which can be solved for any of the
variables if the other four are known.
Table 5.1 shows the six most common compounding and discounting formulas derived from 5.3 and also their equivalent symbols. These symbols
stand for the expressions between brackets in Table 5.1 and represent the
discount and compound formulas when the independent variable assumes the
value of 1.Table 5.1 also shows how the more complicated of these functions
are derived. The values of the functions for different values of« and /can be
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TABLE 5.1. A. Discount and compound functions.

Description of Formula

Given Variables in
Addition to i and n

Present value of $r„
Terminal Value

NA = 0

Formula

Financial
Symbol for
Bracketed
Expression

—
i 1

T„

[d+0"

Present value of $N Cash
flow per year during n years

Compound Amount of $A
Single Investment

T„ = 0

NA = 0

Compound Amount of SN
Invested per year during n
years

V=0

Investment required per year „ _ „
during n years to grow to
Terminal value of $T„
(sinking fund factor)

Cash flow required per year
during n years to recover an
Investment of $V (capital
recovery factor)
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n

NA

NA

T„ = [(1 +i)n]V

V

NA

T„

NA

NA

T„

(1+17-1

(1 +0"

st\i

fli

\-^—-\v
L

Onli

(1 +0"

T„=[li±f

NA

1

(1 + if

JL
J
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TABLE 5.1. B. Derivation of principal functions

IfNA = 1 and T„ = 0, then present value Vis:

i

i

+

(1+0

,

(1 + 0 2

!_=y
'"(1+0"

!__

(i+')"

,=i(l+0'

a

i

*'

If NA '= 1 and V = 0, then terminal value 7^is:
(l + 0" + (1 + 0"" 1 + ... (1 + 0 = Ê (1 + 0' =

(1 +

' r ~ - = Sim

i=i

i

If 7"„ = 1 and K= 0, then NAisfound by solving:

NA(\ + 0 " + ^ ( i +0 ( o _ 1 ) +---NA(\ + 0 = NA- £ (l + 0 ' =
-, (l + 0" - l

.,

= NA--

= NA-smi = 1
i

Hence, NA = l/snu
IfV = 1 and T„ = 0, then 1SU isfound by solving:

(l + 0

(1 + 0 2

(1 +0"

<=i(i + 0 '

l

1
=^

= NA-amt
i

Hence,NA = I/awn
Furthermore, the following formules are derived from the above:
— = — +i and Sim = an\r (1 + 0"
ami Sar\i
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found in any handbook of discount and compound tables. The reader who is
not familiar with financial calculations may have some difficulty at first sight
with the symbols. Once their meaning isgrasped, however, it willbecome clear
that they simplify discussions of financial matters considerably.
Some examples may be useful. Let us assume, for instance, that we wish to
calculate thepresent value atdiscount rate /'ofacash flow NAper yearduringn
years. Then by setting T„= 0, and solving 5.3 (or by going back to 5.2), we
find that V = —

I (l +0"/

for which we may write V = NA- an\i-, where a„\i represents the present value
at discount rate /'of a $1cash flow per year during n years (see Table 5.1 for
thedirectderivation ofajf\,•).
Let us now look at the opposite case. Suppose that we wish to calculate the
cash flow NA per year that an investment should generate during n years to
'earn back' the investment in the sensethat a rate of return ishould be made as
well as that the original sum invested should be received back. Then from the
expression above,itfollowsimmediately that NA = V. l/at\i wherethe financial
symbol l/a^i stands for the cash flow per year that a $1 investment should
generate during nyears at rate i(Table 5.1 provides again the direct derivation
ofl/a^i).
The other equations in Table 5.1 are derived in a similar way. The symbols
used are sa\i, which represents the terminal value of $1 invested per year
during n years, and 1/sj\i which represents the investments required per year
during nyearsto obtain aterminal valueof $1at theend of year n.
One fundamental point needs, perhaps, further elaboration. For any investment Km & depreciating asset, net cash income (Nt) in any year consists of a
return on the value of the investment in the beginning of that year (iKt) and a
depreciation part (£>,). Hence Nt = iKt + Dt. It should, of course, be understood that, in this identity, cash income Nt refers to gross revenues Bt minus
all operating expenses Ot, to that Nt = Bt- Ot.
Let us review an example. Suppose an asset worth $100,000 is expected to
generate a constant cash-flow stream of $16,274.54 per year over its useful
life of 10years. What isits rate of return? In any handbook of financial tables
it may be seen that the cash flow, which is equal to K. l/as]u represents a 10
percent rate of return. Hence, the income and depreciation schedule would be
as in Table 5.2.
As is readily seen, the rate of return in any one year is equal to 10 percent
of the value of the asset, while the sum of the depreciation components of the
cash-flow stream over thelife of the project isequal to the original valueof the
asset.
If the same rate of return is to be earned, the factor l/a^i and the annual
cash flow must be larger in the case ofashort-terminvestment than in the case
of a long-term investment. This is so, because - as the fundamental identity
shows- the investment must be depreciated faster in thecase ofthe short-term
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TABLE 5.2. Example of Rate of Return Calculation.
Value of Asset
Yrsl
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

100,000.00
93,725.46
86,823.47
79,231.28
70,879.87
61,693.32
51,588.11
40,472.38
28,245.08
14,795.04

Total

Income

16,274.54
16,274.54
16,274.54
16,274.54
16,274.54
16,274.54
16,274.54
16,274.54
16,274.54
16,274.54

10,000.00
9,372.55
8,682.35
7,923.13
7,087.99
6,169.33
5,158.81
4,047.24
2,824.50
1,479.50

Depreciation
6,274.54
6,901.99
7,592.19
8,351.41
9,186.55
10,105.21
11,115.73
12,227.30
13,450.04
14,795.04
100,000.00

investment. On the other hand, consideration of the formula of 1/a^i, in
Table 5.1 shows that \jaa\i will tend to / if n assumes large values. This is
logical. If an investment has an infinite life, then there is no need to depreciate
the investment.
Two other observations are called for. First, in accordance withthe formula
l/a^\i = l/s^i + /, the capital recovery factor of an investment may be considered to consist of the sinking fund factor of an equivalent loan amount and
the relevant interest rate. To give an example:Suppose that wehave borrowed
$100,000 for 10years at an annual interest rate of 10percent. Then the annual
amount that must beinvested at an interest rate of 10percenttobeableto repay
the original sum of $100,000 at the end of year 10would be $6,274.54. As the
annual interest payment is $10,000, the total annual payment is $16,274.54
which is, as shown in Table 5.2, the capital recovery factor at a rate of return
of 10 percent of an investment of $100,000. It may further be noted, that if n
assumes large values so that l/a^t assumes the value of i,the factor l/s^i will
tend to zero. Again, this is easy to understand. If a loan has an infinite life,
there isno need to establish a sinking fund.
Second, the relationship between a capital recovery factor and its terminal
valueisgiven by l/a^\i-s^i =(1 + /)"• F ° r example, if, inTable 5.2each year's
cash flow were compounded to the terminal year 10,the terminal value of the
cash flow would be $259,374.25 ($16,274.54 x 15.9374), which is the same
value if $100,000 were left to grow at a compound rate of return of 10 percent
($100,000 x 2.5937425). This result is, of course, not surprising because the
cash flow is here assumed to be reinvested at the investment's rate of return.
Problems arise, however, when this assumption cannot be made and the
difference between the internal rate-of-return method and the present-value
method - a subject that will be discussed in sections 5.2 and 5.4- can basically
be brought back to the assumption at which rate of return the cash flow must
be valued.
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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5.2. THE INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN AND THE PRESENT VALUE METHODS

In the absence of budget constraints 1 and uncertainty, two criteria 2 are
generally used to evaluate whether a public investment project is justified :
the internal rate of return criterion and the present value criterion.
The internal rate of return criterion consists of calculating the discount
rate at which a project has a net present value of zero - the project's internal
rate of return-, and accepting only those projects which have an internal rate
of return larger than the pre-determined opportunity cost of capital rate q. In
equation form the criterion may be presented as:
(5.4) Solve r from £

B

K
' ~ °'
^
'
1,(1 + r)' t% (1 + r)<

and select only projects with r > q.
The net present value criterion, on the other hand, states that only those
projects shouldbeaccepted for whichthediscounted benefitsexceed discounted
costs. Or, in formula form:
( 5.5)

y hjilh

.twi +qy

_ y _ ^ _ ^ 0.

,=i(i +<?)'

It may be noted that as regards formulas 5.4 and 5.5 equivalent forms of the
criteria would be to add operating costs to investment costs rather than deducing it from gross benefits.
Two variants of formula 5.5 are possible. For instance, it may be written
in ratio form as:
(5.5a) V B<

°' IY

K

'

^ 1 , or also as

£,(1 +q)< l&d +qY

(5.5b) y

B

'

IY K' +°>^ 1.

These last two formulas are not equivalent aswillbediscussed below.
In all these formulas, operating costs do not include financial charges and
accounting items such as interest and depreciation. Financial charges and the
problem of how to finance a project are not taken into account in the analysis
because the analysis isconcerned onlywith whether the project is economically
justified. Since the criteria all boil down to whether the cash flow stream over
the life of the project is sufficient to cover the capital investments and the
opportunity cost of capital, there is no need to take account of depreciation
charges separately.
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At least two discount calculations are always necessary to determine the
internal rate ofreturn.Thecalculations areshown inthefollowing example:
TABLE 5.3.

-

Year1
Year2
Year 3
Year 4-32

Total

Cost-Benefit
Stream

Discounted at
12%

Discounted at
14%

-100,000
- 47,000
- 6,000
+ 24,000

- 89,286
- 37,468
- 4,271
-137,035

- 87,719
- 36,165
- 4,050
+113,120

+ 6,010

- 14,814

Interpolation between the 12 percent discount rate (net present value
+6,010) and the 14percent discount rate (net present value -14,814) gives a
rate of approximately 12.6 percent at which the present worth of the costbenefit stream equals zero.The internal rate ofreturn oftheproject is therefore
12.6percent.
Is the internal rate of return criterion a theoretically correct criterion? In
our opinion, itisnot. First, itmay bepointed out that equation 5.4,from which
the internal rate ofreturn must becalculated, isa polynomial sothat there may
be several roots that solve the equation. Negative and imaginary numbers can
be discarded and only positive roots count. However, while a normal cashflow stream of signs -, +, has only one positive root, a cash flow stream of
signs - , + , - , or + , , + may have two positive roots and the problem
then arises as to which root should be taken as the internal rate of return of
that stream. We will return to this problem later on in this Chapter. Second,
whereas in the absence of capital rationing, a situation which we assume
throughout this section, the rate of return criterion will lead to the same
projects being accepted as under the present value criterion 3 , the ranking of
projects willbedifferent. Although thisisnot an important issuewhen mutually
independent projects are considered because all projects satisfying the criteria
can be implemented if sufficient capital is available, it may be extremely
important wheremutually exclusive projects areevaluated. For, insuch acase,
only a subset of the mutually exclusive projects can be undertaken sothat then
indeed only the projects with the highest values to the economy should be
chosen. In this respect, it is important to be aware of the fact that ranking by
rates of return may lead to wrong results.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the ranking issue. On its vertical axis are measured the
present values of the cost-benefit stream of a project; on its horizontal axis
the discount rates used to calculate these present values. Suppose that we are
evaluating two mutually exclusive projects and that their present values at
different discount ratesare represented bycurvesA and B,respectively.4 Then,
as Figure 5.1 indicates, the net present value of Project A is zero at a discount
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FIGURE 5.1.

Discount rate

rate of 16 percent, while that of Project Bis zero at a discount rate of 22 percent.Accordingtotheinternal rateofreturncriterion,Project B,whose internal
rate of return is 22 percent, should thus be preferred over Project A, whose
internal rate of return is only 16 percent. However, this cannot be correct.
The value of a project isgiven by the sum of money that would be necessary to
generate the project's net benefit stream at rate q, or, in other words, by the
present value at rate q of the project's cost-benefit stream. In Figure 5.1, it
may be seen that if the opportunity cost of capital q is, say, 10 percent, the
present value of Project A equals OV2 while that of Project B equals OVi.
Hence, Project A should be preferred over Project B, rather than Project B
over Project A as the internal rate of return criterion would indicate. The
internal rate of return criterion can thus lead toerroneous answers.
A variant of the rate of return method, which might be described as the
alternate cost-savings method, has become quite popular in recent years for
thecomparison ofhydro-electric and thermal powerdevelopments. 5 According
to this method, the flows of investment and operating costs of the two alternative developments should be compared and the differential cost stream will
thennormally showthat theextra investments inthehydro schemeinthe earlier
years will be compensated in the later years by the cost savings of the hydro
alternative compared to the thermal alternative. If the internal rate of return
of the extra hydro investments exceedsthe opportunity cost ofcapital, then the
extra investments are considered to bejustified. Is this procedure correct? The
onlyconclusion wecan draw from thealternate cost savingsanalysis isthat the
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incremental investment inthehydro project resultsincost savingscompared to
the steam program, but it does not tell us whether steam development is
justified. This means that the normal present value criterion must be used to
evaluate whether thermal development isjustified, and there is then no reason
why thisprocedure should not alsobeused toevaluatethehydro alternative.
TABLE 5.4.

Project
A
Present Value Investments (K)
Present Value Operating Costs(O)
Present Value Benefits (B)
(B-O)jK ratio (5.5a)
Bj(K+0) ratio (5.5b)
Present valuecriterion (5.5):
B - (K + O)

90
10
190
190/90 = 2.0
190/100 == 1.9
90

B
50
20
140
120/50 = 2.4
140/70 = 2.0
70

Let usturn ourattention now to theso-called benefit-cost ratios,the variants
of the net present value method defined by formulas 5.5a and 5.5b. It is easy
to show that ranking by ratios leads to a result different from that under the
net present value method. Table 5.4presents the ranking of two projects under
the three criteria. Under the present valuemethod, Project A should be preferred because it has the highest net present value. The ratios, however, give
priority to Project B. This is clearly wrong. A's additional investment and
operating costs are 30, but this gives an additional benefit of 50, resulting in
an overall addition tonet benefits of20.Ahasthusahigher valuethan B.
In the absence of capital constraints, ratios are not correct ranking criteria. 6
Apart from the fact that they are wrong, it may also be pointed out that the
valueof5.5aisalwayshigher than thevalueof5.5b,sincetransferring operating
costs from the numerator to the denominator must reduce the value of the
ratio. The B/(K + O) ratio has found in the United States quite a range of
application, especially for water resources projects. The Flood Control Act
of 1936 requires that 'the benefits to whomsoever they may accrue (be) in
excess of the estimated costs.' This formulation is sound in the absence of
budget constraints, and means simply that projects with ratios less than 1
should be rejected. In practice, however, the ratio has also been used to rank
projects and problems of consistency can then easily arise. M C K E A N 7 mentions, for example, that in the Green River Watershed project in the USA,
the increased cost of cattle production was deducted from gross receipts
instead of being included among the costs of the program, with the result that
the ratio was higher than it should have been in that case. A further problem
with theB/(K + O)ratioisthatitisextremely sensitivetothelevelof operating
costs. Suppose that for acertain project Bis980,Ois800and Kis90.Then this
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project, of which the relative values of the variables are well in line with those
ofa supermarkt or department store, would have aB/(K + O)ratio of 1.1and
a net present value of 90. Project A in Table 5.4, however, has a B/(K + O)
ratio of 1.9 even though it is equally valuable since its present value isalso 90.
Thus B/(K + O)ratios haveabiasagainst projects with large operating costs.
The conclusion that, in the absence of budget constraints, only the net
present value method provides the correct ranking of projects - whether
mutually exclusive or not has often encountered criticism of the sort met
in the example in Table 5.5., which assumes - as we have assumed all long TABLE 5.5.

Project

Present ValueCosts:(K + O)
Present Value Benefits:(B)
B/(K + O) ratio
Net Present Value: B - (K + O)

A

B

100
175
1.75
75

1,000,000
1,000,100
1
100

that costs and benefits have been determined with complete certainty. Project
B has the highest net present value, but its investment costs are so large that
its B/(K + O) ratio is only marginally above 1. Surely, according to the criticism. Project A with its much lower investment cost and much higher
B/(K + O) ratio should be preferred. The apparent contradiction disappears
if wefocus on the fact that the discussed present valuecriterion applies only to
situations where the Government has no budget constraint and where conditions of complete certainty exist. Project Bmust then have a higher ordering
number than Project A because, even though its investments are larger than
those of Project A, itprovides a higher net present value than Project A.
The example is useful, however, because it shows that the discussed present
value method, although theoretically correct, is applicable only in situations
which are not realistic. Usually, we find that Governments do not have sufficient funds to undertake all projects they would like to undertake and the
discussed rule then needs amendment. How this should be done in the case
of a single period budget constraint as well as in the case of a multiple period
budget constraint willbediscussed in the next sections.The last section of this
Chapter will review how uncertainties - inherent in the estimation of any
project variable- should beincorporated in the analysis.

5.3. SINGLE PERIOD BUDGET CONSTRAINTS

A constraint may be said to exist with respect to a factor of production or
commodity if, within a certain time period, the supply of that factor or commodity cannot be expanded to satisfy demand. In other words, part of existing
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demand will go unsatisfied if any additional new demand is to be served. The
value of such a constrained factor or commodity is higher than its production
costs by the amount of the scarcity premium it commands. Examples of how
such premiums had tobecalculated inthecaseofconstraints on inputs, foreign
exchange and production capacity were encountered in the previous chapters.
However, many other constraints may exist; for instance, with respect to
project implementation capacity, the Government budget, the number of
engineers,managers or extension personnel and the like.Thecalculation of the
relevant shadow prices is not difficult :the value of the constrained factor or
commodity isthe value that would be generated (or lost) if the available quantity of the factor or commodity were, increased (or reduced) by one unit.
However, as regards the production factor capital some special issues arise
related to the problem as to whether in cases of constraints projects should be
considered discrete units or variable as regards project size, and we will,
therefore, discuss these matters now in some detail.
Throughout out discussion we assume that every project variable, except
capital, has been valued at its appropriate shadow price 8 and we will start our
review by considering the case of the single period budget constraint. How
should investments be curtailed in such a case so that their sum equals the
available funds? Traditionally, 9 this is done by maximizing the Lagrangean
expression of the constrained objective function. Hence, if we follow the
traditional method, the present value of the net benefits of all projects should
be maximized subject to the constraint that the total investment costs of all
projects cannot exceed acertain given amount.
If the present value of the net benefits of they'th project isdenoted by Nj and
its investment costs by Kj, the problem is to maximize for a set of projects the
objective function :
n

n

£ Nj - E Kj
n

subject to: £ Kj - K -= 0
where K represents the available investment funds. Hence, the Lagrangean
expression that should be maximized is:
L - ZNj - ZKj - k(LKj - K)
The first order conditions are
ZdNj - ILAKj - XLdKj - 0 and K =T.Kj.
The former may be written as I.dNj = 2,dKj(1 + k). Aswehave, moreover,
the normal condition that in an optimal situation dNj/dKj should be equal for
allprojects,wearrive attherulethat tomaximizethenet benefits ofall projects,
the marginal benefit of each project should be equal to that of the other projectsand equal tomarginal costplusapremium k.Inotherwords,the marginal
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FIGURE 5.2.

dollar invested must be valued in thecase of a budget constraint at the shadow
price of 1 + X. This is illustrated in Figure 5.2, where the total net benefits
of a project are shown as a function of total investment costs. As discussed
in Chapter 4, in the absence of budget constraints, the optimal size would be
at point A where the tangent line has a slope of 1.With the budget constraint,
the optimal scale would be at D, where the tangent line has the slope 1 + X.
The purpose of Xis to curtail the investment in each individual project in
such a way that the sum of the investments in all projects just exhausts the
available funds. Obviously, therefore, the value of X can be found only by
considering simultaneously all the investment projects. One possible way to
determine Xwould be by trial and error. The central planning authority could
provide the different departments responsible for designing the various projects with different values of X and then determine at what value of Xthe total
budget would be exhausted. Another way would consist of a bottom-up
procedure. By varying, for each project, the value ofX, each department could
obtain a function relating the optimal investments for the projects under its
authority to various values of 1 + X. Graphically, this could be done by
varying the slope of the line dNj = dA"; (1 + X)of Figure 5.2. Aggregation of
the investment relative to (1 + X) functions of the different departments
would then provide the central planning authority with the function relating
total optimal investments (EKjopt) to 1 + X. This function is shown in Figure
5.3asthecurve EA^opt.
Without budget constraints, the value ofX = 0and the optimal total investments would be, say, K0-With a budget constraint the total available investment funds areKand the value of 1 + Xwould beread directly from the figure,
where it was assumed for illustrative purposes that X has a value of 0.3. By
feeding back this value to the different departments, the Central Planning
Authority would ensure that each departments project or projects would be
102
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IKjOpt

1+X.

designed optimally. At the margin of each project's investment scale, each
dollar invested would generate the same present value of benefits (1 +A).
There would be no advantage in reducing any one of the projects in order to
expand another project, and all available funds would be used.
The above described procedure will lead to the result that different projects
willhave different rates of return. This can be illustrated asfollows. As discussed in Section 5.1,the present value of a constant stream of yearly net benefits
NA during n years may be represented by TV = NA- aa\q where TVis the present
value, and q the discount rate. Differentiating with respect to output, we may
write dTV = dTV^ aa\q.But ÛNA also represents the periodic constant benefit
flow ofthemarginal investmentdK. Hence,wecan alsowritedTVx= dK-1jaa\„
whereristhe internal rate of return ofdK. It follows that, in the case of budget
constraints and constancy of benefits, dN/dK = aa\q/aK\r = 1 + A. This
expression may be written as l/as\r = (1 + A)-l/a^q or, in words, the cash
flow of the marginal dollar invested (\jan\r) should equal the required cash
flow in the absence of budget constraints (l/an|«)weighted with (1 + A).
Alternative, wemay write {1/(1 + A)}-1/asvfl^l«= 1o r ' m words, the cash
flow stream of the marginal invested dollar should be such that its present
valueatdiscount rateqshould be 1 when itisweighted with 1/(1 + A).
If all the projects under consideration have infinite lifetimes, then dN/dK =
(l/q)/(l/r) = rjq = 1 + A,and the optimal size of each project may be determined either by using r or A.For instance, if A= 0.3 and q = 10%, then r =
13%and the size ofeach project should beexpanded until the rate of return on
the marginal dollar invested is 13percent. At that size level, the present value
of the benefit stream of the marginal dollar invested would equal 1.3. In the
case of projects with constant benefits but different lifetimes, the situation is
different because the weighting with (1 + A)of the required cash flow for the
marginal investment dollar only increases the rate of return part of the cash
flow and not the depreciation part. Hence, for short life projects, the rate of
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return would be substantially higher than the 13percent calculated for long
life projects intheexample above. Forinstance, therate ofreturn onthemarginal dollar invested for a project with a 10-year life would need to be about
17percent, ifthe present value ofthe marginal benefit stream were to remain
1.3. Similar problems arise when different projects have thesame lifetimesbut
varying benefit streams over time.
Whereas intheabsence ofbudget constraints, theoptimization rule is that
a project should be expanded until the rate of return on themarginal dollar
invested equals the opportunity cost of capital, this rule is apparently no
longer valid inthecaseofbudget constraints ifthekruleisfollowed. Although
operationally difficult, theAprocedure iscorrect under its assumptions. But
are these assumptions correct? Theimplicit assumption of the k procedure is
that no extra costs will beincurred ifwe undertake at a later date the investments eliminated at present under thek rule. Asbudget constraints vary in
intensity, it maywell be possible that at a later date sufficient funds will be
availabletoundertake theseinvestments. However, asiswellknown,ingeneral
it willbeacostly procedure toexpand aproject ata later date. Forinstance,it
is very difficult to widen a bridge ora road, orto heighten an irrigationdam
once construction hasbeen completed orsometimes when construction based
on areduced design hasstarted. Asitismuch moreefficient todefer amarginal
project than to defer last increments to projects, we would suggest for this
reason that project size should be determined by the normal rule that the
marginal costs ofthe project should equal itsmarginal benefits.
Onceitisaccepted that project sizeshould not betampered with,the budget
constraint rule becomes a simple one. Obviously, theobjective isto maximize
the benefits perdollar of available investment funds. Hence, as HIRSHLEIFER,
DE HAVEN and MILLIMAN 10 proposed, the procedure should be 'to compare

projects onthebasis of their present value asoftime 1(thevalue of the time
stream forperiods 1through n,calculated back totime 1)per dollar ofcurrent
funds.' In terms ofthevariables used here, theprocedure isto rank projects
by their N/K ratios, giving priority totheproject with thehighest ratio and so
proceeding down thelineuntil thebudget isexhausted.
TABLE 5.6.

Project
B

Present value investments (K)
Present valuenetbenefits (JV)
Present value project
N/K ratio

90
50
140
180
120
252
90
70
112
180/90 = 2.0 120/50 = 2.4 252/140=1.

An example of the method is given in Table 5.6,which shows the present
values andN/K ratios ofprojects A,BandC.Assume that there areonly140
104
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units of capital available.Then according to the present value method, project
C should be implemented because it has the highest present value. As Table
5.6 shows, however, it would be better to undertake projects Band A as their
combined present value totals 160.Only by ranking the projects by their N/K
ratio can weensure that Band Awillindeed be preferred.
Obviously, it is very important that these ratios be calculated correctly and
that the K in the formula represents the real economic cost of undertaking the
projectduring thebudgetconstraint period.Thiswillnotbeinvestmentcosts as
defined by accountants or engineers, but rather will comprise all outlays that
are borne by the Government budget. An example is provided in Table 5.7.
The capital costs of the project during the first four years, which we assume is
the budget constraint period, are 70and the operating costs 5. However, if the
Government budget has to provide only the net outlays for the project, then,
as Table 5.7 shows, the investments should be taken as 68.
TABLE 5.7.

Year
Capital Costs
Operating Costs
Benefits
Investment (K)
Net Benefits (N)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

50

10

5
2
3

5
3
4

4
34

4
34

4
34

4
34

4
34

4
34

4
34

-4

-4
30

30

30

30

30

30

30

-50 -10

Present Value Investments (q = 10%): 65.39
Present Value Net Benefits (q = 10%): 109.73
RatioN/K: 109.73/65.39 = 1.68
If the ratio is calculated as shown in Table 5.7, the value of/Twill represent
the amount of scarce capital needed for the project and the value of N the
amount that will be generated. This ratio is thus a measure of the importance
oftheproject to thenational economy.The disadvantage ofthisformula isthat
itisa ratio whilenormal practiceistoexpresstheprofitability ofan investment
intermsofarateofreturn.Wewill,therefore, discussinthenextsection whether
itispossibletoexpresstheN/K ratioasarateof return.

5.4. THE MODIFIED INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN

The relationship between the N/K ratio and the internal rate of return can
best be shown if we assume that the benefit and operating cost streams are
constant. In suchacaseN = NA- an\q. SinceK = NA- a^\r,itfollows that N/K =
(l/a^\r)/(l/aj{\q). Thus, incases ofconstancy ofnet benefit streams, projects with
the same lifetimes may beranked either by their N/K ratios or by their internal
rates of return. If, however, projects with different lifetimes are compared,
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TABLE 5.8. Formula: N/K = (l/a.K\r)/(l/a^\q), whereq ==10percent.
Project

Lifetime

Internal
Rate of Return

Corresponding
N/K Ratio

A
B
C
D

lOyrs.
25yrs.
50yrs.
ooyrs.

15%
15%
15%
15%

1.22
1.40
1.50
1.50

rankings under the two methods will differ from each other. An example is
presented in Table 5.8 which shows the N/K ratios of four projects, each with
a different lifetime, under the assumption that their internal rates of return are
all 15 percent. While the N/K method would give preference to the projects
with the longest lives, the internal rate of return method would consider all
projects to be of equal priority. i1 Furthermore, it needs no elaboration that
the ranking of projects under the two criteria may also differ in cases where
the net benefits vary over time, even though all projects may have the same
lifetime.
The example in Table 5.8 demonstrates that the internal rate of return
criterion will lead to a different ranking from that obtained when the N/K
approach isused, whilethelatter, asdiscussed inthe previous section, provides
the theoretically correct criterion. Nevertheless, it is possible to arrive at a
correct ranking if a modified internal rate of return criterion is adopted. According to SOLOMON, 12 the internal rate of return criterion can be reconciled
with theN/K criterion ifthereinvestment ofthecash flow istaken into account.
He maintains that the present valuecriterion assumes benefits to be reinvested
at the opportunity cost ofcapital rate,whiletheinternal rate of return criterion
assumes that reinvestment of the returns will take place at the internal rate of
return. We believe this explanation to be incorrect. The internal rate of return
criterion makes no assumption as regards what happens to benefits;they can
be consumed or they can be reinvested. The decision between consumption
and reinvestment is, of course, based on the same rate of return and in the
absence of multiple period budget constraints, this rate isthe opportunity cost
of capital, q. SOLOMON is, however, on the right track and the internal rate of
return criterion can indeed be reconciled with the N/K criterion ifwevalue the
cash flow at its appropriate rate. If we assume that the appropriate rate is the
opportunity cost of capital, q, then the modified internal rate of return is
found with the help of the formula N(l + q)n = K(\ + r*)", where r* represents the modified internal rate of return. Hence, N/K = (1 + r*)"/(l + q)n,
so that ranking by modified internal rates of return leads to the same result as
ranking by N/K ratios.
The principle is illustrated with an example in Table 5.9, which shows the
investments and benefit streams ofprojects A and B.According to the present
value criterion, project Bshould be chosen because its present value (13.13) is
higher than that of A (9.89), whereas according to the internal rate of return
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TABLE 5.9.

Project A
Opportunity cost of capital
Investments
Net Benefits yr. 1
Net Benefits yr.2
Present Value Net Benefits at 10%
Internal Rate of Return
Terminal Value of Net Benefits when
at 10%
Modified Rate of Return
NjK Ratio

Project B
10%

-100
+ 80
+ 45
+ 109.89
18%

-100

+ 136.89
+ 113.13
17%

compounded
132.97
15.3%
1.10

136.89
17%
1.37

criterion A (IRR - 18%) should be chosen rather than B (IRR = 17%). If
the present values of the netbenefits arecompounded at the opportunity cost
of capital rate of 10percent, then the terminal value of the benefits of project
A will be $132.97 and of project B, $136.89. With investments of $100 this
corresponds to a modified rate of return of 15.3 percent and 17 percent, respectively, which gives the same ranking as under the N/K ratios. The two
approaches are therefore consistent if a common assumption is adopted with
respect to the rate of return at which the benefits should be valued and both
criteria - N/K ratio and modified rate of return - will then rank the projects
identically.
The problem of multiple solutions to an internal rate of return function can
now be addressed. This situation arises when the net cash flow changes its
direction several times,asshown, for instance, inTable 5.10, which reproduces
an example from GRANT and IRESON. 13 The internal rates of return in this case
are approximately 25 percent and 40 percent. To solve this ambiguity the
opportunity cost ofcapital should beused to valuethecash flow. In the example, if the opportunity cost of capital is 8percent, the modified rate of return
isabout 10percent, 14whichwasfound bysolvingtheequation 544.5(1 + r*)20
=--: 782.1 x 1.0820. Such cases are, however, rare outside of the mineral and
petroleum industries,and GRANTand IRESON 15 emphasize that eventhen 'cases
of thistype arise only in quite specialized circumstances.'
TABLE 5.10.

Year

1-5
5
6-20

Net Cash Flow
($'000)
+ 50per year
-800
+ 100per year

1Present Worth
at8%

at 20%

at25%

at 30%

at 40%

+ 199.6
-544.5
+ 582.5

+ 149.6
-321.5
+ 187.9

+ 134.4
-262.5
+ 126.5

+ 121.8
-215.4
+ 88.0

+ 101.8
-148.7
+ 46.2

+ 237.6

+ 16.0

-

-

-
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1.3

5.6

0.7
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The standard internal rate of return criterion, which was rejected earlier in
Section 5.2 in the case of an absence of capital rationing, must also, aswe have
seen in Section 5.3 and this section, be rejected if budget constraints exist.
Therefore, one may ask 'Under what conditions can the standard internal rate
of return criterion be applied?' As LORIE and SAVAGE 16 have pointed out,
there are four such situations:(a) when only one project should be compared
with the opportunity cost ofcapital;(b)inthecase of severalprojects when the
opportunity cost of capital is zero; (c) when the opportunity cost of capital
is not zero and several projects are to be compared but the time paths of the
projects do not cross; and (d) when the opportunity cost of capital isnot zero,
several projects are being ranked and the net benefits from each of the projects
can bevalued at their internal rates of return.
Matters relating tocase(a)willbediscussed below. Case(b)isofno practical
relevance since the opportunity cost of capital is always positive. Cases (c) and
(d) are theoretically identical since the condition of (d) makes the time paths
of the net benefits of the projects equal except for a proportionality factor.
Case (d), however, is of less practical value than case (c) because, in general,
benefits cannot be valued at the internal rate of return.
What about case (a)? We have discussed in Section 5.1 that in the absence
of budget constraints a project should be accepted if it has either a present
value at least equal to zero (B - C > 0 ) or an internal rate of return higher
than theopportunity cost ofcapital. Asin practical work weoften find that the
estimate of the opportunity cost of capital and, hence of B - C is a rather
arbitrary undertaking, we feel that the internal rate of return has great operational value in the absence of budgetary constraints. However, we have also
stated that in general wewould expect that the usual situation is one of capital
rationing. Has the internal rate of return criterion any validity in such a case?
Theoretically not. As we have discussed, the N/K approach or the modified
internal rate of return approach should be followed. However, the problem is
again that the opportunity cost of capital is difficult to estimate. One may
attempt to calculate for each project a minimum and maximum value of the
N/K ratio or of the modified rate of return by using a minimum and maximum
value of the opportunity cost of capital, but where one can only estimate that
the opportunity cost of capital lies between some very extreme values, this
procedure is not very meaningful. In such a case the internal rate of return
method may be used to establish a tentative ranking order of projects. As
projects with high internal rates of return will be accepted in any case, one can
then spend extra time on projects with low rates of return - those at the margin
of acceptability - in order to sharpen the accept-reject decision. This may be
done, for instance, by calculating probability distributions of the N/K ratios.
We feel, therefore, that the internal rate of return is an important tool in
practical work despite itstheoretical limitations.
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5.5. MULTIPLE PERIOD BUDGET CONSTRAINTS

It may be recalled that the optimization rule in the case of the single period
budget constraint requires that the cash flow of the marginal dollar invested
must beweighted with 1/(1 + X) before discounting, whereXisthe Lagrangean
shadow premium on investment undertaken during the constraint period.
As the discount factor at the margin is also relevant for intra-marginal units,
the result ofthe budget constraint isthat not only thecash flow ofthe marginal
investment dollar but any cash flow starting in the period of constraint should
be weighted with 1/(1 + X)..To distinguish the constraint in period 1 from
constraints inother periods,wedenotethisweightingfactor by 1/(1 + Xi).
Suppose now that there is a two-period budget constraint. Then any cash
flow starting in period two should beweighted with 1/(1 + Xi). It follows that,
of a cash flow resulting from a marginal dollar invested in the first period, the
elements that become available in years2through nshould be valued at 1/(1 +
X2). Letusassume that theperiods oftheconstraints areyears.Then the following tabulation (Table 5.11) may be made of how the present value of a twoyear cash flow from a dollar invested in period 1should be calculated if there
were one or two period budget constraints.
TABLE 5.11.

Budget Constraint

Present Value Benefits

None

Yr.1

Yr.2

Nl
(1 + <?)

N2
(1 + if

Ni

Single Period

(t + /ti)(l + </)
Ni

Two Period

(1 +/U) (1 + ?)

Ni

(1 +Xi)(\

+qf

N2
(1 + / U H 1 + Xi)(\ +q)2

From Table 5.11 it is clear that if the impact of the budget constraints is
about equal in the different periods, i.e., X\ = X2= ... = Xn, the present value
of a benefit in any year ?,if there were a multiple period constraint, would beN,/[(l +X)'(l

+<?)<]

which can be replaced by
N,/[(l

+b)']

where b ~ (1 + X)(1 + q). In case of continuous compounding, of course,
b = X + q.
The result derived here isintuitively simple:the discount rate to be used for
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discounting a project's benefit and cost stream in the case of a multiple period
budget constraint should be the budget constraint discount rate. This rate is
higher than the opportunity cost of capital and acts as a clearing mechanism
equilibrating total investments with available funds.
The optimal size of a project can now easily be determined. The project
should be expanded until the rate of return on the marginal dollar invested
equals b. Ranking of projects also presents no problem. If, for one reason or
another,notwithstanding theuseofbasaclearingrate,therewould beaneed to
defer someprojects - e.g., when therewould bea temporary shortage of capital
- projects should beranked bytheir N/K ratios, found bydiscounting at rate b.
and thosewiththelowest ratios should bethe first tobedeferred. Alternatively,
the ranking could take place by calculating the projects' modified rates of
return, whereby the rate b should be used for the evaluation of the cash flow
streams. Projects that have the lowest modified rate of return should then be
deferred.
MARGLIN has criticized the use of theN/K criterion because, 'It concentrates
on the absolute advantage among projects within each period instead of
looking at the comparative advantage among projects between periods.' 17
Supposethatineachoftwobudgetperiodsonlyoneproject canbe implemented
out of agroup of two, each project having the sameinvestment costs. Suppose,
MARGLIN continues, that construction timing isoptimal for the present period,
and that if the projects were undertaken in the second period, net present
valueswilldecrease,asillustrated inTable5.12.Application oftheN/Kcriterion
would then lead us to undertake project A first. However, a glance at the table
shows that the construction sequence B,A has a higher net present value than
the sequence A, Bsothat theN/K criterion would apparently lead to the wrong
result. While project A has the absolute advantage (highest present value) for
1975 construction, it has the comparative advantage (it loses the least due to
postponement) for 1980 construction and should therefore be undertaken in
1980ifweare tomaximizenet present values simultaneously rather than serially. The problem of investment planning in a dynamic context becomes rather
complicated if more than two projects are involved. However, MARGLIN has
shown that itcan be solved with the helpof planning algorithms, following the
solution method of the linear programming problem known asthe Assignment
Problem. The assignment of projects to the different budget periods is then
essentially the same as the assignment of factories to locations or personnel
to jobs.
TABLE 5.12.

Net Present Value Today as a Function of the
Construction Date
Project A
Project B
110

1975
150
135

1980
140
115
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Should we follow MARGLIN'S approach? The comparative advantage criterion would be entirely correct if indeed we could know which projects would
come up for evaluation in the next plan period. There may indeed be such
cases, for instance, when large river basins are being studied. Often, however,
we find that Central Planning Authorities do not possess this knowledge. It is
easy to see that, under such circumstances, the comparative advantage criteion may lead to worse results than the N/K criterion. For instance, postponement of a project from the present plan period to the next plan period could
lead to its replacement in the present period by a lower ranking project, while
in the next plan period itwould compete with projects not yet identified so that
perhaps it might not be accepted then at all.As a result, total net present value
could be lower under the comparative advantage rule than under the N/K
criterion. It is often not possible to consider projects of different plan periods
simultaneously, and MARGLIN'S approach is then not feasible. It seems to us
that the best one can do in such cases is to concentrate on the projects that
areknown.Ifthereisaneedtopostponeaproject becauseofbudget constraints,
then ranking by N/K ratios would ensure the maximization of the net present
values of the projects under scrutiny.

5.6. UNCERTAINTY

So far it has been implicitly assumed that inputs, outputs, costs and prices
of the projects under scrutiny are precisely known. In many cases, however,
these variables can only be estimated within a wide range of values. For instance, investment costs are notoriously difficult to estimate; projections of
quantities produced are often subject to a wide margin of error, and prices
also, in most cases,can only be forecast in the form of a range of prices.
In such circumstances, consultants and engineers often use the most likely
values of the variables to calculate whether a project is acceptable. This procedure isnot correct, as a simple example will show. Suppose that an agricultural engineer has estimated the probability of a project producing 10,000 tons
and 15,000 tons of padi per year at 60 percent and 40 percent, respectively.
Suppose, further, that the rice marketing expert has estimated the price of padi
at $100, with a probability of 60 percent, and at $150, with a probability of 40
percent, the price not being affected by the project. Then the value of the gross
benefits would be $1,000,000 if the calculation were based on the most likely
values of quantity and price. In fact, as the table below shows, this estimate
would be too conservative. The probability of the project producing a gross
benefit of $1,000,000 isonly 24percent, while the probability of agross benefit
of$1,500,000or higheris76 percent.
In the above example, the analysis was kept simple. Only two variables and
only two values for each variable wereconsidered. In reality there willbe many
more variables that affect a project's rate of return and several values which
each of these variables could assume. Clearly, therefore, the acceptance
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TABLE 5.13.

Quantity
Tons
10,000
10,000
15,000
15,000

Gross Benefits

Price
Prob.

$

Prob.

$

Prob.

0.6
0.6
0.4
0.4

100
150
100
150

0.4
0.6
0.4
0.6

1,000,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
2,250,000

0.24
0.36
0.16
0.24

decision of a project should include probability analysis. 18
How should wedetermine which variables and values should be considered?
To begin, a sensitivity analysis should be undertaken. Start the rate of return
or net present value calculation on the basis of the most likely values of the
variables, and then change the value of each variable one at a time by, say, 20
percent to determine whether the project's rate of return or net present value
is sensitive to such variations. The next step is to choose the probability
distribution ofthevaluesofeach ofthesignificant variables.Inmostcasesthese
probabilities will be subjective estimates based on the consulted expert's
experience and expertise. The simplest way to proceed is to have the expert
indicate the probability of different interval-values of the variable rather than
the probability of each single point estimate of the variable, or, in other words,
to havehim draw up a step rectangular distribution rather than the much more
difficult smooth curve distribution of probabilities. 19 The final step then is to
calculate the probability distribution of the rate of return or net present value
of the project. This seemsat first sight a formidable task. For instance, assuming that there are seven significant variables and that each of these has been
assigned four values, the number of computations would be 4 7 == 16,384. The
procedure can, however, be simplified byusing a simulation technique, known
as the Monte-Carlo Method. The computer is instructed to assign random
values to each of the variables which should be varied and to repeat the computations until the probability distribution of the rate of return or net present
value emerges. The number of computations is a simple problem of statistics,
known as the Sample Problem, and in most cases a few fundred calculations
suffice to arrive at an accuratedescription ofthe probability distribution.
In the absence of a computer the calculations can be done by hand, using,
for example, a table of random numbers to assign random values to the variables. Rather than a few computer minutes, the calculations may then take
a few man-weeks. For many projects this is welljustified, especially when the
projects appear at first sight marginal, or when unusual uncertainties are
present. Aprobability analysis may alsobeextremely important for optimizing
the project's design. POULIQUEN, 20 for instance, mentions that a probability
analysis showed that the productivity of the cargo gangs at the Port of Mogadiscio was a key factor affecting the rate of return of the planned expansion of
port facilities. If the productivity could beraised to 9or 10tons per gang-hour,
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the major risk in the project would be eliminated. It was therefore recommended that a consultant be engaged to help organize cargo handling operations.
A problem for which one has to watch carefully in any probability analysis
is that of correlation between the variables which are varied. For instance, in
our example above, it may well be that the uncertainty in the quantity of padi
production is not independent of the uncertainty in the price of padi because
the price may depend on the quantity produced. The way to proceed then is to
estimatetheprobability ofthepricebeing$150whenproduction is 10,000tons,
the probability of the price being $100when production is 15,000tons, and so
on. Or, in other words, the estimates of the price probabilities should then be
contingent upon the estimated quantities. In our example, the correlation
between the two variables is negative, i.e., an increase in quantity leads to a
lower price. Often, however, the correlation is positive. For instance, a
smoother road surface (increase incosts)may lead toreduced vehicle operating
costs (increase in benefits), or an increase in the productivity of the cargo
gang would increase the capacity of the port. The correlation may also be
caused by a third variable such as the state of the economy. In the case of a
combined hydroelectric-irrigation project, an increase in the level of economic
activity may well raise the demand for electricity as well as for agricultural
products. In all such cases of correlation, benefits could be substantially
over- or under-estimated if the correlations between the variables were neglected.
Suppose now that probability analysis has been applied to all the projects
under scrutiny. How should we determine their priority? Figure 5.4 presents
the cumulative probability distributions of two projects. The probability that
project A will have a rate of return of 10percent is90percent, whereas project
B's probability ofa rate of return of 10percent isonly 60percent. On the other
hand, B's chance of achieving a rate of return higher than 10percent is much
greater than A's chance, but, at the same time, B has a much greater chance
FIGURE 5.4.

100%
Project A

cc
O

o 50%-
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than A to end up with rates of return lower than 10percent. In other words,
thevarianceoftherate ofreturn ismuch largerinthecaseofBthan ofA.
Preference among these projects should be determined in the following
manner. Denote the probability that the utility of a project will be u\, m, etc.,
bypu pi. etc., then the expected utility value of the project will beILprnk where
k is the &th possible outcome. This raises immediately the question of which
utility should be attached to the various possible returns. In our discussion in
Chapter 9 we will show that this utility depends on the project beneficiaries whether they are the poor, the middle income group, or the rich. A dollar
accruing to a poor man is generally considered to have a higher marginal
utility than a dollar accruing to an average income earner or a rich man.
Consequently, a project of which the beneficiaries are the poor will have a
higher social rate of return than one generating benefits for the middle or
high income population groups.
Let us assume for thepresent, however, ashas been done sofar, that income
distribution considerations are not important, as is true for a wide range of
projects. Then the marginal utility of a dollar will be the same irrespective of
theindividual towhom itaccrues and theexpected utility valueof aproject will
be its expected economic value, i.e., the difference between the present values
of the expected economic benefits and the expected economic costs. The
expected (modified) economic rate of return of a project is found similarly
by weighting each possible economic rate of return by its probability. Following this procedure, project A would have an expected economic rate of return
of 10 percent, project B of 12 percent, and project B would thus be assigned
a higher priority than project A.
An objection may be raised to this procedure on thegrounds that itdoes not
take into account the fact that project Bis much 'riskier' than project A. Two
approaches are commonly used to deal with risk. The first - often applied in
private business - is to adjust conservatively the estimates of such variables as
the discount rate, costs, benefits and project life. Theoretically, this approach
leavesmuch tobedesired. Ingeneral, risksdonot increase with time,asthe use
of a higher than normal discount rate would imply, because steps can be taken
to remedy the situation. Furthermore, over-estimation of costs or underestimation of benefits and project life is a rather arbitrary method which can
only negate the systematic evaluation of the project's net present value or rate
ofreturn. The second approach would betousethedecision maker's subjective
probabilities which express his attitude toward risk rather than the subjective
probabilities estimated by the project experts which do not take account of
risk. A decision-maker not willing to accept risk might then well prefer project
A to project B. In general, we believe that it is not necessary to follow this
approach, because normally it may be assumed that there will be a large number of independent Government projects so that their risks will be pooled in
accordance with the law of large numbers. There are, however, caseswhere the
risk element should definitely be taken into account, for instance, where the
variation in thenet benefits of a project amounts to a substantial percentage of
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TABLE 5.14.

Flood
Project A
Project B

200
140

No Flood
70
80

a country's national income,or where therisk of a project willbe borne mainly
by certain income groups (e.g. the poor), or where detrimental effects may be
imposed on the rest of the economy (e.g. in cases of underestimation of power
needs). It would befolly then not to take account of theriskelement. However,
such casesdo not occur often and it isthen no longer a problem for the project
appraiser but for the highest decision-making authority of government.
Finally, we may mention briefly that there is a substantial volume of theoretical literature about the decision rules to be followed in the case of complete
uncertainty. 21 One of the more well-known of these rules is the so-called
Maximin Return principle under which that alternative should be chosen
whichguarantees thehighestminimum return. For instance, supposethat there
are two states of nature about which we are completely uncertain - flood and
no flood - and that two types of flood control projects are possible with net
present values as presented in Table 5.14. Then the Maximin Return principle
would recommend project Bbecause the highest minimum return would be80.
The extremely conservative nature of this rule needsno elaboration. To obtain
an additional minimum return of 10in the case of no-flood, we are willing to
forego a possible additional return of 60 in the case of flood. Objections of
thisnature can beraised to any of thevarious decision rules.In fact, a logically
consistent system of decision rules can only be based upon judgments of the
variouspossible statesofnature, i.e.,thesubjective probability approach.
KNIGHT'S distinction between risk and uncertainty isfamous.

22

In KNIGHT'S
view, risk is an uncertainty which can by any method be reduced to an objective, quantitatively determinate probability. Risk is, therefore, not an uncertainty but a complete certainty. True uncertainty, on the other hand, is, in his
opinion, not susceptible to any measurement at all. If we follow his approach,
then it is logical that we should arrive at a theory of objective probabilities
under conditions of risk and a theory of decision rules under conditions of
uncertainty. But itisdifficult toimagine,as KNIGHT and thedecision theory do,
that no opinion can beformed about the possibility ofa certain state of nature.
If we accept that there are no sharp boundaries between risk and uncertainty,
and that decisions in real life must be based onjudgments, then we must settle
on a theory of subjective probability asfollowed here.
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NOTES CHAPTER 5

1
It should benoted that weassume that thevalues oftheproject variables reflect other
possible constraints. More about this will besaid inSection5.3.
2
There are, ofcourse, many other criteria, butthey areallwithout theoretical foundation.
An interesting rule of thumb isthe so-called payback criterion, which states that afirm should
recover itscapital normally within afiveyear period. Ifbenefits areconstant, thecriterionis
5.1/a„/r = 1.Hence, ascanbefound inthe compound anddiscount tables, ifthe lifetime of
the investment isabout 25 to30years, thefirm's target rate ofreturn isabout 20 percent.
3
Ifforacertain project r > q,then itsnetpresent value atdiscount rate qwill bepositive.
Hence, thecriteria will accept thesame projects.
4
Afewwords maybein order asregards the treatment ofthe lifetimes of projects in
project evaluation. Formutually independent projects this presents no special problem,
because wemay assume that the cashflows of the projects under consideration may bevalued
at theopportunity cost ofcapital rate q,i.e. the cash flows maybevalued atface value,and
thedifferences inthelifetimes oftheprojects arethen fully taken intoaccount inthe calculation
of the netpresent values ofthe projects. Formutually exclusive projects, where the cash-flow
streams mayneed tobereinvested fora specific purpose thesituation isdifferent. For instance, suppose that Project Ahasalife of10years, andProject Bof30 years. Then, to make

a choice between Aand B, G R A N T and IRESON (GRANT, E. L. and IRESON, W. G. Principles of

Engineering Economy, 4thed.,The Ronald Press Company, NewYork, 1960, p .87)have
suggested that weshould consider what renewal investments will benecessary for Project A
during thelife ofProject B. Incase thelife ofProject Bisnotamultiple ofthe life of Project
A, they believe that themost appropriate time period would betheleast common multiple
of the lives ofthe projects being analyzed. Thus, forinstance, iftwo mutually exclusive projects aretobecompared with lives of three and31 years, respectively, investment costs,
benefits andoperating costs ofeach ofthe projects should beworked outasthey appear in
a 93-year period. However, as GRANT and IRESON point out, thearithmetic of discount
calculations makes itpossible toconsider amuch shorter period. Forinstance, ata discount
rate of 10percent, onedollar 25 years hence isworth only about $0.10; the same present
value isfound atadiscount rate of5 percent forone dollar 50years hence.
The GRANT and IRESON procedure is complicated andweprefer, therefore, a more direct
method oftaking account ofthe differences in lifetimes, namely toattach aterminal benefit
to the last yearofeach project's life. This terminal benefit should befound bydeducting from
the present value inthelast year ofall subsequent netbenefits thepresent value inthe same
year ofall subsequent reinvestments. Foreach project sensitivity tests should beapplied with
respect tolifetime andterminal benefit andwemayconsider thecalculation tobecorrectif
changes in lifetime andterminal benefit donotaffect thepresent value ofthe project under
scrutiny.
5
See ECKSTEIN, 'Water Resource Development,' p.239,andfora monograph on the
subject, VANDERTAK,H.G.,'TheEconomie Choice Between Hydroelectric and Thermal
Power Developments,' World Bank Staff Occasional Papers, No. 1,distributed bythe Johns
Hopkins Press, Baltimore andLondon,1966.
6
See, however, Section 5.3fora discussion ofratios inthecase ofbudget constraints.
7
M C K E A N , 'Efficiency in Government through Systems Analysis,' p. 197.
8
Fora more detailed discussion about shadow prices incases ofconstraints than in the
paragraph above, thereader isreferred toJansen, 'Schaarse Middelen enStructurele Samenhangen.'
9
See, for instance, MARGLIN, S. A., 'Objectives of Water Resource Development: A
General Statement,' inMaass etal., 'Design ofWater Resource Systems,' p.34;and D A S GUPTA, A.K. and PEARCE, D .W.,'Cost-Benefit Analysis: Theory andPractice, MacMillan
Student Editions, London andBasingstoke,1972.
10
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' This result may be explained as follows. Long-life projects have smaller depreciation
elementsintheircashflowsthan short-lifeprojects,andtheywillthushavesmallercashflows,
if both types of projects are to have the sameinternal rate of return. Asit isthe ratio of the
cashflowsthatcountsandtheaddingofadditionaldepreciation tonumeratorand denominator in thecaseof short-life projects reducesthe valueofthe ratio, long-life projects willhave
higher NjK ratios.
12
SOLOMON, E.,'TheArithmetic ofCapital Budgeting Decisions,'theJournal ofBusiness,
University of Chicago,April 1956,p. 124.
13
GRANT and IRESON, 'Principles of Engineering Economy,' 4th ed., p.509.
14
It should be noted that GRANT and IRESON arrive at a different conclusion. They use
8percent astheauxiliaryinterestratetoconvertthepositivecashflow ofyears 1-5 (+50per
year) to compound amount at date 5,which is293.4.The series becomes then yr 5: - 506.6
(= +293.4-800.0) yrs 6-20: +100 a year. At 18percent the present worth of this series is
zero and GRANT and IRESONconclude that the prospective rate of return is 18percent. We
believethat,tobeconsistent,theauxiliaryinterestrateshould alsobeusedtovaluatethecash
flow streamsduring yrs. 6-20,inwhichcasetheresultwouldbeaprospectiverateofreturnof
10percent.
15
GRANT and IRESON, 'Principles of Engineering Economics,' 4th ed., p.513.
16
LORIE, J. H. and SAVAGE, L.J., 'Three Problems in Capital Rationing,' The Journal of
Business, University of Chicago, October 1955.
17
MARGLIN, 'Approaches to Dynamic Investment Planning,' p.38.
18
Amoredetaileddiscussion ofthereasonswhywillbefound in REUTLINGER, S.,'Techniquesfor Project Appraisal underUncertainty,' WorldBankStaff Occasional Papers,No.10,
distributed by the Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore and London, 1970.
19
See POULIQUEN, L.,'Risk Analysis in Project Appraisal.'World BankStaff Occasional
Papers, No. 11, distributed byThe Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore and London, 1970.
20
Ibid., p.20.
21
A discussion of some of these decision rules is in DORFMAN, R., 'Basic Economic and
Technologic Concepts - A General Statement,' in Maass et al., 'Design of Water Resource
Systems,'pp. 129-158.
22
KNIGHT, F. H., 'Risk, Uncertainty and Profit,' Sixth Impression, Houghton Mifflin
Company, Boston and New York, 1946,pp.231-232.
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6. M I S C E L L A N E O U S P R O B L E M S

6.1. LINKAGE EFFECTS

Much has been written about the contribution, that the so-called forward
and backward linkages can make to the industrialization of developing countries. It is not our intention to review this literature;rather, we would like to
reviewhowthelinkagesaretobeanalyzedinthecontextofbenefit-cost analysis
Backward linkages may be said to exist where the production of an industry
(or a project) stimulates the activity of another industry that produces inputs
for the first industry. Forward linkages may be said to exist where the production of an industry stimulates the activity of another industry that uses the
outputs of the first industry. Often the two go together, and the classic examplesare thecement plant, wherebagsfor packing purposes represent backward
linkage and cement block manufacturing forward linkage, and the steel plant,
where coal production represents backward linkage and metal fabrication
forward linkage.
The development literature has devoted its attention mainly to these backward and forward linkages, but there may, ofcourse, be other types of connection between twoindustries.Theclassical pricetheory typesarethecases where
two industries produce goods that are substitutes or complements. Examples
of substitutes are gas and electricity, rice and wheat, beef and lamb, butter and
margarine. Examples of complements are housing and furniture, automobile
plants and repair shops, hybrids and fertilizer. Also, it may be possible theoretically - although examples of such cases are hard to find - that the incomes
that areraised bytheexpansion ofacertain industrywillbespent mainlyon the
products ofanother industry.
SCITOVSKY1 considers all these cases of interconnection examples of pecuniary externalities and has challenged the concept that these are not to be taken
into account in theevaluation of projects asthe traditional benefit-cost evaluation rules tell us. SCITOVSKY draws his conclusion from the analysis of a forward linkage between industries A and B,and reasons as follows. Assume that
it isadvantageous for industry A to invest inatechnological innovation which
will lower its supply curve. A's product has then become cheaper in price and
B's profits will thus rise. The increase in B's profits calls for investment and
expansion in B, as a result of which B's demand for A's products increases.
Hence, there will be a further increase in A's profits, leading to further expansion of A, as a result of which B's profits may increase further, and so on.
Equilibrium will be reached when additional investments in each of the industries do not lead to increases in profits. The point of all this, according to
SCITOVSKY, is that the amount of investment in industry A at the first stage is
clearly smaller than what it willbeafter Bhasmade adjustment. He concludes,
therefore, that when an investment givesrise to a pecuniary external economy,
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FIGURE 6.1.

that its first stage profitability understates the real profitability of the investment.
Clearly, however, this has nothing to do with the concept of pecuniary
externalities. At the first stage, the lower price of A's products leads to higher
profits for B, but this is exactly compensated by the loss in income on these
units of A. It is therefore not the pecuniary externality that is relevant, but the
linkage. What SCITOVSKY has done is to describe how the adjustment process
takes place. This is important because, for a correct investment decision, the
project analyst should, of course, estimate what the cost and demand curves
for the projects under scrutiny will be after the adjustment has taken place.
What SCITOVSKY'Sargumentation boilsdown to isthat an error willbe made in
estimating the benefit of a project if the analyst makes an error. Pecuniary
externalities as traditionally defined are, however, not to be counted as benefits. This may also be shown with the help of a graphical presentation of his
example.
In Figure 6.1 the demand curve for A's product ispresented by Di, and the
cost curve of A's product by Si. Suppose, as SCITOVSKY does, that A's cost
curve is lowered to S2.Then, if there were no linkage effects, the new production would be 0 Qi and the benefit of the cost reduction - the savings in resources - would be equal to the area C + E. A pecuniary externality arises
in this case because the amount A loses on the intra-marginal units represents
again totheusersofA'sproduct. However, thetwocompensate eachother; the
pecuniary externality isnot to be taken into account, and the area C + E thus
represents the exact measure of the benefits. An underestimation of the
benefits will occur when B increases its production to profit from the lower
costs of the A product which it uses in its production process. However, this
additional benefit is due to the interlinking of the two industries rather than
the pecuniary externality, and it is therefore preferable to reserve the term
linkage for such effects than to seeit as a new type of externality as SCITOVSKY
does.
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The additional benefit which is realized because B expands its production
can alsobemeasured byconsidering theshift in thedemand curvethat A faces.
Let D2 represent the demand curve in the final equilibrium situation. Then the
total benefit after the adjustment has taken place will equal C + E + F. The
area F is traced out by imagining that the cost and demand curves shift simultaneously. At any onemoment thevalueofanyofthesuccessiveunits produced
byA isindicated by the RT line- thequantity pricelocus- sothat the value of
theadditional unitsisequal tothe areaQo RTQ2-Withcostsofthis additional
production equal to the area traced out by the S2curve, the net benefit of the
additional production is E+ F. While in the absence of linkages the benefits
are represented by C + E, in case of linkages the benefits are larger and equal
to C + E + F, where F represents thebenefit due to B'soutput expansion.2
All the other cases of linkages discussed above can be analyzed in the same
way.The approach isclear. The benefits can befound either by analyzing each
of the interconnected industries separately, or by analyzing the quantity price
locuswhich theprincipal industry faces becauseofthelinkages.Which linkages
should be and which should not be considered is, of course, a matter of judgment. In principle, the system under analysis should be expanded until all the
principal linkage effects are captured. There is, however, no universal rule to
begiven and it isthetask oftheproject analysttoensurethat significant linkage
benefits are included in theestimates of thebenefit ofa project.
Can we normally expect that linkage effects will be substantial? In our
opinion many linkage effects are so small that the estimation errors of the
normal unadjusted cost and demand valuesmaybelarger than the value of the
linkage benefits. Furthermore, it may be pointed out that in many cases the
adjustment process will take a long time, especially in cases of forward or
backward linkages so that the present value of the linkage benefits may be
negligible. Also, it may be possible that the linkage benefits will materialize
in any case, due to thegeneral development of the economy, and it would then
bewrong to attribute all ofthese benefits to the specific project being considered.
Inconcludingthissection itmaybeuseful todiscussbriefly aslightly changed
example from the OECD Manual which underlines this note of caution. Suppose that a project's investment cost in acertain year is Rs 50million, and that
its sales and current costs every year thereafter are Rs 15 million and Rs 10
million, respectively, so that its rate of return is 10 percent. Suppose, further,
that a certain input accounts for 10 percent of total operating costs and that
because of the increased demand of the project itscost will fall - and let us be
optimistic - by some 20 percent. Then there will be a saving of Rs 200,000.
But this clearly cannot be attributed to the project because in any case the
generaldevelopment oftheeconomy would havecaused therealization of these
savings. The project has only advanced the realization of the savings and a
generous estimate would therefore be that the savings attributable to the
project amount to the equivalent of some Rs 100,000 per annum over the life
of the project. This makes a total benefit of Rs 5.1 million per annum and the
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rate of return of the project becomes 10.1 percent. Hence, the OECD Manual
states: 'Thus even with such a crude hypothetical example as this does one
wonder whether it is worth spending a lot of time on trying to estimate external economies. It may be far more important to spend the time improving the
ordinary estimates of sales and costs.' 3 Although we do not agree entirely
with this and feel that the project analyst should try to estimate the linkage
benefits to the fullest extent possible, the example may have made it clear that
many linkage benefits will be extremely small. Because, moreover, assumed
linkage benefits do not always exist in reality, we believe that one should be
extremely skeptical if thejustification of a project depends on the inclusion of
linkage benefits.

6.2. EXTERNALITES

Anyproject willhaveindirect effects inthe sensethatpartiesother than those
directly involved are affected. Examples of linkage effects werediscussed in the
previous section and they presented no special problems because the same
analysis appeared to apply that applied in the case of a single integrated production process. Examples of pecuniary externalities were also discussed in
several places in this study and they appeared not to be real externalities in the
sense that they lead to an additional or a reduced use of resources. The situation is entirely different, however, with regard to technological externalities.
Suppose that a new factory emits so much soot that the vegetable crops of a
neighboring farmer need to be rinsed before they can be marketed. Then we
would have a situation where a real cost in the sense of additional resources is
incurred by the farmer as a result of the soot emission. While in the case of
pecuniary externalities no shifting of production functions takes place, the
externality in this example shifts the production function of the farmer. Technological externalities may also arise in the case of consumers. For instance,
a new airport may produce so much noise that the utility level of neighboring
households is reduced. Technological externalities may thus arise whenever
acertain action affects theproduction or utility functions of other parties.
Technological externalities are almost unlimited. In the case of producers,
we see that factories pollute the atmosphere and the waters with consequent
detrimental effects on health, that farmers usechemicals and insecticides which
may have the same detrimental effect, that highways cause congestion, that
airports produce noise, and so on. With respect to consumers, we find that
cigarette smoking irritates non-smokers, that garbage dumped on the street
irritatesother households,that thenoiseproduced bymowingalawn or turning
on a radio may upset neighbors, and so on. Many of these externalities are
negligible; some, however, may be substantial.
How should the technological externalities that a project generates be taken
into account when evaluating theproject? In many casesitmaybepossible that
theproject itselfwillpayitsvictims.Forinstance,inthecaseofthesoot example
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FIGURE 6.2.

the farmer will, without doubt, ask the factory for reimbursement of his expenses.Such payments areto beconsidered costsof theproject and the optimal
scale of the project will then be reduced, so that the externality is fully taken
into account. In many other cases, however, compensation payments may not
be feasible, either because individuals of a large group of people are affected
to a relatively small extent, or because the externality may have, as will be
discussed further below, the character of a public good.
Since PIGOU'S magistral work appeared, 4 it has been generally accepted that
a tax on the generator of the externality equal to thedamage he imposes at the
margin on others will ensure an optimal allocation of resources. This is depicted graphically in Figure 6.2. The curve QQ' is the demand curve for the project's output, and thecurve M Cisthe marginal costcurve (drawn horizontally
for simplicity's sake). If the project produces in addition an externality, say,
smoke, which willimpose acost on othersequal to Eper unit, atax ofE should
be levied on the project so that the new equilibrium output will be O Qi. The
loss in consumer surplus is equal to the area A B C F, but A B C D becomes
available inthe form of tax revenue and thenet lossisthus C D F . On the other
hand, there will be a savings equal to C E F D, since this externality cost is no
longerincurred. Thegain ofimposingthetaxisthusequaltoCE F.
As BUCHANAN has shown,5 however, a conditio sine qua non for obtaining,
in the case of a technological externality, an optimal resource allocation by
means ofatax,isthat production isorganized inaccordance withthe optimality
condition ofwelfare maximization. In allother cases, a single tax may lead to a
lossin welfare. Suppose, for instance, that the project manager were to maximizeprofits rather than welfare or, inother words, that heacted asa monopolist.
Then themonopoly output would beOQ2,i.e.,theoutput levelwhere marginal
costs equal marginal revenues. Imposition of the tax E would reduce output
by Q3Q2. Instead of a welfare gain, there would now be a welfare lossequal to
the shaded area because consumer's value of the eliminated quantity is higher
than the value of the freed resources plus thecost of theeliminated externality.
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Oneshould thusbeextremelycautiousinrecommending ataxfor the elimination of a technological externality. Nevertheless, the principle is correct. The
reason that, in thecaseofthemonopolist, thetax willlead toa lossinwelfare is
because the normal optimality condition isnot fulfilled. For the elimination of
such an additional distortion, an additional instrument will be needed, and, in
thecase ofthe monopolist, thiswillbe asubsidy. Bygranting to the monopolist
a subsidy equal to C G per unit, one would ensure again production taking
place at the optimal level 0 Qi. The tax is thus necessary to eliminate the externality distortion, and the subsidy to eliminate the monopoly distortion.
Although it is true that the simultaneous levying of a tax (CD per unit in our
example) and granting ofa subsidy (CG per unit) can be replaced by the granting of a smaller subsidy (DG per unit), it is clear that the latter can be found
only after the externality and the monopoly distortion have been determined.
PIGOU'S principle is thus valid even when other distortions exist, but it should
be borne in mind that additional instruments will be required to eliminate
additional distortions.
What should Government do with the taxesit has collected from the generator of the technological externality? It ishere that the distinction made for the
first time by BATOR6 between public and private good externalities becomes
important in that the way the victim should betreated depends on the type of
externality. First, let us consider the public good type of externality. A public
good has the peculiar feature that consumption by one person does not reduce
other persons' consumption (for example, TV programs, police protection,
and such) and the demand curve is therefore constructed by adding vertically
the individual demand curves. In principle, therefore, a series of prices rather
than one single price should be charged, each one determined by each consumer's marginal willingness to pay. In practice, however, it will not be possible
to determine these prices, because each consumer when interviewed may well
understate hiswillingness to pay in thehope that then the burden willbe borne
by the other consumers. Since efficiency prices cannot be determined, the
financing of a public good is therefore a matter of spreading the burden over
consumers and then, ofcourse,equityconsiderations playa primary role.
Many technological externalities may have the character of a public good
in the sense that the consumption of one person does not reduce the quantity
available for consumption by others. Examples of such externalities which
present negative effects are smoke or water pollution generated by a factory,
or the noise and fumes generated by a new highway. An example of a positive
externality would be an irrigation dam or hydroelectric development which
would open the possibility of gratis recreation on the created water basin.
Suppose that the externality is smoke. Government should then impose on
the factory a tax equal to the marginal harm done by the smoke. Should the
tax revenues be used to compensate the victims? This may well lead to further harmful effects because an incentive is then offered to people to seek the
externality. COASE7 has therefore suggested that the victims should be taxed
so that they will try to escape the externality. However, in general, this is not
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correct either, as BAUMOLand OATES 8 haveshown. Sincetheexternality has the
character of a public good, the person who inhales the smoke affects only
himself, and he will thus absorb the full consequences of his decision to escape
or not to escape the externality. Therefore, according to BAUMÖL and OATES,
in cases of public good type externalities, the tax revenues collected from the
generator of the externality should not be used by the Government to compensate the victims; any other use of the revenues isallowed.9 Similarly, neither is
itnecessary tocharge a priceto thebeneficiaries ofa publicgood type externality.
In ourexample,wehavelightly passed overtheproblem ofhow the marginal
damage of the smoke can be measured. This is an extremely complicated problem because,just as withpublic goods,no price mechanism exists to measure
the marginal valuation oftheconsumers, and itmust therefore beaccepted that
the level of the taxes will be, to a large extent, determined arbitrarily. The
problem isfurther complicated because inmany cases- our smokeexample isa
case in point - the externality will have harmful effects on health or will even
reduce life expectancy. How these matters should conceptually be dealt with
willbe discussed briefly at the end of this section. A further problem isthat the
distributive aspects of an externality may play a role. For instance, a new road
may generate noise and fumes which may play a preponderant role in planning
a road layout. However, itwould be ridiculousto plan the road through a poor
income area of a city on the grounds that the willingess to pay of the citizens in
that area to escape the externality is lower than anywhere else. After our discussion inChapter 2,itshould beclearthatwillingnesstopay should beweighted with the relevant income distribution weights, a matter which will be more
fully discussed inPart II ofthis study.
Let us turn now to the private type of externality. In our soot example, we
saw already that the factory may enter into negotiation with the farmer with
regard to the compensation payment the latter should receive, and these payments willthen enter into the costfunction of the factory. In thecase of a large
number of victims, this obviously would not be possible and the Government
should then impose a tax on the factory. As we have here a private good type
of externality, the tax revenues should be used to compensate the victims. The
principle isclear:a private externality can be regarded as a private good and,
to achievean optimal allocation of resources, the samepricing rulesthat apply
for aprivate good should apply to theexternality. In thecaseof our soot example,thismeans because theexternality carries adisbenefit, that anegative price
(the tax) should be imposed on the producers, while the victims should receive
thisfine. Inthecaseofaprivate externality that presents abenefit, the producer
should receive a positive price (a subsidy) while the beneficiary should pay this
price.
A very interesting example of a private externality is the hides-meat case
mentioned by MISHAN 1 0 . InArgentina at theend ofthelastcentury, cattle were
slaughtered on the ranches for their hides, and the meat was left for whomever
wanted it. Clearly, this was a beneficial externality and a private one since an
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individual's consumption of meat would leave less behind for others. In principle, to achieve an optimal level of cattle production a price should have been
charged for this meat. This was not done because it was too costly for the
ranchers either to collect the price or to transport the meat to a central marketing point. It should be noted that it would also be too costly for the Government to impose and collect these prices. When demand increased, however,
the industry found it worthwhile to sell the meat and the externality therewith
became captured. This example is interesting because, when demand was
insufficient, neither private industry nor the Government found it worthwhile
to price the meat. Thus if a dollar is counted for a dollar, there did not exist
any externality at all. However, if weaccept that the persons who gathered the
meat had amuch highermarginal utilityofincomethan theranchers, it becomesclearthat thewillingnesstopay ofthesepersons,weighted with the appropriate marginal utilities of income, represents the real value of their increase in
meat consumption. Thus, when the distributive aspects count, the meat is
clearly an important beneficial externality.
In all the cases so far discussed, the pricing principles when income distribution does not count are exactly the same as those that apply to the pricing
of public and private goods. We will now, however, turn our attention to a
group of technological externalities where these principles break down. These
are the cases where the generators of the externality are at the same time the
victims. Although theoretically this group should include generators that are
at the same time beneficiaries, it ishard to find a concrete example. Therefore,
we will limit our discussion to the frequent cases where the generators are also
the victims, a phenomenon that is known as the congestion externality. Since
it is such an important type of externality, we will discuss in detail the case of
road congestion.
Reference ismade to Figure 6.3.The Q Q' curve isthe demand for trips on a
highway and thus represents the marginal willingness to pay of a motorist for
theprivilegeofmaking thetrip.What arethecosts?Therearethecapacity costs
of the highway, the operating and maintenance costs of the highway, the operating costs of the motorists and the timecosts of the motorists. To simplify the
analysis, we assume that all these costs are equal to OA per trip when no congestion occursonthehighway.When congestion occurs,however, fuel and time
costsofthemotorists willincrease and thecost ofatripwillincrease,as indicated by the curve A BC D. Thus, for instance, when the number of trips equals
OT2, the cost of each trip will be CT2. It may be noted that the curve bends
backward at point D since congestion has then become so severe that any
additional vehicle reduces the number of trips that can be undertaken within a
certain time period. The curve marginal to the average cost curve - the curve
AF E- indicates what thetruecostofan additional tripwillbeinthe sense that
it includes the extra cost of congestion imposed on others. For instance, if
the cost of a trip is $1.00 when the number of trips is 50,000 per annum and
$1.01 when the number of trips is 51,000, the marginal cost of the extra 1,000
trips is $1.51 per trip. To the motorists making the additional 1,000 trips,
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FIGURE 6.3.

Tabulation of Benefits
atOTi
Willingness
to Pay
Cost of
Trips
Net
Benefit
Net Benefit
Government
Net Benefit
Motorists
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however, thecost of $1.01per trip willappear astheir marginal cost. The curve
A B C D is thus a marginal cost curve to the individual motorist and an
average cost curve for the motorists as a whole. The curve A F E, on the other
hand, includes the increase in cost of every motorist and is thus the real marginal cost curve. It shows that the real cost of the additional 1,000 trips is
$1.51 per trip.
It iseasy to see that the trip number corresponding to the intersection of the
marginal cost curve with the demand curve represents the optimum volume of
traffic. When volumeoftraffic isOTi thetotalcostofthetripswillbeOG BTi
(which isequal to O A F Ti) while the willingness to pay isO Q F Ti. Hence,
thenet benefit equalsG Q F B which isequivalent toAQF.Any other position
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will lead to a lower net benefit. For instance, at trip level OT2, costs exceed
willingnessto pay bythearea F E C.
How can the Government ensure that the volume of traffic will stabilize at
the optimumlevel OTi?Following the above discussed rules, the Government
should levy a tax equal to the marginal cost which the externality imposes on
others, and makeapayment tothevictimsequaltothetaxcollected. Hence, the
first step to be taken isto collect a tollequal to BF per trip. Motorists then pay
a total of G H F Bin the form of tolls,and, according to the second part of the
policy prescription, theGovernment should usethisamount tocompensate the
victims of the externality. But in this case the victims are the ones that produce
the externality, and if the Government were to pay them back the toll, the net
result would be as ifno toll were levied, so that immediately the traffic volume
would return tothe levelOT2. Letusassumethat theGovernment willkeep the
toll; then motorists would be worse off by the area J H F C (the difference
between the consumer surplus at levelOT2 which equals J Q C and the consumer surplus at level OTi which equals H Q F). Rather than benefiting the road
users, the toll thus results in aharmful effect.11
It remains true that society as a whole isstill better off when the toll is levied
than when it is not levied. Although the road users lose J H F C, the Governmentgainsthetollamount G H F B,and thenet resultisthusagain ofG HFB
- J H F C, which, as the tabulation under Figure 6.3 shows, isequal to F E C.
It is, however, clear that the distributive aspects of the toll financing will now
play an important role. For instance, a Government might want to levy a toll
on a road going to an expensive holiday resort. On the other hand, when the
users of a road do not belong to the higher income groups, the effects of a
toll may result in a socially unacceptable loss of welfare.
Because many roads where congestion occurs are often used by average
and poor income classes, it is not surprising that many Governments have
not been willing to impose tolls but have preferred to let the road become
congested. As we discussed in the previous Chapter, benefits and costs must
then be determined with respect to the non-optimal situation rather than with
respect to the optimal level.
Congestion externalities are an extremely important type of externality. In
general, they occur wherever common property isbeing exploited. Our road is
an example. Other examples would be the exploitation offish or oil resources.
In all these cases the analysis should follow the same principle as that of the
road analysis. This may be shown briefly for the fisheries case. Suppose that
the demand curve in Figure 6.3 represents the demand for fish and the curve
A B C D the marginal cost curve of the fishermen. Assuming that there is
perfect competition, the equilibrium catch rate would be at level O T2. The
correct optimal catch volume would, however, beatOTi, thelevel comparable
to the point where the A F E curve - the curve that includes the cost which
an individual fisherman inposeson theother fishermen - intersects the demand
curve.Ataxequalto BFwould ensure thisvolume but, again,fishermen would
be worse off by the area J H F Cand, the Government may therefore decide to
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leave well enough alone and to let the fishermen continue to fish at the nonoptimal activity level.
A similar analysis applies to the congestion which occurs in thecities. Aswe
discussed in Chapter 3, the distorted high wage rates in the cities cause an
immigration of rural workers, many of whom will become jobless. To the
extentthat thisimmigration leadstocongested livingconditions and a deterioration of the city environment, the opportunity cost of labor must be increased
by the cost that immigration imposes on others. The same should be done
where an influx of industries would lead to such congestion or deterioration.
Many cities seem to have reached a stage where any further growth will have
significant harmful effects on their residents. In principle, benefit-cost analysis
should try to capture these technological externalities, but, as we have seen,
this is extremely difficult. That such externalities exist, however, cannot be
doubted since in many cases Governments are diverting industries away from
cities solely because of them.
Finally, we would like to say a few words about the evaluation of human
health and lives, a subject that is important because humans may be substantially affected by environmental externalities. Although we do not wish to
discuss these extremely important problems in any detail in this study, it is
appropriateasthelastsubject ofthissectiontocommentbriefly onsomeevaluation rules that have recently been proposed. WEISBROD 12 has suggested that the
value ofahuman lifecan bemeasured bycalculating the present valueof either
a person's future lifetime earnings or of a person's excess of earnings over consumption. Both methods are, however, not correct. Both methods have all the
deficiencies of the national income concept. Moreover, a logical extension of
the first concept would bethat allthosewho arenot ableto earn aliving should
bekilled.Similarly, under thesecond method allthosewhoconsumemore than
they earn, for instance, retired persons, should be killed.
There is also the method proposed by some to measure the value of a person's life on the basis of what he has insured himself for. But, clearly, this is of
more concern to those who survive him than to himself. MISHAN 1 3 , therefore,
has rightly pointed out that the value of a human life isthe value that the person whose life is at stake attaches to it. MISHAN argues that conceptually this
value isdetermined by the compensating variation measure, i.e., the minimum
sum a person is prepared to accept in exchange for the surrender of his life,
but points out that in ordinary circumstances no sum of money will be large
enough to compensate a man for the loss of his life. It is never the case, however, that a specific person can be designated in advance as one who will be
killed if a particular project is undertaken. According to MISHAN, this fact of
complete ignorance, therefore, transfers thecalculation from oneof calculating
the compensating variation of surrending one's life to one of calculating the
compensating variation for accepting additional risk.
MISHAN is on the right track. Nevertheless, there are, in our opinion, two
objections to hisproposal. First, aswasdiscussed in Chapter 2,the compensatingvariations areirrelevant for thevaluation ofagood.Itisthenormal demand
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curve for a good that indicates how a person valuates that good and also, as
regards health and life, the relevantconcept should bethe willingnessto pay of
a person for a reduction in the probability of incurring a disease or losing his
life. Second, just as with a normal good, it is not the money costs, but the
utility value that counts, especially when such important things as health and
life are at stake. For instance, the probability calculations may show that a
poor man's life is worth $5,000 and a rich man's life $500,000, but, clearly,
none of these figures is an appropriate measure of the utility loss. The correct
calculation should be to weight both sumswith the respective marginal utilities
of income so that the poor man's life as well as the rich man's life will be expressed inthedenominator of an 'average' man's life.
This short discussion on the value of health and life cannot dojustice to the
extremely difficult and intricate problems that are inherent in any attempt to
measure these values. Further discussion would fall outside the scope of this
study but itshould beclearthat anyestimatewillberough. We,therefore, agree
wholeheartedly with MISHAN who. at the end of his extremely useful survey,
writes: 'In view of the existing quantomania, one may be forgiven for asserting
that there ismore to be said for rough estimates of theprecise concept than for
precise estimates of economically irrelevant concepts.'
As a last remark, it may be mentioned that there is, of course, always the
possibility to apply a cost-effectiveness analysis. In such a case one would
stipulate targets in terms of savings of lives or improvement of health and then
weigh the costs of the alternative ways of achieving the objective in order to
determine the least-cost solution. As this technique presents no special problems, it need not be further discussed. The difficulty of this technique is, of
course, that some body politic needs to setthe objective - truly, not a desirable
task.
6.3. FOREIGN LABOR AND CAPITAL

In many cases, foreigners provide part of the labor and capital inputs of a
project. The question which may be asked is whether the costs of the inputs
provided by foreigners and the benefits accruing toforeigners should be treated
in the same way as domestic costs and benefits. Or, in other words, should the
nationality of the participants in a project be ignored?
In answering the question, we will not consider international aspects but
analyze the issue from a purely national point of view. Moreover, we will not
dealwith thespecialproblems that arecreated byhugeinfluxes offoreign labor
orcapital, 14 but limit our analysis tomarginal changes.
Let us start with the production factor labor. Two cases will be reviewed.
The first is that the project authority will hire a foreigner specifically for the
project. Employing the foreigner then does not have an opportunitycost in the
sense that domestic output will be foregone in the host country. On the other
hand, the salary received by the foreigner represents a transfer of resources
from the host country to the foreigner. We may conclude, therefore, that the
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TABLE 6.1. Example ofthebenefit ofhiringa foreigner.
Foreigner
Hired From
Abroad
X --

value of foreigner's product in project

W = = foreigner's net-of-tax salary in project

m --= foreigner's product in next best alternative
y --= foreigner's earnings in next best alternative
Total cost of hiring foreigner (w+m—y)
Net benefit of employing foreigner in
project

5,000
4,000

Foreigner Withdrawn From
Alternative Employment In Host Country

-

5,000
3,000
4,000
2,500

4,000

4,500

1,000

500

salary oftheforeigner represents thecosts to the host country. This salary is,of
course, net oftax sincethetaxestheforeigner pays onhissalary represent benefitsto thehost country.
Now consider the case where the foreigner will be withdrawn from alternativeemployment in thehost country. Itthen remains valid that the net-of-tax
salary the foreigner will receive from the project is a cost to the host country.
On the other hand, there is now an opportunity cost in the sense that the product which he would have produced in the next best alternative employment is
foregone. At the same time, however, the salary the foreigner would have
earned in that alternative employment is saved. Denoting thenet-of-tax salary
of the foreigner in his new employment by w, the foregone product by m and
the foreigner's net-of-tax salary in thenext best alternative byy, the cost of the
foreigner to the host country is w + m - y. If the product of the foreigner in
his new occupation with the project isx, the net benefit to the host country of
employingtheforeigner isthusequal tox - (w + m -y). Itmaybenoted that
ifm and y are equal, thenet benefit willbex u\ as in the first case. A simple
example in tabular form ispresented above toelucidate the analysis.
Let usturn now to the production factor capital. The analysis isthen similar
to the labor case but slightly more complicated because we need to work with
present values. Let us assume that we are contemplating a project with investment costs of $300 and net benefits of $360 after one year, so that the rate of
return on investment equals 20 percent. Assume further that foreign capital
participation willbe$200and that atotal of$224must berepaid after one year,
so that interest amounts to 12 percent. What are the benefits and costs of the
project to the country?
Let us assume first that additional foreign funds are available for the project. Just as in the labor case, the benefit to the country is then equal to x- w,
whereby x now stands for the present value of the net benefits attributable to
the foreign capital and w for the present value of the foreign earnings. The
calculations are presented in tabular form in Table 6.2, but a brief explanation
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TABLE 6.2. Example of the benefit of employing foreign capital.

BenefitAttributable toForeign Capital
x ~ present value of net benefits attributable to foreign capital
w ---- present value of foreigner's
net earnings (12%)
m ~-present value of net benefits
attributable to foreign capital
in next best alternative (18%)
y present value of foreigner's
earnings (14%) in next best
alternative
Total cost to country of employing
foreign capital (iv+m -y)
Present value of the net benefits of
employing foreign capital in the project
Present value of net benefits
attributable to domestic capital
Benefit of Project

AdditionalForeign
CapitalAvailable

ForeignCapital
Withdrawn from
AlternativeEmploymentin HostCountry

-200+ g |

-200 + g |

-200 + fli

-200+ g i
-200 + g |
-200 + g |

-200

+

TT5
16
1.15

_ioo+ g |
-ioo+g|

-200 + g |
8
1.15

-,»+fä
-100 + J a

is perhaps helpful. It is assumed that the opportunity cost of capital in the
country is 15 percent. The x of the formula is then equal to - 200 + 240/1.15
because the rate of return of the project is20percent, while the discount factor
is 15 percent. The w in the formula is equal to - 200 + 224/1.15 because the
foreigner requires a return of 12 percent. Hence, the benefit to the country of
the foreign participation isequal to 16/1.15.Since weknow in thiscase that the
benefit attributable to domestic capital is - 100 + 120/1.15, the total benefit
to the country, including the benefit made on the foreign capital, is - 100 +
136/1.15.
The case where foreign capital is withdrawn from alternative employment
in the host country is also presented in Table 6.2.The total cost to the country
of employing foreign capital is again, as in the case of labor, presented by w +
m-y\ whereby wisdefined asin the previous paragraph, m as the present value
of the foregone contribution of foreign capital in the next best alternative,
and y as the present value of the earnings of foreign capital in the next best
alternative.
An additional point should be noted, namely, that the total benefit to the
country of a project where foreign capital is used can also be found by deducting directly from the present value of the total benefit of the project (z)- calculated under the assumption that all capital is domestic capital - the foreign
costs and benefits. This way of looking at the use of foreign capital is presented
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TABLE 6.3. Alternative method ofcalculating the benefit of employing foreign capital.

z - present valueof project ifall
capital domestic
w- present value of foreign capital in
and outflow
(m-y) adjustment for difference between
earnings and opportunity cost in
next best alternative
Benefit of Project

Additional
Foreign Capital
Available

Foreign Capital
Withdrawn from
Alternative Employment in Host Country

- 3 0 0 + - p j ° - = 13

-300 + -pj°; = 13

+ 200 - ^ 1 =

+ 200 - | ? i = 5

5

- - ? - = -7
1.15
- 1 0 0 + y ^ = 18

- 1 0 0 + - p j | = 11

in Table 6.3and leads, ofcourse, to the same result asthe previous calculation,
asitisamererearrangement ofthevariables.The principle inboth calculations
is that foreign capital can be considered a capital inflow, which reduces
the need for domestic capital, while debt service payments on foreign capital
canbeconsidered an outflow, which reducesthebenefits ofthe project.
Table 6.3 also shows the actual present values. As may be seen, in the case
where additional foreign capital becomes available, the benefit of the project
is calculated as 18. whereas in the case where foreign capital is withdrawn
from alternative employment, the benefit is only 11. This may at first seem
surprising because in both cases foreign capital is made available on the same
terms. The contradiction disappears, however, if we remember that, in the
second case, a constraint exists on the availability of foreign capital. We encountered several instances of constraints earlier and saw that they increased
the opportunity costs of the factor subject tothe constraint. The same happens
here. By withdrawing the foreign capital from its alternative employment, we
loseapresent valueof7whichtheforeign capital would haveproduced. Hence,
the benefit of the project is 18-7 = 1 1 .
Macro-economically. it will be advantageous for a country to borrow
foreign capital as long as the cost of borrowing is lower than the cost of using
domestic capital. In other words, the cost of borrowing should be lower than
the opportunity cost of capital. Micro-economically. we can show this by
considering amarginal investment project. In case such a project isdomestically financed, the present value of the benefits will be equal to the present value
of the investments, both values found by discounting at the opportunity cost
of capital q. In symbols we may write NAa^\q = K, where NA is annual net
benefits. as\q the discount factor and K the value of the investments which we
assume take place in year 1. Suppose that additional foreign funds in the
amount of aKcan be borrowed at rate i.The debt service payments (amortization + interest) are then aK/a^i and the present value of these payments
(<xK/as\i) ciK)q. The present value of the benefit of the project ispresented by:
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[NAat\q - (aK/a„-\i) a„-]q] - (K - aK).
AsNAas\q --• K for themarginal project, thismay bewritten asu.K-(aK-aa\qj
a„\i),and it can be seen immediately that this expression is positive only if
at]q < a^\i.This will be the case if the borrowing rate ; is lower than the opportunity cost of capital q. We can illustrate the above even more clearly ifwe
assume that the capital borrowed abroad willbe repaid with interest at the end
of the project's life. In order to have a positive project benefit, we should have
txK - <xK{—t^" > 0
(1 +<?)"
Again,thiswillbethecaseonlyif j'issmallerthan q.
The main benefit of foreign aid is that funds are made available to the recipient country at a cost lower than the country's opportunity cost of capital.
As a measure of such aid, the so-called grant element of the aid 15is often
calculated. It expresses the softness oftheloan as apercentage of the face value
of the loan and in our example it would beequal to:
a.K a.K

.(1 +/)"
(1 +q)n

xK

(1 + / ) "
(1 +q)n

In many cases, a grace period is given to the recipient country before payments of principal begin, something that we did not assume in our example.
The principle of calculating the grant element remains, however, the same.
One expresses the difference between the face value of the loan and the present
value ofthedebt service payments asapercentage oftheface value.
Unfortunately, the grant element as traditionally defined represents only a
partial picture of the benefit of aid. It does not, for instance, take into account
that bilateral aid is often conditional on ordering the required machinery and
equipment from the donor country. Several studies have shown that in such
cases the cost of the equipment may be as much as 25 percent higher than if it
were procured on the basis of international competitive bidding. How should
one account for the excess costs in the case of such tied loans? Let us assume
that therewillbeanexcesscostequaltoßK,and thatK(1 + ß)willbe borrowed
at rate i. with repayment at the end of the project's life. The recipient country
should then accept the aid if: K -[K (1 + ß) (1 + /)"/(l + q)n] Ss 0. Or, in
words, the borrowing rate ishould be lower than qby an amount sufficient to
offset theexcessinvestment cost.
Foreign capital and foreign labor should, of course, be valued at the appropriate foreign exchange rate in the same way as the foreign exchange components of the total benefit-cost stream are valued. For instance, as regards
foreign labor, the value of the foreigner's product in the project may consist
of foreign exchange or the foreigner may remit his income abroad. To the
extent that foreign exchange incurs a premium, the foreign exchange shadow
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rate rather than the official rate should be used to value these items. A similar
valuation should be applied to foreign capital and debt service payments.
Problems arise when the shadow rate of foreign exchange varies over time.
Suppose, for instance, that foreign financing can be obtained for a marginal
project, of which allcosts and benefits aredomestic.Should theforeign finance
be accepted? Denoting by Ri the foreign exchange shadow rate at the moment
the foreign capital is received and by R2 the shadow rate at the time principal
plus interest should be repaid, we find that the recipient country should accept
the foreign finance if KRi -[KR2 (1 + /)7(1 + < ? ) " ] > 0. To the extent that
R2 is higher than Ri, the borrowing rate should thus be lower to make it
advantageous for therecipient country to accept the loan.
Finally,asthelastsubject ofthissection,wewould liketo review the practice
of international aid agencies and whether their aid can indeed be expected to
help the developing countries. This subject appears to be controversial and it
istherefore wellworthwhile toexaminethematter insomedetail. In an interesting study ZEYLSTRA 16 argues that development aid has been very ineffective
and that its main purpose has been to preserve the existing political world
order. Furthermore, he criticizes severely the policies of the international
agencies. In his words: 'Since even the World Bank has been satisfied with the
interpretation of repayment capacity following from the role assigned to
capital imports in conventional theory, it appears fair to include creditor
countries and international agencies such as the World Bank among those
responsiblefor thealarmingsituationin which numerous developing countries
have now found themselves for years, that they have had to borrow in order to
be able to pay service costs on previous loans.' We will not comment on
ZEYLSTRA'S general contention that self-interest has been the main motive
for providing aid. except to state that a reasonable level of aid has been far
from reached. As regards ZEYLSTRA'S criticism that lending by creditor countriesand international agencies hasexacerbated the situation of the developing
countries, it seemsto usthat heiswrong. ZEYLSTRA isnot alone inhiscriticism;
in fact, it is inspired by LINDER'S theory which he quotes wholeheartedly. As
thistheory hasled to much confusion, wewillcriticizeitin some detail.
Conventional theory tells us that a country can always overcome foreign
exchange problems by appropriate expenditure and exchange rate policies.
According to LINDER, 1 7 however, this theory does not apply to most developing countries because they will be faced with an import minimum as well as an
export maximum which does not cover the former. Chronic foreign exchange
gaps are. therefore, in LINDER'S opinion quite common for the developing
countries. To explain the export maximum. LINDER makes a distinction between manufactures and raw materials. As regards manufactures, he introduces the theory of representative demand, according to which a country is
most efficient in the manufacture of goods that fit into the economic structure
of the domestic market. Because the domestic demand structure differs greatly
between advanced and developing countries, the goods that advanced countries demand are not typical of the demand structure of the developing coun134
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tries so that the manufactures that developing countries are particularly adept
at producing lack foreign demand. As regards the manufactures for which a
foreign demand doesexisttheproduction function willbeatadisadvantage and
productivity will be so low that these products will not be competitive. This
disadvantage does not exist, of course, with regard to primary products, but
most oftheprimary products arefaced with inelasticworld demand. Therefore,
LINDER concludes that developing countries have an export maximum.
On the import side, thedeveloping countries need input imports (investment
and operation imports) to avoid underutilization of existing resources. Investment imports (such as machinery and equipment), would not be necessary if
simple techniques of production could be used, but such techniques do not
exist. Because a substantial amount of inventive engineering work is required
to develop the simpler production techniques and because this is too time
consuming, it is more efficient to import modern machinery. If capital goods
must then be imported for investment purposes, there must also be imports for
operational purposes. There is thus a minimum amount of imports that is
absolutely necessary to utilize domestic savings.
The essential point now, according to LINDER, is that the export maximum
may be too low to cover the import minimum, so that a typical developing
country faces acontinuous foreign exchangegap.Whileinconventional theory,
capital imports serve the function of supplementing domestic savings in order
to make possible a higher rate of investment than could be realized without
reducing domestic consumption, in LINDER'S framework, capital imports
supplement not insufficient domestic savings but insufficient foreign exchange
resources,which must beaugmented inorder toavoid makingdomestic savings
superfluous. This analysis, according to LINDER, has important implications
in all cases where service charges arise on borrowed capital. 'Capital imports
made now might be impossible to service later without cutting back imports
and widening a still-prevailing foreign exchange gap. 1 8 LINDER, therefore,
believes that it is not enough that the projects financed by a loan yield profits
or add to GNP. In his opinion, every project must not only be efficient in this
sense, but also when charged with the service costs of the loan. LINDER states
that the World Bank has gradually increased its project lending to a much
higher percentage than the foreign exchange content of a project, and he
believesthat thisiswrong.Accordingtohim, itwould besufficient to lend only
the foreign exchange content of a project.
In our opinion, LINDER'S theory is extreme. Although we are willing to accept that the elasticity of demand for imports may be low, it is unrealistic to
assume that a devaluation and hence an increase in the domestic value of imports will not lead to a reduction in the home demand for imports. As regards
exports, LINDER assumes that the outside world will always buy the same
quantity of exported goods and that the increase in domestic production of
export goods brought forth by the increase in the domestic price due to the
devaluation canundernocircumstancesbesoldabroad. Again, this assumption
isunrealistic.Acceptingthattheelasticity ofexportsupplyispositive,adevaluaMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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tion will increase the amount of foreign exchange supplied in terms of foreign
currency if the elasticity of foreign demand for the country's exports is greater
than unity. As will be discussed in more detail in the next section, there are
sound theoretical reasons to expect that the export demand elasticity is greater
than unity, even for primary products. Empirical studies also confirm this.
For instance, HARBERGER, 19 havingreviewed anumber ofeconometric studies,
concludes that even for acountry suchasBrazil,whichproduced about half the
world's coffee during the last decade, the elasticity of demand for its coffee
exports can be assumed to be higher than 2. LINDER'S theory of the export
maximum and import minimum must, therefore, be rejected.
LINDER'S ideas are, in our opinion, dangerous. As an export maximum
exists,itmakes no sense under histheory for the developing countries to invest
in export-generating projects, and the only possible way of improving their
balance of payments is to substitute domestic production for imports to the
largest extent possible.The fallacy of such astrategy hasbeen well demonstrated in the last decade:policies of export promotion have paid off handsomely
vide the phenomenal growth in industrial exports of many developing countries, whereas policies of import substitution, as followed in several Latin
American countries, have resulted in uneconomic industries. There isno doubt
that production for export markets involves an extra effort, but thecost of this
effort is often much less than the extra resources needed to produce import
goods domestically. LINDER'S theory underlines once again the danger of a
macro-economic approach to development planning. In our opinion, it is
not the conventional theory which should be held responsible for the sorry
state of affairs in some of the developing countries, but the sort of policy
prescriptions asadvocated by LINDER.
Having rejected the theoretical basis of the LINDER theory, it may still be
asked whether it makes any sense to limit project lending to those projects
that earn the foreign exchange to service and repay the loan. The answer is no.
As WOLFSON 20 hasput it, 'It makesnomore sensetolinkindividualitemsin the
overall assets and liabilities of a country as a whole, as reflected in its balance
of payments, than it does to impute individual assets to individual liabilities
in the balance sheet of a bank.' We have shown above the correct method of
calculating whether a loan should be accepted. When foreign exchange is
becoming more scarce, the borrowing rate should be lower to offset the increaseinthe scarcity premium. Aloan should beaccepted only ifthe additional
resources that become available because of the loan are larger than the resourcesthat must be used to servicetheloan. The shadow foreign exchange rate has
the role of making foreign exchange resources comparable to domestic resources. This means that when the shadow foreign exchange rate is, say, Rs 5 per
US dollar, that a project whose annual domestic benefits are equal to Rs 5
has exactly the same priority as a project with the same investments and the
same lifetime, but which annual benefits of US$1. Whether a project earns
foreign exchange or whether its investments absorb foreign exchange is thus
completely irrelevant tothequestion ofwhether aloan should be accepted.
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Finally, we can address ourselves to the matter of whether international
agencies follow the right procedures. In general, institutions such asthe World
Bank and theAsian Development Bankuseshadow pricesfor labor and foreign
exchange in calculating the rate of return of a project. This is as it should be.
However, they do not take specific account of the foreign capital in and out
flows and their main economic criterion for granting a loan is that the project
should earn at least the opportunity cost of domestic capital. In other words,
these institutions do not pay any attention to the benefit the country will have
from their soft-term loans but determine the benefit of a project to the country
on the basis of the total benefit-cost stream. As their loans are indeed on soft
terms compared to the terms the developing countries have to pay for normal
market borrowings, this procedure may at first seem rather surprising. In
reality, however, it is entirely correct. The international agencies normally
allocate their limited funds on a country basis, so that for a certain country the
foreign exchange that can be borrowed for a project will not be available for
another project. The country then finds itself in the situation discussed above
of having a constraint on the availability of foreign exchange and the benefit
of a loan should then be analyzed in accordance with the formula developed
for this case. Suppose that the opportunity cost of capital in the country is 15
percent, and that the lending rate of the institutions is 8V2 percent. We may
then set wat 8V2percent, m at 15percent andƒ at 8*/2percent, sothat the cost
of the foreign assistance for the project under scrutiny w + m - y equals 15
percent. To continue the example, suppose that the present value of the total
cost-benefit stream of a project is -300 +360/1.15 so that the present value of
the project is 13. Assume further that the foreign assistance is 200. Then it
makes no difference whether the net present value of the project is calculated
on the basis of the total cost-benefit stream or on the basis of the cost-benefit
stream reduced by the foreign capital in and outflow. In the former case, the
present value is -300 + 360/1.15, which equals 13. In the latter case, the
present value of the foreign assistance equals +200 - 230/1.15 = 0, and the
benefit of that specific project is thus presented by -100 + 130/1.15, which
again equals 13. The appraisal procedures and the lending policies of the
international agencies are thus entirely correct.
The international agencies ensure that the projects for which they lend have
yieldsat least equal to the opportunity cost of capital in thecountry concerned
so that their funds cannot be squandered on uneconomic projects. As the
normal lending rates of these institutions are substantially below the opportunity cost of capital of the developing countries, the latter reap substantial
benefits. In this respect, it should also be noted that if it is expected that a
country will have repayment difficulties, loans at softer than normal terms
are granted. For instance, at present the International Development Association, an affiliate of the World Bank, provides credits for 50years with a grace
period for repayment of 10years, at a commitment charge of only 3/4 of 1percent. This compares very favorably with the loans of the World Bank itself,
which are at the time of writing this study for 20 to 25 years including grace
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periods ofabout 5yearsat an interest rate ofabout 8V2percent. In conclusion,
it seems to us that if a developing country encounters balance of payments
difficulties, thiscertainlycannot beattributedtothepoliciesoftheinternational
lending institutions. On the contrary, without their assistance the developing
countrieswould beinamuch worse situation than theyareat present.

6.4. MACRO-ECONOMIC IMBALANCES

We have so far assumed that neither cyclical unemployment nor balance of
payments problems exist;but in the realworld theseconditions willnot always
be fulfilled. The issue which we will discuss briefly in this section isthe type of
stabilization policies Governments should follow to counteract such disturbances and, as a corollary, whether the project evaluation criteria so far discussed should beamended to take account ofmacro-economic imbalances and
movements towards balance resulting from Government stabilization policies.
Since Keynes's General Theory, it is widely accepted that in order to move
towards a situation of full employment without inflation or, as it is normally
termed a situation of internal balance, appropriate expenditure policies may
be used to correct, through the income multiplier mechanism, situations of
underemployment or overemployment. More controversial still isthe question
of the appropriate instruments for attaining a situation of external balance,
i.e., a situation where the gap between the autonomous demand and supply
of foreign exchange on account of imports and exports of goods and services
can becounted on to becovered by autonomous capital inflows. The literature
distinguishes two approaches to balance of payments problems - elasticities
and expenditure and wewill review these briefly.
The elasticities approach has been described in a seminal paper by JOAN
ROBINSON. 21 She showed that the effect of a devaluation (or revaluation) on
the balance of payments depends on the domestic and foreign elasticities of
demand and supply for import and export goods and services. While JOAN
ROBINSON presented her analysis in terms of domestic currency, it is more in
linewithourdiscussion oftheopportunity costofforeign exchangeinChapter 3
to present the analysis in terms of foreign currency, and we will therefore
express the exchange rate in terms of units of local currency per unit of foreign
exchange(say, Rupeesper USdollar).Wecan then derivetherelevant elasticity
relationships as follows- As demonstrated in Figure 6.4, a devaluation will
improve the balance of payments if the slope of the supply curve of foreign
exchange has a higher absolute value than the slope of the demand curve
of foreign exchange. In Figure 6.4, the supply curve is negatively inclined but
its slope is steeper than the slope of the demand curve, and a devaluation
from 7?itoR2thusreducesthe balance ofpaymentsgapbyABminus CE.
The stability condition can beexpressed algebraically. Denoting the amount
of foreign exchange supplied byXf, theamount offoreign exchange demanded
by Mf, and the exchange rate by R, a devaluation will improve the balance of
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is positive. This expression may be expanded as follows:
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-dMf

R
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dR Wf I T

and may thus be written as:
dR
dB ---, (Xf £/ + Mf nr)
where £/ is the elasticity of supply of foreign exchange with respect to the
exchange rate, and r\f the elasticity of demand for foreign exchange with
respecttotheexchange rate. 22
Using thefollowing elasticity definitions on the export side:
t]x = elasticity of foreign demand for export goods with respect to price in
terms offoreign currency (Px)
£x = elasticity of domestic supply of export goods with respect to price in
terms ofdomesticcurrency (Px- R),
and the following on theimport side:
£m —elasticity of foreign supply of import goods with respect to price in terms
offoreign currency (Pm)
r\m = elasticity ofhome demand for import goods withrespect to pricein terms
ofdomestic currency (Pm • R)
wemay write the above expression as: 2 3
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(6.1) dtf= X/Anx

"1} + M , >
£jc + >/x

( £ m + 1 )

>Jm +

£m

**
/?

Equation 6.1 is extremely valuable. As regards imports, it shows that a
devaluation will always reduce the amount of foreign exchange demanded,
except where the elasticity of home demand for imports (rjm) is zero, which is
not to be expected. With respect to exports, a devaluation will not increase
the amount of foreign exchange supplied if the elasticity of the domestic
supply of export goods (sx) iszero but, again, this isnot a realistic assumption.
Accepting that the elasticity of export supply is positive, Equation 6.1 shows
that a devaluation will increase, leave unchanged, or decrease the amount of
foreign exchange supplied, depending on whether the elasticity of foreign
demand (rix) is greater than unity, unity, or smaller than unity, respectively.
This is interesting to know but not very helpful for operational decisionmaking and the question thus arises of what will normally be the case. It is
easy to show that the elasticity of foreign demand for a country's exports of
a certain commodity is a function of the elasticities of world demand and
supply 24 . For manufactures, both elasticities may be taken as substantially
greater than unity, and a devaluation will thus certainly increase foreign
demand. As regards primary products, world demand is generally relatively
inelastic. However, provided that the country in question is not the sole producer of the commodity, the foreign demand the country faces will always be
more elastic than world demand. This is logical because if only the country
inquestion devalues whileother countries donot, thecountry's export demand
will increase by the increase in world demand as well as by the decrease in
production of competing suppliers. It is generally accepted that even for
primary products, export demand is greater than unity, and it may thus be
concluded that according to the elasticities analysis, a devaluation will always
improve the balance of payments, thedegree of inprovement being determined
by the values of the elasticities in formula 6.1.
It remains to be discussed what order of magnitude the elasticities normally
assume. In this respect, we define normal as a situation of full employment
where the Government follows appropriate policies to prevent inflation, i.e., a
situation of internal balance. Furthermore, we will assume, as for instance is
assumed in the BALASSA et al. study 25 , that there are no quantitative trade
restrictions. Otherwise, because the elasticities depend on the degree of trade
restriction, a meaningful discussion of the normal values of the elasticities
would not be possible.
Most developing countries are price takers on the import side, so that the
elasticity ofthe foreign supply of import goods (em)may then be setat infinity.
As formula 6.1 shows, the elasticity of demand for foreign exchange (>//) is
then equal to the elasticity of import demand (rjm). The elasticity of import
demand is determined by the elasticity of domestic demand and supply26 and
will be larger the more import-competing products the country produces, and
smaller the smaller the share of the import goods in relation to total domestic
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TABLE 6.4. Import and export elasticities according to Balassa et al.
Elasticity of Demand
for Foreign Exchange
(= Elasticity of
Demand for Imports)

Elasticity
of Supply
of Exports

n*

m = n«,
Brazil (Appendix C)
Chile (pp. 164-165)
Mexico (pp. 197-198)
Malaysia (p.218)
Pakistan (p.253)
Philippines (p.281)
Norway (pp. 309-310)

1.5
3
3
3-5
1-3
4
1.6

Elasticity
of Foreign
Demand for
Exports

5
3
3
1-4
2-4
3-5
6

7-13
5
10
5-10
5
16-20

Elasticity
of Supply
of Foreign
Exchange
Bf

2.5-3.3
1.5
2.08
0.67-2.57
1.14-1.78
2.37-3.8
3

supply and demand. In the study of BALASSA et al., which analyzed inter alia
the rates of protection in seven countries, r\m varied from 1 to 5, the lowest
values being assumed to apply to countries that have difficulty in producing
import-competing products.Asummary oftheassumed valuesofr\mispresentedin Table 6.4.
Regarding exports, it may be assumed as regards the smaller developing
countries that the elasticity of foreign demand for their exports (rjx)is infinite,
so that the elasticity of supply of foreign exchange (g/) isequal to the elasticity
ofsupply ofexports(ex). Theexportsupplyelasticity(sx)dependsontheelasticities of domestic supply and demand 27 and willbe larger the smaller the export
share isin relation to domestic supply and demand. In general, we may therefore expect that the export supply elasticity will be larger for manufactures
than for primary products, the more so because a shift of resources to the
production of manufactures will usually lead more easily and faster to an
increase in production than if the resources were directed to the production of
primary products. Nevertheless, the long-run supply elasticity of primary
products will probably be well above unity. In general, the overall export
supply elasticity in the case of a mixture of manufactures and primary product
exports may be assumed to be at least 2.
As regards the larger developing countries or those that account for a substantial part oftheworld production ofacertain commodity, increased exports
may tend to lower theexport price.It isthen necessary to estimate the elasticity
of foreign demand (t\x) in addition to the elasticity of export supply (ex) in
order to calculate the elasticity of supply of foreign exchange (s/). The more a
country's exports are concentrated in a few commodities, the lower will be the
elasticity ofexport demand. In the BALASSAetal.study, for instance, the export
demand elasticity isestimated at 5for Pakistan, the bulk of whose exports consisted ofjute and raw cotton, and at 20for the Philippines, whose exports were
quite diversified. Combining export supply elasticities of 2 to 5 with export
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demand elasticities of 5to 20,the elasticities of supply of foreign exchange will
vary from 1.14 to 3.8.
Table 6.4 recapitulates the estimates of BALASSAet al. regarding the demand
and supply elasticities in the seven countries they studied. Taking the midpoint of theelasticities where a rangewasestimated, itmay be seenthat for five
countries the elasticity of demand for foreign exchange was higher than the
elasticity of supply of foreign exchange, while for two countries the reverse was
true. In all cases, however, the sum of the demand and supply elasticities is
significantly greater than 1,so that a devaluation would substantially improve
thebalance of payments.
The elasticities analysis has important operational value. As discussed in
Chapter 3,it enables us to calculate the opportunity cost of foreign exchange;
asdiscussed in this section, it enables us to calculate the effect of a devaluation
on the balance of payments. The following simplified example illustrates the
case for a price taker. If Mf = US$600 million per annum, X/ = US$400
million per annum, r\m= 2, sx = 4 and internal balance is maintained, the
effect of a 5percent devaluation will be to reduce import payments by US$60
million and to increase export earnings by US$80 million, so that the gap between export and import values will beclosed by US$140 million. It should be
noted, however, that the values of theelasticities are not invariant with respect
to economic conditions. For instance, during periods of depression, the export
supply elasticity will be higher and the import demand elasticity lower than
during periods of full employment. In an already classic article, 28 ALEXANDER
has argued that because the values of the elasticities depend on the behaviour
of the whole economic system, it would be more fruitful to analyze the system
directly by concentrating on the relationship of real expenditures to real incomes and on the relationship of both of these to price levels. It is to this subject that wewillnow address ourselves.
The starting point of ALEXANDER'S analysis is that the national product
equation may be written as (X M) = Y - (C + I), where all variables are
expressed in domestic currency and X is value of exports, M value of imports,
y national product, Cconsumption and / investment. 29 Denoting the external
balance (X - M) by B and the domestic expenditure 30 on consumption and
investment goods (C + ƒ), which includes imported goods, by E, the equation
may be written as B = Y - E. Differentiating, we obtain dB = dY - d £
or, in words, the change in the external balance equals the difference between
the change in national product and the change in domestic expenditures. As
part of domestic expenditures depends on real income (= national product)
while the remainder depends on other factors, we may write E = c••Y + E0,
where c is the marginal propensity to spend on consumption and investment
goods and E0 the non-income related part of expenditures. Differentiating,
we obtain d £ = c dY + dE0. Combining this with the identity function, we
may write:AB = (dY - càY) - dE„.
When resources are idle, a devaluation will lead through the foreign trade
multiplier to a substantial increase in national production. This will improve
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the external balance, provided that the marginal propensity to spend c is less
than unity - i.e., saving takes place- and provided that the direct effects of the
devaluation on expenditures (E0) are not of opposite sign. As regards the marginal propensity to spend, ALEXANDER seemed initially to believe that it could
begreater than unity, but thisassumption hasnot beensubstantiated empirically.Asregards thedirect effects (cash balance, redistribution ofincomes, money
illusion effects, and the like),these aremainly transitory and not very large and
it can thus be expected that in situations of underemployment, a devaluation
will increase national income as well as the external balance. However, under
conditions offull employment, adevaluation cannot, according to ALEXANDER,
lead to an increase in production, as all resources are fully employed. Because
the effects of the devaluation on E are negligible, a devaluation will not improve the balance of payments unless expenditures are reduced. In ALEXANDER'S view under conditions of full employment the only way to improve the
balanceofpaymentsistoreducedomesticexpenditures.
The conclusion of ALEXANDER'S expenditure analysis as regards the effect of
a devaluation on the balance of payments in situations of full employment is
thus completely contrary to the conclusion of the elasticities analysis. The
contradiction is, however, not a real one. It is entirely correct that a deficit in
the balance of payments is caused by the excess of real expenditures over real
production and, at first sight, it may indeed appear that the only way to improve the balance of payments in situations of full employment is to reduce
real expenditures. However this argumentation does not acknowledge that
devaluations have substantial resource reallocation effects.
In theelasticities approach, itisassumed that internal balance is maintianed,
or, in other words, that no inflation and no reductions in real income should
be allowed to occur. Thus, in situations of full employment, the increase in
money incomes resultingfrom theimprovement inthebalance of payments due
to the devaluation should be negated by a reduction in the money supply, so
that money expenditures remain constant. In these circumstances, real expenditures will decrease because the devaluation increases the prices, in terms
of domestic currency, of the internationally tradeable goods (i.e., imports and
exports) relative to those of home goods and therewith the overall price level.
At the same time, on the production side resources will be diverted from the
production of home goods to tradeables as the latter have become more profitable. The end result of the process is therefore that, while real expenditures
are brought into line with real production, the balance of payments will improve.
ALEXANDER'S expenditure analysis overlooks the fact that an external deficit
iscaused not only byanexcessofexpenditure overincome but alsobyan excess
in production of home goods. The elasticities theory aswell as the expenditure
theory are necessary to explain why in actual fact devaluations will indeed
improve the balance of payments in situations of full employment. The task
at hand now isto synthesize thetwo approaches. ALEXANDER himself suggested
at a later date such a synthesis, but his approach is rather formal and incorMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5 (1977)
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porates foreign repercussions. 31 For our purposes, a model without foreign
repercussions suffices. Wemay draw upa simplemodel by assuming that parts
of imports and consumption are functions of real income, and that the remaining parts aswell asexports and investments are autonomously determined. We
then have the following relationships, whereby it should be noted that all
variables are expressed in real terms:
d M = m- dY + dM„
d C - c- dY + d C 0 a n d
dB - dX„ - dM = dY
d(C + I„)
where m and c are the marginal propensities to import and to consume, respectively, and the subscript o indicates that the variables are autonomously
determined. Itfollows that
dX„ - dM0 - m- dY = dY ~ c- dY - dC 0

d/„

so that
dY = [l/(s + m)](dX„ - dM„ + dCB + dl„)
where themarginal savings propensity s = 1 - c.Thisexpression is,ofcourse,
the well known trade multiplier. Since dB = dX0 - dM0 - m dY, we obtain
dB = dXo - dM„ - [m/(s + m)} (dX0 - dM„ + dC„ + d/„)
which may be written as:
dB = [s/(s + m)] (dXo- dM„)- [m/(s + m)] (dC„+ dh)
In this formula, dX0 - dM„ can be considered to represent the effect of a
devaluation on the balance of payments when real incomes are being held
constant. The value of dX0 - dM0 can thus be found from formula 6.1 where
theelasticities are assumed to be calculated under this assumption. As formula
6.1 gives the change in the balance of payments in terms of foreign currency,
itwillbenecessary toconvert thechange intodomesticcurrency by multiplying
it with the new exchange rate. Denoting this change by dBh? the change in the
autonomous expenditures by dE„and the total change in the balance of payments, including the reversal effects due to changes in income by dBt, we may
write:
s
m
(6.2) dB, =
dBh
dEo
s+m
s+m
This formula includes the effects of a devaluation as well as a change in
expenditures. As an illustration, we will use it to analyze for two cases of imbalance how overall balance can be obtained. For the first case, let us assume
that there is full employment but, at the same time, a deficit in the external
account. If the Government devalues without a compensating expenditure
reduction, the increase in money incomes of dBhdoes not increase real income
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but increases prices of home goods or imports. Thus no extra savings will be
generated and swillbezero.Asformula 6.2shows,therewillthen beno change
at all in Bt, i.e., the balance of payments does not improve. However, if autonomous expenditures are reduced by dBh,or in, other words, if the increase in
money incomes due to the devaluation of dBh is mopped up, the balance of
payments improves by dBh •s/(s + m) + dBh•m/(s + m) = dBh and the
change inthe balance of payments isthen determined bytheelasticity formula.
It is the resource reallocation effect of the devaluation which ensures that the
balance of payments improves.
For thesecond case,weassumea situation ofunderemployment and external
deficit. In such a situation, the initial effect of a devaluation isthat a surplus of
dBharises in the balance of payments. If the Government follows appropriate
policies, it will ensure that money supply is elastic so that real income (=
real production) increases by dBh/(s + m) and the balance of payments by
dBh•s/(s + ni). Our function assumes that there are no other effects on the
balance of payments. Very probably, however, the elasticities of supply and
demand of home goods, exports and imports will be affected because the increase in real income may, for instance, increase the price of home goods
further and therewith further curtail imports. As it is extremely difficult to
takeaccount ofthesesecondary effects, wewillassumethat theycanbe neglected. In practice this means that formula 6.2 provides us with an underestimate
of the effects of a devaluation on the balance of payments in a situation of
underemployment, which is perhaps just as well. Assuming then that the rise
in real incomes is dBh/(s + m), imports wil increase by m •dBh/(s + m). The
total effect on the balance of payments is therefore dBh - m •dBh/(s + ni) =
dBh- s/(s + m). The devaluation thus increases real incomes as well as the
balance of payments but, in general, it cannot be expected that it would result
in the simultaneous attainment of external and internal balance. Suppose that
external balance has been attained but that there is still underemployment.
Increasing autonomous domestic expenditure by dE0 will then increase real
income but at the same time lead to a deterioration inthe balance of payments
of m • d£0/(s + ni). A further devaluation will be necessary to obtain external
balance again plus further increases in expenditures to obtain internal balance
if resources are still underemployed, and so on. Both instruments should be
used to obtain overall balance, and one should try to achieveit at once without
resort to miniadjustments.
A devaluation affects the balance ofpayments as well as national income;
expenditure-changing policies have similar effects. In a pathbreaking article,
SWAN 3 2 has shown how the attainment of external and internal balance
necessitates in general the use of both policy instruments. SWAN uses a diagram in which he shows on the vertical axis a cost ratio indicating the competitiveness of Australian industries versus imports and exports, and on the
horizontal axis real expenditures. Without changing the substance of SWAN'S
analysis, wewill show in Figure 6.5,in line with our formula 6.2, the exchange
rate expressed in terms of local currency units per unit of foreign exchange
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5 (1977)
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FIGURE 6.5.

Exchange Rate
(RsperUS$)
External Balance
Curve

Jnternal Balance
Curve

Autonomous Real Expenditures

(Rupees per US dollar) on the vertical axis and autonomous real expenditures
on the horizontal axis. Adevaluation isrepresented byanupward movement
along the vertical axis and an increase in autonomous expenditures bya
movement totheright alongthehorizontal axis.Theessenceof SWAN'S analysis
is presented bythe curves ofinternal and external balance. Both curves show
that various combinations ofexchange rates and autonomous expenditures are
possible to keep theeconomy in internal or external balance. The internal
balance curve isdownward sloping because thelower the exchange rate(Rs
per US$) which limits exports, the higher autonomous expenditures must beto
stimulate the economy toaposition offull employment. The external balance
curve, however, isupward sloping because if the exchange rate is increased,
autonomous expenditures should beincreased inorder toprevent the appearanceofsurpluses. Noteworthy isthe fact that the external balance curve turns
steeplyupwardsassoonasfullemploymentisreached,becauseinfinite devaluationswould at thisstagebenecessary tooffset theadverseeffects on the balance
of payments of autonomous expenditure increases.
As seen inFigure 6.5,theeconomy maybein any ofthe several sectorsof the
diagram atany moment in time, but there is only one situation where internal
aswellasexternal balance exists.To the left of the external balance curve (Sectors 8, 1,2and 3), the economy has balance ofpayments surpluses and tothe
right (Sectors 7,6, 5and4),deficits. On theother hand,totheleft ofthe internal
balance curve (Sectors 1,8,7and 6), there isunemployment and tothe right
(Sectors 2,3,4and5),over-employment. The internal andexternal balance
curves divide the diagram upinto 4zones. Onthe other hand, thepolicyinstruments tobeused are determined bythe quadrant inwhich theeconomy
finds itself. Inthe two western quadrants (Sectors 2,1,8and7)autonomous
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expenditures should be increased and in the two eastern quadrants (Sectors 3,
4, 5and 6) decreased. The production of home goods relative to that of tradeables istoo low in the northern quadrants (Sectors 1,2, 3and 4) and a revaluation isindicated; in the southern quadrants (Sectors 8, 7, 6and 5)the opposite
istrue and a devaluation should take place.All in all, there are a total of eight
sectors, each sector being described by its balance of payments (surpluses or
deficits) and employment situation (under- or over-employment) and the two
policy instruments to be used (devaluation or revaluation and autonomous
expenditure increase or decrease). We have already discussed in detail how
internal and externalbalancecan be obtained starting from a full employmentdeficit situation (Point A in Figure 6.5), and from an unemployment-deficit
situation (Point B) so we will not go into any of the other possible situations.
A summary describing each sector ispresented inTable 6.5.
We are now finally in a position to show that the project evaluation criteria
developed in thisstudy areconsistent with themacro-economic framework just
described. If this is so, we should find that in each of the possible economic
situations, the micro-economic values to be used for project evaluation purposes reflect the actual economic situation. In other words, the opportunity
costs of foreign exchange, labor and capital and the price of home products
versustradeables should besuch that theydonot detract from the Government
objective of achieving a situation of overall balance. The task at hand istherefore to review the values of the micro-economic variables in each of the eight
sectors of economic imbalance relative to the situation of overall balance.
Following the order of Table 6.5,we may start with the opportunity cost of
foreign exchange. As discussed in Chapter 3, this variable is the weighted
average of the domestic values of the country's import and export prices, the
weights being the fractions in which an additional dollar of foreign exchange
will be used for increasing imports and reducing exports. As in Sectors 7, 6, 5
and 4theeconomy incursbalance of paymentsdeficits or, in other words, asin
these sectors the propensity to import is high, the opportunity cost of foreign
exchangewillalsobehigh relative to a situation wherethebalance of payments
isin equilibrium. Conversely, the opportunity cost of foreign exchange will be
lowin situations ofsurplus asexist inSectors 8, 1,2and 3.
As regards labor, the opportunity cost of labor will be high relative to a
situation of full employment in Sectors 2, 3, 4 and 5. The resources in the
economy are over-employed ;employers are competing for the available manpower and the supply price of labor willbe high. In Sectors 1,8,7 and 6, however, a downward adjustment relative to a situation of full employment must
be made to the opportunity cost of labor because laborers are unemployed.
Furthermore, the hiring of unemployed laborers will result in multiplier effects
as the increase in their expenditures will lead to the hiring of still more unemployed. This external effect can be counted on the benefit side of the project
under scrutiny; alternatively, the opportunity cost of labor can be adjusted
further downward. Howevertheeffect isaccounted for, itisclear that the hiring
of unemployed laborers has substantial economic benefits.
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We come now to the policy measures the Government should use to obtain
a situation of overall balance. In Sectors 3,4, 5and 6, investments are at too
high a level relative to the situation of overall balance. Expenditures will exceed the funds normally available and the Government should then use a
budget constraint interest rate or a ratio of present value per dollar of investment to defer projects with low priority. In Sectors 2 , 1 , 8 and 7, on the other
hand, the Government may wish to usea cut-off rate somewhat lower than the
normal opportunity cost of capital rate to promote investments.
As regards the exchange rate, the Government should revalue in Sectors 1,
2, 3and 4. In terms of benefit-cost analysis, this means that the price of home
goods versus the price of tradeables istoo low, and that it should be increased
by a revaluation. The opposite holds true in Sectors 8, 7, 6and 5; the price of
home goods versusthe price oftradeables istoo high,and adevaluation should
takeplacetoreduce thisprice ratio.
Having determined the values of the various variables to be used in benefitcost analysis, it is not difficult to see how they will promote or deter investments. For instance, let us assume that we are at position B in Sector 7 in
Figure6.5.Astabulated inTable6.5,therearethenbalanceofpayments deficits
and unemployment while, at the same time, expenditures are insufficient and
too many home goods are being produced. As the actual price of home goods
istoo high,a devaluation should takeplaceand itcanthusbeexpected that the
relative price of home goods will decline, making projects producing home
goods unattractive and projects producing tradeables attractive. On the other
hand, astheopportunity costsofcapitalandlaborarelowcompared with those
insubsequent periods and theopportunity cost offoreign exchange highcompared with those in subsequent periods, there willbe every incentive to promote
investments and to choose labor-intensive projects which will produce tradeables. The projects that will be accepted under our benefit-cost evaluation
criteria are thus in line with the Government's overall objective. This will, of
course, hold true in each of the eight sectors. In general, we may express it in
thisway: that theshadow pricesofcapital, laborand foreign exchange are such
that each time, not only will the right amount of investment be promoted, but
also the right type of investment in terms of type of resources used and type of
benefits produced.
Wehavesofar assumed thattheGovernment obtainsoverallbalance through
exchange rate and expenditure changingmeasures.It isalsopossible,ofcourse,
that quantitative trade restrictionswillbeusedinconjunction with expenditure
changes. Suppose, for instance, that in the previous example, the Government
were to restrict the imports of certain goods in order to improve its balance of
payments. Then the domestic prices of these goods would rise and hence also
the opportunity cost of foreign exchange.Aswasbriefly mentioned in Chapter
3,the value of the imports in the opportunity cost of foreign exchange formula
isfound in such cases bycomparing thedomestic prices of the restricted goods
with their world prices valued at the official exchange rate. Thus, in principle,
quantitative trade restrictions should not create any undue difficulty in the
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5 (1977)
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benefit-cost analysis.
Divergences from the overall balance situation are quite common. However, as these divergences are mostly short-term fluctuations of one or two
years around the normal situation and, moreover, as it is difficult to estimate
the required adjustments, one may question whether it is worth the trouble to
revise the normal values of the project variables. On the other hand, it is only
by taking account of the changed circumstances that one can ensure that the
right type of investment will be undertaken. It seems to us that a practical
approach is necessary. In this respect it is important to remember that the
initial few years of a project are the ones during which construction takes
place, while the later years, representing the longest part of a project's life, are
the ones during which most of the benefits are produced. As the divergences
from theoptimum situation areshort-term innature,itismainlythe investment
value of a project that will be affected by the adjustments and not the benefit
value. Furthermore, because it will be difficult to change the construction
method from one year toanother or to stopan ongoing project, itwill be mainly the projects with short construction periods that will be affected by the
changed circumstances. We would suggest, therefore, that, in general, project
evaluation should take place on the basis of the normal values, but that in
periods of divergence from the norm special attention should be paid to projects with short construction periods. The investment values of such projects
should berevised to take account of thechanged valuesof the shadow prices of
labor and foreign exchange, and comparison of the revised rates of return with
the adjusted cut-off rate will then ensure that the right type of investment is
promoted or deterred. Following this procedure, labor-intensive public works
projects will be important instruments with which to combat unemployment
in periods of depression.
Finally, we would like to turn to another type of imbalance, one which in
present day circumstances especially, seems to be all-pervasive, but which we
have ignored in our discussions so far by expressing all variables in real terms.
The imbalance is,of course, inflation and wewill now discuss how one should
take account of this factor. The effects of inflation on benefits and costs can be
complicated, since prices do not normally increase at the same rate. Relative
prices may change substantially, and the benefits and costs of a project may
differ substantially from what they would be if there were no inflation. The
task of the project evaluator is, therefore, to not only estimate the general rate
of inflation but also the specific rates ofinflation of the project's various inputs
and outputs. Suppose that he has done so;how should he then proceed?
There are, theoretically, two methods possible for taking the various inflation rates into account. The first isto calculate the values of benefits and costs
in current terms, i.e., in prices of each period, and to discount at the inflation
adjusted discount rate. The second is to evaluate all benefits and costs in real
terms and todiscount at the unadjusted discount rate.
The two methods are identical, as may be seen from the following. Suppose
that all prices increase at the same rate/. Then thebenefit-cost criterion will be
150
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where J is the cutoff discount rate. Since the factor (1 -\-J) drops out of the
formula, it can be seen immediately that we have here the normal benefit cost
formula. Suppose now that while the general inflation rate isƒ the prices of B
increase at the r a t e / i and the prices of C at the rate ƒ2. Then our formula
becomes:
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which corresponds to the first method. Alternatively, the formula may be
written as:
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which is the second method. Under both methods then, the underlying principle is to deflate theprices in each successive period by the general inflation
rate. Or, in other words, the prices must be expressed in real terms, i.e., in
terms of the purchasing power of the national currency unit, say, the Rupee,
asitisin the base year. Thus, for instance,if the priceof acertain project input
or output is expected to increase at the rate of 9 percent per annum while the
domestic inflation rate is only 5 percent per annun, then the real price of this
item increases by4percent per annum.
An additional complication might seem to arise when project inputs or outputs are imported or exported and the domestic inflation rate differs from
the rate of inflation of the country's trading partners. To the extent that such a
differential is continuously offset by exchange rate adjustments, the ratio
between domestic prices and foreign prices will not change and the project
evaluator does not need to make any adjustment to the base prices. For instance, suppose that the domestic inflation rate is five percent per annum.
Then, when the prices in foreign currency of the inputs procured from abroad
or of the outputs exported increase at the rate of 2percent per annum, the real
prices of these foreign items will remain constant if the domestic currency
depreciates at the rate of 3 percent per annum. Suppose, however, that it is
expected that the country will not devalue its currency. We may assume then
that the opportunity cost of foreign exchange will increase at the rate of 3percent per annum, so that here also no adjustments need to be made to the base
prices.
As a practical rule, we would suggest that it may be assumed that grosso
modo the exchange rate or the opportunity cost of foreign exchange will tend
toequalize thedifferential between thedomestic and foreign inflation. FurtherMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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more, as regards the specific rate of inflation of a particular input or outputonly significant variances from the general rate of inflation should be considered. Where the project evaluator isat a lossas to the likely change in real prices,
sensitivity testsshould beapplied toprovidealikelyrange oftheratesof return.
Wehavenow come to theend ofthis part ofthe study. Wehave reviewed the
project planning rules when income distribution does not count. However,
it often does count and it is time to consider how the normal benefit-cost
criteria should beamended. It istothistask that Part II ofthestudyis devoted.
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PART II
INCOME DISTRIBUTION ASPECTS
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7. SOCIAL WELFARE AND BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

7.1. COMPENSATION TESTS

In the first part of this study we assumed that the distribution ofincome in a
country was optimal. In many countries,however, the distribution of income
is not optimal and projects could then be used towards redressing any such
imbalances. In addition, it is also possible that, when the existing income
distribution in a country is optimal, projects may cause divergences from the
optimum. In our opinion, therefore, ifa project has distributive consequences,
benefit-cost analysis should take these into account along with economic
considerationsindeterminingthepriorityofprojects.Tomeasure distributional
effects some weighing of the gains and losses of the different income groups is
required and the task at hand, therefore, isto estimate the social value of additionsto income atdifferent levelsofincome,i.e.,todeterminethe social welfare
function that expresses such weights.
There is a considerable body of literature that does not accept this premise.
Most recently, MISHAN 1 has defended the traditional analysis by linking it to
the so-called compensation criterion. Suppose, as the result of a project, the
richbecomebetteroffby$250,000,whilethepoorwillbeworseoffby$150,000.
Then, according to the compensation criterion, there would still be a gain of
$ 100,000 because the poor can be compensated for their loss. The compensation need not actually take place;the criterion states only that it should be
possible. MISHAN agrees that the criterion would be much more appealing if
indeed the poor were compensated for their loss, so that one can speak of a
true PARETO improvement i.e., some are made better off, no one is made
worse off. In MISHAN'S view benefit-cost analysis may, therefore, be accompanied by observations on the resulting income distribution, and even by
recommendations, but the analysis itself should not attach different weights
to the dollars lost or gained by the different income groups. These weights are,
according to MISHAN, too arbitrary. Benefit-cost analysis itself can only show
that the gains exceed the losses, no more.
It seems to us that MISHAN fails to address the problem. Merely noting the
income effects of a project isnot very meaningful. Moreover, often it will not
be possible to actually compensate the losers and it may well be that a project
should then not be undertaken. In our example, for instance, the social value
of the $ 150,000lossof the poor might bemuch greater than the social value of
the $250,000 gain of the rich. Clearly, therefore, if income distribution is
important, and he agrees that it is, one should try to measure it. In fact, the
long discussion in the economic literature on the so-called compensation tests
concluded that statements about income distribution are necessary and that
they should be made by referring to a country's social welfare function. Since
this point iscrucial, it will be useful to review the discussion briefly.
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The debate on the compensation tests was essentially a debate between two
schools of thought. One, influenced by ROBBINS'S well-known essay2 on the
underlying philosophy ofeconomic science,held that economicanalysis should
not be based on valuejudgments, and it was,therefore, logical that this group,
including KALDOR, 3 HICKS, 4 and SCITOVSKY,5 resorted to compensation tests.
The other, including perhaps LITTLE, 6 but especially SAMUELSON,7 felt that
judgments about income distribution could and should be made.
Instead of representing all the arguments in their original form, it will be
useful to summarize the discussions with the help of a device introduced by
SAMUELSON: the utility-possibility curve. Analogous to the production transformation curvebetween twogoods,itispossibletoconstruct utility-possibility
curves for two consumers. In Figure 7.1, the axes UAand U Brepresent the
ordinal utilities of twoconsumers Aand Bon any arbitrary scale.Curves I and
II are two utility-possibility curves,eachcurve representing a point on the production transformation curve, i.e., a possible production combination of two
goods. Each point on a utility possibility curve represents a point of highest
utility for each of theconsumers,given thedivision of the available commodity
package over the two consumers. A's utility can only increase if B's utility
decreases. The curves are therefore downward sloping from left to right.
It may be useful to clarify the concept with an example. Suppose that a
community consists oftwohomogeneous groups,Aand B,eachhavingits own
preference between manufactured products and food. Assume that the community produces annually 3,000 units of manufactures plus 50,000 units of
food. Then curve Imay represent all the possible ordinal welfare combinations
ofgroups Aand B,depending on each one's shareinthecombination of manufactures and food. Thus, point C is best for Group B since it gets the entire
combination, whileitisworst for Group Awhichreceivesnothing.Onthe other
hand, at point D,thereversewould apply.Along Curve Ifrom Cto D,group A
receives more manufactures and food and its welfare thus increases, while
Group B becomes worse off. Depending on the income of each group, a
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position may be reached anywhere along Curve I, say, at point Qi.
Suppose now that the Government feels that the country should strengthen
its industrial sector and it, therefore, subsidizes industry and taxes agriculture.
This policy would have several consequences. First, more manufactures and
lessfood willbe produced ;saythat thenewequilibrium is3,500unitsof manufactures and 45,000unitsoffood. Second,thechangeinrelativepricesof manufactures and food will alter the welfare position of each of the two groups;
saythat Group Bisnowbetter off and GroupAworseoff than before the changeandthat thenewposition isQ2.Sincethereisanewproduction combination,
Q2 must lie on a new utility-possibility curve, which isdepicted as II in Figure
7.1. Curve II shows that point E is best for Group B, since it would get all of
the 3,500 units ofmanufactures and 45,000units offood, while point F, for the
samereason, isbest for Group A. SinceGroup Bprefers EoverC,while Group
A prefers D over F,thetwo curvesintersect. Isitnow possible to saythat Q2is
better than Qi from awelfare point of view?Severalcriteria havebeen suggested.
I. PARETO'S Criterion: An economic change isdesirable if at least one person
isbetter off while all the others are no worse off. It isclear that this criterion is
very limited; it can tell us only that a new position is better than Qi, if it is
situated in the northeast quadrant with origin at Qi.
II. KALDOR-HICKS Criterion: The change is an improvement if the gainers
from thechangecould compensate thelosersfor theirlosses.Itisnot necessary,
according to this criterion, that the compensation actually takes place because
itisonly the potential gain that isrelevant. It willbeclear from Figure 7.1 that,
after the change from Qi to Q2, the gainer Bcan only travel from Q2 to Q3if
he is not to give up more than he has gained. But at Q 3 , loser A is worse off
than he was in the initial situation. The Kaldor-Hicks criterion is thus not
satisfied and it cannot be said that the new situation isbetter than the old one.
Suppose, however, that the change involved a movement from Q4 to Q3. The
gainer is now A, who could move to Q2 to compensate B, so that, clearly, B
would bebetter off whileA stayed the same.Thecriterion would then be satisfied. However, SCITOVSKY has pointed out that this situation is reversible.
Suppose Q3was the initial situation and Q4the final one.Then gainer Bcould
move to Qi to compensate loser A, and A would be better off. Hence, Q 4 is
better than Q3,but at the same time Q3isbetter than Q 4 . For this reason SCITOVSKY has suggested a different criterion.
III. SCITOVSKY'S Criterion: The gainer should be able to compensate the
loser but, at the same time, the loser should not be able to bribe the gainer to
oppose the change. The result of this criterion is that we can only say that a
change isgood if(a)utility-possibility curve IIcutscurveItotheright ofQi, or
(b) curve II lies outside curve I, or (c)Q2 lies in the quadrant northeast of Qi.
The last possibility is PARETO'S criterion and has thus very limited application.
What about possibilities a and b? Suppose that the curvescross as depicted in
Figure 7.2. Then the gainer after a change from Qi to Q2 is B, who can travel
to Q3 to compensate A (Criterion II satisfied). Before the change takes place,
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loser A can travel from Qi to Q4 he isthen in the same position as if he were
at point Q 2 after thechange- and giveabribeQi CtoB.ButQiC isonly worth
Q4C to B, while the change gives him O2C so that Bwill not accept the bribe.
Criterion III isthus satisfied, and according to SCITOVSKYthe change from Qi
to O2 should be accepted. The same analysis applies if curve II lies outside
curve I.
However, as GORMAN 8 has pointed out, criterion III may give rise to conflicts. ThisisshowninFigure7.3,wherefour utility-possibilitycurves representing four bundles of goods and four welfare distribution situations are shown.
Suppose that the changes involve a movement from Qi to Q2 to Q3 to Q4Now Q2is better than Qi (II cuts I to the right ofQi) and Q3is better than Q2
(III outside II), and Q4 better than Q3(Q4in northeast quadrant of Q3). Thus
one would have thought that Q4wasbetter than Qi, but it isclear from Figure
7.3 that Qi isbetter than Q4(I outside IV).Thus the SCITOVSKY criterion is not
transitive and cannot beusedfor decision-making. The objection mayberaised
that thenon-transitivity appearsonlyafter severalchangesand that for a simple
decision such as whether to undertake a project, this criterion could still be
used. This is, however, not valid, because there is always a whole range of
projects about which decisions have to be made.
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IV. LITTLE'S Criterion. LITTLE has seen that the difficulty with criteria II and
III lies inthe comparison which must bemade between the distributive aspects
of the old and new bundles of goods. Sincethe first edition of his book, LITTLE
has substantially changed his argument due to several criticisms, but it is not
worthwhile heretorepeatthewholepolemic.9Oneoftheinitialpositions which
LITTLE took was that even if only the second part of the SCITOVSKY criterion
(loser not able to bribe gainer)wastaken into account, the change would be an
improvement if it also resulted in a better welfare distribution. In Figure 7.4
thechange isfrom Qi toQ2.The broken linefrom theorigin indicatespoints of
equal welfare distribution, sothat point C has the same distribution of welfare
as point Q2. Is it possible to arrive at point C by means of a compensation?
Obviously not. The SCITOVSKY condition is satisfied: to oppose the change
from Qi to Q2, loser A can only move to D. LITTLE, therefore, considers Qz
better than Qi.
As KENNEDY 1 0 has pointed out, one wonders, however, why the SCITOVSKY
reverse criterion is necessary. Under the SCITOVSKY criterion, to oppose the
change, A can move to point D; LITTLE, however, moves directly to point C.
If C is considered better than Qi, it is evident that Q2 is better than C on the
basis of PARETO'S criterion. What LITTLE has done implicitly is to introduce a
social welfare function, whereby C represents a point on a higher welfare
function than Qi, and Q2 a point on a higher welfare function than C.
The inherent difficulty of the compensation tests is that they measure only
onething, whereas there are twothingswhichmust bemeasured. In Figure 7.2,
for instance, after thechange from Qi to Q2gainer Bcan travel to Q3and give
O2C to A. When measured by curve II, this is worth Q3C to A but when measured by curve I it is worth a different amount. This means that we must give
anopinion astowhetherthenewwelfaredistribution isbetterorworsethan the
old one.
The entire discussion so far has been quite formalistic, and it is now time to
rephrase the argumentation. What it all boils down to is that there is ample
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evidence that income distribution is important and that compensation tests
can lead to serious errors. If a group of poor persons isworse off by $ 150,000
while a group of rich persons is better off by $250,000, the fact that the poor
can be compensated for their loss must be considered completely irrelevant if
thepoor areinfact notcompensated. In suchcircumstance theonly meaningful
measure of whether the change is good or bad, is by evaluating the losses and
thegainsattheappropriate socialmarginal utilities ofincome.If compensation
payments do take place, losses and gains should be measured after compensation transfers, but still the issue of the social values remains. Suppose, for
instance,that after compensation payments acertain project resultsinagain of
$ 200,000 for the rich while another project results in a gain of $ 100,000 for
thepoor.Then againwecannot saythatthefirst project isbetterthan the second
without referring to a social welfare function. In our opinion, therefore, compensation tests are worse than useless.

7.2. THE CONCEPT OF A SOCIAL WELFARE FUNCTION

Every Government project will result in some redistribution of income because, on the one hand, it curtails either consumption or investment and, on
the other hand, it provides benefits either to the Government itself or to individuals. For that matter, any economic change will alter the relative income
positions of various groups in the population. As we have seen, even the
ingenious compensation tests cannot evaluate a change without referring to a
valuejudgment, i.e., a social welfare function.
The socialwelfare function wasfirstdescribedby BERGSON,11who postulated
its existence to determine in a precise form the valuejudgements required for
the derivation of the conditions of maximum economic welfare. BERGSON
started his analysis by postulating that, 'Among the elements affecting the
welfare of the community during any given period of time are the amounts of
each of the factors of production, other than labor, employed in the different
production units, the amounts of the various commodities consumed, the
amounts ofthedifferent kindsof work done, and theproduction unitfor which
this work isperformed byeach individual in thecommunity during that period
of time.' 12 For a position of maximum welfare, the first derivative of welfare
must equal zero subject to the limitations of the given production techniques
and thegivenresources.Itisthuspossibletofindingeneraltermsthe conditions
for maximum welfare. Any set of value propositions may be introduced and
thiswill,ofcourse,affect theoptimum conditions. However, as BERGSONstates,
'... in any particular casethe selection ofoneofthem must bedetermined by its
compatibility with thevalues prevailinginthecommunity, thewelfare of which
is being studied. For only if the welfare principles are based upon prevailing
values can they be relevant to the activity of the community in question.' 13
SAMUELSON14 has futher clarified the concept of the social welfare function
with the help of utility possibility curves. In any country there are, of course,
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a whole range of utility possibility curves corresponding to all the various
production possibilities,given theresources.Any singleutility possibility curve
corresponds to a single point on the country's production possibility curve. If
wetakealltheproduction possibilitieswithagivenresourcebasketinto account,
a wholeseriesofutility possibilitycurveswillbeobtained which,for the greater
part, will overlap. The outer envelope of this family of schedules may be called
the utility possibility frontier. Each point on this frontier represents a PARETO
optimum - it is impossible to put an individual on a higher satisfaction level
without making someone else worse off- because each point on the frontier is
a tangency point with a certain utility possibility curve. But the optimum point
from a social welfare point of view can only be found if we know the social
welfare function which defines the most desirable distribution of welfare in the
economy. Furthermore, it is even possible that the social optimum will be
inside the utility-possibility frontier, e.g., if society iswilling to accept a tradeoff between production and a more equitable income distribution. Consequently, welfare economics cannot give rules for changes without taking into
account the desired distribution of welfare. We must look at every proposed
change to determine who the losers and gainers are,and then evaluate the gain
of the gainers and the loss of the losers in accordance with a specified distributional criterion in order to evaluate the change.
How is the distributional criterion to be found? SAMUELSON assumes that
the value judgments defining the criterion are those given by 'some ethical
belief - that of a benevolent despot or a complete egotist, or 'all men of good
will,' a misanthrope, the state, race, or group mind, God, etc.' 15 Clearly, this
is not very helpful for operational work.

7.3. OBJECTIONS TO THE CONCEPT

The BERGSON-SAMUELSON concept of a social welfare function has given rise
to substantial criticism by those who consider it too general to be useful as an
operational tool.Thefollowing quotefrom DOBBmayillustratethis: 'The social
welfare function (ifonehasunderstood itcorrectly)isanelegantexampleofthe
kind of formalism, so much in vogue today, which greatly facilitates analysis
bysupposingcrucialproblemstobesolvedbysomeingenious(but undisclosed)
device, without providing any actual means of their solution.' 16 We subscribe
to thiscriticism to a largeextent. If weare to make use of theconcept, then we
havetobemuchmore specific than BERGSONand SAMUELSONare.The question,
therefore, arises of how the social welfare function can be determined?
ARROW 1 7 seesthe social welfare function asacollective choice ruleto bederived from individual preferences. He postulates that five conditions are
necessary to accept individual preferences for social decision-making. Three of
these conditions concern 'citizen sovereignty' and imply that a social welfare
function should not bedictatorial orimposed onthecommunity, and that there
should beconsumer sovereignty, i.e.,the socialchoicemust not be independent
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of the individual preferences. As such, although being valuejudgments, they
are very appealing. The fourth condition relating to non-transitivity of social
choice also appears plausible at first sight. It means that in the social decisionmaking process, if A is preferred over B, and Bover C, then C should not be
preferred over A. Finally, there is the condition of 'the independence of irrelevant alternatives,' which means that when individuals are ranking a set of
possible decisions, they should consider this set only so that the social ranking
which is derived from the individual rankings will not be affected by some
alternative beyond those under consideration. ARROW shows by means of
symboliclogicthatinproceedingfrom individualpreferencestosocialdecisions,
one or another of the conditions will always be violated.
The following example regarding an investment decision in the hypothetical
republic of Xalandia, which recently achieved itsindependence, may be useful.
Its Planning Department, recently established, has three projects in the pipeline, each costing about Xalandia dollar (X$) 50 million, and each having
about the same economic rate of return of about 15percent. The first project
isan irrigation project that mainly favors the lower income groups, the second
a road improvement program that is distributionally neutral, and the third a
bridge that would mainly favor high income suburban communities. Since the
Planning Department isnew and a Development Plan reflecting the wants and
needs of the population has not been drawn up, it isdecided to poll the three
political parties - each of equal strength - as to the priority they attach to the
projects. The Action Party israther conservative, the Freedom Party follows a
middle of the road policy, the Progress Party is labor-oriented. There is uniformity of opinion within each party but opinions differ between the parties.
The parties' priorities indicated by high (H), medium (M), or low (L) for
each project - are shown in the table below.
Unfortunately, as shown in the table, the poll has not been very helpful.
The Action and the Progress parties prefer the irrigation project over the roads
project; the Freedom and the Progress partiesprefer the roads project over the
bridge; and the Action and the Freedom parties prefer the bridge over the
irrigation project. There is thus complete circularity and, since the parties are
of equal strength, no majority decision can be reached. In other words, it is
not possible to aggregate the individual votes without violating the principle
of non-transitivity of social choice.
Is there a way out of this dilemma? Several writers 18 have argued that
TABLE 7.1.

Project

Action (conservative)
Freedom (middle)
Progress (labor)
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Irrigation

Roads

Bridge

M
L
H

L
H
M

H
M
L
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ARROW'S problem has nothing to do with the concept of a social welfare function.Wetend toagree. ARROW'S dilemmabelongsmoretotherealmof political
decision-making. In this context it may be pointed out that ARROW'S five
conditions are valuejudgements and that they thus do not need to be universally accepted. Indeed, further analysis shows that they are rather restrictive.
For instance,three of ARROW'S conditions refer tocitizen sovereignty. But does
thisreallyexistinthewayARROW suggests?Consumer sovereignty is,ofcourse,
a very appealing concept, especially to the Western World. But even in the
Western world it is doubtful that social choices are never imposed. In our
Xalandia example itmight wellbepossiblethattwoofthepolitical parties band
together and that the political leadership imposes its will on the individual
memberstosolvethedilemma.Astothecondition ofnon-transitivity, empirical
observation confirms that inconsistencies do appear in the political decisionmaking process, so why should they not be allowed as ARROW postulates.
Finally, it has been argued by somewriters that thecondition of independence
ofirrelevant alternatives,asdefined byARROW,meansthat therankingof social
preferences depends only on individual orderings and not, for instance, on the
individuals' intensities of preference. This is also restrictive. In the Xalandia
example, for instance, there would be no dilemma if the Progress Party's vote
wasweighted moreheavilythan thoseoftheother partiesbecause,for example,
there wasageneralconsensusthat thepoor should berepresented more heavily
than under the one-man, one-vote rule. This, of course, is again a value judgment. The condition of independence of irrelevant alternatives also implies, to
giveanexamplefrom ROTHENBERG, 19 that 'modern (non-Faustian)man should
make hischoice of a wife between two women on the basisof which of the two
he prefers, and not be unduly influenced by the fact that what he would really
prefer is Helen of Troy.' But such an irrelevant alternative may very well influence his choice and also, therefore, the condition may be too restrictive.
The analysis of whether a condition isacceptable issubtle. What isclear is that
the conditions as originally postulated by Arrow are too restrictive for general
analysis of political decision-making.

7.4. THE NEED FOR A POSITIVE APPROACH
ARROW'S conditions are value judgments and, as such, much too specific
to lead to ameaningful aggregation. How then should weproceed in constructingthecommunity's social welfare function? As ROTHENBERG has pointed out,
findings in allied sciences like anthropology, sociology and social psychology
suggest that there are generally accepted values in a community from which
most other, more specific, values flow. The search according to ROTHENBERG
isthusfor ageneralization about the valuation rulesofthe population at large;
that is,for the values which are strategic inthat they form amatrix from which
most other values in the community flow. ROTHENBERG adds that this value
consensus should be derived from the social decision-making process and that
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'a Social Welfare Function is acceptable only when it accurately describes a
social decision-making process for which there exists in the observable real
world a matrix-value consensus supporting it.' 20
BERGSON disagrees with ROTHENBERG on this latter point and feels that the
welfare economist should only refer to prevailing values and not to social
decisions since the former may or may not be expressed in social decisions. He
points out that, 'carried to its logical extreme, ROTHENBERG'S analysis actually
leaves welfare economics devoid of both ethics and counselling. What is there
for the welfare economist to do but count ballots if the collective choices are
taken asdata?' 2 1 BERGSON appears to beverymuch afraid that individuals will
not always choose consistently in the light of their own values when complex
social questions are involved and sees the principal task of the welfare economist as one of counselling individuals. If the objective isto counsel any and all
citizens at the same time, then the counsel should be based on the values held
in common. If the objective is to counsel individual citizens, then one should
take as data in counselling the person in question. The welfare economist may
wish to consider his own values in the counselling but, as a social scientist, he
should make his own values explicit. If there is disagreement on values, the
extent of the disagreement is a matter for enquiry and the welfare economist
maythenevencriticizetheindividuallyheldvalues.Thus,accordingto BERGSON,
welfare economics includes valuecriticism and it is,therefore, necessarily of an
ethical nature. A frequent topic of concern for economic analysis is whether
utilities areempirically comparable. But thisisnot therelevant question. What
we should be looking for is the common dimensional unit, and '... just as the
common dimensional unit of apples and nuts is found in utility, the common
dimensional unit of utilities is found in the welfare of Social Man.' 2 2
We very much tend to agree with BERGSON. Social questions are complex
and thesocialdecision-making processmayoften givewronganswers. ROTHENBERG'S position that the social welfare function should be derived from an empirical analysis of social decisions, therefore, does not appear justified as a
general rule. In every community, there are prevailing general values and in
constructing the social welfare function, one should go beyond the individual
values to discover it. In trying to do so, one should not, of course, follow the
noted economist who, as BAUMÖL 23 reported, asked the Chief Minister of a
lesser developed country for a description of the country's social welfare function. Prevailing valuescan and should befound byexperiments, interviews and
analysis of social decisions, writings and actions of politicians, economists,
community leaders and the public at large. In all of this, good common sense
isjust as important as theoretical insight.
Wediffer with BERGSONonthecounsellingfunction ofthewelfare economist.
Whilst there is no doubt that welfare criteria are ethical in nature, it seems too
much to suppose that the welfare economist is also a thought leader in ethics.
The welfare economist may, ofcourse, use other values- even his own values to investigate to what thiswould lead to for an individual or a community, but
he should not criticize. However ethical the welfare economist may be, who
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isheto say that his thoughts are right?
A very important task of the welfare economist is to discern the prevailing
values of a community and how they change over time, to define norms based
on suchvalues for operational work, and to point out inconsistencies that may
occur in operational work due to confusion, ignorance or a misunderstanding
of basic value precepts. Herewith we have come to the two basic questions in
connection with this study. Does income distribution count in a Government's
investment decision and, if so,can such considerations be expressed in a form
which makes it suitable for decision-making at a lower level? As mentioned
before, webelieve the answer to the first question isclear. When welook at the
typesofprojects that Governments areimplementing,weseethat many of them
have as their sole objective the raising of the income levels of certain groups of
beneficiaries. Sometimes, some trade-off between output increases and improvement in income distribution seems to be accepted. Even in a competitive
economy such as the USA, HAVEMAN found that equity considerations play a
role. Of some 147 water resource development projects in the ten southern
states - the nation's lowest income region - some 50percent had an economic
rate of return of less than 5.5 percent. 24 In the developing countries we frequently find that in land settlement projects smallholder land isnot as efficient
as plantations. In irrigation projects water charges are often not levied, or the
water is distributed over so many smallholdings that clearly a higher output
could be achieved by concentrating the available water on a more limited
number of smallholdings. Preference is often given to investment in roads in
underdeveloped areas although the rates of return may be lower than if the
investment took place in a developed area. The strategy of directing industry
to lessdeveloped regionsisalsoclearlybased on income distribution considerations. And so on.
Income redistribution objectives are thus important; many would say of
overriding importance. Recently, the belief that the pursuit of national income
growth alone is not enough has received more emphasis. 25 As MCNAMARA,
President of the World Bank, has stated: 'Despite a decade of unprecedented
increase in the gross national product of the developing countries, the poorest
segment of their populations have received little benefit. Nearly 800 million
individuals - 40 percent out of a total of two billion - survive on incomes estimated (in U.S. purchasing power) at 30cents per day, in conditions of malnutrition,illiteracyandsqualor.Theyaresuffering povertyintheabsolute sense.' 26
In general we might say then that the search isnot one for economic growth
alone but for growth in which the benefits of growth are equitably distributed
in accordance with some prevailing distributional criterion. Assuming that this
iscorrect, itisnotjustified tobaseproject evaluation criteria ontheobjective of
maximizing output without considering the distributional aspects of output
increases.
We come now to the second question, which we may rephrase as follows.
Isit possible to draw up an objective function that should be maximized which
includes income distribution aspects? We believe it is, but wish to add immeMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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diately that certain assumptions are necessary which are, to a certain extent,
speculative. The function we have in mind is not an aggregation of individual
utilities wewillshow that thiscannot becorrect but asocialwelfare function
which assumes that there is indeed a value consensus in the community as
regards what an equitable income distribution should be. Our present state of
knowledge is such that it is inevitable that the income distribution weights we
will propose are speculative. However, if weindeed wish to proceed further in
this field, we should be willing to accept this. Sensitivity testing of the weights
can show whether the proposed decision rules should be applied with caution.
Our function assumes that efficiency counts. A substantial part of our review,
therefore, will be concerned with whether there will be a trade-off between
growth and equity.
Incomedistribution mayhaveintertemporal aswellasinterpersonal aspects.
In manycountries wefindthat thegrowthrate ofnational incomeisconsidered
inadequate or, in other words, that the distribution of income over time needs
to be improved. In Chapter 8we will review this matter. Chapter 9will discuss
how the interpersonal distribution aspects can be incorporated in benefit-cost
analysis.
It may be asked why this study emphasizes the growth and equity aspects of
social welfare since there are, of course, other dimensions of social welfare.
Most plans set targets such as reducing the rate of inflation, obtaining selfsufficiency incertain products,improving thebalance ofpayments,and raising
employment. As regards inflation, benefit-cost analysis is clearly not the right
instrument withwhichtocombat inflation problems.Self-sufficiency objectives
have been discussed in this essay:they are determined at a higher level of the
planning process and should be taken as given to the project evaluator so that
the analysis becomes a cost effectiveness analysis. As regards the objectives of
improving the balance of payments and increasing employment, we believe
these are inherently the same as the objectives of growth and equity. In other
words, balance of payments and employment objectives are derived from the
principal objectives of increasing income and improving the distribution of
income at least cost to the economy.
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8. I N T E R T E M P O R A L I N C O M E D I S T R I B U T I O N A S P E C T S

8.1. THE CONCEPT OF A SOCIAL DISCOUNT RATE

Under conditions of perfect competition, the market interest rate equates
individuals' marginal time preferences with the marginal rate of return on
investment. But, in the real world capital markets have many 'imperfections'.
Corporate and personal incometaxes,riskelements,government interventions,
limited access to capital markets and monopoly elements arejust a few of the
many factors that drive a wedge between the time productivity of capital (the
rates of return) and lenders' time preference rates.In Chapter 3weargued that
when investments are optimal for the country as a whole, the opportunity cost
of capital to the Government should be measured by the rates of return foregone in the private sector. This argumentation is valid under the stipulated
condition. However, it may be possible that the investments of the country as
a whole are considered suboptimal, and several writers have argued that in
such a case public sector investment decisions should not be based on rates of
return foregone in the private sector, but on a discount rate - which we shall
callthesocialdiscount rate- that takesinto account that investments should be
promoted.
KRUTILLA and ECKSTEIN proposed, asdiscussed in Chapter 3,that the social
discount rate should be equal to the estimated time preference rates of the suppliers of capital to the Government, and estimated the value of the social discount rate to be between 5 and 6percent in the United States. However, in a
subsequent study, ECKSTEIN1 revised his former position and argued that the
estimate had no normative significance because it was based on the mistaken
assumption that only the individual time preferences of the present generation
count for intertemporal decisions. This is, of course, a familiar argument that
had already been postulated a long time before by PIGOU.
In his monumental work on the economics of welfare, PIGOU stated 2 that
there are two reasons for rejecting individuals' time preferences. The first is
that we seefuture pleasures on a diminished scale, even though they may be of
the same magnitude as our present satisfaction. As a result, people will often
devote themselves to satisfying a present want now rather than a larger one
several years hence. Second:'Our desire for future satisfaction would often be
lessintensethan for present satisfaction, becauseitisverylikelythat the future
satisfaction will not be our own.' In other words, in making our present decisions we do not count the preferences of the unborn generation. PIGOU and
ECKSTEIN feel, therefore, that the time preferences of the present generation
should be rejected as a basis for collective intertemporal decision-making.
Regarding the first part of PIGOU'S argumentation, wewilldiscussin Section
8.2 that there are perfectly good reasons for an individual or a country to have
a time preference rate, and that it is unfair to treat this as a kind of 'myopia.'
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Regarding the second part of PiGOu's argumentation, it should be noted that
almost every country shows some growth in per capita incomes. Hence, in
general, the future generation will be richer than the present, and one may
question, therefore, whether the preferences of the future generation should
be counted. In many countries we see that funds are transferred from the rich
to the poor and similarly it might seem logical to reduce the rate of transfer of
funds to the future rather than to increase it.
PIGOU'S and ECKSTEIN'S argument that the time preference of the present
generation should be rejected isunfortunate because it may lead to rejection of
citizens' sovereignty in favor of an authoritarian social welfare function3.
However, in many cases we seethat democratic governments are indeed trying
toincreasethesavingsrate oftheircountries.Development plansinclude target
growth rates and investment programs designed to reach them. Hence, we
should accept the possibility that prevailing social values, as expressed in a
socialwelfare function which recognizescitizen sovereignty, may indeed reflect
the view that the consumption-investment division of the community's income
is not optimal.
We may illustrate this possibility with the help of Figure 8.1.The curve AB
represents the possibility in the economy of transferring present consumption
goodsintonextyear'sconsumption goods.Supposewefind ourselvesat a point
like C. If we denote the slope of the transformation curve at C by 1+ q, then
the marginal rate of return which investments earn in that situation isq. Total
consumption in the economy will be OD, and total investments DB. The
marginal investment close to D willearn q,but intra-marginalinvestments will
earn more, so that the total investments DB will produce CD in future consumption goods. Under conditions of perfect competition, the market interest
rate - and there would be only one market interest rate- would be the same as
theopportunity cost ofcapital qand therewould be an equilibrium situation in
the sense that lenders' time preference rates would equal the time productivity
ofcapital. Itisstillpossible,however,that thesocialwelfare function expressing
the collective preference as to the division of national income between consumption and investment indicates that investments are not optimal. Let the
social welfare function be represented by a set of indifference curves W. Then,
at point C,the slopeoftheindifference curve,asdepicted bydd, isequal to one
plus the socialdiscount rate. Hence, more consumption goods should betransferred to the future than takes place in accordance with the market interest
rate q.
Thus, even under conditions of perfect competition, the market interest rate
maynot represent theoptimal interestrate.Thisisnot surprising, sincewehave
seen already that such questions astowhether there isan optimal interpersonal
distribution of national income can only be answered by referring to a social
welfare function. Similarly, the optimum of the intertemporal distribution of
national income can also only befound byconsidering prevailing social values.
In Figure 8.1,the optimum point would be at F, where the social indifference
curve is tangent to the transformation curve.
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FIGURE 8.1.

How then can weproceed from a position likeCtothe optimal point F? The
point C is characterized by high consumption and a low rate of investment.
Traditional economic theory prescribes that Government should move from
C to F bycurtailing consumption bymeans of, for instance, increasing taxes on
consumption ;by tax breaks stimulating investment such asextra depreciation
allowances;or by an easy money policy using open market operations by the
Central Bank. These fiscal and monetary policies would result in a lowering of
the opportunity cost of capital in successive time periods and finally lead to a
position where the consumption-investment ratio would be in agreement with
collective preferences. There would, therefore, be no need to take the social
discount rate into account for publicinvestment decisions because the discount
rate would be determined by the projected opportunity cost of capital rates 4 .
However, proponents of the social discount rate approach to benefit-cost
analysis - as elaborated in the UNIDO Guidelines and the OECD Manual contend that governments often will not be able, because of political constraints, to apply appropriate fiscal and monetary policies, and that in such
acasetheonlywaytoproceed from Cto F ischoosingmorelonger-life projects
than would be undertaken under the opportunity cost of capital approach.
Both the UNIDO Guidelines and the OECD Manual develop a special investment algorithm to ensure that this capital deepening will indeed take place.
The UNIDO and OECD approaches are both of current operational significance and deservefurther scrutiny. Wewill,therefore, focus for the remainder
ofthischapter onthetwoapproacheswiththeobjective ofrevealing avariety of
dichotomies and inconsistencies that would be involved in their operational
application and with a view towards arriving at our own recommendations.
Section 8.2 will review how UNIDO and OECD propose to estimate the social
discount rate, and Sections8.3 and 8.4willdiscuss theoperational implications
oftheproposed criteria.Finally,Section 8.5willcriticallyreviewthe approaches
from an immanent point of view.
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8.2. THE VALUE OF THE SOCIAL DISCOUNT RATE

Both the OECD Manual and UNIDO Guidelines maintain that there exist
direct relationships between the social discount rate, on the one hand, and the
elasticity of the marginal utility of consumption and the rate of growth of per
capita consumption (UNIDO) and the pure time preference rate (OECD), on
the other hand. The first of the recent writers who pointed out the usefulness
of such relationships in connection with public investment decisions was again
ECKSTEIN, 5 but the theory dates back to RAMSEY'S classic paper of 1928 on
optimal savings,6 and has recently been discussed extensively in this connection. 7 Rather than repeating the mathematical exposition of the theory, we
will try to clarify the concepts by analyzing in detail the individual consumer's
consumption-investment decision.
The most elementary form of consumer equilibrium is characterized by the
condition that the consumer equalizes the marginal utility per dollar spent on
different commodities. The underlying premise is that the more a consumer
consumes ofagood, thelessishismarginal utility. The timeelement is brought
in if we, similarly, accept that a consumer discounts the future utility of a unit
ofconsumption, i.e.,that heattacheslessutilityto afuture unit of consumption
than to a present unit.
A consumer's consumption-saving decision can be expressed in terms of
benefit-cost analysis. Consider Figure 8.2. Assuming that the consumer consumes his entire income, then the marginal utility of the last dollar spent on
consumption may be represented by OA. Every dollar that is withdrawn from
presentconsumption, i.e.,saved,willbevalued byhim atan increasingly higher
marginal utility because his present consumption is decreasing. Thus, if we
denotethepresent marginal utilityofadollarsavedbyu0,thenevery subsequent
dollar saved will have a higher u0 as indicated by the curve ACE. Let us look
now at what happens with the saved dollars. Since the consumer can invest a
dollar at the interest rate iwhich he faces- aconstant for him- hewillreceive /
periods from now (1 + /')' dollars per dollar saved or expressed in continuous
compounding terms e" dollars. 8 However, the utility of a dollar which the
consumer will receive in period t may be quite different from the utility of a
present dollar because, for instance, he may have become much richer. If we
denote thefuture utility ofadollar by w<, then wecan denote theconsumer's future utilityperdollar savedbyut-e" becauseoftheinterest hereceives. Further,
as discussed, the consumer will discount that future utility by his time preference rate which we denote byp, and the present value of the future utility is
thusi/,-e ( '" p ) '.
Since the consumer's future marginal utility curve isdownward sloping, the
present worth ofthefuture utility ofeach subsequent dollar saved willdecrease,
asindicated bycurve BCF.An equilibrium position willbereached at the point
C, where u0 ---- ut-e('~p)t, or in words, where the present utility of a dollar of
consumption foregone equals the time preference discounted value of that
dollar's interest-compounded future utility.
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FIGURE 8.2.

Present value of
marginal utility
B

Savings

The consumer willthus saveOD dollars when theinterest rate isi.The curve
BCF will move to the right when the interest rate increases and more will be
saved and will move to the left inducing lower savings when the interest rate
decreases. This analysis also allows for consumers who will not save at all
because their time preference rate isso high that the curve BCF willbe outside
the savings quadrant so that they borrow funds. For each consumer, a savings
curvecan beconstructed showing the savingsofthat consumer asa function of
the interest rate. Summation for all savers will produce the savings curve for
thecountry asawhole and intersection ofthat curvewiththedemand curve for
capital will show the savings of the country.
So far, the classical theory. Suppose now that our consumer represents the
community as a whole and that his consumption equals the per capita consumption of the community. Then his marginal utility urefers to the marginal
utility of per capita consumption. Furthermore, we may assume, since our
consumer speaks for the community, that he knows the value of the social
discount rate d. Then the equilibrium position will be represented by the formula Uo ==ut- e(d~p)' or, alternatively ut = u0e~(d~p)'. From this it follows that
the rate of decrease of marginal utility over time must equal p - d. Thus
(du/dt)/u = p - d. For (du/dt)/u we may write:
dcjdt

du/dt fdu/dt
dc/d/

Thebracketed expression intheformula representstheelasticityofthe marginal
utility of consumption with respect to per capita consumption, and the last
term represents the growth rate of per capita consumption. The value of the
marginal utility of consumption can, of course, only be found if we know the
marginal utility function showing theconsumer's marginal utility asa function
of his 'richness.' One such function9 would beu = (bjcf where bis a constant
representing base level consumption, c is the actual consumption level of the
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consumer and, as is well known, a is the elasticity of the marginal utility of
consumption with respect to consumption. 10 If we denote the growth rate of
percapitaconsumption byg,itfollows that: (du/dt)/u = p — d = — ag,so that
d = ag + p. Or in words, the social discount rate must equal the sum of the
pure time preference rate and the decrease over time of the marginal utility of
per capita consumption - expressed asthe product of its elasticity with respect
to per capita consumption and the growth rate of per capita consumption.
This formula is intuitively easy to understand. If the marginal utility of consumption decreases over time at the rate ag + p, then future consumption
should be discounted at this rate to find its present value.
Let us review now how the various writers have used this formula. ECKSTEIN 11 assumes that the elasticity of the marginal utility of consumption (a)
liesbetween 0.5 and 2.O.12 Hence with agrowth rate of percapita consumption
of, say, 2 percent - in his opinion a not unreasonable figure for developing
countries - the value of ag varies from 1.0 to 4.0 percent. Regarding the pure
time preference rate, ECKSTEIN suggeststhat itcanbecomputed from mortality
statistics. Any individual should prefer a consumption plan that stresses early
years to a plan that stresses later years, since the probability of survival is
greater in the earlier years. 13 For consumption one year after the present, the
time preference rate is equal to the probability of not surviving the next year.
ECKSTEIN found that the probabilities of not surviving the next year for a country likeIndia vary from 1 to 5percent overarange of ages,whichincludes most
of the population. Hence, there appears to be a perfectly rational explanation
for individuals' time preferences. ECKSTEIN then discusses whether planners
should take individual pure time preferences into account. On the one hand,
society goes on forever and ignoring individuals' pure time preferences may
well be in the long-run interest of society. On the other hand, ignoring individuals' preferences implies a dictatorial social welfare function. Moreover,
there isevidencethat thepeople indeveloping countries prefer projects yielding
immediate benefits to projects yielding benefits at a later stage - such as large
scale construction works. In ECKSTEIN'S opinion, the choice of the social discount rate remains essentially a value judgment. There are objective factors
that enter into the choice, such as the values of a,g and p, but these must be
combined with value judgments.
The OECD Manual suggests that the social discount rate should be set at
4 or 5 percent. In its first example, the Manual assumes that a = 2.0, g = 2
percent and/? = 0 percent, so that the social discount rate equals 4 percent. 14
In its second example, the Manual distinguishes between workers in the traditional and inthemodern sectorand assumesthat theelasticity ofthe marginal
utilityofconsumption variesfrom 3.0forthelow-paidworkersinthe traditional
sectorto0.67for thehigh-paid workersinthemodern sector. Astypical annual
income growth rates for the two sectors are 0.5 and 1.8 percent, respectively,
therateoffall overtimeofthemarginalutilityofconsumption inthetwo sectors
will be 1.5 and 1.2 percent per annum, respectively. Postulating that there is a
pure time preference rate of around 2.5 percent, the Manual suggests that the
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social discount rate cannot assume a higher value than about 5percent.15
The UNIDO Guidelines sees the social discount rate as being determined
solely by txg and does not pay any attention to the pure time preference rate,
presumably because of the 'myopia' of individuals. It states explicitly that the
determination of the social discount rate is a valuejudgment. However, since
'it is unlikely that the political process, such as it is presently, is capable of
quantitative articulation of such valuejudgments as the elasticity of marginal
utility embodies,' 16 the UNIDO Guidelines recommends that the social discount rate, like redistribution weights, be treated as an unknown in project
formulation and evaluation. The hope isthat by focusing policymakers' attention on the relevant social choices, the weights will eventually become known.
Is there anything that can be added to all this? It has been shown 17 that an
intertemporal utilitytheory isnot possiblewithout considering atthe same time
arateofpuretimepreference. Thiscanbestbedemonstrated asfollows. Assume
that theeconomy ison anoptimal growth path.Then, asiscustomary in growth
theory, we may treat wages - expressed in terms of used-up consumption
goods- as interest on the 'capitalized valueoflabor.' Hence,wemay define the
value of the capital stock as the sum of the discounted value of consumption
from zero to infinity, and this is presented by:
K„- lCte~d'àt

=

C„je-(d-g)'-dt

If d = g, this expression will be infinite, which obviously cannot be correct.
Becaused = ag + p, itfollows that ifa --- 1 theremust beapure time preference
ratep in order to have a finite value for the capital stock.
Let us assume now that/? = o, but that a =/= 1.Integration of the expression
is then possible because d =ƒ= g and the formula for the capital stock is then
Ko = C„/(d - g). However, ifp = o and a < 1, it is readily seen from d -ag + p that d < g so that the value of K0 will be negative. Obviously, this
cannot be correct and we may, therefore, conclude that in this case also p
should be positive. This could also be illustrated by considering savings. The
equation for K0 may be written as d- K„ — C0 + g-K0, from which follows,
because Y0 ~ C„ + h and d- K„=--• Y0, the well-known growth theory formula
that the optimal proportion of income saved s —I0/Y0 = g-K„/d-K0 = g/d.
Substituting the value of d, this formula may be written as s = g/(ccg+ p).
Hence, ifp = o, and a < 1,we would arrive at the untenable result that more
than present consumption should be saved. Thus, if a < 1, there must be a
positive pure time preference rate p to get a finite value for the capital stock
and a savings ratio of less than 1.
Let us turn now to the case where a > 1.Then, ifp = o, d would be larger
than g and integration is possible. However, it is useful here to consider the
total utility function. Integration of the marginal utility of consumption
function u =- (b/C)", gives two total utility functions:
U ---- bxlnC + A for a =1, and
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— C~(*-A) for a •/=1.
a -1
where ^ and Z are constants of integration. Consideration of the second
equation shows that when a > 1, total utility approaches Z - the bliss level when C assumes large values. Since G = C0- e9', so that Ct{y~a) = C0- (1~°°eiB~xg)\ the discounted value of the utility at a certain time t is:
U- Z

"

ç (1-ot).

e(g-ag)t

a—I
Z e~p' -

"

-C ( 1 ~ a ) -

(d g)t

e~

~

The integralofthisfrom zerotoinfinity isthepresentvalueofthetotal expected
utility. So long as d > g, the negative term will have a finite value. However,
Ze~p' will only be finite ifp is positive. Because it is total utility that must be
maximized and onecannot maximize something whichisinfinite, itisclear that
in the case a > 1 the pure time preference rate must also have a positive value.
Thus, in all cases, whether a < \, ^ 1 or > 1,there must be a positive pure
time preference rate.As aresult, thesocialdiscount rate cannot have extremely
low values. As regards the pure time preference rate, we would be surprised if
it were, say, lower than 5 percent. If a == 1, which, as discussed in the next
Chapter, isprobably theminimum value itcan assume for low-income groups,
which represent the bulk of the population, and the growth rate of per capita
income is about 2 - 3 percent, which is normal for developing countries, then
the socialdiscount rate willbe about seven toeight percent. Ifoneisnot willing
to accept this and wishes to use alower time preference rate and alower a, then
the social discount rate would still probably not be lower than about five percent.
Various objections can be raised to the intertemporal utility analysis used
above. The use of marginal utility ofconsumption curves with constant elasticity is mathematically convenient, but there is no reason why the curves must
take this form. In addition, it is unrealistic to assume that the intertemporal
optimum position is determined by equating the present marginal utility foregone with the discounted value of the marginal utility at a certain future time.
In reality, one does not normally give up present consumption for an increase
in future consumption in a certain year, but for a flow of consumption in the
future. 18 No satisfactory way of handling these problems has yet been devised.
The theory which was presented here is, therefore, incomplete and presents
only a partial description of reality. Furthermore, as will be discussed in the
last section of this Chapter, we doubt seriously the validity of using a single
discount rate for thecommunity as awhole. In the next two sections, however,
wewillfollow the literature initsuseof asingle socialdiscount rate and willsee
where this leads us.
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8.3. THE SHADOW PRICE OF INVESTMENT CONCEPT

As was briefly mentioned, the first of the recent writers who proposed to
basepublicinvestment decisionson asocialdiscount ratelowerthan the market
interestrate was ECKSTEIN. However, ECKSTEIN was well aware of the dangers
of such an approach, i.e., that a naive use of a low cut-off rate would justify
many projects of little economic value. He, therefore, makes the following
suggestion: 'I propose the following compromise, which is designed to preserve the long-time perspective of the federal program, yet would assure that
only projects are undertaken in which capital yieldsasgreat a valueas it would
in its alternative employments:let theGovernment usea relatively low interest
rate for the design and evaluation of projects, but let projects be considered
justified only if the benefit-cost ratio is well in excess of l.O.' 19
In the study just quoted, ECKSTEIN seems to feel that in the United States
thesocialdiscount rate- d- isabout 2^2to3percent,andthattherateofreturn
in the private sector - q- is about 6percent. It may be remarked immediately
that ECKSTEIN'S estimate of the return in the private sector appears rather low
compared with those in most other studies. Be that as it may, ECKSTEIN uses
the above quoted values of dand q. He assumes that investment and operating
costs of the different projects are to be borne by the Government budget and
hethen shows that atypical Government project with an economic life of 50 to
100years must have a B/C ratio of about 1.3 if it is to produce a rate of return
of 6 percent when its benefits are discounted at 3percent. ECKSTEIN proposes
that this ratio of 1.3 should be used asthecut-off B/C ratio for all Government
projects.
What ECKSTEIN has done is to put a shadow price on Government investments sothat all Government projects should be evaluated in accordance with
the norm:
n

n

(1.03)'

n

/~<

,= i ( 1 . 0 3 ) '

It may immediately be pointed out that ECKSTEIN'S criterion discriminates
against projects with a short economic life for such projects must earn substantially more than sixpercent to pass the 1.3cut-off test.Thiscan most easily
be shown ifweusein thecalculation of the shadow price ofinvestment the N/K
ratio which we believe is more in line with reality than the B/C ratio. 20 If we
calculate the shadow price of investment {Pi„v) for a project with a very long
economic life as ECKSTEIN suggests, say 100years or more for simplicity's sake,
the value of Pi„v —0.06/0.03 = 2. Hence, in case of constancy of benefits,
ECKSTEIN'S criterion is NACiiqi > 2 K which can be written for the marginal
project as: ^/INAÜ^J, --^K. The internal rate of return criterion is:NAa^r = K.
Thus, for the marginal project :72*173 = aa\T. Hence, wecan calculate r which
has been done below for a few projects with different economic lives. As the
Table shows, the economic internal rates of return varyvinversely with project
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TABLE8.2. Minimum internal rates of return of projects according to Eckstein's criterion.
(Pi™ = 2)

Project Life
00

years
50years
25years
10years

6.0%
7.6%
10.5%
19.5%

life. In practice this means that under ECKSTEIN'S criterion Governments will
mainly undertake projects with long lives so that it can be expected that the
capital structure of a country will be deepened.
While ECKSTEIN'S criterion was principally designed to preserve the efficiency of the federal program and the capital-deepening effect appeared as a
byproduct,otherwriterssawthiseffect astheprincipaljustificationfor applying
the criterion. It became, therefore, necessary to justify the criterion on theoretical grounds, rather than to base iton a suggestion. SEN, STEINER, MARGLIN
and FELDSTEIN 21 have cast the benefit-cost analysis of public projects in terms
of consumption created or foregone and have tried therewith to provide the
theoretical foundation for the ECKSTEIN proposal. The benefit of a project
should be measured in terms of the consumption it generates; its cost in terms
of the consumption it foregos. MARGLIN, particularly, has written extensively
about the social discount rate concept, and it may, therefore, be useful to
review the concept as it appeared in his 1967 book on Public Investment
Criteria 22 and in the 1972 UNIDO Guidelines 23 which he coauthored.
The concept as such isrelatively simple. The basic principle to remember is
thatconsumption istobetaken asthenuméraire.Supposethattherateof return
intheprivate sectorisqpercent andthat thisrate ofreturn isentirely consumed.
It then follows immediately that, if the public project displaces private investment, theshadow priceofpublicinvestment isqjd, wheredrepresentsthe social
discount rate at whichconsumption istobevalued.Assumethat the ppportunity cost of capital - the rate of return in the private sector - is 12.5percent and
that the socialdiscount rate hasthe value of 5.0percent. Then the shadow price
of public investment is 2.5. Hence, the present worth of the benefits of the
government project should be 150percent higher than the present value of the
investments where both present values are calculated at the social discount
rate of 5.0 percent. Or, expressed as a formula:

y _ * ? — > 2.5 £ —K±—
.=1 (1 + d)'

,=i (1 + d)'

However, the rate of return in the private sector isnever entirely consumed,
part of it is reinvested. MARGLIN has shown 24 that then the shadow price of
investment - Pi„v- can berepresented bytheformula (q — sq)/(d - sq), where
5isthereinvested part, i.e.,themarginal savingscoefficient oftheprivate sector.
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The proof is easy to follow. The numerator q - sq represents that part of the
returns that will immediately be consumed. The remainder sqwill immediately
be reinvested. However, sincesq will produce an annual return, it should also
be valued at the shadow price of investment. The annual return from a dollar
of investment is thus (q - sq) + Pi„vsq. Since the present value ofthat annual
return must be equal to Pi„v, we have
Pi„v ^ —
p

—

" ^ which when solved for Pinv reduces to:

q - sq

i inv

a - sq
Thus, ifq 12.5percent, d 5percent and s 20percent, the shadow price
of publicinvestment is(12.5 - 2.5)1(5- 2.5) = 4.0and any public investment
should be valued at a premium of 300 percent.
Let us illustrate the principle with an example using the shadow price of
investment found above. Assume that the public investments are 100 and the
annual returns - for simplicity's sake in perpetuity - are 12.5.Assume that of
those particular returns, 20 percent will be reinvested. What is then the social
rate of return of the project? Consider the following cost-benefit stream:
TABLE 8.3.

Yr. 0
Costs
Investment
Premium on Investment (300%)

100
300

Social Value of Investment

400

Annually Yrs 1thru °o

Net Benefits
Consumption Part of Benefits
Investment Part of Benefits
Premium on Ivestment Part (300%)

10.0
2.5
7.5

Social Value of Benefits

20.0

The social rate of return is20/400 = 5percent and equal to the social discount
rate. This result is, of course, not very surprising because the values of the
benefit stream are exactly the same as those used for the calculation of the
shadow price of investment.
Following the procedures outlined above for estimating the social rate of
return of a project, we may write the general criterion for acceptance/rejection
of a Government project as:

(8.1.) X
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iVr (1 - S*) + NtS* Pi,

(1 + d)'

> KPu
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where s* isthe invested part of the net benefits and as before TVisnet benefits,
Pinv is the shadow price of investments, d is the social discount rate, and K is
the present value of the investments, found by discounting at the rate d.
Before proceeding further we must mention that MARGLIN in the UNIDO
Guidelines also mentions briefly that the resources required for public investment may come out of consumption rather than alternative investment. 25 It
is stated that in such a case, the righthand side of formula 8.1 should read
K (ainv Pi„v + acons) rather than K Pinv, where ain" and acons represent the proportionsofprivateinvestment and privateconsumption displaced, respectively.
However, the Guidelines do not consider this possibility further 26 and seem to
assume that the funds for the Government investment come entirely from
foregone private investments. The same assumption is implicity made in the
OECD Manual. We will discuss this matter further in Section 8.5.
Finally, we may mention that the OECD Manual does not follow the approach outlined above but that it takes savings instead of consumption as the
numéraire. Since the present value of the consumption generated by $ 1 of
investment is ƒ*,•„,,,the value of a dollar of present consumption expressed in
terms of savings is \jPmv Furthermore, the benefits of a project are not discounted at the socialdiscount rate d- which the Manual callsthe consumption
rate of interest - but at a so-called investment or accounting rate of interest
a.21 The use of this accounting rate of interest is necessary because under the
OECD approach savings are used as the numéraire. Hence, the discount rate
to be used - the accounting rate of interest - should be the rate at which the
weighton savingsrelative toconsumption falls overtime.Intermsofa formula,
the relationship between a and d may be written as:
a, = dt H

—

-

'

Pinv(t)

In words,this formula tellsusthat theaccounting rate ofinterest isequal to the
consumption rate of interest plus the rate of fall over time of the premium on
savings. Thus, only if Pi„v is constant over time will the accounting rate of
interest be equal to the social discount rate.
The difference between the OECD approach and UNIDO formula 8.1 may
be illustrated with a simple example. 28 Consider a two period cost-benefit
stream. Then the OECD criterion is:
Ni (1 - s*) , .r *

+ ftlS*

Pinvil)

^ K

(1+a)
For the above formula of the accounting rate of interest we may also write 29:
( 1 + a « ) - (!+</«)•

Pinv(t)
Pinv ( ( + 1 )

Substituting this into the OECD formula, we get
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Ni (l-

s*) + Ni s*Pinvii) ^ r

(iT^)

p

>**-«•>

Thisisthesameasthe UNIDO formula 8.1whichassumesthat thevalueofP,„„
is constant over time. The OECD Manual is, of course, quite right that over
time Pinv should assume lower values so that eventually Pi„v = 1when indeed
an optimum savings situation has been reached. Also, the social discount rate
for discounting the benefits of period t is then not (1 + d) but (1 + d\) ...
(1 + dt-i) (1 + d,). However, the Manual gives no guidance as to how the
successive discount rates should be determined. In fact, in all its case studies it
assumes a constant shadow price of investment and a constant discount rate.
TheOECD Manual alsoderivesashadow priceofinvestment by considering
reinvestments. However, the Manual emphasizes that within areasonable time
period - itsexamples are 10years and 20years- consumption and investment
will be equally desirable. Its standard formula is, therefore, different from the
standard UNIDO formula, which assumes that the relevant parameters d, q,
andsremain unchanged overtime. 30 Itshould benoted that theOECD Manual
makes an error 31 in deriving Pi„v and that in our annotation it should be presented by: 32
Pinv ==

Ü + *?) r \(q-sq){\

(1 + d)T j

+d)

(sq- d)

I _ (q - sq) (1 + d)

j

(sq- d)

The OECD formula willlead to much lower valuesfor Pi„v than the UNIDO
formula. For instance, if weuse values of q = 12.5percent, d = 5percent and
s = 20percent, and if we take Tat 20years asOECD suggests,then the OECD
shadow price of investment will be 2.2, while UNIDO's value is 4.0. Two
different assumptions underly these formulas. The UNIDO approach assumes
that the Government faces severe constraints in expanding its budget so that
the optimum investment situation is a long way off. OECD assumes a more
flexible Government budget. It seems to us that the OECD assumption that it
takes only 10 to 20 years before the optimum investment level is reached, is
rather optimistic in that one could have made the same assumption 10 or 20
yearsagoasregards thepresent situation. The UNIDO assumption may, therefore, be more realistic.

8.4.

COMPARISON OF THE UNIDO AND OECD CRITERIA WITH THE
TRADITIONAL CRITERION

We have so far discussed the principles of the social discount rate approach
and how the various manuals propose to estimate the social discount rate and
theshadow price ofinvestment. It willnowbeuseful toanalyze what theconsequences are of the application of the social discount rate cum shadow price of
investmentcriterionintermsofthetraditionaleconomicrateofreturn criterion.
To analyze this matter wewill make the simplifying assumption that the net
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benefits ofthe project in question areconstant. Denoting asbefore the invested
part of the benefits by s*, the social discount rate cum shadow price of investment criterion for the marginal project is
N(l - s*)a„7d + Ns*PinVan-]d = KPinv

The internal rate of return criterion isNaiqr = K. Hence,it follows that for the
marginal projects:
unir -

(1 - s*)ag]d+ s*Pinvcinid
—
* inv

If we calculate the values of a^, for various values of agjd, Pinv and s*, we can
find the minimum internal rate of return which a project should have before
it qualifies for acceptance under the social rate of return criterion. It should
be noted that this minimum internal rate of return iscalculated in the conventional way, i.e., the benefit and cost streams do not include the shadow price
of investment.
We may illustrate the approach with two examples. What we are interested
in finding isthe economic internal rate of return of a Government project that
would just be accepted under the social rate of return criterion proposed by
UNIDO and OECD. Thus, if the social discount rate d is 5percent, then the
social internal rate of return of such a project should be 5 percent. Consider
thefollowing two cost-benefit streams.In both casesthe social internal rates of
returnoftheprojects are5percent,buttheeconomicinternal ratesofreturn are
9 percent and 19.6 percent, respectively.
The calculation illustrated inTable8.5 hasbeendonefor anumberof projects
with varying parameters. Consider Tables 8.6 and 8.7. We have taken the
previously used values for the opportunity cost of capital qof 12.5percent and
TABLE 8.5.

Project A
Project Life °°
Costsin Year 0
Investments
Premium on Investments (300%)
AnnualBenefitStream
Consumption Part of Benefits (60%)
Reinvestment Part of Benefits (40%)
Premium on Reinv. Benefits (300%)
Social Benefits
Social Internal Rate of Return
Economic Internal Rateof Return

100
300
400
5.4
3.6
10.8

Project B
Project Life 10years
100
300
400

19.8
5%
(from 19.8/400)

14.1
9.4
28.2
51.7
5%
(from 51.7 xaïir = 400)

9%
(from 9/100)

19.6%
(from 2 3 . 5 x ^ = 1 0 0 )
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for theoverall savings ratio of20percent. However, thesocialdiscount ratedis
assumed to take values of 5percent through 15.0percent. Table 8.6follows the
UNIDO approach in calculating Pinv, Table 8.7 the OECD approach. 33 With
the given values for q, s and d, the UNIDO values for Pinv are 0.8 through 4;
the OECD values 0.93 through 2.22. Both tables include three series of calculations. The first assumes that all the project benefits will be consumed (s* =
0 percent);the second that 20percent of thebenefits - the same asthe national
marginal savings rate will be invested (s* = 20 percent);and the third that
40percent ofthe benefits - a very high rate- willbeinvested (s* ~ 40 percent).
Let us analyze the tables for the cases d = q, d > q and d < q. As is to be
expected, each table shows that when d = q, then q- the opportunity cost of
capital - represents the cut-off rate. This case represents no special features
and we may turn, therefore, immediately to the other cases.
A seriesofinteresting conclusions can bedrawn when d < q.In allexamples,
the economic rates of return of the projects should be higher than d. But the
series s* = 0 percent has a higher cut-off rate of return than the series s* =
20 percent and the series s* =• 20 percent a higher cut-off rate than the series
s* = 40percent. In other words,thereisapenaltyon projects when the benefits
TABLE8.6. MinimuminternalratesofreturnofprojectsaccordingtoUNIDOIntertemporal
SocialAnalysis1.
= 0%

oo
OD
OO

oo

Project LifeinYears
50
25
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%

20%
20%
20%
20%

5%
7.5%
12.5%
15.0%

q

S

d

12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%

20%
20%
20%
20%

5%
7.5%
12.5%
15.0%

a

s

d

12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%

20%
20%
20%
20%

5%
7.5%
12.5%
15.0%

s* - =20%
T
CO

oo
oo
oo

s* ==40%
T
oo
oo
oo
oo

1

4
2
1
0.8

'inv

4
2
1
0.8

Jinv

4
2
1
0.8

20.0%
15.0%
12.5%
12.0%
oo

12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
oo

9.0%
10.7%
12.5%
13.0%

21.9%
15.4%
12.5%
12.0%

28.2% 54.7%
18.0% 26.4%
12.5% 12.5%
11.6% 9.5%

Project Life in Years
50
25
13.7%
12.8%
12.5%
12.5%

17.6%
14.4%
12.5%
12.2%

Project Life in Years
50
25
9.9%
11.0%
12.5%
13.0%

10

12.2%
12.1%
12.5%
12.8%

10
30.0%
20.5%
12.5%
10.5%
10
19.6%
16.2%
12.5%
11.5%

Formula:
(1 -

s*)aïïd +

S

tinv&n\d

Pi»„
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TABLE 8.7. Minimum internal rates of return of projects according to OECD Intertemporal
Social Analysis.1
s* = 0%
T
20
20
20
20

s

d

12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%

20%
20%
20%
20%

5%
7.5%
12.5%
15.0%

1

5

d

12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%

20%
20%
20%
20%

5%
7.5%
12.5%
15.0%

2.22
1.71
1.00
0.93

8.9%
11.2%
12.5%
14.1%

a

s

d

Pi»v

oo

12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%

20%
20%
20%
20%

5%
7.5%
12.5%
15.0%

2.22
1.71
1.00
0.93

7.5%
10.0%
12.5%
14.4%

s* = = 20%
T
20
20
20
20
s* = = 40%
T
20
20
20
20

oo

q

'inv

2.22
1.71
1.00
0.93

*inv

11.1%
12.8%
12.5%
13.9%
oo

Project Life in Years
50
25
12.1%
13.2%
12.5%
13.9%

15.3%
14.9%
12.5%
13.8%

10
26.0%
21.3%
12.5%
13.1%

Project Life in Years
50
25
9.7%
11.5%
12.5%
14.1%

11.9%
12.8%
12.5%
14.0%

10
19.1%
17.4%
12.5%
13.5%

Project Life in Years
50
25
8.0% 9.6%
10.2% 11.1%
12.5% 12.5%
14.4% 14.3%

10
14.2%
14.7%
12.5%
13.8%

Formula:
(1 - s*)aM + s*Pi,

• awid

In this Table, Ptnv has been calculated as per the OECD formula quoted in the main text,
except for the case that d = qwhere PmV hasbeen setat 1.OECD's value of Pi„vin this case
would beslightly higher than 1. Thisisduetothesimplifying assumptionwhichwasmadein
derivingtheOECDformulaforPi„vthattheconsumptionstreamisinstantaneously generated.

are consumed rather than invested. Second, the lowest cut-off rates are found
for projects with long lives. Hence, there is a penalty on projects with a short
life. All of these conclusions are to be expected if we accept the criteria.
However, both tables, in particular the UNIDO table, show surprising results.
For instance, the UNIDO approach implies that the Government should not
undertake a project with a short life of 10years and zero reinvestment unless
the project's rate of return is at least 54percent. In the OECD case the rate of
return should beatleast26percent.Thismeansthat unlessoneattaches weights
to the income increase of project beneficiaries, which would increase the rates
of return, such projects should not be undertaken. In practice, Governments
should thus not undertake projects for middle-income groups - the groups on
whose incomes no distributional weights can be placed. Thus Governments,
for instance, should never undertake a tube-well program or construct feeder
roads and the like for average income farmers.
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Let us now turn to the case where d > q. None of the manuals mention this
possibility, but it is quite possible - namely, if the investment program is considered too large- and wesee,therefore, no reason notto discussit. Both tables
show that the cut-off rates are lower than d. Furthermore, short-life projects
are favored and depending on the value of Pt„v, the cut-off rate may even be
lower than the opportunity cost of capital rate q (Table 8.6). Thus, tube-well
and feederroad programs would not even need to earn the opportunity cost of
capital rate q.
It thus appears that the social discount rate cum shadow price of investment
approach resultsindichotomies.In thecaseofd < q,wefind that Governments
should not undertake short-life projects for average income groups unless the
economic rate of return isextremely high. In the cases where d > q, short-life
projects do not even need to earn the opportunity cost of capital rate q. Regarding the first possibility, which is normally the case, we see of course that
Governments in developing countries undertake short-life projects. Regarding
thesecond possibility, wewould expectthat Governments would not undertake
short-life projects for average income groups if they intend to curtail their
investment programs. It is clear that something is wrong with the proposed
criteria and that the UNIDO and OECD analyses should be reconsidered. 34

8.5.

CRITICISM OF THE UNIDO AND OECD CRITERIA

Our criticism of the UNIDO and OECD criteria for investment planning
will be brief. We believe that the distribution of income between consumption
and investment is not the relevant concept for analyzing the intertemporal
income distribution problem, but that the correct concept should be the distribution of income between persons. In other words, we see the intertemporal
income distribution problem as a special aspect of the interpersonal income
distribution problem.Wewillillustratethisbyreviewingindetail(a)the shadow
price of investment ; (b) the so-called shadow wage rate; and (c) the social
discount rate.
To start our critical review of the shadow price of investment concept, it
may be useful to reconsider briefly the general formula for the acceptance of
a project:

(8.1.) ' f ^ l - ^ +
A
,%
(1 + d)'

W

^

^

The underlying assumption for Government projects with respect to the righthand side of the formula is that the Government investment displaces an
equivalent amount of private investment. Is this correct? The criterion seems
rather odd because in many developing countries, Government funds are ob188
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tainedfrom exportdutiesand import dutieswhichdisplaceprivate consumption
rather than private investment. It is worthwhile then to review the few cases
where the literature discusses the possibility that public investments displace
private consumption.
As mentioned in Section 8.3, MARGLIN mentions explicitly the possibility
that private consumption can be displaced. The right-hand side of (8.1)is then
K (amvPmv + acons) rather than K P,„„. However, it also seems that he does not
attach much importance to it. In the Harvard study 35 MARGLIN shows an
example where the amount of private investment displaced by each dollar of
public investment is 75 percent, so that the amount of private consumption
displaced is 25 percent. In an example in his Public Investment Criteria, 36 the
amount of private investment displaced hasrisen to 90percent. In the UNIDO
Guidelines the examples assume that public investment displaces only private
investment and not consumption, and one is led to believe that MARGLIN feels
that this must be true in approximation. 37 Why this should be so is nowhere
explained.
In the first edition ofhisbook MISHAN 3 8 seemsto feel that public investment
candisplaceprivateconsumption toaconsiderableextent.Hequotes MARGLIN'S
general displacement formula and then makes the distinction that the public
funds can be raised by taxes or by borrowing. In the latter case, he states that
theGovernment investment would displaceprivateinvestment. However, ifthe
funds were raised by direct taxation and the aggregate marginal propensity to
save of the country were 20 percent, then 80 percent of the funds required for
apublicproject would displaceconsumption and 20percent private investment.
Nevertheless, MISHAN then arguesthat sincethefunds taken from consumption
could just as well have been invested instead in the private sector, these funds
should be valued similarly to thefunds taken from private investment. In other
words, MISHAN feels that the right-hand side of (8.1) should remain Pt„v even
if 80 percent of the public investment represents consumption foregone.
As FELDSTEIN 39 has pointed out, MISHAN'S reasoning is not correct. The
actual opportunity cost of any resource is its value in the alternative use to
which it would have been put and not to which it could have been put. The
funds taken from consumption can indeed be invested by Government in the
private sector but ifthere is a constraint on public funds, Government will use
the resources for public investments. It is this second-best consideration that
should be instrumental in valuing the appropriated funds as displaced consumption. In MISHAN'S example then, if the funds raised by the Government
displace private investment for 20 percent and private consumption for 80
percent, the correct shadow price of Government funds would be (0.2 Pinv +
0.8). 40
The sources from which the Government obtains its funds are thus important. As MUSGRAVE 41 has pointed out, if the funds are withdrawn from consumption, thelikelihood that apublicinvestment would qualify would be much
greater than if the funds are largely withdrawn from private investment.
FELDSTEIN 42 acceptsthis and analyzes indetail the relation between the sources
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of finance and the value of public projects. However, this very interesting analysis does not concern us here.The point wewish to make isthat ifthe shadow
price of Government funds does depend on the relative displacements of consumption and investment, then it is also crucially important to know whose
consumption and whose investment is being displaced. In other words, interpersonal income distribution considerations must be taken into account.
Let usturn now to the so-called shadow wage rate formula. Both the OECD
Manual and the UNIDO Guidelines seem to have been inspired for the derivation ofthisformula by the LEWISlabor surplustheory. Wereviewed this theory
in Chapter 3and saw there that the opportunity cost of a laborer in the urban
area isnot equal to his foregone marginal product in agriculture because other
agricultural workers are induced to migrate to the cities. This subject is not
discussed in the Manual or the Guidelines; it is assumed in both that it iseconomically advantageous totransfer alaborer from theagricultural sector to the
industrial sector as long ashis marginal product in agriculture islower than in
industry.
Let us assume that the creation of one newjob causes indeed only one man
to shift out of agriculture. Then if investments are optimal in the economy, the
traditional theory would argue that investments in industry arejustified when

where the incremental output to capital ratio in the industrial sector is y, the
number of laborers per dollar of investment is/, the marginal product of labor
in agriculture ism, and the opportunity cost of capital isq. Let usnow assume
that thecountry's investment program isnot optimal and that the Government
funds displace an equivalent amount of private investments. Then the OECD
Manual argues that the relevant formula should be:
,
.
l(w - tri)
(y - lw) + ^-— '>1
In this formula ir represents the wage rate, a the accounting rate of interest,
y- lwthecapitalists' profits which the OECD Manual assumes will all be reinvested, and lw - lm the increase in consumption of the laborers, which incurs
a penalty (itshould berecalled that OECD usesinvestment asthe numéraire). 43
The numerator of the formula can be rearranged as follows:
,/

w— m

y- i

Thisiseasyto understand. Employing alaborer reducescapitalists' investments
by w and increases a laborer's consumption by w —m. Since consumption is
worth XjPinv of investments, the social cost of employing a laborer must be the
190
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bracketed expression. The OECD Manual calls this the shadow wage rate. 44
In their sequel volume 45 to the OECD Manual, LITTLE and MIRRLEES
consider the matter further. There arenow two waysto estimate ƒ";„„.The first,
asdiscussed inSection 8.3,and the second byanalyzing what the social valueof
theconsumption increaseoftheworkerswould be.Denotingtheutility increase
of a worker by Uw - Um, it follows from the shadow wage rate formula that
Uw - Um ---- (w- m)/Pi„v. The utility increase can, ofcourse, only be measured
if a marginal utility of consumption function is specified.46 L and M suggest
that the function u -= (b/cf should be used, where uismarginal utility of consumption, b the base consumption level, c the per capita consumption of the
groupbeinganalyzed, and atheelasticity ofthemarginal utilityof consumption
with respect to consumption. As regards b, L and M postulate that this is the
level at which the Government makes subsidy payments to the poor. 47 Hence,
by estimating b,w\m and a, the value of Pi„vcan also becalculated in this alternative manner.
Let us seehow the actual calculation takesplace. Wewill use values for b, w,
m and a from an example of Land M, and willignore suchcomplications as the
possibility that the consumption level of the migrants in the backward sector
maybehigherthantheirmarginal product oflabororthatanincreaseofdemand
for labor in the modern sector may cause an increase in the urban wage rates.
These complications can easily be introduced into the formula but will only
clutter the example. Assuming the following values:
b
Rs 600
w =•-• Rs 1500
m ---Rs 750
a -- 2.
then w - m -^ Rs 750, and Uw - Um = 255 utils, 48 and from Pi„v = (w- m)/
(Uw- Um),it follows that the value of Pi„v is 2.94.
L and M's analysis invites comment. First, it seems to usthat the alternative
method for estimating Pi„v is not very helpful for operational work, since the
estimate of b - the base consumption level - will always be very haphazard.
Furthermore, in most developing countries no direct subsidy payments are
made to the poor. Nor is there much sense in looking at the income level at
which a man just escapes the direct income tax - as also suggested by L and
M 4 9 -, because income tax levels are notoriously rigid, seldom adjusted. As
regards the elasticity ofthe marginal utility ofconsumption function, Land M
suggest that a may assume values varying from 0.67 to 3, but no guidance is
given as to which value should be chosen. Much more fundamental, however,
isthequestion whyLand Mchoosethesubsidy tothepoor levelasameasure of
base consumption. The answer is, of course, that only then willthe alternative
method of estimating ƒ*;„„ give values comparable to the Pmv estimates of Section 8.3.Furthermore, onlybychoosingthesubsidytothepoor levelasthe base
consumption level does the shadow wage rate formula continue to be valid.
As the marginal utility of consumption function u = (b/c)*shows, if cis much
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FIGURE 8.3.

Income

weights

larger than b, as would be the case for capitalist consumption, then the interpersonal distribution weight for that class would be zero. But since savings are
reckoned at face value, capitalists' income - which is supposed to be saved receives again the weight of one. Thus, in the shadow rate formula, capitalists'
income (y —Iw)continues to receive the weight of one, even though from an
interpersonal income distribution point of view the weight should be zero.
The discriminatory nature of L and M's method will by now, have become
veryclear.Figure8.3depictstheincomeweightswhichLand Muse:theweights
are greater than 1for incomes below the base level income b, they decrease
rapidly to 0 and rise to 1for the rich groups who save almost all of their incomes.It appears then that thesocialdiscount ratecum shadow priceof investment methodology does after all include interpersonal income distribution
weights. However, theseare sodiscriminatory that itneeds no elaboration that
the methodology willprobably not beaccepted bythe body politic ifthe values
oftheweightsarebrought out into the open.
Finally, a few words about the social discount rate concept. In Section 8.2
we defined the social discount rate as the rate of fall of the marginal utility of
consumption of the representative consumer over time. Hence, if the marginal
utility of consumption function is u = (b/c)x, we get
du/dt
u

du/dt c dc/dt
u dc/dt c

<*g

The same result is obtained if we work with a marginal utility of income
schedule of the form given above instead of a marginal utility of consumption
schedule.
We would like to show now that the social discount rate can also be derived
from thegeneralformula forthederivation ofinterpersonal income distribution
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weights,and wewillproceed asfollows. The socialweight (vp)to beattached to
additions to income of a person at a certain income level is, of course, determined by theformula vp — up/ubwhere upisthemarginal utility ofadditions to
theincome levelyp and m isthemarginal utility ofadditions tothebase income
level j v Hence, with a marginal utility of income schedule of the form u =
(b/yf we get vp = yP~"/yb~" = yb/yP.
Essentially the same formula can be used to derive the social discount rate
by applying it to utility levels at different points in time. The relevant formula
is then:
uat
Zat =

=

Uao

(y„)=

— —'
(jao) "

(y«-^r'

~aga'
— £

(yao)

"

where the subscript a denotes that we are dealing with our representative
consumer and zt — the intertemporal weight, u, = the marginal utility of income at time t, u0 ~- the marginal utility of income at time o, and ga = the
growth rate of income. We thus obtain the familiar result that the marginal
utility of future income falls at the rate - a.ga. Hence,ifthere isalso a pure time
preference rate pa, project benefits and costs should be discounted at the rate
da= Pa+gaLet usnow suppose that wewishtocalculate theintertemporal weight on the
incomes ofagroup of persons whoseincomes arenot representative and whose
incomesgrowataratedifferent toga, letussaythepoor.Then the intertemporal
weightfor thepoor overtimewillbepresented bytheformula dp= pp + a.pgp50.
Benefits and costs of projects geared toward raising the incomes of the poor
should not, therefore, be discounted at the rate dabut at a different rate dp.
The upshot of thisdiscussion isthat wecannot speak ofa single social discount
rate when incomes of different income classes grow at different rates, since
there are then as many social discount rates asthere are income classes.Thisis
not surprising of course. In the real world wecannot identify a representative
incomeearnerorconsumerand theconceptofasinglesocialdiscount ratebased
on such an average person, therefore, breaks down.
It may be argued that there isstillthepossibility that the social discount rate
would equal the rate of fall of the marginal utility of total income. Although it
may wellbe possible that aplanner has somehow dreamed up a function of the
marginal utility of the economy's total income, we believe that such a function
cannot be defended because it is not the growth of national income that is
important but the growth of the different income classes. HAQ 5* has discussed
this point in detail. The hot pursuit ofgrowth in the Sixties hasindeed resulted
in fairly respectable GNP growth rates, especially by historical standards, but
at the sametimehasincreased incomedisparities.Pakistan, for instance, which
wasconsidered a model of development, showed during the Sixtiesan increase
in unemployment, a decline in real wages in the industrial sector by one-third,
a doubling of the income disparity between East and West, and an increased
concentration of industrial wealth. As a result, according to HAQ, the system
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exploded in 1968,not only for political reasons, but also because of economic
unrest.
Ifwearesocriticalofthesocialdiscountratecum shadow priceof investment
methodology and itsgrowth ofnational income approach, thequestion arises what then? The difference between the UNIDO and OECD criteria and the
approach we propose can be brought back to our view of the role of Government. Both the UNIDO and OECD approaches see Governments as having
all-encompassing powers with respect to what type of investments should be
undertaken. Because in the UNIDO approach no guidance is given as to the
estimate of the interpersonal consumption weights, all the decisions have to be
taken at the top level. In the OECD approach, decentralized decision-making
is possible. However, both criteria are discriminatory. LITTLE and MIRLEES
consider their system specially suitablefor awell-managed socialist economy 52
but, in reality, of course it can only be applied if the Government assumes a
dictatorial role, discriminating against average income earners.
In our approach, the level of investments as wellas the distribution between
persons of the benefits of investments are the relevant concepts and the role of
Government is seen as that of an intermediary which should implement the
population's value consensus objectives. If the investments of a country are
considered too low, then the Government's role is to promote private investments byappropriate monetary and fiscal policies.Often weseein the developing countries that Governments do use these instruments and that they are
able to influence the profit rate of the private sector and therewith the overall
investment level.Asdiscussed in Section 8.1,there isthen no need to introduce
the concept of a social discount rate and, in the absence of budget constraints,
the opportunity cost ofcapitalisthen therelevantconcept. Abudget constraint
would become binding ifthe Government isnot allowed to transfer funds from
the private sector and it wishes to undertake more projects than it has funds
available.Asdiscussed inChapter 5,therelevantcut-off ratefor the evaluation
of Government projects isthen no longer the opportunity cost of capital q but
the budget constraint rate b.
If the Government is not allowed to use fiscal and monetary policies to expand the overall investment level, then it may well be that the consensus of
opinion inthecountry isthat investments should not beexpanded. Also,in this
case, there is then no need to apply the shadow price of investment algorithm.
Suppose, however, that the consensus of opinion is that investments are
suboptimal. Suppose further that the body politic does not allow the Government the use of fiscal and monetary policies to promote investments. Then the
algorithm could beused todeepen thecapital structure ofthecountry provided
at the same time appropriate personal weights are attached to additions to the
incomes ofthe poorest and the richest income groups in order to adhere to the
principlethat thesegroups should have socialdiscount ratesdifferent from that
of the middle income group. However, even then it would remain valid that
thissystemofprojectevaluationdiscriminatesagainstthemiddleincomegroups.
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It seemsto us,therefore, that usually the body politicwill reject the system if it
becomes aware of the system's discriminatory nature, and that it will prefer to
achieve its objectives through the use of fiscal and monetary policies.
Our analysis thus leads us to conclude that the social discount rate cum
shadow price of investment approach to public investment decisions should
usuallyberejected and that usuallythenormal traditional discount rates should
be used to evaluate Government projects. However, the analysis of which
investments - public as well as private - are acceptable and which are not, can
only be undertaken if interpersonal income distribution aspects are taken into
account. How this should be done will be discussed in the next Chapter.
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dw
1
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du c
dc u
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The UNIDO Guidelines alsomentionsthepossibility thatsand qmay change withina
relatively short time period (UNIDO Guidelines, pp. 196-198). However, the Guidelines
seemstofeelthat thisisnotarealisticpossibilityandusesinallitsstudiestheformula quoted
inthetext above.
31
LITTLEand MIRRLEES, 'Manual,' footnote p. 167.The geometricsum shouldbe:

(c- m)n{ ^

^ - 1\
(1 + if

;• OECD's (c- m)nistheconsumption part of the

benefit stream (q —sqinournotation),rthe reinvestment part (sq) andithe social discount
rate(d).
32
Thiscan easilybeproven. Consider the following division ofthe benefit stream per$ 1
initially invested:
TABLE 8.4.

1

yrO
(1)NetBenefits
(2) Reinvestments
(3) Accumulated
Capital
(4) Consumption
(1H2)

2

3

q(\ + sq)
sq(\ + sq)

<?d +sq)2
sq(l + sq)2

9(1 +sq)T~1
sq(l + sqf-1

(1 +sq)3

(1 + sqf

(q-sq)(l+sq)2

(q-sq)(l+sqf-1

_

a
sq

1

(1+sq) (1 + sq)2

-

(q- sq)

(q- sq)(\ +sq)

T

The valueofthe accumulated capitalat theend ofyear T,discounted atthe social discount
rate d,willbe
(i)

—=andsincecapitalinyear Tisjustasvaluableasconsumption, thistermalso

represents thediscounted value ofthe final capital interms ofconsumption. Consider now
the consumption stream. Tosimplify matters, itisassumed that theinvestments generate
their returns instantaneously, sothat wecan writeforthe present valueofthe consumption
stream:

1

(\+d)

(\+df

Asthe second bracketed expression canbesummed,theaboveexpressioncanbereduced to:
(ii)

(q- sq)

(1 + sqf (\ +d) (1+ d)
(1 + df (sq - d) (sq-d)

Pinvisthesumof(i)and (ii), anditcaneasilybeseenthatthisreducestotheformula presented
in themain text.
33
Itshouldbementioned thattheOECDapproach onwhichTable8.7isbased islogically
not consistent. Pi„vinthe OECD approach iscalculated under the assumption that T= 20
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years.As Pi„vwilldecrease over time,itcannot beassumed that s*Pi„vwill remain constant
during the life of a project.
34
The odd results ofthe UNIDO and OECD criteria for thecase d<q may be explained
asfollows. In caseaproject hastorecover inaddition toitscapitalcostsapremium on these
capital costs, then its cash flow must be larger than ifno premium were toberecovered.
Evidently, oftwo projects with different life times, the one with the shortest life needsto
earn more per annum than theother oneifthe samepremium weretobe recovered. Hence,
the project with the shortest life must have thehighest rate of return. Putting apremium on
thereinvestment part of thecash flow willreduce therequired rate of return, the higher the
reinvestment ratio the lower the required rateofreturn. A more meaningful calculation of
thesocial rateofreturn of aproject would betoapply the shadow priceofinvestment tonet
savings, i.e. the savings that take place after the necessary allowance fordepreciation has
been made. However, neither UNIDO nor OECD make this suggestion.
35
MAASSet al., 'Design of Water Resouece Systems,' p.202.
36
MARGLIN, 'Public Investment Criteria,' p.61.
37

38

DASGUPTA, SENand MARGLIN, 'Guidelines,' p. 163.

MISHAN, 'Cost-Benefit Analysis,' 1sted., pp.216-219.
FELDSTEIN, M. S., 'The Inadequacy of Weighted Discount Rates,' excerpt from Feldstein, M. S., 'Financing in the Evaluation ofPublic Expenditure,' written for a forthcoming
volume ofessaysinhonor ofRichard A. Musgrave, ed. Smith, W. L. ; reprinted in'CostBenefit Analysis,' ed., Layard, R., Penguin Education, Middlesex, England, reprinted with
revisions, 1974.
40
It may benoted in passing that the acceptance condition fora Government project
becomesa verysimplecriterion iftheconsumption and investment propensitiesofthebeneficiariesof the project are the same as those of the private sector asawhole. For then we
would get
39

£ M^I+A^LJH
,=i

Z K{sPinv

+ ( i _, )}

(1 + d)'

which reduces to

£

N,

>K
"i (1+ df
In other words,theGovernment project isacceptableaslongasithasa positivenet present
value,presentvaluesfound bydiscountingatthesocialdiscountrate.(Inthecaseofabudget
constraint, the projects should, of course, beranked by their N/K ratios.) However, it must
be added immediately that, in general, the consumption and investment propensities of the
beneficiaries will not be the same as those of the private sector asawhole because itis the
purpose of the investment algorithm tofindprojects with ahigh reinvestment ratio. So,even
if we were toapply the law oflarge numbers toall Government projects, the assumption
underlying the above formula would not be fulfilled.
41
MUSGRAVE, R.A.,'Cost-Benefit Analysis andtheTheory of Public Finance,'The
Journal of Economic Literature, September 1969,pp. 798-807.
42
FELDSTEIN, 'The Inadequacy of Weighted Discount Rates.'
43
AstheUNIDOGuidelinesusesconsumptionasthenuméraire,itsformula is:
(y - lw)Pinv+ l(w -m)

p

d
44
LITTLE and MIRRLEES, 'Manual,' footnote page 160.
45
LITTLE and MIRRLEES, 'Project Appraisal and Planning for Developing Countries,' pp.
261-265.
46
Foradetailed discussion of marginal utility functions, seeChapter 9.
47
In their sequelvolumeLand M postulate that adollar ofGovernment funds should be
considered not onlysociallyequalinvaluetoadollarofprivateinvestment, but alsoequalto
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adollarusedforeither:(a)publicconsumption (defence,health,education,etc.,)which is not
further analyzed because such expenditures are hard to evaluate; or (b) public investments;
or (c) subsidies to the poor.
48 ,j
,,
? A
b*-w-*+1 b"m''+1
b" ( 1
1
! / . - f , = Judc =
=
7
-a+1
- a+ 1 a-lVm"" 1 »'"'
b 1/6Y - 1
/b^«-1
a - 1 |V/w/
Vu'
Ifa = 2,thisreducesto Uw- Um = è 2 (l/m- \jw). Substitutingthevalueofmand w,weget
Uw - Um = 6002 (1/750- 1/1600)= 255utils.
49
LITTLE and MIRRLEES, 'Project Appraisal and Planning forDeveloping Countries,'p.
244.
50
Itmay be noted that we assume that the pure time preference rate of the poor pp will
differ from the pure time preference rate of the average income earner p„.
51
HAQ, M. ul, 'Employment inthe 1970s:ANew Perspective,' Speech atWorld Conference, Ottawa, May 1971.
52
LITTLE and MIRRLEES, 'Project Appraisal and Planning forDeveloping Countries,'p.
350.
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9. I N T E R P E R S O N A L I N C O M E D I S T R I B U T I O N A S P E C T S

9.1. PROJECT PLANNING AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF
INCOME BETWEEN PERSONS

So far the discussion in this study has centered on the rules to be followed
for project planning purposes if interpersonal income distribution considerations are not taken into account. Often, however, the purpose of a project is to
raise the incomes of certain groups of people - rural poor, urban poor, target
groupsinparticularregions,andthelike.Howshould suchprojectsbedesigned,
evaluated and ranked?
The basic objective of the theory of project planning is to find rules for the
maximization of national welfare. Where income distribution isneglected, the
marginal utility of income of every individual either benefitting or losing from
a project is assumed to be the same and constant. Hence, the net benefit of a
project is then the sum of the gains and losses in real income accruing to the
participants, which is represented by the area between the demand and cost
curves. The objective function can be written as: W = Yp + Ya where Yp and
Yaare the gains in real income of consumers and producers, respectively.
Since Ypequals (B - R) and Yaequals(R - C),whereB isbenefits, R revenues
and Ccosts, this can also be written as W = (B —R) + (R —C), which is, of
course, the familiar criterion that B - C should be maximized.
Incaseswhereincomedistribution isdeemed tohavean influence on national
welfare, the objective function becomes more complex. Traditionally, it has
been held that income distribution was not important in project planning and
evaluation because an appropriate distribution of income between persons
could always be achieved through the transfer mechanism, i.e., by taxing highincome persons and transferring to low-income persons. In other words, the
baking of the pie was to be considered separately from the slicing of the pie.
The traditional benefit-cost analysis would ensure that the largest possible pie
would be baked;the transfer mechanism would ensure that it would be distributed inappropriate slices. ECKSTEIN and others, however, believethat income
distribution considerations should be included in the objective function. If the
policymaker specifies some detailed rules, such as one that states that a certain
minimum amount ofincomemust accruetoaparticulargroup,the formulation
of the objective function is a relatively simple task. Often, however, no such
rules are provided. ECKSTEIN suggests that the economist should then try to
draw up specific objective functions and experiment with these. The following
quote may illustrate this.'For example,he(theeconomist) can assumea certain
shape for the marginal utility of income function. He may assume some elasticity to hiscurve, or he may choose to use a form of the function that has been
implicitly produced by the political process. The effective marginal rates of the
personal income tax at different income levelscan beinterpreted as implying a
200
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marginal utility of income curve. If the Government is assumed to act on the
principle ofequi-marginal sacrifice, then marginal effective tax ratescan be the
basis for deriving a measure of the Government's notion of marginal utilities
of income.' 1
Accepting ECKSTEIN'S suggestion, HAVEMAN2 analyzed some 147 water
resource development projects in the 10southern states of the USA and found
that the rate of return of 72projects, about 50percent of the total number, was
lessthan 5.5percent.When, however,welfare weightsbased onpersonal income
taxeswereattached tothebenefits andcostsofthedifferent projects,it appeared
that only 25 of the projects, about 18 percent, earned less than a 5.5 percent
rate of return. 3 HAVEMAN concluded that the redistribution of income through
some economically inefficient projects may well be a desirable technique. 4
MARGLIN also maintains that the objective function should include income
redistribution considerations. According to him, income cannot be redistributed by means of a transfer mechanism without violating institutional and
political barriers. Direct subsidies are often vigorously opposed and lump-sum
taxes are politically even more undesirable. Thus MARGLIN concludes that
'income must be redistributed through such means as development of water
resource projects with accompanying inefficiencies, if desired income redistribution goals are to be achieved without violating institutional and political
arrangements valued in the community.' 5 MARGLIN accepts as an established
fact that thepriceofaproject's output willbedetermined at ahigher levelof the
planning process and discusses three alternative ways of formulating the objective function.
The first isthat net benefits should bemaximized with respect toproject size,
subject to the constraint that the income of system beneficiaries should be
raised to at least a certain specified level. Using the notation followed here,
this may be expressed as:
Max. B - C subject to B - R Js Ai
The second is that the income distribution weighted sum of the net benefits
should be maximized. If the consumers of the project's product are a homogeneous group, we may write this as:
Max. v(B - R) + (R- C)
where the weight v is determined in relation to the Government's income
(R - C) which assumes a weight of unity. Finally, the third alternative : this
states that the objective isto maximize the redistribution benefits subject to the
constraint that the loss in efficiency should not exceed a certain level. The
objective function is then:
Max. (B - R) subject to B - C > A2
Assuming that the constraints are binding, and solving the Lagrangean
formulations of the first and third alternatives, the first order condition as
regards k is: X = (dC - dB)/(dB - dR). The same value is found for (v - 1)
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when the first order condition for the maximization of the second objective
function is determined. It means that project size should be expanded until
the marginal lossinefficiency (dC - dß) equals the marginal net redistribution
gain (dB - dR) weighted with thedistribution premium (v- 1).The condition
may also be written as 1+ 1 = v = (dC - dR)/(dB - dR), which is perhaps
intuitively more clear. In words, it means that project size should be expanded
until the marginal loss in income of the producer equals the marginal redistribution gain weighted with the distribution weight v. Under the first and third
formulation, the constraints are expressed in amounts of income and the value
of the constrained income - as represented by 1+ X - is then the value which
one additional (or foregone) unit of the constrained income would have in the
rest of theeconomy. Or, in other words,the value of the constrained income is
then determined by the costs that must be incurred to increase or decrease the
constrained income by one unit. Under the second formulation one specifies
inadvancethecosts- asrepresented bythe weightv- that oneiswillingto incur
to increase the constrained income and the optimization procedure will then
show the amount of additional income by which the constraint can be relaxed.
The three formulations are, therefore, theoretically equivalent, leading to the
same result.
MARGLIN seems to prefer the use of either the first or third formulation. If
someindication ofthelevelsofeitherAiorAicanbeelicited from the decisionmaker, then the problem is solved. It seems to us, however, that even if the
policymaker were willing to specify these levels, the procedure could easily
lead to confusion because A\ may not be consistent with A2. Furthermore, in
practice it is highly unlikely that any policymaker would be willing to indicate
what additional income acertain target group should receive orwhat the maximum lossinefficiency benefits shouldbe.Itwould,therefore, appear preferable
to work with the second formulation and to make the welfare weights explicit.
An artificiality which MARGLIN introduces is that he sees the repayments R as
determined by a higher authority so that the project planner has only one
instrument variable - the size of the project at his disposal. If the objective is
indeed to increase the incomes of a certain target group, then the lowering of
repayments must surely be an efficient way of increasing the incomes of such
a group even though this means that the Government would receive less revenues. In our opinion, R should, therefore, also be considered an instrument
variable, albeit perhaps only over a certain range. 6 The analysis can easily be
extended to take account of the repayment variable. The first order condition
for themaximization oftheweighted objective function when R isa function of
themarket clearingpriceisv= (dC- dR)l(dB - dR). Itwould bepure chance,
ofcourse,ifvwould equal unityattheefficiency sizeoftheproject and normally
repayments should be lowered to increase the income of the target group. If,
however, with zero repayments, vis still greater than unity, then project size
should be expanded. As dB would then represent the marginal redistribution
gain rather than dB - dR, the expansion of project size should continue until
the gain dB weighted with vequals the marginal increase in costs dC. Some202
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times a constraint has been set on the lowering of repayments. For instance,
the Government may insist, for administrative reasons, that operating costs
should berecovered. The optimum condition isthen v= (dC- àO)/(dB - dO)
= dK/dN. If the target group's income at the efficiency optimum size is still
considered to be below the norm when repayments have been reduced to the
level of operating costs, then again project size should be expanded.
The above discussion isfar from exhaustive, but it may have made clear that
there is a trend in the recent literature towards accepting that income distribution aspectsshouldcountinthedesignand selectionofprojects,atrend which
is also reflected in the recent manuals on project evaluation. The UNIDO
Guidelines state explicitly that income distribution counts, and the sequel to
the OECD Manual also considers income distribution aspects. This trend also
seems to be followed by the practitioners of benefit-cost analysis, those who
havethehard task ofdesigningprojects and ofdeterminingwhichprojects meet
stated economic and social objectives. In a speech to the Board of Governors,
the President of the World Bank statesthat the question ofequity should be an
integral part of project evaluation procedures both within the developing
countries and the lending agencies, and that the World Bank is beginning to
develop this approach. 7 Also, several of the OECD case studies consider income distribution an integral part of project analysis.8
On the other hand, there are still writers such as HARBERGER - albeit heavily
criticized9 - who do not consider income distribution weight adjustments and
who firmly believe that only the traditional benefit-cost analysis leadsto useful
results. Is it possible that the truth lies somewhere between the two extreme
positions?
The remainder of this Chapter will be devoted to this question. Since the
levelof thedistribution weights determines theextent to which efficiency losses
should beaccepted tocomply withtheequitycriteria, thenexttwo sectionswill
review how such weights can be determined. Having obtained some understanding ofthismatter, theChapter concludes with acritical review of the proposed new criteria and an attempt to reconcile these with the traditional analysis.

9.2. THE MARGINAL UTILITY OF INCOME SCHEDULE

Probably the simplest method of estimating the marginal utility of income,
if it were a correct method, would be to follow ECKSTEIN'S suggestion to calculate it from the personal income tax rates under the assumption that the
Government fixes tax structure on the principle of equal sacrifice. Ifwe denote
by MI, Ti and Yi, the marginal utility of income, the income tax rate and the
income level of individual 1 respectively, ECKSTEIN'S proposal is that it should
hold for individuals 1,2, 3,etc., that wi(d7VdFi) = U2(dT2/dY2) = ... etc.
Hence, by choosing a base level of income subject to income tax and setting
the marginal utility of that income at unity, the marginal utility of all other
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incomes subject to incometax can bedetermined relative to the base level. For
instance,ifthemarginal income taxis0.50at alevelofincome of$15,000which
we choose as the base level, and 0.25 at a level of income of $ 5,000, it would
follow from m = (dT2/dY2y (dYi/dT^ = 0.50(1/0.25) = 2,that the marginal
utilityofincomeatthe$5,000levelwouldbetwiceasmuchasthatatthe$15,000
level.
There are,however, several objections to thismethod. First, a practical one.
Income taxes start only at a certain level of income so that, in many cases,
especially for theultra poor,noincomeweightscan bedetermined.The method
therefore has not much operational value. Second, if the principle of equal
sacrifice is accepted, then the indirect taxes which an individual pays should
also be taken into account. The procedure then becomes very complicated and
isprobably, again, no longer operational. Third, this method assumes that the
incidence of the income tax will be fully borne by the taxpayer; in reality, of
course,thetaxwillbepassedontoothers.Fourth,itmaybequestioned whether
indeed the principle underlying the methodology - equal absolute sacrifice isacorrect one.While there are writerswho havedefended this on the grounds
thatitis,intheiropinion,themostequitableprinciple,otherwritershave postulated different principles: for instance, that of equi-proportional sacrifice,
which should leave relative positions in terms of total utility unchanged ; or
that of equal marginal sacrifice in which each individual after paying the tax
should end up with the same marginal utility of income level.10 Finally, of
course, none of these principles takes into account that different levels of incomemaywellhave been obtained withdifferent levelsofeffort. The principles
can, therefore, be applied only to effortless incomes. All in all, it must be concluded that ECKSTEIN'S suggestion does not present an appropriate basis on
which to determine income distribution weights.
Thequestion arises,whatthen?Thereare,ofcourse,manypossible marginal
utility of income functions. Are there any a priori reasons why a certain one
should be chosen? Some writers believe so and it may, therefore, be useful to
review briefly some of the possible functions. A veryconvenient table has been
produced by FREEMAN, 11 showing alongside the type of function, the weights
that should be placed on marginal additions to incomes of persons at various
incomelevels.AslightlyrevisedversionoftheFREEMANtableispresented below:
the weights have been normalized to give a weight of 1to US $ 1of income
accruing to families with US $2,000 current income.
The base against which the income weights were calculated was purposely
put in the revised table at US $ 2,000 of annual income, so that the weights
would have some relevance for developing countries where average annual
family income ofatypicalmiddle income levelcountry wasabout US$2,000in
1974. All the functions - except function 5-.are downward sloping, so that
the weights decline with income levels. Function 5is the one assumed by the
traditional benefit-cost analysis: all incomes have the same weight. Other
functions in the table would value a dollar to a family earning only US $ 200
per annum at from 100 to 2*/2 times more than a dollar accruing to a family
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TABLE9.1.

Marginal Social Utility
Function

US$200
100.00
31.62
10.00
3.16
1.00

1. Y~2
2. y- 1 - 5
3.Y~l
4. y - ° s
5. Y°
g

e -(ï/2,000)

7 (

- i.io

S{

ÎM+l)~2

Value Placed onUS$ 1Extra Income toaFamily with
anAnnual Income (in 1974USdollars)of:

+1)_1

US$2,000
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

US $20,000
0.01
0.03
0.10
0.32
1.00

2.46
2.50

1.00
1.00

0.001
0.14

US$200,000
0.0001
0.001
0.01
0.10
1.00
Nil
0.01

6.25

1.00

0.02

0.0002

with anincome ofU S $2,000 per annum.
Which ofthe several functions shown have some a priori grounds for preference? In an interesting study, 1 2 CHENERY et al. propose that the so-called
Equal Weights Index should be used to measure whether the welfare of a
country hasincreased. Under that index, aonepercent increase inincome ata
low income level is considered asvaluable socially asa onepercent increasein
income atahigh income level. Hence, anincrease ofone percent attheU S $200
income level should beweighted with thefactor 10tomake itequally valuable
as anincrease ofone percent atthe U S$2,000 level. Asmany be seen in Table
9.1. CHENERY etal. thus favor function 3.TINBERGEN also seems inclined to accept this function, which- it should benoted - had already been postulated asa
plausible one inthe 18th Century by BERNOUILLI andinthe19th Century by
WEBER and FECHNER. TINBERGEN proposes it as follows: 'When it comes to

specifying inexplicit mathematical shape my concept ofwelfare, Ia m inclined
to useWeber-Fechner's law,and propose that thewelfare feeling derived from
income available perconsumer rises with thelogarithm ofthat income, that is,
by equal steps for equal percentage increases of i n c o m e . ' 1 3 Since neither
CHENERY n o r TINBERGEN discuss the immanent reasons for preferring this
function, let us see what BERNOUILLIand WEBER and F E C H N E Rh a d to say on the

subject.
BERNOUILLI postulated theexistence ofa downward sloping individual marginal utility ofincome function inconnection with theso-called St. Petersburg
paradox. Asitwould lead ustoofar from o u rmain line of discussion to present
this paradox here, wehave relegated ittotheAnnex tothis Chapter anditm a y
suffice to mention that BERNOUILLI believed that the function he proposed
(function 3inTable 9.1)would behighly probable but that hehad n o specific
reasons fordefending thepostulate. Infact, hefound a different function proposed by Gabriel CRAMER, a contemporary - who also solved the paradox,
independently of him - quite acceptable. F o ran explanation as to why the
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marginal utilityofincomeshould assumeaparticularshape,wemust, therefore,
look elsewhere.
In fact, further advances in the field had to wait until the next century. In
1846,WEBER 1 4 published theresultsofhisexperiments ontouch and concluded
that thejust noticeable difference of an increase in a stimulus bears a constant
ratio to the original level of the stimulus. If we denote the just noticeable
difference by A F and the stimuls by Y, then his finding may be expressed as:
AY/Y = constant. FECHNER, a philosopher, physicist, psychophysicist and
mathematician, believed that WEBER'Slaw,ashecalledit,had universal validity
applicable to probability analysis, stellar magnitudes, tonal pitch, and such 15
and developed it as follows.16 He postulated thatjust noticeable differences in
stimuli would cause constant increments in sensations. If we denote sensation
by U, FECHNER'S fundamental law may be written as A U — b-A Y/Y, whereb
is a constant. Or, in other words, geometric increases in a stimulus produce
only arithmetic increases in sensation. The equation can also be written as
u = dU/dY =--- b/Y. The integral of this is: U = b In Y + C, where C is the
constant ofintegration. Bysettingthisconstant a t - bin Y,where Yisthe value
of Y at which { 7 = 0 , the formula for Ubecomes U = b In Y. Transforming
thisformula from a natural logarithmic expression into acommon logarithmic
one, it becomes U = 2.3026 blog Y. This equation has important operational
value. Although it contains the unknown parameter b, we can dispose of it by
using two such equations. If the sensation levels of two stimuli are denoted by
f/i and t/2 and the stimuli by Yi and Y2,then it follows from the formula that
U1/U2=- log Yi/logY2. Hence,ifweknow the levelsoftwo stimuli Y\ andY2,
then we can always calculate the corresponding levels of sensation.
The WEBER-FECHNER formula - asitisnow called- is, ofcourse, the same as
the one postulated by BERNOUILLI a century before. While BERNOUILLI - a
mathematician developed the formula only as a hypothesis to solve the St.
Petersburg paradox, FECHNER derived the formula from WEBER'S actual observations. FECHNER'S work has been invaluable for psychology and gave rise to
the entire new field of quantitative experimental psychology.17
The WEBER-FECHNER law has mathematical properties which are very
convenient for utility theory. Proportional increases in income produce
arithmetic increases in utility. Also, income multiplied by the marginal utility
of income is a constant. Further, a one percent increase in income results in a
one percent decrease inmarginal utility, or, in other words,theelasticity of the
marginal utility of income with respect to income always equals unity. 18 If the
WEBER-FECHNER law were universally applicable, then income distribution
weightscould easily bedetermined : theywould beinverselyproportionate with
income. Recent experiments in psychophysics by STEVENS19 have cast some
doubts, however, on the validity of the WEBER-FECHNER law.
STEVENS'Sfundamental contribution to psychophysics isthat hequeried why
proportionate increases in a stimulus should increase sensation by constant
increments. Although constant percentage increases in a stimulus may be
necessary to find thejust noticeable difference, this does not necessarily imply
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that the sensation increases are constant. STEVENS invented a method of experimentation - the so-called magnitude estimation - whereby the observer is
free to assign any number to his subjective impression of the sensation a particular stimulus produces. In pathbreaking experiments, he showed that our
sensation as a function of variations in stimulus appear to follow a power
function rather than the logarithmic function postulated by BERNOUILLI. In
terms of a formula, the relationship may be written as U = bYß, where the
exponent ß- the elasticity of sensation with respect to stimulus 20 - determines
the curvature of the function. When the exponent is greater than 1, the U
function curves upwards and reaches an infinite value at a certain limit of Y.
On the other hand, when theexponent issmaller than 1,additions to Y beyond
a certain value of Y will not increase U. When the exponent equals 1, the U
function becomes astraight line. STEVENS'Slawtellsusthat constant percentage
changes in a stimulus do not produce constant increases in sensation as FECHNER believed, but constant percentage changes.
STEVENS is eloquent in his explanation of why this relationship seems plausible. Suppose that the law does not apply. Then, when we walk towards a
house, the proportions of the house would become distorted. Or, similarly,
when the sun goes behind a cloud and the light intensity falls, pictures become
unrecognizable. Perhaps the power law - which allows us to perceive relations
among objects asthey are- isthe only reason why weare able to survive in our
heterogeneous environment.
The power law seems to apply to such sensory continuums as taste, smell,
warmth, cold, vibration, shock, and also- according to STEVENS- to the utility
of income. A simple experiment STEVENS repeated many times with classroom
students wasthe following. A student issupposed to receive$ 10and to answer
how much he would need to receive to make him twice as happy. The answers
ranged from about $35to about $50. STEVENSconcludes that this corresponds
very well with the result obtained from the power function which CRAMER
postulated for the solution of the St. Petersburg paradox because CRAMER'S
function, 21 which has an exponent of 1/2, gives the answer as $ 40. 22 It is
interesting to note that, according to the WEBER-FECHNER law, the answer
should be $ 100. "
If the utility of income function is indeed a power function, asproposed by
24
CRAMER and STEVENS, then the function has the interesting property that the
elasticity of the marginal utility of income isa constant equal to ß - 1. Hence,
if the exponent of the total utility function is0.5,the elasticity of the marginal
utility of income would be minus 0.5. However, whether this is the correct
value is, in our opinion, open to dispute. STEVENS'S classroom experiment is a
very crude one. Moreover, it does not take into account a person's income position.
Turning from psychophysics to economics, the valuespostulated by CRAMER
and STEVENS for the elasticity of the marginal utility of income appear indeed
to be on the low side. In pathbreaking work, FISHER 2 5 and FRISCH 2 6 showed,
independently of each other, that there is a method by which the marginal
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Utility of income can be measured directly. The procedure, which was subsequently further refined by FELLNER, 27 is basically as follows.
It isgenerally accepted that the consumers equilibrium position is characterized by the condition that MUX/PX = MUy/Py -= MUZ/PZ = . . . = • H, where
MUx and Px are the marginal utility ofgood x and the price of good x, respectively, and uthe marginal utility of income. Suppose now that two consumers
are observed consuming the same food package, but each isin adifferent price
and income situation than the other. Assuming that these two consumers have
identical tastes, it must hold that the marginal utility of food MUf is the same
for both consumers. The equilibrium conditions for the two consumers are:
MUf /Pi = u\ and MUf/Pi = m where Pi and Pi indicate thedifferent prices
thetwoconsumers pay,and m and m indicate thedifferent marginal utilitiesof
income they have. Since MUf is the same in both cases, it follows that: m ---(pilpi)-ui. This simple equation can also be written as: ui - «i =• «i{(/n/
pi) - 1}. Substituting thisin the formula of theelasticity of the marginal utility
of real income, eu = (du/dY)-(Y/u), gives <?„ = {(pi - p2)/p2}-(Y/dY). In
words, eu is the percentage change in food prices necessary to compensate a
one percent change in real income in order to keep the quantity of food consumed constant. Taking data on thecostof livingfor acouple and two children
in 14large cities in the USA and combining these with price and income data,
FELLNER used basically this equation to estimate eu and found a value of 1.8
for incomes ranging from about $4000 to $ 12,000 (fall 1959).
Theelasticityofthemarginalutilityofincomecanalso,however,bemeasured
in another way since eualso equals ei/ei, where ei = %change in quantity of
food consumed due to a one percent change in real income while prices are
kept constant, and ei = %change in quantity of food consumed due to a one
percent change in food prices while real income is kept constant. This identity
can perhaps best be shown by the following reasoning. A one percentchangein
realincome (pricesconstant) willincrease thequantity offood consumed by ei
percent. However, to measure e„,the quantity of food consumed must be kept
at the same level. From the definition of ei, it follows that if the quantity of
food consumed has to decrease by ei percent, food prices should change by
ei/ei percent (real income constant). Hence, to keep the quantity of food consumed constant, a one-percent change in real income should be compensated
by an ei/ei percent change in food prices. Since this is the definition of eu, we
have eu = ei/ei.
The difficulty with this equation is that demand elasticities are normally
calculated under the assumption that money income does not change, whereas
ei isthe demand elasticity with respect to price under the assumption that real
income does not change. Hence, to estimate ei, the effect of a price change on
real income should be eliminated from the normal demand elasticity. FELLNER
did this as follows. The elasticities he used were those determined by TOBIN 2 8
for the United States as a whole, namely, 0.56 for ei and 0.53 for the normal
demand elasticity. The real income effect had to be eliminated from the latter.
Since the propensity to consume food in the United States is25 percent, a one
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percent increase in food prices reduces real income by 0.25 percent. This
reduction will itself lead to a reduction of0.25.^2 = 0.14 percent in food consumption. Hence, <?i = 0.53 0.14 = 0.39. It follows that eu = ei/ei = 0.56/
0.39 = about 1.5.
FELLNER thus derived two values for the elasticity of the marginal utility of
income, namely, 1.8 and 1.5. However, as FELLNER pointed out, taste differences were not completely eliminated from the data on the cost of living and this
tended to cause a slight over-estimation of the first estimate. Another factor
leading to over-estimation is the following. The FISHER-FRISCH-FELLNER
procedure of estimating the marginal utility of income works only if it can be
assumed thatfood consumption isindependent oftheconsumption ofany other
consumer item. Suppose that there iscomplementarity between food and nonfood. Then the marginal utility of food for two families consuming the same
food package but different non-food packages would not be equal. The family
with the largest non-food package (and the higher real income) would have in
reality a higher marginal utility of food than the other family because of the
complementarity relationship. In reality, therefore, the fall in the marginal
utilityofincome whenrealincome riseswould bcslowerthan under the FISHERFRISCH-FELLNER assumption. Also, the estimate of 1.5 may thus be somewhat
too high. Nevertheless, taking into account that the first estimate is higher,
FELLNER feels that 1.5 should remain themost reasonable estimate oftheelasticity of the marginal utility of income.
FELLNER'S estimate isnot consistent with those of FRISCH, who estimated the
elasticity of the marginal utility of income at 3.5 for a French group of workers
and at 1 for a wealthier group of American workers. FRISCH concluded that the
elasticities would decline (in absolute terms) with increases in real income.
FELLNER, on the other hand, feels that his analysis confirms that the elasticity
of the marginal utility of income isconstant over a wide range of incomes. The
data which FRISCH used were much less sound than those of FELLNER. Nevertheless, FELLNER'S data also leave much to bedesired, and, as FELLNER himself
mentions, the results of his investigations 'continue to be speculative to a considerable extent.'
While the original findings of FRISCH were almost generally rejected because
of theshaky data base,inalater article FRISCH 2 9 hasaffirmed hisbelief that the
elasticity of the marginal utility of income would decrease (in absolute terms)
with increases in real income. FRISCH conjectures that the elasticity of the marginal utilityofincome would varyfrom 10for theextremely poor and apathetic
part of the poluation to 0.1 for the rich part of the population with ambitions
towardsconspicuousconsumption, whileavalueof2would applytothemiddle
income bracket. THEIL and BROOKS 30 have tried to verify this conjecture by
analyzing empirically determined demand equations for the Netherlands in
the period 1922-1963. They found a point elasticity of 1.56 for the median of
the income distribution, which compares with a value of 2 conjectured by
FRISCH, but alsofound that theelasticity increases (inabsolute terms)when real
income rises, which is the opposite of FRISCH'S conjecture. However, the esti-
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mates were subject t osomuch error that onequally plausible assumptions a
constant elasticity of 1.79 could beestimated. The degree ofvariation of real
income was not large in their sample :the largest value of real income per capita
exceeded the lowest value by about two-thirds. All in all, the estimates by THEIL
and BROOKS must also be considered quite speculative.
Finally, we m a y mention that a new theory asregards consumer behavior
has recently been put forward by VAN P R A A G , 3 1 who postulated that the individual utility function ofincome will tend t oa lognormal distribution. In subsequent empirical investigations in Belgium, 3 2 VAN PRAAG found that this
hypothesis could not be rejected and, atthe same time, inter alia that the empirical findings of others asregards thevalue of the elasticity of the marginal
utility of income were consistent with his own estimates of values of somewhere
between 1.6 and 2.9. However, under VAN PRAAG'S theory, the elasticity would
increase (in absolute terms) if income rises. 3 3 To VAN PRAAG such an increaseis
more appealing than FRISCH'S conjecture that itwould decrease, although he
does not state onwhat grounds he bases his preference. 3 4
We have now reviewed what the rather scarce literature has to say about the
value ofthe individual marginal utility ofincome schedule. A tthe lower end
of the scale are the experiments ofSTEVENS, resulting inanestimated valueof
the elasticity of 0.5. However, these experiments were crude, and the findings
of F R I S C H , FELLNER, T H E I L a n d BROOKS, a n d VAN P R A A G contradict this low

estimate.
In our opinion, the matter ofwhat elasticity the marginal utility of income
schedule may assume isstill an open question ; we can speculate b u t further
empirical studies are necessary before a definitive answer canbe given. It
seems tous, however, that itcan generally beaccepted that the elasticity has
at least avalue of unity for the low income groups and we will, therefore, work
in the following parts ofthis study with a value ofunity. We thus acceptthe
p r o p o s i t i o n of BERNOUILLI, W E B E R - F E C H N E R , a n d CHENERY a n d TINBERGEN

that the individual marginal utility ofincome isinversely proportional t o income level, but with the proviso that the so found marginal utilities of income
should be considered minimum values for the poorest income classes.

9.3. T H EDERIVATION OF SOCIAL INCOME DISTRIBUTION W E I G H T S

We will begin this section by attempting to derive social income distribution
weights from the individual marginal utility of income schedule- the procedure
generally adopted inthe literature. We will see where this leads us, show that
the method cannot be correct, and propose h o w itshould be amended to arrive
at plausible social weights.
Social weights are the social utilities t obe attached toadditions t o different
levels of income. A meaningful aggregation of utilities is,of course, only
possible if each utility is determined in the same way, i.e., expressed interms of
some numéraire level of utility. If we denote that numéraire level byUb, the
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social weight of a marginal increase to any given level of income can be represented by vp = Upjub, where up is the social utility of additions to income level
Yp, and ut the social utility of additions to the base income Yb- Using the
function u = (bjY)a for the individual schedule, the formula for the weight to
be imputed to a marginal addition to a certain income is vp = upjub =bYp~aj
bYb~" = (YblYpf. Since this is a monotonically decreasing function whenYp
increases, the choice of Yb - the base level income - is completely arbitrary.
Varying Yb shifts the function, but does not change the slopes of the function ;
hence,theabsolute valueofvpwillchangewhen Ybchangesbuttheratiosof the
Vp'swill remain the same. In the literature's view, any income and its marginal
utilitylevelcanbeusedasabaseprovidedthesocialvaluesofallincome changes
are calculated with respect to the same base.
Let us review an example of how the weights are to be calculated. If we
assume that the elasticity of the individual marginal utility of income function
equalsunity, which,asdiscussed intheprevious section isareasonable assumption for operational work, then the formula for thederivation of theweights to
be attached to marginal changes in income may be represented by v = bjY,
whereb = Yb- Suppose that bequals$1,200per annum and that theincomesof
a certain target group are $ 300 per annum. Then the weight in the case of a
marginal change of this income level is $ 1,200/$ 300 = 4.0. For cases of nonmarginal changes, however, the weightsare to be derived from the total utility
function, as may be shown as follows. Suppose that the incomes of our target
group increase from $ 300 to $ 500 per annum. Then the weights in case of
marginal changes of these two income levels are 4 and 2.4, respectively. However, itwould bewrong tocalculate theutility increase on thebasisofthe apparent average weight of 3.2.The marginal utility curve isnot linear but concave
and the increase in total utility is,therefore, somewhat less than the 640 'utils'
($200 X 3.2) which this method indicates.The total utility function when u =
b/Y is represented by U = 2.3b log Y. Hence, the increase in total utility is
represented by A U = 23b log Yi - 23b log Yi, and, in our example, A Uis,
therefore, 607utils. 35Asthe increase inincome A Y = $200,theweight on the
additional income is 607/200 = 3.0, rather than 3.2.
After these preliminary remarks we can turn to the issue as to how project
costs and benefits should be weighted. As an example, let us assume that the
beneficiaries ofacertain project consist ofahomogeneous group oflow income
people - the poor - and that their incomes can be increased by providing them
with an input, for instance, irrigation water, which will enable them to expand
their production. There arethen twoparties- thetargetgroupandthe Government (the supplier of the input) - and the objective function that should be
maximized is the welfare function A W = vp Yp + vaYa, where Yp is the increase in income of the target group, Ya the increase or decrease in income of
the Government, and vpand vathe respective welfare weights.
How can wedetermine the weights?The literature isdivided inits approach.
SETON 36 uses values for the elasticity of the individual marginal utility of income schedule varying from 1 to 2, and assumes that the Government will
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obtain itsfunds through somepackagedealofdirect andindirecttaxation which
willdiminisheveryworker'sconsumptionbythesameproportion. In hissystem,
theforegone utility oftheworkers isthenuméraire,and theweight v„-the value
at the margin of Government funds - is equal to the value of the numéraire,
while the weight vp- the value of an addition to the income of the poor - is
derived from the individual marginal utility of income schedule by calculating
the marginal utility of the poor relative to the numéraire. FELDSTEIN 37 takes
asthenuméraire theuniformly distributed dollar, that is,asingledollar divided
equally among all the families in the nation, and assumes that all incremental
projects are financed by a proportional increase in the personal income tax.
Theweights v0and vparethen againderivedfrom theindividual marginal utility
of income schedule. In our opinion, both models are not logically consistent.
As FELDSTEIN himself states, the attachment of weights to income increases of
the poor willlead inhis model, and wemayadd alsointhe SETONmodel,to the
acceptance of uneconomic projects, i.e.,projects with economic rates of return
lower than the opportunity cost of capital. This appears contradictory to us.
Both writers seem to assume that theGovernment budget isflexible and wesee
then no reason why the Government would not be able to transfer its funds to
thepoor. Aswillbediscussed indetail below,ifsuch transfers arepossible, then
there is no need to accept uneconomic projects. There isfurther the important
point that both writers work with the individual marginal utility of income
schedule. As will be discussed below, this cannot be correct.
The SQUIRE and VAN DER T A K 3 8 methodology is,in our opinion, also subject
to criticism. They take as the numéraire the marginal utility ofconsumption at
theaveragelevelofconsumption and postulatethat thevalueofpublic income
the weight va - isdetermined by applying to Government investments the Pi„v
formula, a formula which we discussed in the preceding chapter for private
sector investments. Furthermore, they derive the weight vpfrom the individual
marginal utility of income schedule, the elasticity of which they assume varies
from 0 to 2. As it is not entirely clear which assumptions SQUIRE and VAN DER
TAK applyasregardsconstraints,itmaybeuseful toanalyzetheirsystem under
the assumption that the Government has a flexible budget as well as that the
Government has an absolute constraint on its funds. In the first case, there is,
as extensively discussed in the preceding Chapter, no need to work with a shadow price of investment and the value of public income should then be determined by the foregone marginal utilities of income. As SQUIRE and VAN DER
TAK take average consumption as the numéraire, it would appear as if they
assume implicitly that the Government funds are obtained by taxing average
consumers. Thisisobviouslynot correct. In thiscase,the SETONand FELDSTEIN
assumptions are more realistic but, asdiscussed above,there isthen no need to
accept uneconomic projects, which SQUIRE and VAN DER TAK appear willing to
do. Let us assume then that they assume that public investment is absolutely
constrained. Then, asdiscussed in Chapter 5,the value of public funds is determined bythe rate ofreturn ofthe marginalGovernment project and webelieve,
as discussed in Chapter 8, that usually also there is no need to introduce a
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shadow price of public investment.
As a final remark concerning the logical consistency of the three methodologies, we may point out that under these systems the social rates of return of
projects geared towards increasing the incomes of the poor may be extremely
high, even when the very reasonable value of 1 is assumed for the elasticity of
the marginal utility of income schedule. Under the SETON and FELDSTEIN
methodologies, these high rates of return are obtained because the incomes of
the poor are low compared to numéraire income so that high weights will be
attached to income increases of the poor. Under the SQUIRE and VAN DER T A K
methodology, the high rates of return will appear if the investment program in
the relevant country is optimal. In that case, the value of public funds is equal
to that of average consumption and the value of additions to the incomes of the
poor, which is high relative to the value of average consumption, will then also
be high relative to the value of public funds. As a matter of interest, it may be
noted that under the SQUIRE and VAN DER T A K methodology the land settlement
projects in Malaysia, which will be discussed in Chapter 10, have social rates of
return of more than 50 percent under the stipulated assumptions, i.e., Government expenditures as valuable as private consumption and an elasticity of the
marginal utility of income schedule of 1. This result is obtained because the
average family income in Malaysia in 1974 was about M $ 5,000, whereas the
income of the prospective settlers was only about M $ 900, so that the weight of
an additional settler dollar assumes the very high value of 5.6. Other examples
with even more extreme results could have been taken from recent project
analyses. We believe, however, that this example will suffice to suggest that the
methodologies lead to results with very little meaning.
The inconsistencies of the above methodologies stem, in our opinion, to a
great extent, from one fundamental point that these approaches have overlooked :namely, that weights based on the individual marginal utility of income
schedule are not necessarily those accepted by the community as a whole. F o r
if they were, then every person in the community should have the same income
level. This can best be shown with the help of the so-called LERNER-box,39
presented in Figure 9.1. The total amount of income of two persons equals AB.
The first person has an income of A O measured in the direction of AB and the
second person B has an income BO, measured in the direction of BA. Both
persons have identical marginal utility of income schedules uu' which, for
simplicity's sake, have been drawn as straight lines. W h a t would be the position
of optimum income distribution? At point O, A's total utility is only A U A Q O ,
while B's is B U B P O . A ' S marginal utility O Q is much higher than B's, which is
only O P . It, therefore, makes sense to transfer a dollar from B where it has a
low marginal utility to A, where it has a high marginal utility. The optimum
position will be reached at R, where A and B have the same marginal utility of
income RS.
The use of income distribution weights based on the individual marginal
utility of income schedule thus leads inevitably to the conclusion that all persons
should have equal incomes. Since equality of income does not exist in any
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FIGURE 9.1.

society, not even in the centrally planned ones, it isclear that society does not
accepttransfers leadingtocompleteequality.Ontheotherhand, some transfers
may be acceptable. For instance, turning again to Figure 9.1,it may well be
possible that, while equality is rejected, it is socially acceptable to end up with
an incomefor A ofAT and for BofBT.What thismeansisthat the distribution
weights based on the individual marginal utility of income schedule have been
replaced by social weights. A's individual marginal utility of income has been
lowered, B'sincreased, sothat, at theequilibrium position, the marginal utility
of A's income as well as that of B's isconsidered socially equal (TW in Figure
9.1).
Our analysis has led us to conclude that, in order to arrive at a position of
optimum income distribution, social weights instead of individual income
distribution weights should be used. The task at hand is, therefore, to discuss
how these weights can be determined. To us it is immanently acceptable that
societies, although concerned about the incomes of the poor and the rich, do
not strive towards equality of incomes so that we can assume that over a wide
range of middle incomes they are indifferent as to how incomes are actually
distributed. To others, perhaps, this point of view isnot so readily acceptable.
However, because education and own efforts cause divergences in income and
unacceptable losses inefficiency would occur ifeveryone had the same income,
theywould neverthelessagreethatequalitycannot bereached inpractice.Thus,
even if we tend towards a philosophy of complete egalitarianism we still arive
at the conclusion that income differences must be accepted for a wide range of
middle incomes. It is,therefore, onlywithrespect tothepoorest and the richest
groups that income distribution considerations play arole,sothat thematter is
essentially one of choosing social weights for these groups.
One method of determining these social weights would be to interview a
select sample ofthepopulation astowhat they believethesocialweightsfor the
poorest and richest groups should be.However, thistechnique ismore suitable
for developed than developing countries as it is a rather sophisticated and
costly method which needs to be repeated periodically because of the inflation
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factor. Furthermore, such interviews have not been undertaken. Therefore, it
seemstousthat amorepractical method isinorder.To illustratehowwewould
propose to derive the weights, it is perhaps useful to discuss an example.
PAUKERT 4 0 has calculated the income shares of each quintile of the population
for 56countries at different levels of development and AHLUWALIA 41 provides
similar data for selected countries. Expanding on their findings as regards the
top level incomes - albeit speculative to a certain extent - the following table
(figures in 1974USdollars)canbeestablished for atypicalmiddleleveldevelopingcountry. In such acountry,mean family incomewould beabout US$2,000,
modal family income about US$1,200,unskilled labor incomeabout US$600,
and subsistence level family income about US $ 250 per annum. If we use
WEBER-FECHNER'S function with modal income as the base, the individual
weightswould vary asshown intheTable,from about0.11for thetop 5 percent
of the population to 4.8 for subsistence levelincomes.The income of a subsistence level farmer would thus have an individual weight over40 times that of a
person inthe richest group. However, thesocialweights are theonesthat count
and, as discussed, we believe that for a wide range of incomes these weights
approximateunity.Atthelowerendoftheincomescale,itseemstousthat most
societies do not attach a weight to the income of a fully employed unskilled
laborer. Taking thisincome asabase,and applying WEBER-FECHNER'Slaw, the
minimum 42 socialweightscan then befound for thelowerlevelincomes.At the
high income end ofthe scale,wemay assume that theincomes of highly trained
professionals such as physicians, cabinet members, and managers receive a
unit weight. Taking that income level as the base, and applying WEBER-FECHNER'S law, the weights on the incomes of the richest groups can again be determined. Government salaries provide the best means of determining the range
TABLE 9.2.

Income Class

Share
in Total
Income

Average
Family
Income
per Class

(Top 5%)
(Next 5%)
(Next 10%)
Top 20%
Next 20%
Middle20%
Next 20%
Poorest 20%

(27%)
(12%)
(14%)

(US$10,800)
(4,800)
(2,800)
5,300
2,200
1,300
700
500

Average Income
Modal Income
Income Unskilled Laborer
Subsistence Level Income
Income Highly Trained Professional

5?%
22%
13%
7%
5%

US$2,000
1,200
600
250
4,800
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Income
Social
Distribution
Weights
Weights (br = US$4,800)
Weights
(b, , = US$600)
(US$1200 = 1)
(0.11)
(0.25)
(0.43)
0.23
0.54
0.92
1.71
2.40

(0.44)
(1.00)
(1.00)
0.91
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.20

0.60
1.00
2.00
4.80
0.25

1.00
1.00
1.00
2.40
1.00
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u and v

$250

$600

$1,200

$4,800

log Y

oftheunitweighted incomes,sinceitmay beassumed that thesearethe socially
acceptablesalaries.Thevarioussocialweightsfor ourtypicalcountryare shown
in the table and are half of the individual weights for the poorest groups.
The procedure may also be clarified with the help of Figure 9.2, which presents the two different welfare functions in graphical form. The individual and
social marginal utilities of income are on the'vertical axis and income is on the
horizontal axis,thelatter with alogarithmic scale.ThecurveAA represents the
individual weighting function, taking modal income as the base, the curve BB
the social welfare function that weareproposing. BBis,in our opinion, quite a
plausible social welfare function. If income distribution considerations are
indeed to be incorporated into project planning, then one should work with a
function which approaches reality to the maximum extent possible. BB shows
that, over quite a range of incomes, income distribution considerations do not
count 43 and realistic weights for the lowest and highest incomes are assumed.
No weights are shown, on purpose, for lower than subsistence level incomes.
If one, nevertheless, wishes to do so, a weight of infinity might be attached to
suchincomesbecause,intheface of starvation and misery, economic considerations recede and any weightderivation isa rather meaningless exercise. There
would also seem to be little merit in attaching a weight to the richest incomes,
and a weight of zero might be appropriate for the incomes of the ultra rich.
Thesocialweightsindicated bythecurveBBshould not beconsidered precise
and absolute. For instance, it may wellbe that the unit weighted income range
should besomewhat extended tothelowerend aswellastothehigherend ofits
range. On the other hand, this would not influence the weights very much. If,
forinstance,thebasewere$500atthelowerend,thensubsistenceincome would
have aweight of 2.0rather than 2.4.Another open question iswhether one can
indeed apply WEBER-FECHNER'Slaw. If, for instance, theelasticity ofthe marginal utility of income were greater than unity for low incomes, then the weights
should be somewhat larger for the low incomes than indicated in the graph.
With our present state of knowledge, these matters remain open to dispute.
However,asdiscussed intheprevioussection,inour opinion,itseemslikelythat
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the minimum range of the social weights for the poorest groups is as indicated
in the table and the graph.
There are two more remarks we would like to make about the postulated
social welfare function. First, although in our opinion the function sets forth
the prevailing values of most countries in the world, there are exceptions. For
instance, it has happened that Government officials have exploited the poorer
groups to enrich themselves. We do maintain, however, that such cases do not
occur often and that thenormal situation isoneofseriousconcern about the lot
of the poor. Second, we would like to mention that the middle segment of our
function does not take account of sudden income changes. This implies that if
an engineer loses hisjob and has to live on a fraction of his salary, the loss of
his income isvalued socially the sameasit iseconomically. Or, to take another
example,ifsomebody at asubsistence levelof$250per annum receives annually,because ofa Government project, an additional $3,350, aweight is attached
only on the income additions up to the unskilled wage level of $ 600, and the
subsequent addition of $3,000 isvalued at unit weight. Isthiscorrect? It seems
to usthat there ismuch tobe said for an income weightingrelated to a worker's
profession so that, for example, any underpayment to an engineer or overpayment to a subsistence level worker would be valued in accordance with their
role in society. Rather than having one social welfare function of the type
depicted in Figure 9.2, there might then be as many functions of this type as
there are professions. Unfortunately, however, our present state of knowledge
is such that no meaningful estimates can be made of the income range per
profession that should receive a unit weight. For our purposes, this is also not
necessary. In this study we are interested mainly in projects geared towards
raising the incomes of the poor and wecannot imagine that overpayments will
be made to such an extent that they should be discounted. We see our function
as applicable to a society where the poor receive substandard incomes, the
middle classes earn in accordance with their profession a range of salaries that
are socially acceptable, and the rich earn rather high incomes. From all points
of view, we feel that the postulated function is a reasonable one and the most
feasible for practical work.
Thedifference between, on the onehand, thetraditional aswellasthe approachofthemost recent literature and, ontheother hand, our approach may now
be explained as follows. In the traditional approach, the income distribution
in an economy is assumed to be optimized by means of income transfers
between persons so that willingness to pay can be used asthe guiding principle
for the allocation of resources. In the recent version of benefit-cost analysis, it
isassumed that incomedistribution isnot optimized bymeans of income transfers and itis, therefore, postulated that projects should be used for this optimization process. In these approaches, the individual marginal utility of income
schedulewhichunderlies,for instance,thetaxation principlesinthe distribution
branch of government isalso used astheguiding principle for investment planning. That this leads to unacceptable conclusions has been discussed above.
Thefundamental principlethat isoverlooked insuggesting theuseof individual
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weights isthat the valuations which individuals use in their personal decisions
do not necessarily reflect the valuations which individuals use in making
decisions that concern the community at large. Such a discrepancy is most
notable in the case of the marginal utility of income schedule:the use of the
individual weighting function leads to the inevitable conclusion that incomes
in the economy should be equal. As we have discussed, no community is
willing to accept this proposition, either on practical or on principal grounds.
In contrast to the traditional and more recent approaches, we believe that
for large groups of the population, the existing income distribution can be
considered optimal and that, therefore, the allocation of resources should
take income distribution aspects into account only when the poorest and
the richest groups are involved. We accept that the individual marginal utility
of income schedule is the guiding principle for the distribution branch of
government, but reject it for the allocation branch. We attach, therefore,
no weight to uncommitted government income, i.e., the weight va assumes
in our approach the value of unity, and we only attach a weight -v p - on the
change in income of project beneficiaries if they consist of ultra-poor or
ultra-rich persons.Theweight vpassumesinoursystemavaluelargerthan unity
in case of the ultra-poor and smaller than unity in case of the ultra-rich. As
discussed, itisnot possibletodetermine theprecisevaluesoftheseweights with
our present state of knowledge and the best wecan do isto accept the values as
indicated by the BBfunction. Efficiency considerations play an important role
in our system, and wewilltherefore reviewin the next two sections what implications the social weights will have for project design and project selection.

9.4. REDISTRIBUTION THROUGH PROJECT DESIGN

In Section 9.1 we observed that if we follow the literature's approach of
including distribution weights in the objective function, the condition for a
maximum is presented by v = dC/dB when no repayments are levied, or v =
dK/dN when repayments should cover operating costs. What are the implications ofthisregarding project size?If we make the simplifying assumption that
project benefits are constant over time, we may write for the first case v =
dC/dB = dBAamr/dBAax)q where C is the present value of costs, B the present
value of benefits, dB'AÜ^r the annual benefit stream of the marginal invested
dollar discounted at the marginal invested dollar's rate of return, and dBACin\q
thesamebenefit streambutdiscounted attheopportunity costofcapital rate q.
From thisitfollows that«Air = v-amq. Usingtheoptimum condition, v= dK/dN
would lead to the same result, since then dNA would drop out of the formula.
Let us assume that the project we wish to analyze is geared towards raising
theincomesofagroup ofpoor personsand that theweightat themargin which
should be attached to an increase in income of the project beneficiaries is 1.5.
Letusassumealsothat theopportunity costofcapitalis 10percent and that the
project's life isabout 20to 25years.Then, from theabove formula amr= v-a„\q
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and from discount and compound tables, we find that r should be about 5
percent. If the weight were about 2, then r should be about 2 percent. If the
project lifewereshorter, thentherequired rateofreturnwould stillbelower and
with a very short life it could even become negative. What all this would mean
isthat, ifwe really wishto incorporate income distribution weightsinto project
analysis, projects should be oversized to the point that in many cases the rate
of return on the marginal investment dollar should be negligible or even negative.
According to the literature, oversized projects should thus be quite normal.
Can thisbetrue?Wewould liketoclarify thematter with thehelpofFigure9.3,
whichmaybeconsidered agraphoftheincometransfer whichacertain Government project would make possible from the Government to project beneficiaries. The various values which R C,i.e., repayments by project beneficiaries
minus Government costs,can assume asrepayments arelowered or project size
is expanded are set out on the vertical axis on a positive and negative scale.
These values are thus what the Government can expect to get back from the
project ifitlevied anormal marketclearingprice,or what itshould bewilling to
loseifitreduced the price oftheproject's output. Thenet benefits ofthe project
beneficiaries equal B-R, i.e., gross benefits minus repayments, and are set out
on the horizontal axis. These net benefits would increase if either repayments
are lowered or project size is expanded.
The curve OMEAP shows the relationship between Government income
(R-C) and beneficiary income (B-R) under the assumption that, while project
size is being expanded, the Government charges the normal market clearing
price.The valuesofR-C and B-R are,ofcourse,determined bythenormal cost
and demand functions such as, for instance, in Figure 4.1.At the point M in
Figure 9.3 the Government would make maximum profits but, aswe discussed
inChapter 4,itisnot the position ofmaximum totalnetbenefits. This optimum
position isfound bymaximizing benefits minus costs or, in our present model,
bymaximizing (B-R) + (R-C) and thefirstordercondition maythusbewritten
as d(B-R) = -d(R-C). In Figure 9.3 this condition is fulfilled at the point E:
the tangent line to the OMEAP curvehas anegative slope of45°.At that position Government income isESi, beneficiaries' incomeisOSi and the combined
income isat a maximum. Beneficiaries' income can be increased by increasing
plant size but the Government income will then be reduced. For instance, at
position A project size has been expanded until average cost is equal to price.
The Government income is then zero but beneficiaries' income OA has been
increased by SiA. Further expansion of project size means that average costs
rise above the demand curve, and the Government is then losing money. The
curve OMEAP has, therefore, a negative part AP.
Suppose now that the Government does not charge any price at all for the
project's output so that R is zero. Then, by increasing project size we would
develop thenormal cost-benefit curve.Byturning Figure 9.3one-quarter to the
left, one can see that the curve OE'D is such a curve. The efficiency optimum
on this curve is represented by E', a position which fulfills the condition that
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dC/dB = 1.The relationship between the points E and E' may now be shown
as follows. Suppose weare at position E, i.e., the situation where beneficiaries
paythenormal market clearingpriceand thesizeoftheproject isoptimal. Then
theincome ofthebeneficiaries can beincreased byloweringpriceand therewith
repayments totheGovernment. Asthisisapuretransfer from the Government
tothe project beneficiaries,thisisrepresented ingraphical form bya movement
to the right along the EE' line. At point E' repayments are zero, all the costs S2E' - are borne by the Government, all the benefits - OS2- accrue to project
beneficiaries, and we find ourselves on the normal cost-benefit curve. It is thus
obvious that the EE' line is a tangent line to the two curves.
The analysis has thus made it clear that it is much more efficient to lower
repayments than to expand project size while insisting on repayments: E'
providestheproject beneficiaries with morebenefits than anyother position on
EAP would make possible. So far so good. Suppose now that the income of
project beneficiaries should be still further increased. Then, if we follow those
writers who are willing to accept inefficiency for redistribution purposes, the
optimum should be at a point such as D, where the social welfare function is
tangent to the benefit curve.Thisis,however, a very inefficient wayof transferring income. As shown in Figure 9.3, beyond the efficiency point E', costs
continue to rise,whilethe income ofproject beneficiaries increases only marginally. It is,therefore, not surprising that wefound that the rate of return on the
marginalinvesteddollarbecomesnegligibleiftheoptimum condition isadhered
to by expanding the size of the project in question.
It seems to us that it has been overlooked that the income of the project's
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target group can also be increased by other means than expanding project size
beyond theefficiency optimum. It issimply not true that institutional or political constraints would bar the raising of incomes of the target group except by
the expansion of one specific project. The one method of income transfer that
may, perhaps, not be feasible is the extension of the line EE' to the right of E',
i.e., the normal transfer ofmoney. However, an equally efficient way of transferring money tothetarget group would beto start another project, also geared
towards raising the group's income. Such a project would start from E' as the
origin, or somewhere to the left of E' on the tangent line EE' if operating costs
weretobecovered, and itstransfer curvewould besimilarto thecurve OMEE'.
Also, the price of that project's output can then be lowered if at the efficiency
optimum the group's income would still remain below the norm. There are, of
course, many possible projects of this nature in education, family planning,
roads, power, housing, and other fields. Furthermore, there may be the
possibility of increasing incomes by means of transfers in kind, price-subsidy
or price-support programs. It is, therefore, not necessary to expand project
size beyond the efficiency optimum size except in the case that other methods
of income transfer are excluded. We believe that such situations seldom
occur in real life.
We can now recapitulate the argument. Projects are a highly efficient way
of transferring income to the poor. When at the optimum size of a project the size where the rate of return on the marginal investment dollar equals the
appropriate discount rate- incomesofthetargetgrouparestillbelowthe norm,
either thepriceoftheoutput should belowered orothermeansofincome transfer should be used to increase these incomes. Which method to choose will
depend on efficiency considerations. For instance, if price reductions of the
project's output cause rationing to benecessary, then thismethod may be more
costly than starting another project or using a subsidy. In reality, we believe
that the opportunities to raise incomes with the help of other types of projects
are abundant. Usually there isthus, in our opinion, no need to build oversized
projects.

9.5. REDISTRIBUTION THROUGH PROJECT SELECTION

We have seen in the previous section that interpersonal income distribution
weights should not be considered when designing the size of a project. The
question now is whether they should also be ignored in the selection of a project; in other words, should economic rates of return rather than social rates of
return be used for project selection? We assume that there is no budget constraint and would like to clarify the matter with the help of Figures 9.4A and
9.4B.
The curves EROR represent the economic rates of return of Government
projects, the beneficiaries of which are the poor in Figure 9.4A, and the rich in
Figure 9.4B. The social rates of return are found by attaching income distriMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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bution weights tothe benefits and arerepresented bythe SROR curves. The
'Transfer' curves show the values oftransferred dollars interms ofyield.For
transfers tomiddle income groups the transfer curve ishorizontal because the
valuesoftransferred dollars in termsofyield are then equal to the opportunity
cost ofcapital. Transfers tothe poor, however, are worth more. For instance,
suppose that the opportunity cost ofcapital is 10 percent and that at income
position A,in Figure 9.4A, themarginal utility ofincome ofthe poor is1.5
utils.Then, asshown bytheTransfer curve inFigure9.4A, the value intermsof
yield ofan additional dollar at income position Aisequal toa social rateof
return of15 percent. 44 At point C,theweight on income accruing to the poor is
unity, and the social rate of return ofa transfer isthen 10percent. The transfer
curve inFigure 9.4B issimilar, but sincethe weights on income accruing to the
rich arelower than unity starting somewhat totheleft of C', thecurve lies
below the 10percent linetotheright ofthis point.
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Turning again to Figure 9.4A, weseethat theminimum target income of the
poor isat point Cwhere their marginal utility of income isunity. How can they
be brought to this position? Investing in projects geared towards raising the
incomes of the poor appears to be highly efficient up to point A, since the economic rates of return are above the opportunity cost of capital. Beyond this
point, however, the economic rates of return are lower than the opportunity
cost ofcapital and the transfer curve risesabove the social rate of return curve.
In other words, transfer of income to the poor by other means than the project
method is then a much more efficient way of redistributing income. Hence, in
order to maximize total utility, the policy to be followed should be one of investing up to A, and then transferring AC. Although the mechanism of direct
money transfers may then perhaps not be used because of political constraints,
the indirect method of supporting the prices of farm outputs or subsidizing
such farm inputs as credit, fertilizers and extension services, iscommonly used
and there ismuch to be said for this approach. Turning to Figure 9.4B, we see
that from a social point of view OC' should be invested. It is theoretically
possibletoinvestuptoA'and then mulctingfrom therichthereturns generated
by C'A', but it is then essential that appropriate taxation measures be devised
to obtain these returns. If this is not feasible, then it seems to us that such projects should be abandoned rather than going ahead to benefit the rich.
The basic principle which has emerged is that - irrespective of whether the
projects aregeared towards the poor, therich or themiddle classes- only those
projects whoseeconomic rates ofreturn arehigher than the opportunity cost of
capital should be accepted.This islogicalbecause wehave assumed in all cases
that there are more efficient ways of transferring income than by expanding
project size unduly or selecting projects with low rates of return.
Is there then no need at all for a social rate of return analysis? We believe
there isbecause usually incomes can not be sufficiently increased by means of
transfers sothat then indeed thesocialrate ofreturn analysisofprojects becomes important. Caution is, however, necessary. A naive use of social weights
can lead to the acceptance of many unsound projects and can even put into
jeopardy the credit worthiness of the country in question. As in reality, in our
opinion, poverty projects with reasonable economic rates of return usually can
be found, we would like to propose as a pragmatic rule - in order to induce
project planners to follow sound principles - that projects should only be
subjected to a social rate of return analysis if they have satisfactory economic
rates of return. The acceptable projects should then be ranked according to
their social rates of return and those with unsatisfactory social rates of return
should be rejected. Since under this procedure each project willhave an economic rate of return higher than the cutoff efficiency rate of return, a minimum
efficiency rate of return is ensured for each project. At the same time, since
only projects with high social rates of return will be chosen, the social priority
of the projects will also be ensured. This procedure has important implications
with respect to a country's development strategy because many projects that
would not be considered under the traditional analysis may now well appear
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to have higher social values than their alternatives. For instance, while according to the normal analysis, in many cases, land settlement projects 45
should not be undertaken because they may be less efficient than plantations,
under our methodology these projects should be preferred if their social rates
of return are higher than those of plantations. In other words, under our
methodology there may well be some trade-off between efficiency and equity
but not to the extent that projects earn lessthan the opportunity cost of capital
<746. The latter would only be acceptable if no projects can be found with
satisfactory economic rates of return.However, as we have stated, we believe
that such cases do not occur often. Our procedure also underlines what we
have argued before :projects cannot be considered in isolation;they form part
ofan overallinvestment program. Themacro-economic goalssetbythe Central
Planning Unit regarding employment, income growth of the economy as a
whole and per income class, foreign exchange earnings, and the like can be
attained onlyiftheoverall investment program issuccessful. It isthetask of the
micro-planners to assess whether the proposed individual investments are
likely to succeed, economically as well as socially. Bycalculating the expected
economic and social rates of return of individual projects one can ensure that
theseobjectiveswillbeattained. InthenextChapterwewillillustratethemethodology with the help of a number of actual case studies.

9.6. REVIEW OF THE DIFFERENT TRANSFER MECHANISMS

Reference has been made in the preceding sections to the several possible
ways in which the Government can increase the incomes of the poor. In
devising such measures, efficiency counts and the question, therefore, is: How
can the incomes of the target group be raised with least cost to the rest of the
community? In thefollowing wewilldiscussthismatter but without pretension
that the discussion will be exhaustive. There are so many ways of increasing
income, each with its own peculiarities, that only aglobal review can be undertaken inthespaceofthisstudy. Severalclassifications arepossible;auseful one
for our purpose is to distinguish among Government policies that intervene
directly at the income level,the price level and theinvestment level,and wewill
discuss each of these. First, however, it may be useful to give some indication
of the order of magnitudes that areinvolved in raising the incomes of the poor.
Assume that a country's per capita income is about US $ 400 and its income
distribution is as shown in Table 9.2. Then, in such a typical country, the per
capita income ofat least 10percent ofthepopulation (US$40)would be about
US $ 80below per capita base level income (US $ 120). Hence, if one were to
usethenormal transfer method towipeout poverty,theannualincome transfer
would amount to at least 2 percent of national income. On the other hand, if
one were to follow the project method, investments in projects for the poor
would amount to at least 20 percent of national income, assuming that the
economic rate ofreturn is 10percent.Obviously thisisnot possibleand it must,
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therefore, be accepted that a combination of the various possible transfer
mechanisms should be used, the actual mixture depending on efficiency and
time preference considerations.
Inprinciple,theallocationofGovernment funds overthevarious expenditure
categories should be such that the social value of the last dollar spent in every
category has the same value. Budget constraints complicate the principle, but
do not present a theoretical problem. We discussed in Chapter 5 that in the
case ofasingle period budget constraint thecut-off N/K ratio assumes a higher
value than unity and that in the case of multiple period budget constraints the
cut-off rateofreturnassumesahighervaluethan theopportunitycostofcapital.
As regards transfers the same principle applies. Suppose, for instance, that the
cut-off N/K ratio must be set at 1.2 instead of at the normal ratio of 1.0.Then,
the social value of the last transferred dollar should be 1.2rather than 1.0.The
same would be true in the case of multiple period budget constraints ifthe cutoff rate of return had to be set at 12percent. Budget constraints limit thus the
amount of public investments as well as the amount of transfers that can be
undertaken.
Acurtailment ofthe transfers under acertain transfer method willalso occur
if the transfers involve additional costs. A simple example may illustrate this.
Assume that there is no budget constraint, and that the opportunity cost of
capitalis10percent,sothatthesocialrateofreturn ofthelastdollarspentinany
direction should be 10 percent. Suppose now that, for a certain method of
transfer, costs of $0.20 are incurred. Then $ 1.20 must be foregone to give to
the poor thelast additional dollar ofunitweight, and thesocialrateof return of
thelasttransferred dollarwould thusbe8.33percent,whichmakesit inefficient
compared to the other possible methods of transfer. Hence, to the extent that
additional costs are incurred, expenditures will be curtailed. Additional costs
in the form of dead weight losses may arise in the case of a subsidy program
and we will discuss this matter further in detail below. A special issue is posed
bytheadministrativecostsofGovernment programs. Shouldtheybetaken into
account when considering the efficiency of the various possible transfer
methods? In our opinion, this is, in general, not necessary because the administrative Government apparatus does exist and the marginal cost of administeringeithernormaltransfers, subsidyprogramsorpublicprojects maybeassumed- asisgenerally done in theliterature- to benegligible.Wemaintain, therefore, that when transfers are possible projects geared towards increasing the
incomes of the poor should have satisfactory economic rates of return because
otherwise normal transfers or subsidies with negligible deadweight losses will
be more efficient.
The direct method of income transfer can take many forms : it may be a
straight money transfer; it may also be a transfer in kind, such as in the case of
school feeding, housing and health careprograms orwhereconsumption goods
- food, electricity, water supply- areprovided to thepoor. In allsuchcases, the
analysis is the same as if it were a direct money transfer.
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Wemay turn our attention now tomeasures that interveneatthe pricelevel.
Our objective istoanalyze whether such measures are feasible, anditis useful
for this purpose toclassify them astowhether the goods andservices are: (a)
produced by the poor; or, (b)consumed or used asan input bythe poor forthe
production ofother goods andservices. Asregards thefirst case, an example
would bea general price subsidy onan agricultural product produced by the
poor. Ifwedenote the extra income ofthe poor duetothe price subsidy by Yp,
then thebenefit ofthepoor ispresented byvpYp.Onthecost side,thecommunity must pay Yp plus the costs ofthe subsidy program - which wedenote byX.
Hence, theobjective function is:vpYp - (Yp + X). This ismaximized when
vpdY„- dYp - dX = 0, which maybewritten as vp = (dYp+ dJJf)/dYp. It
may be noted that this is basically the same formulation weused whenwe
considered thecost ofa project expansion beyond theoptimum size (Section
9.3).
The above analysis lends itself to graphical presentation. Consider Figure
9.5. Thecurve SS' represents thesupply curve of the goods produced by the
poor, thecurve DD' thedemand curve ofthe rest ofthe community. We are
interested inthe costs ofasubsidy program andassume that theGovernment
pays asubsidy ofAB per unit. Producers receive then ACperunit while consumers pay BC per unit and the output level is, therefore, OC. The total
amount paid bytheGovernment isJABK, byconsumers KBCO, sothat producers receive a total ofJACO, ofwhich OSAC isused topaythefactors of
production. Onthe other hand, atthe output level OC,thevalue ofthe goods
produced asvalued by the consumers isODBC. Hence, the netsurplus ofproducing OC isODBC minus OSAC, which equals DMS minus MAB.It should
be noted that this isequal totheproducers' surplus SJA plus the consumers'
surplus DBK minus theGovernment payment JABK. Without the subsidy,
the output level isON and the surplus SDM;with the subsidy the output level
isOC and the surplus SDM minus MAB.The effect ofthe subsidy isthus that
a loss isincurred ofMAB. This can also beseen byconsidering thecostsand
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benefits of the extra output NC. While its cost of production is NMAC, its
value is only NMBC, the difference MAB representing the loss resulting from
expanding the output beyond the optimal point.
Since the optimum for an income transfer is a marginal condition, let us
assume now that the subsidy of AB per unit is increased to a level of EF per
unit. Producers' surplus and hence producers' income increasesthen by HEAJ,
which isequal to the dYp of our formula. On the other hand, the Government
pays an extra amount equal to HEFL minus JABK. Assuming that the weight
on the Government's as well as consumers' income equals unity, the Government's loss may be compensated with the gain in the surplus of the consumer,
which is KBFL. Hence, the effect of the subsidy on the income of the rest of
thecommunity (Government and consumers) isalossinincomeequal to HEAJ
plus AEFB, which isthe dYp + dX of our formula. Neglecting changes of the
second order of smallness, it can be seen in the figure that dYp = HEAJ =
OC APS = Q-APs, and dX = AEFB = AB- AQ = T- AQ, where ß is
output, Ps the supply price and T the subsidy per unit. Hence, our formula
reduces to vp = (Q• A Ps + T- A Q)/(Q• A Ps), whichmay bewritten as(vp- 1)
= (T-A ß ) / ( ß - APS). Since the elasticity of supply es = (dß/dP s )- (Ps/Q), we
may write (vp - 1) = (T/Ps)- e s . 47
Astheequation shows,therelativesubsidy(T/Ps) isafunction oftheelasticity
of supply of the product produced by the poor and the weight on the poor's
income. Hence, if this procedure of subsidizing the poor's production were to
be followed consistently, each different type of product produced by the poor
should receive a different subsidy. In rural areas where the poor produce only
one or two products, this may well be feasible. However, such subsidies may
need to assume veryhigh values. For instance, let usassume that theweight on
thetargetedincomeincrease is1.5 andthattheelasticityofsupplyofthe product
produced by the poor is less then unity as it is for most food grains, say, 0.2.
Then it follows that the Government should provide a subsidy equal to 250
percent of the price (T/Ps = 2.5). Even iftheelasticity of supply were unity- a
most unlikely possibility for goods produced by the poor - the subsidy should
be 50 percent of the price.
The same analysis applies regarding the subsidization of the prices of goods
or services used by the poor as inputs or for consumption purposes. In Figure
9.5,let thecurve DD' represent thedemand curve ofthe poor and thecurve SS'
the supply curve of the good in question. Increasing the subsidy from the level
AB to EF per unit results then in an increase in consumer surplus of KBFL,
which isequal to Q-APd where Pdisthe demand price, and a lossofincome in
the rest of the community of KBFL plus AEFB, which isequal to Q-APd plus
T- AQ. Hence (vp - 1) = (T-A ß ) / ( ß - APd) = (T/Pd)- edwhere edisnow the
elasticity of demand of the poor for inputs or consumption goods. Also, since
this elasticity isnormally much less than unity, high subsidies would be necessary.
Why is it that we do not find such high subsidies in practice? The reason is
that if the T/P ratios increase the deadweight losses also increase, making the
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price subsidy method more and more inefficient. Price subsidies are, however,
an efficient method of income transfer if the deadweight loss is small and they
are then well worth considering in conjunction with other methods of income
transfer. Infact, theentire subsidygoestotheproducerswherethesupply curve
haszeroelasticity and to theconsumerswherethedemand curvehaszeroelasticity,andnodeadweight lossesoccurthenatall.Inpractice,thismeansthat ifthe
curves are relatively inelastic - which they often are for goods produced or
consumed by the poor - theprice subsidies for very reasonable T/P ratios incur
only very small deadweight losses, sayof the order of one or two percent of the
transferred amounts. For all practical purposes this makes such subsidies
comparable to direct transfer payments.
A problem with many price subsidies is that other groups than the target
groups benefit. The challenge is, therefore, to ensure that the subsidies will
raise solely the incomes of the target group. In the case of subsidies on goods
consumed by the poor, an extensive system of discriminatory rationing would
benecessarytoensurethatonlythepoorbenefit, somethingwhichmost Governments are unwilling to do. Regarding goods produced by the poor, a system of
production quotas and differential payments based on, for instance, size of
landholdings, seems theoretically possible but, again, such a system would
seldom be acceptable. With regard to inputs used by the poor, however, a
scheme of price subsidies and input rationing may wellbe feasible. In this connection, we have noted already that a relatively efficient way of increasing incomes isto subsidize the price ofaproject output used as an input by the poor,
e.g.,irrigationwater.Thesameappliestootherinputsnot specifically produced
in thecontext of aproject for the poor. In the rural sector, the inputs that come
immediately to mind are such things as extension services, agricultural credit
and fertilizers ; intheurban sectorprobably theonlyinput ofsignificance in this
respect istraining programs to improve the skillsof the poor. In all these cases
some form of rationing would be necessary, but its cost in many cases may be
small and such schemes are then well justified.
Before turning to thediscussion ofinvestment policies,afewwords about the
use of tariffs to raise the incomes of target groups. In this connection, it needs
no elaboration that export duties are not very useful. Import duties, however,
are a highly efficient method of raising the price levelof selected commodities.
There will, ofcourse, be a loss in consumer surplus but this isoffset, except for
thedeadweight losses,bytheincreaseinGovernment revenuesand the increase
in producers' incomes. Let us review an example. In Figure 9.6, SS' is the domestic supply curve, D D ' is the domestic demand curve and II' is the import
curve.An increase inthetariff on imported goods from GJ to EJ willresult in a
decrease of consumer surplus equal to ABCD. This is,however, compensated
bytheincreaseinproducer income ofABEF, sothat theadditional lossisequal
toFECD.However,astheGovernmentreceivesGECHintheformoftariffs, the
net resultisanincreaseinthedeadweight lossequaltotheareasFEG and HCD.
Assuming that the additional producer income receives a weight and applying
our familiar formula, we get vp- dYp = d7„ (ABEF) + dX (FEG + CHD).
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Since the horizontal difference between the SS'curve and the D D ' curve is the
import demand curve, dX is equal to 1/i- AMm- AP where Mm is volume of
imports. Import elasticities are in general not higher than 5, and a 10 percent
increase in the import price amounts thus, at the must, to a deadweight loss of
2.5percent oftheimportbill 48 and ayetsmallerpercentage ofnational income.
Most Governments use tariffs to increase their revenues and to limit foreign
exchange expenditures and wemay, therefore, consider the deadweight loss an
inevitable cost of these objectives. Tariffs are thus well worth considering to
increasethe incomes ofthe poor, provided, ofcourse, that commodities can be
identified which are mainly produced and not consumed by the poor 49 .
Finally, let usexamine Government policiesthat interveneat the investment
level. It is useful here to distinguish among the ownership of capital assets.
Government policiestohelpthepoormaybedirectedtowards:(a)capitalassets
held bythepoor (mainly land);(b)other private capital- mainly industrial;or
(c)Government capital. Sincethe bulk of thepoor are often nonviable farmers
and landless rural laborers, the ownership of land is an important factor. In
many countries the ratio of land to population issuch that land reform or land
settlement cansolvetheproblembyprovidingland tosmallholdersand landless
workers. In others, however, there isjust not enough land available to provide
the landless and submarginal farmers with viable units, and other strategies
mustbedevised.Thedetermination ofviablefarm sizeisvitalbecausetoo many
mistakes have been made in the past by assuming that smallholdings can be
made viable merely by increasing farm inputs. On the other hand, in land
settlement projects, oversized holdings are often provided, creating a rural
elite. In principle,wemaintain that theholding should provide an income sufficient to provide a reasonable return on invested capital aswellastofarm labor.
Let us turn now to Government policies concerning private industrial inMeded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5(1977)
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vestment. The problem of poverty is to a large extent the problem of unemployment and underemployment, and many Governments have, therefore,
followed a policy of employment generation by promoting modern private
manufacturing. Such policiesareimportant butcannot alone solvethe problem
because theelasticity ofmodern industrial output with respect toemployment theVerdoom elasticity- ishigh,often between 1.5and2.5.Togiveanexample:
Assume that the output of the industrial sector grows at the rate of 10 percent
per annum, surely a high rate. Then industrial employment would grow by
5percentperannum iftheVerdoom elasticity is2.Assumefurther that employment in manufacturing accounts for 10percent of total employment, a figure
typical for a developing country at the first stage of industrialization, and that
the total labor force grows at the conservative rate of 2.5 percent per annum.
Then industrial employment would absorb only 20 percent of the increase in
thelaborforce. Inotherwords,some80percentoftheincreaseinthelabor force
must be absorbed by sectors other than modem manufacturing. Services, for
which theVerdoom elasticity would certainly belower than for manufacturing,
can perhaps reduce this target by half, but this would still leave a substantial
amount of unemployment. It is, therefore, not surprising that many Governments have tried to promote labor-intensive techniques of production. Unfortunately, in the modem manufacturing sector there are few opportunities to
increase labor intensity because, inany oneproduction process, the pace of the
machine determines the employment of labor, and the elasticity of subsitution
between capital and labor is low. More promising is the promotion of laborintensive small-scale manufacturing, and cottage and handicraft industries,
and totheextent that suchindustrieshaveanadequateeconomicrateof return,
such astrategyiswelljustified, evenifsomesubsidyisnecessarytoensure financial viability.
As regards Government investments, we have noted already that such investments maybeahighlyefficient method of raisingthepoor's income insofar
as inputs or services are produced which willbe used by thepoor. Many possibilities exist in such fields as irrigation, land drainage and consolidation, agricultural processing, marketing, transportation, education, water supply and
electrification, and after our discussion in the preceding sections there is no
need todiscuss this category further. It isalso possible, however, that Governmentsembark ona program ofinvestmentstoprovidethepoorwith subsidized
consumption goods and services,such ashousing. According to the traditional
analysis, such programs are often not justified because the willingness of the
poor topaymaybesolow- duetotheirlimited incomes- that theprogram may
not have an acceptable rate of return. This isnot correct. To give an example:
Assume that housing can be built - either by private enterprise or the Government - at a cost of $ 1,000per house, the house being of the type used by those
withincomesequal tothat ofan unskilled laborer.Assumefurther that the rent
normally charged for such a house is$ 100per annum, this rent amounting to
one-sixth of the income of an unskilled laborer (a reasonable charge), which
would provide a satisfactory economic rate of return of about 9 percent.
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Assume now that Government wishes to make such houses available to the
poor at a rental fee of $40per annum, the maximum they can pay. 50 Then the
program would not be acceptable according to the traditional benefit-cost
analysis, since the rate of return is only 1.2percent. What this analysis overlooks is that the program includes an investment component as well as an
income transfer component, and that the latter is well justified because the
incomes of the poor are below base-level income. The subsidy of $ 60 on the
rental fee isan acceptable income transfer, and the annual benefit stream of the
housing program should, therefore, be considered to consist of $ 40 paid
directlybythepoor and $60paid bythedistribution branchofthe Government.
The economic rate of return of the program remains 9 percent, whether the
houses will be used by unskilled laborers or the poor.
To end our review, a few words about public works projects such as roads,
bridges, and dams. Quite a controversy exists in Government circles and the
economic literature as to whether such projects should be undertaken with
labor-intensive or capital-intensive techniques. The proponents of the laborintensive method point out that it would create employment and raise the incomes of the poor, while opponents claim that such methods are extremely
costly. The controversy isin reality a non-controversy. A public works project
is,ofcourse,open to thesametypeofscrutiny asanyotherproject. Its optimum
size should be determined by comparing at the margin investment costs and
returns, and its acceptability should be based on its economic and social rates
of return. Its investment costs are the costs of the most efficient production
technique determined on the basis of the appropriate opportunity costs and
whether a public works program should be labor-intensive or capital-intensive
depends, therefore, on the actual circumstances. Labor-intensive techniques
are often justified, especially if unemployment exists and the opportunity cost
offoreign exchangeishigh.Sincewehavediscussed suchsituationsinChapter6,
Section 4,weneed not spend further time on them. As a last remark, it may be
noted that a problem can arise if the works are to be undertaken by private
contractors. Because they prepare their work programs andbids onthebasis of
the financially least costly technique, which may well be the economically
inferiorcapital-intensiveproductionmethod,itisadvisableincaseswherelaborintensive methods arejustified to specify in the invitation to tender that laborintensive techniques should be followed and to grant the contracts on a cost
plus basis.
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ANNEX TO CHAPTER 9

T H E ST. P E T E R S B U R G P A R A D O X

The paradox - a problem which arises in connection with a simple gamble is important because it can only be solved by postulating - as DANIEL BERNOUILLI and GABRIEL CRAMER saw independently of each other - the existence
ofadownward slopingmarginal utility ofincome function. It may therefore be
useful to discuss it in some detail.
The paradox isas follows. A person is tossing a coin and continues to do so
until 'heads' appears. Heispaid one ducat if 'heads' appears on thefirst toss of
thecoin, twoducats ifit appearsfor thefirst time on the second toss and so on,
so that 2"~' ducats will be paid if 'heads' appears for the first time on the nth
toss. The probabilities of seeing 'heads' appear for the first time on the first,
second, or third toss are 1/2, 1/22 and 1/23 respectively, so that, in general, the
probability of'heads' on the nth toss is 1/2". Since the sum of the probabilities
multiplied by thecorresponding money gain isthemaximum amount of money
a person should be willing to pay for the privilege of playing the game, the
value of the game is
oo j n - l

„=i 2"

1

i

2

2

1

2

Clearly, no sane person would be willing to pay an infinite amount for the
privilege of playing such a game.
BERNOUILLI understood that the expected utility gains count rather than the
expected money gains. In his 1738 paper 1 he states: 'It is highly probable that
that any increase in wealth, no matter how insignificant, will always result in
an increase in utility which is inversely proportionate to the quantity of goods
already possessed.'Ifwedenotetotalutilityby C/andwealthbyR, BERNOULLI'S
proposition is:dU/dR = b/R, where bisa constant. This condition is fulfilled
when total utility isa natural logarithmic function of wealth, of the form U =
b In R/R* where b and R* are constants.
The figure below presents such a curve. The constant b is the projection on
the U axis of that segment of the tanget to the Ucurve that lies between the
tangent's point ofintersection withthe [/axisand itstangency point and equals
HJ in Figure 9.7. The constant R* is the value of R when Uassumes the value
of zero and equals OA in Figure 9.7.
It iseasy to show that any logarithmic curve of the form presented in Figure
9.7 fulfills BERNOULLI'S proposition regarding the marginal utility of a gain.
Suppose that a person's initial wealth isOB, and that he expects to gain a sum
ofBC.Then thetotal utilitybefore and after thegainisBDand CE, respectively,
and the increase in utility is FE. Since triangle DFE is congruent to triangle
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FIGURE 9.7.
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HGE, it must hold that FE/BC = A C//AÄ = GE/OC. Suppose that the gain
BC is infinitesimally small, so that GE is almost equal to HJ and OC almost
equaltoOB.Thenweobtain dU/dR = b/Rwhichiswhat BERNOUILLI proposed.
The paradox can now easily be solved by calculating not the expected value
of the money gain, but the expected value of the utility gain. The utility value
ofanygain is,ofcourse,thedifference between totalutility after and before the
gain. Hence,ifthefortune ofthe person playing thegame isinitiallyA, then the
utility value of a gain of 2"~l ducats is:
bin

R*

-bin

R*

bin

A + 2"

Since the probability ofa money gain of2"~* ducats inthe St.Petersburg game
is 1/2",the mathematical value of the utility gain is (b/2n) In (A + 2"~l)/A.
Hence, the mathematical expectation of the utility gain of the game is:
AU

Ä b . A + 2"
> —In
»=, 2"
A

If A - the value of the fortune with which a person is starting the game - is
known, thisexpression can be solved. Thiscan bedone bywriting itout so that
we obtain:
2

A

4

A

2"

= bin [(A + I)112-(A + 2) 1 / 4 ...(A + 2"'1)112"...]

+

A
- bin A

Since the utility of an additional sum of sure money D is presented by A U =
bin (A + D) - b In A, the bracketed expression in the written out formula is
equal to A + D. IfA = 0,itiseasy to seethat D = Jl • $2- $4- ^ 8 ..., which
amounts to exactly two ducats. Hence, if a person had no money to start the
game,hewould behappytoreceivetwoducatsratherthantoplaythegame.The
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Utility represented by these two ducats would be the same as the mathematical
expectation of the utility he could gain by playing the game.
BERNOUILLI mentions in his paper also that GABRIEL CRAMER at about the
same time and independently of BERNOUILLI solved the problem. CRAMER,
however, assumed that the utility of a sum of money would be directly proportionate to the square root of the sum, i.e., U = b^JR. Hence, the mathematical expectation of the utility gain of the game is A U = b yJ(A + D)~ by/A.
If we assume that A = 0, then
A U =

g *^2^
„=, 2"

= è

|ï
[2

1

1^2 + ! V 4 + ± V 8
4
8
16

J

2-V 2
Hence, the value of the game is presented by yjD =

—.Solving for D,
L

yj Z

we find that the value of the game amounts to about three ducats.
The difference between BERNOUILLI'S and CRAMER'S solution is, of course,
due to the difference in assumption as to the shape of the marginal utility of
money curve. BERNOUILLI assumes dU/dR = bR~i, whereas CRAMER assumes
dU/dR = bR~05. Therefore, as can be seen in Table 9.1 in the main text, a
small money gain represents less utility for BERNOUILLI than for CRAMER, and
the game is thus worth less to BERNOUILLI than to CRAMER. BERNOUILLI finds
CRAMER'S solution veryplausible.Inhiswords:'Indeed, Ihavefound histheory
so similar to mine that it seems miraculous that we independently reached so
close agreement on this sort of subject.' Neither BERNOUILLI nor CRAMER gave
any other reasons for their choice of function than that it wasplausible that the
marginal utility ofmoney curve isdownward sloping.To them thematter arose
in connection with risk and, having solved the problem, they saw no need to
investigate further the slope of the function. Their work has been, however, of
fundamental importance for risk analysis and theymay beconsidered the forerunners of modern subjective probability theory which uses essentially the
same method.
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10. S O C I A L B E N E F I T - C O S T A N A L Y S I S I N P R A C T I C E

10.1. INTRODUCTION

The social rate of return approach to investment decisions is fairly straightforward : the parties who benefit and lose because of the project should be
identified, and appropriate income distribution weights should be attached to
thegainsand losses.Toillustrate themethodology wewillreviewa hypothetical
example, namely, a land settlement project in the hypothetical country Xalandia. The analysis is unfolded in the form of a parable.
Hypothetical Example of the Analyses of the Financial, Economic
and Social Return of the Xalandia Oil Palm Project

The proposed project wasidentified by thePlanning Department and would
be the first of its kind in Xalandia. It would consist of the settling of 5,000
families on about 65,000 acres of land, 60,000acres of which would be planted
with oil palm. The settlers would be recruited from among the rural poor and
would each beprovided with 12acresofplanted oilpalm, for which they would
pay an appropriate rent. The Government would undertake all the investments
except housing (clearing of land, planting of oil palm, and construction of a
palm oil mill and feeder roads) and would operate the mill and provide the
extension services; settlerswould takecare oftheir housing.Allof the products
produced under the proposed project, some 105,000 tons of palm oil and
20,000 tons of kernels per annum, would be exported.
The Prime Minister had asked the Treasury's opinion as to the feasibility of
theproject and Treasury officials hadcalculated that thefinancial return on the
Government's funds would be only 6percent (seeTable 10.1).They, therefore,
stated that the project should not be undertaken because at least 8 percent
could be earned in the international capital markets. However, the Planning
Department was not convinced by this reasoning and stated that the project
should beevaluated from anational point ofview.Consultants were, therefore,
hired to do a detailed feasibility study.
The consultants started by measuring the rates of return on capital in the
country and, with their usual precision, estimated the opportunity cost of
capital at 12 percent. The foreign exchange situation of the country was also
examined. The merchandise and services accounts were found to be in equilibrium and there was only an insignificant outflow of domestic capital. As the
price level of tradeables in the country appeared to be about 40 percent above
world market prices, the consultants recommended using a shadow price for
foreign exchange of 1.4.Further, theconsultants found that theaverage annual
income of the prospective settlers in their old occupations amounted to about
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X$680and they recommended using thisasthe opportunity cost of labor. The
economic rate of return ofthe proposed project wascalculated and found to be
about 13percent. Since the opportunity cost of capital in the country was estimated at 12percent, theconsultants considered theproposed project marginal.
The Planning Department remained unconvinced and pointed out that the
settlers all belonged to the bottom 5percent of the income groups in Xalandia
and that, if something was not done, disturbances could surely be expected.
Furthermore, the country's investment program was much too low and, although there were other investment opportunities for the Government, the
Planning Department was not aware of any other project that could raise incomes so much as the proposed project. Settlers' incomes were expected to
increase to four times the original income level of the settlers (about X$ 2,720).
The Planning Department proposed hiring a new consultant who could, it had
heard, quantify these considerations. The Prime Minister agreed.
The new consultant reviewed the economic rate of return calculation, the
parameters of which he accepted, and undertook to make a social benefitcost calculation. He pointed out that the wage rate of an unskilled worker in
the rural area was about X$ 4,500 and interviewed the Cabinet as to whether
this was considered excessive. It appeared that all the Ministers considered
X$ 4,500 the minimum income level. The consultant explained that several
functions could be used to measure the utility of an additional Xalandia dollar
at various income levels and after much discussion the Cabinet felt that the
Bernouilli-Weber-Fechner function presented the best estimate of their value
judgmentastohowmuchmoreaXalandia dollaraccruingtothesettlers should
be worth than a Xalandia dollar accruing to a person at the X$ 4,500 income
level.
The consultant made thenecessary calculations and arrived at the result that
a premium of 200 percent should be placed on the income increase of the
settlers.1 Incorporating this premium in the benefit-cost calculation, the consultant found that from a social point of view the project was highly valuable.
Whereas the economic rate of return was only 13 percent, the social rate of
return appeared to be about 19percent. Sensitivity tests confirmed the plausibility of these values. On the basis of the Planning Department's advice, the
Prime Minister accepted the consultant's recommendations and approached
one of the international institutions for a loan.
The staff of that institution visited the country shortly thereafter to appraise
the project. They found the technical, financial, managerial and economic
aspects of the project well presented and acceptable, but expressed no opinion
as to the validity of the social benefit-cost analysis.The Government of Xalandia understands that the appraisal report isbeing prepared and hopes to hear
soon whether the request for a loan will be granted.
So far the discussion of our hypothetical example, and the reader may wish
to guess what position the international lending institution is likely to take.
The calculations are summarized in Table 10.1 and should not present a problem.Allvaluesarecorrected for inflation. For easeofexposition, itisassumed
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TABLE 10.1. Hypothetical example: Analysesofthefinancial,economic,and socialreturn of
the Xalandia oil palm project.
Financial Return

Economic
Rptnrn

Govt.
Years 1-6 (Total):
Domestic value of investments
Premium on foreign exchange
component of 102.4
Economic value of investments
Years 7-30 (Annual):
Sales (125,000tons at X$257
f.o.b. - F E 100%)
Export duties
Transport, mill operating, and
additional extension costs (FE 80%)
Revenues accruing to settlers
Settler operating costs (materials FE 65%)
Land rent
Income taxes
Net cash income settlers
Settler labor cost (opportunity cost of
labor X$680)
Financial benefits
Economic benefits
Premium on income increase of
settlers
Social benefits
Internal rates of return:

128.0

128.0

1W.IU111

Settlers
X$ Million
128.0
-

40.0%
169.0

32.1
0.5

41.0
169.0

3.4
21.7

169.0

45.0
0.5

5.0
26.6
2.0
10.5
0.5
13.6

Social
Return

6.6

2.5
10.5
0.5
13.6
11.5

3.4
10.2

3.4
32.5

2.0 x 10.2
52.9

32.5
20.4
52.9

6%

13%

19%

that the investments areevenly distributed over the six-year investment period,
while the benefits remain constant during years 7to 30. Since weare interested
in highlighting the social issues, only the internal rates of return of the project
have been calculated and wehave not bothered to calculate present values and
probability distributions. The example is, of course, simplified and in real life
the calculations would be more bothersome, but we hope to have shown that,
with a minimum of investigation, fairly accurate financial, economic and social
rates of return analyses can be made.
As alast remark, it may be underlined that theexample isentirely hypothetical. The values of the variables have been chosen such that the social rate of
return is significantly higher than the economic rate of return. As we will see
inthenext Section,inwhich areal land settlement project willbediscussed, this
is not necessarily always the case.
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10.2. MALAYSIA - LAND SETTLEMENT

The example of the previous Section is not as hypothetical as it might at
first sight seemto be.Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Papua New Guinea
and many African countries have land settlement programs quite similar to the
examplediscussed. Of these, the Malaysia program isprobably thelargest and
the best planned and organized, and it will be well worthwhile to review it in
some detail.
Malaysia, a country with a population of about 12 million, is generally
regarded a successful case indevelopment.2 During the 1960s,its GNP growth
rate was between 6and 7percent, and its per capita income in 1974 was more
than US$ 700. Nevertheless, it has a severe social problem. According to a
1970survey, in Peninsular Malaysia 3 the incomes of the Malays (55percent of
the population) is only half that of the Chinese (34 percent of the population),
while the Indians (accounting almost entirely for the remaining 11 percent)
occupy a middle position. Furthermore, Malays and Indians own only 2.4 and
1.1percent, respectively, of the share capital of limited companies, while the
Chinese own 27.2 percent. In the non-corporate sectors, Malays own 2.3
percent of the fixed assets in manufacturing, construction and mining, and
47.1 percent of the acreage under cultivation. On the other hand, the Chinese
ownership is92.2percent inmanufacturing, construction and mining, and 32.8
percent in agriculture. The survey also indicated that, out of a total of 1.6
million households in Peninsular Malaysia, some 590,000 had incomes below
the poverty line and that 79 percent of these were Malay households.
The increasing concern with this structural problem led the Government of
Malaysia to formulate theNew Economic Policy,which iswelldescribed in the
Mid-Term Review ofthe Second Malaysia Plan, 1971-1975.4The two-pronged
strategy of development is the 'eradication of poverty' and 'the restructuring
of Malaysian society to correct imbalance, so as to reduce and eventually
eliminate the identification of race with economic function.' The strategy is to
be accomplished through 'the modernization of rural life, the rapid and balanceddevelopment ofurban activities,andthecreation ofaMalaycommercial,
industrial community in all categories and at all levels of operation.' The
modernization of rural life is a very important element of the New Economic
Policy. Of the 590,000 poor households, some 520,000 were in the rural areas.
The largest number was found among rubber smallholders (176,000), followed
by padi cultivators (104,000), mixed agriculture farmers (102,000), and a
residual group (138,000), in which non-estate laborers, fishermen and coconut
smallholders formed the more important occupational groups.
Malaysia is in the fortunate position of being endowed with ample land resources.Some 34million acresofland aresuitable for agricultural development
but, sofar, only about half havebeen developed, leaving about 17million acres
to be opened up (6million acresin Peninsular Malaysia and 11million acres in
Sabah and Sarawak). Land development is, therefore, an eminently feasible
method of reducing the pressure of population on existing farming areas and
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providing the poverty farmers new opportunities to raise their standard of
living.From 1956,the yearwhen land development asa program really started
(the Federal Land Development Authority - FELDA - themost successful and
most important oftheland development agencies,wasestablished in that year),
through 1974, public agencies developed a total of some 1.6 million acres of
land and settled some 150,000 families. At present, some 200,000 acres are
annually being developed, some 80,000 acres of this by FELDA. The pace of
development has accelerated in the past. Public sector allocations for land
development increased from 4.5 percent of total public expenditures in the
First Malaysia Plan (1966 1970) to 8.3 percent in the Second Malaysia Plan
(1971-1975).
Are these land settlement projects good or bad? To analyze this, we will
review a typical land settlement project asundertaken by FELDA during 1974.
FELDA develops oilpalm aswellasrubber holdings but wewilllimit our analysis to the oil palm schemes, the more profitable of the two types.The investment costs per settler over the six-year investment period, the period during
whichnopalm oilisproduced, areoftheorder ofUS$ 14,000(1974USdollars),
surely not a negligible amount. About 56 percent of this amount is for land
clearing, nurseries and planting of seedlings;about 24percent for the oil mill;
about 13 percent for management costs (supervision) of FELDA, and about
7 percent for settler housing.
The full bearing of the trees begins in the seventh year of the scheme; yields
increase until the tree is about 13years old, decrease somewhat thereafter but
are still very substantial until the treeisabout 30yearsold, which is considered
the end of the fruit-bearing period. Rather than calculating benefits and costs
for each individual year, wewillnot be far off the mark ifweshow the calculations for an average year. Table 10.2 summarizes the basic data.
Aproblem withsuchcalculations,ofcourse,isthepriceprojection. The f.o.b.
prices of palm oil and kernels shown in the table are in 1974 dollars and are
based on an extrapolation ofhistorical trends, adjusted for expected changesin
demand and supply. In 1974, they were generally accepted as reasonable in
price-forecasting circles.Asthetableshows,thesettlers- theyallhavea holding
of 14 acres - can expect to receive an average gross cash income during the
years that the trees are bearing fruit (years 7to 30) of about M$ 4,540 (about
US$2,000). Under theFELDA schemes,the settlers moveinduring the fourth
year after planting and, during the next two years when no income is being
produced, receive a subsistence allowance of about M$ 1,080 (USS 470) per
annum, which they areobliged to repay. In addition, they have to repay part of
the agricultural development costsoftheholding and thecost ofthehouse they
receive. All in all, the repayable amount at the end of the six-year investment
period amounts toabout M$ 19,400(US$8,435)and theannual debt amortization(loantoberepaidover 15yearsat6V2percent)toabout M$2,000(US$900).
Thespendablecashincomeofthe settlersduring thegreater part ofthe productive lifetime of the trees isthus about M$ 2,500 (US$ 1,100).
The economic rate of return calculation for this type of project is rather
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TABLE 10.2. Basicdata onthe Malaysian oil palm projects (1974Malaysian Dollars).
I. Yields andPricesatFullBearing
Date offull bearing (years after
clearing)
Yield (average quantity offresh fruit
bunches-fib- peracre)
Per ton
F.o.b. price
Export tax
Marketing/distr. charges
Ex-mill value
Per acre
Production
Ex-mill value
Ex-mill value per acreof production
Processing costs
Pricetosettlers peracre ofproduction

7 years
7.7 tons
(21% oil;4.2% kernels)
Palm oil
MS 407
32
18
357

Kernels
MS 250
14
236

1.6tons
MS571

0.3 tons
MS 70
MS 640
MS100
MS540

II. AverageAnnualRevenuesatFullBearingper 14-acre Holding
1. F.o.b. valueofproduction per holding
MS 10,140
2. Export tax
715
3. Marketing/distr. charges
465
4. Ex-mill value
5. Processing costs

MS 8,960
1,400

6. Revenues settlers (14ac. x MS540)
7. Transport costs(holding tomill)
8. Replanting fund charge
9. Fertilizers, pesticides
10. State landtax
11. Settler Devt. Fund charge

MS 7,560
540
540
1,740
150
50

12. Gross cash income, settler
13. Debt amortization (principal andinterest)

MS 4,540
2,000

14. Net cash income settler
15. Net cash income settler

MS 2,540(yrs. 7-21)
4,500(yrs.22-30)

tedious because the values ofbenefits and costs aredifferent for every year. We
will not repeat the calculation here and it may, therefore, suffice to state that
the numerous calculations which have been made for these schemes all arrive
ateconomic rates ofreturn between about 14and 18percent, say,an average of
about 15 percent. 5
A few comments, however, are in order. Normally, no foreign exchange
shadow rate is used in the calculations. In Malaysia, import duties are, on
average, 13 percent; export duties about 5 percent. If we assume that import
and export elasticities are equal, the shadow rate would be 104 percent of the
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official rate. 6Ifitisassumedthatanadditionaldollarofforeignexchange would
be used entirely for increasing imports, the shadow rate would be about 113
percent of the official rate. This iscertainly not negligible. On the other hand,
the foreign exchange component of the investments is low (about 25 percent)
while the foreign exchange component of the net benefit stream is high (the
products are exported). The use of a foreign exchange shadow rate thus tends
toincreasetheeconomic rateofreturn.Thereis,further, thepoint that the price
projections are subject to a wide margin of error and that these errors may be
larger than the foreign exchange adjustment. All in all, on practical grounds,
webelieve that it does not make much difference whether the official exchange
rate or a shadow rate is used for this type of project in Malaysia.
In the rate of return calculation, the f.o.b. value of the exports should, of
course, betaken gross of the export duty, sincethis accrues to the Government
and istherefore abenefit;similarly,thevarioustaxespaid bythe settlers should
not be considered costs - they are transfer payments from the settlers to the
Government. Also,thesettlers'laborcostmust beevaluated. FELDA surveyed
the settlers carefully before they joined the schemes and found that settlers'
average income was about M$ 870 per annum. This may thus be taken to
represent the opportunity cost of the settlers' labor.
A short-cut method may be used to show that the economic rate of return
will indeed be about 15percent. As shown in Table 10.2,the f.o.b. value of the
annual production of a holding is about M$ 10,140. The costs consist of the
real costs of items 3, 5, 7 and 9 in Table 10.2 and the opportunity cost of the
settlers' labor (M$ 870).Taking the figures of Table 10.2weobtain a total cost
of M$ 5,015. However, about M$ 1,000 of depreciation, interest charges and
taxes are included in the figures for processing, transporting and distributing,
and the real total cost istherefore about M$4,000.The valueof thenet benefit
stream duringyears7to30isthusabout M$6,000(USS2,600).The investments
of M$ 32,000 (USS 14,000) per holding take place about evenly during years 1
to 6.Adjusting for taxesand compounding theyearly investments at an interest
rate of 15percent, we obtain, as the real value of the investments at the end of
year 6, about MS 39,000. Comparison of the benefit stream of MS 6,000 per
annum during years 7to 30with theterminal investment in year6of M$ 39,000
shows that the economic internal rate of return is indeed about 15 percent.
We are now in a position to analyze the social rate of return of this type of
project, and the first question which arises is: which income level should be
taken as the base income level? We have two pieces of evidence to determine
this base level. First, in 1974, the wage paid by the Government for unskilled
workers in the rural areas wasabout MS2,500 per annum. Second, the bulk of
the unskilled workers on private estates received a cash income of about
M$ 1,800 in 1974, to which must be added payments in kind such as housing
and food. Onewould not befar off themark ifoneevaluated thetotalincome of
an estate worker at about MS 2,500. Taking all these points into account, it
seemstous that abase levelof MS2,500represents afairly accurate estimate of
what in Malaysia was considered a reasonable income in 1974for an unskilled
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worker in the rural areas.
For thesocialrateofreturncalculation,weshould writeout,yearbyyear, the
social value of the benefits, because these are a function of base level income,
which may change over time.To simplify the exposition, we assume that there
are no general productivity increases which would increase benefits and base
levelincome.Thismaywellbejustified because,inthelastdecade, productivity
increases have not been significant and this may well be so in the future. In any
case, our assumption willnot lead to large errors. Under our assumption then,
an income distribution weight is to be attached to the increase in settlers'
annual income from about M$900without the project to thebase income level
of M$ 2,500 with the project. Using our usual formula, we may set the weight
on theadditional annual income of M$ 1,600at 1.67or, inother words,wemay
attach to settlers' additional income of MS 1,600 a social premium of about
60percent(about M$ 1,000).Theneteconomicbenefit oftheproject ofM$ 6,000
per annum becomes thus a social net benefit stream of about M$ 7,000. While
theeconomic rate of return ofthistype ofproject isabout 15percent, the social
rate of return appears to be slightly less than 17 percent.
Why isit that the socialanalysis for thistype ofproject resultsina social rate
of return only marginally different from the economic rate of return? The
principal reason is that, whereas the relatively high investments (US$ 14,000
per settler) take place in the early years, thebenefits of the schemes appear late
intime:ittakes sixyearsafter clearingbefore the settlers'income willincrease.
It would be of much interest to compare the land settlement type of project
with projects also geared towards raising the incomes of the rural poor but
with more immediate benefits. Malaysia has concentrated its efforts so far
almost entirely on land settlement, and it is, therefore, difficult to find other
types of projects. There are, however, two rural projects - the Muda and Kemubu Irrigation Projects - where the objective was to increase the incomes of
padi farmers. In the next section wewill analyze the Muda project - the larger
of the two.

10.3. MALAYSIA - IRRIGATION

One of the most spectacular projects in Malaysia is the Muda Irrigation
project. It is located in the States of Kedah and Perlis in the northwest of
Peninsular Malaysia and covers some 245,000 acres of land, on which some
51,000 farmers cultivate padi. The objective of the project is to make doublecropping of padi possible.The major works include the Muda and Pedu Dams
of concrete and rockfill, respectively, with a tunnel connecting them; a headworksand main canal system; improvement ofexistingand construction ofnew
distributory canals; and drainage construction and ancillary works. Constructionbegan in 1966and wascompleted in 1970.Incurrent Malaysian dollars, the
total cost was M$ 245 million (US$ 106 million). In 1974 Malaysian dollars,
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TABLE 10.3. Basic data: Malaysia-Muda irrigation project.

Without
Project
FarmData, 1980
Number of farmers
Area
Annual cropped area
Cropping intensity
Yield per acre
Padi output (tons)
AnnualBenefitsandCostsby 1980
Gross value of production
Operating costs farmers
Value added
Labor cost farmers (hired labor and farmers'
own labor)
Net economic benefits, farmers
Operating and maintenance costs, project works
Net economicbenefit of project

51,000
245,000ac
237,000ac
96%
1.5 tons
347,000

51,000
245,000ac
490,000ac
196%
1.5 tons
710,000

122.8
30.0
92.8

M$ Million1
251.3
51.7
199.6

19.8
73.0

73.0

55.3
144.3
8.9
135.4

Change

253,000ac

-

363,000
128.5
21.7
106.8
35.5
71.3
8.9
62.4
313.0

Investment Costs
Economic Rate of Return

18%

Net Social Benefit of Project
Social Rate of Return

24%

1

With
Project

83.6
313.0

In 1974 Malaysian dollars.

the total cost is M$ 313 million (US$ 136 million) or about US$ 2,650 per
fanner.
Although there are some leakages at the Muda Dam which are presently
being sealed, and water control needs improvement, the project must be considered a great success. In 1965, the year before construction started, padi
production was about 277,000 tons, and in 1971,the first full year when offseason irrigation water wasavailable, about 452,000tons. It isexpected that by
1980 the full potential of off-season irrigation will be realized and that padi
production then willbeabout 710,000tons,accounting for about 60percent of
total padi production in Malaysia. A second-phase project, scheduled to start
within the next few years, is expected to increase yields and lower production
coststhrough improvementsinwaterflowsand agricultural supporting services.
Theeconomicrateofreturn analysisoftheproject isstraightforward and the
benefits and costs of the project for 1980, the year of full production, are recapitulated in Table 10.3.The area is analyzed without and with the project,
and the incremental net benefit stream compared with the investments. The
economic rate of return appears to be 18 percent.
The social rate of return analysis is more difficult since we need to differentiate between the various incomeclasses.The incomedistribution pattern in the
area ispresently being studied but it will be several years before the results will
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beavailable and thebestwecando atpresent istomake someeducated guesses.
It is known that about 40 percent of the farmers are tenants and 60 percent
owner-farmers. Furthermore, based on a sample survey of 4-acre holdings, it
has been estimated that the incomes of the farmers operating this size of farm
with and without the project would be as follows by 1980:
TABLE 10.4. Net cash incomes4-acre farmers by 1980(1
Without
Project
Tenant-farmers
Owner-farmers

MS

1,800
2,000

974 Malaysian dollars).
With
Project

Change

3,500
4,000

1,700
2,000

While the owner-farmers have ingeneral larger holdings than four acres, the
tenants in general have smaller farms. Since the base income level is M$ 2,500
(as discussed in the previous section), we assume that no income distribution
weight is to be placed on the income increase of the 30,000 owner-farmers. As
regardsthetenants,wemaycalculateaconservative incomedistribution weight
by assuming that the income of all tenants without and with the project are
MS 1,800 and M$ 3,500,respectively.Applying theusual formula 8 wefind that
the increase from M$ 1,800 to MS 2,500 should receive a weight of 1.17. The
total social premium isthen 20,000 x MS700 x 0.17 = MS2.4million, which
is a marginal addition to the economic benefits of about MS 62.4million. This
is, however, not surprising since the farmers have a relatively high annual income without theproject of M$ 1,800.Asdiscussed intheprevious section, the
settlers under the land settlement project have incomes without the project of
about MS 900 only.
There is, however, another very important social benefit. Detailed investigationshaveshown that,becauseofthedouble-cropping,thelabor requirement
ofthe farmers hasincreased significantly. Again, only very rough estimates can
bemade,but thefollowing labor situation for 1980without and with the project
may well be considered a realistic estimate.
TABLE 10.5. Farm labor requirements and costs (in 1974Malaysian dollars) by 1980.

Total farm labor, including
farmers' own labor (in
manyears)
Total labor cost (MSmillion)
Labor cost per manyear
Cost of hired labor (MS million)
Total hired labor in manyears

Without
Project

With
Project

Change

36.350
19.8
MS570
12.0
21.000

73.700
55.3
MS 750
28.0
37.350

37.350
35.5
MS 950
16.0
16.350
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It appears thus that some 16,350 additional manyears ofhired labor may be
necessary by 1980 and it has been estimated that the cost of this additional
labor would betheequivalent ofM$950permanyear,ascompared toa normal
cost equivalent to M$ 570per manyear. As a result, the average cost per manyear would rise from MS 570 to MS 750. If we assume conservatively that the
37,350laborers equivalent in 1980willexperience thisriseinincome of M$ 180,
the social weight to be attached to this increase is 3.89 and the social premium
is thus 37,350 x 180 x 2.8 = MS 18.8 million.
A rough estimate of the total social value of the annual net benefits of the
project isthus MS84million, compared with an annual neteconomic benefit of
MS 62million, and the social rate of return of the project istherefore approximately 24 percent, compared to the economic rate of return of 18 percent.
More will be said about the land settlement projects vis-a-vis irrigation projects in Section 6 where we wish to draw some further conclusions, but first it
will be useful to study two other cases.

10.4. WEST AFRICA - MECHANICAL CLEARING VERSUS HAND CLEARING
OF JUNGLE FORESTS

During one of our visits to a West African country in the late 1960s, we became aware of a very controversial problem that arose in connection with a
planned oilpalm project, namely,whethertheareafor theproject that consisted
of jungle forest should be cleared mechanically or by hand. The mechanical
method ofclearing consists of the mechanical felling offorests with specialized
equipment, windrowing of the felled woods with bulldozers, and light burning
of the area between the windrows. Furthermore, no stumps are left in the field
and the area between the windrows can be traveled bycar. On the other hand,
the manual method consists of the cutting of undergrowth, smaller trees and
larger trees by successive worker teams. The trees are felled in only one direction and later on burned, leaving only the largest stumps standing. A path of
2.40m width is opened after every rowof oil palm trees, but this isonlya footpath which cannot be traveled by car.
The dispute was fierce. The proponents of mechanical clearing claimed that
complete burning in the case of hand clearing would affect the humus content
of the soil, possibly leading to a reduction of yields, and that motorized inspection of the trees would not be possible. The proponents of hand clearing
claimed that burning had a favorable effect on yields and auto transport
between blocksoftreeswaspossible,and that, asregards thetreesinthe blocks,
a good manager should do his inspection on foot and not by car, and so on.
In the end, after considerable discussion, both parties agreed that there was no
evidence that the two methods of clearing would produce different yields.
Furthermore, the inspection issue appeared not to be relevant at all, both
parties eventually agreeing that neither of the clearing methods really had any
advantage over the other.
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The dispute thereafter centered on the financial rates of return of both
methods.Projects with mechanical clearingappeared tohavea rate ofreturn of
about 11 percent, while projects with hand clearing had a rate of return of
about 9percent. Further analysisshowed that thehigher financial rate of return
ofmechanical clearing wasbased on the fact that a larger area could be cleared
per annum than under hand clearing so that the benefits of the project would
materialize sooner.Thehighercostperhectare ofmechanicalclearing appeared
thus to be more than compensated by the earlier sales. It was pointed out, of
course, that the economic rate of return rather than the financial rate of return
was relevant for the decision, and it was finally agreed to undertake such a
calculation.
Much timewasspentonestimatingtherelevant shadowprices.Thisdoes not
concern us here, except that it should be noted that the costs of mechanical
clearing were entirely foreign exchange costs and the output of the project
would beexported. Alltheforeign exchangeelementswere,therefore, evaluated
at the opportunity cost of foreign exchange, which differed markedly from the
official exchange rate because thenational currency wasovervalued. As regards
labor, it was found after detailed investigation that the wages which would be
paid under the hand clearing method were about twice as high as the laborers'
normal earnings. The opportunity cost of labor was therefore set at 0.5 of the
wage rate. In order to compare the twomethods of land clearing, a differential
analysis was made using different values for the most significant variables
(sensitivity tests). The base values of this analysis are presented in Table 10.6.
As the calculations show, it was found that the base estimate of the economic
rate of return on the incremental cost of mechanical clearing was only about
3percent, and it was, therefore, concluded by several of the participants in the
debate that mechanical clearing wasnotjustified. Nevertheless, this conclusion
waschallenged by others because thecalculations appeared to be very sensitive
to the chosen values.
There isnot much sensein reviewingall thedifferent calculations. The point
we wish to make is that the debate could easily have been settled if one had
calculated the social rates of return of the two methods. It has already been
pointed out that the workers under the land clearing method would be paid
about twice what they would earn in their next best alternative. As the normal
unskilled labor income was about 50 percent higher than the earnings of the
workers,the socialweightthat should beattached toan increase intheir income
would be about 2.0. 10 This means thus that land clearing would have an additional benefit stream equal to the opportunity cost of land clearing (the stream
14, 32,33and so on, inTable 10.6)and, as shown at the bottom of Table 10.6,
the incremental cost of mechanical clearing would then have a negative rate
of return, making hand clearing definitely the more preferable method of
clearing the forests.
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10.5. PAKISTAN

FARM TRACTORS

Beginning in the latter part of the 1960s, the International Development
Association (the sister organization of the World Bank) made three credits on
soft terms available to the Government of Pakistan for the procurement of
tractors by farmers. These credits resulted in the introduction into Pakistan of
some 18,000 tractors between 1966 and 1973. Although the appraisal reports
indicated that the projects had high financial and economic rates of return, the
Government ofPakistan andtheAssociationbecameseriouslyconcerned about
possible adverse social effects of farm mechanization and, therefore, initiated a
study 11 following approval of the third credit in 1970.
The study consisted of two parts, the first being a field survey. From the
3,868farms which received tractorsfrom thefirst credit in 1967-1968,202 farms
were randomly selected and field survey data collected on farm situation,
resource use, production processes and output in both the 'before' and 'after'
tractor situations. 12 The second part consisted of an analysis of the financial
and economic returns on investment in tractors.
One ofthe principal findings ofthe study wasthat farm mechanization leads
to a substantial increase in farm size. The 202 survey farms encompassed an
area of 9,083 cultivated acres before acquiring tractors, compared to 22,025
acres at the end of the period, thereby increasing the mean size of farms from
some 45 acres to some 109 acres. The bulk of the increase in farm size came
about because the mechanizing farmers took over the land formerly leased out
to their tenants, thereby displacing some 879 tenant farmers.
To make a meaningful calculation of the economic rate of return of farm
mechanization, the authors of the study took astheirbase thefinal area of land
(22,025 acres), and calculated inputs and outputs of this area before and after
mechanization began. Appropriate shadow prices were introduced (for instance, the opportunity cost of foreign exchange was set at Rs. 9,50 to the US
dollar, while the official rate was Rs.4.50 to the US dollar) and the surprising
result is that the authors found an economic rate of return for the program of
about 24 percent even though some 1,707 full-time employment opportunities
were lost as a result of the mechanization - well over eightjobs per tractor.
The authors are at a loss as to what conclusions can be drawn from the
analysis. On the one hand, they state that farm mechanization hasbeen a very
mixed blessing to the Pakistan economy because of this employment displacement. On the other hand, there is this rather satisfactory economic rate of
return. The authors conclude that 'no definitive judgment is possible as to
whether tractor mechanization in Pakistan (or similar) agriculture is good or
bad.'
To make thisjudgment, a social rate of return analysis should, of course, be
undertaken. But let us start with a review of the methodology the authors
followed for the calculation of the economic rate of return. Table 10.7 presents
in summary form all the relevant data. We do not wish to quarrel with the
evaluation of benefits and costs other than labor, and assume that these have
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TABLE 10.7. Calculation of the economic rate of return offarm mechanization in Pakistan.
Valuation using Shadow Prices.
Before
I. AnnualBenefit andCost Flows
Benefits (value of output)
Costs other than Labor
Financial Costs of Labor
Total Unadjusted Costs
Net Benefits before Labor Cost
Adjustment
Adjustment to price Labor at
Opportunity Cost
Net Economic Benefit
II. CapitalCosts
Investment year 0in tractors,
tube wells,etc.
Bullock sales:Year1
2
3
III. Cost-BenefitStream
Year 0
1
2
3
Economic Rate of Return:24percent.

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
10.5
3.4
3.4
3.0

After
Rs. Million

Change

13.8
1.6
3.7
5.3

19.1
3.9
2.3
6.2

5.3
2.3
-1.4
0.9

8.5

12.9

4.4

+ 3.7
12.2

+ 2.3
15.2

-1.4
3.0

Year4
5
6
7

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

10.5 million
0.4 million
0.4 million
0.04 million

been correctly calculated. As regards labor, the implicit assumption of the
authors wasthat the annual wage rate of Rs 844,which acasual worker makes,
represents the opportunity cost of labor for hired labor as well as for farmers
and tenants. As shown in Table 10.8, before the program, the labor requirements were 4,379 manyears and the total labor cost Rs 3.7 million, whereas,
after the program, the labor requirements are 2,672 manyears and the total
labor cost Rs 2.3 million. The authors state that the labor displaced from the
area has no significant employment opportunities elsewhere and they propose
to treat the displaced labor as representing neither costs nor benefits to the
economy. Theycontinue, therefore, toevaluate laborcostsafter theprogram at
Rs 3.7million. Weprefer adifferent presentation and show, therefore, in Table
10.7thefinancial cost oflabor aswellastheadjustment which must bemade to
arrive at the opportunity cost oflabor which, ifthere are really no employment
opportunities, must be set at zero. 13 Both methods arrive at the same net economic benefit stream of Rs 3.0 million per annum. As Table 10.7 shows, the
economic rate of return of the program is then about 24 percent.
It is very unfortunate that the authors of the study were not able to collect
separatedata ontheincomesofthemechanizing farmers and thetenant farmers
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TABLE 10.8. Labor use on 22,025 acres of farm land before and after farm mechanization
program.
Labor Use- manyears

Total
Tahnr

Before
202mechanizing farmers
879tenant farmers
New land acquired

After
202tractor farms
Change

Acres

Owners/
Tenants

Hired
Labor

Total
Labor

9,083
10,095
2,847

714
2,197

1,029
439

1,743
2,636

22,025

2,911

1,468

4,379

3.7

22,025

853

1,819

2,672

2.3

-2,058

+ 351

-1,707

-1.4

-

-

Cost Rs
million

-

before and after the program. For the social evaluation it would have been of
great helpifweknew what thelossinincomewasofthedisplaced farmers, how
long they remained unemployed, whether they migrated to the city and found
another job, and so on. In the absence of these data, we can only accept the
statement of the authors that there wasno significant employment opportunity
for the displaced 1,707 manyears of labor. Evaluating this at the rate of Rs 844
per annum, we find that there was annually a loss in income of about Rs 1.4
million which,socially, should bevaluedat theappropriate income distribution
weight. We have no data for Pakistan to calculate these weights but can show
the effect of the weights as follows. Let us assume that a socially acceptable
project should have a rate of return of 10 percent, surely a low return for
Pakistan.Then thesocialnetbenefit should beabout Rs2million per annum, 14
which willbethecaseifthedisplaced labor of Rs 1.4million has socially a cost
of Rs 2.4 million. Or, in other words, the loss of income should be valued at a
weight of 1.7 only to make the entire mechanization program unacceptable.
Since the weights in case of adecrease in income of theindicated order of magnitude willbe substantially higher than that (seeChapter 9),itmaydefinitely be
concluded that, if the data of the study are correct and displaced labor indeed
has no alternative employment opportunities, the program should not have
been undertaken.
Another matter that should have been investigated is whether the tenant
farmers had viable units. Unfortunately, the study does not provide any data
on this point and the only observation we can make is that we would not be
surprised if indeed the holdings of the tenants were submarginal. If additional
employment opportunities were in fact as scarce as the authors believe, land
reform would probably provide the best measure to remedy the situation.
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10.6. IMPLICATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS

The examples studied in the previous sections are all isolated case studies.
However,asthisstudyhastried toemphasize,projects should notbeconsidered
in isolation; they should be ranked against each other to determine what the
composition of a country's investment program should be. To make such a
comparative analysis, alarger project data baseisneeded than thefew analyzed
examples provide. Many more examples could have been taken from the files
of consultants and international lending agencies; they would, however,
have even greater-shortcomingsthan the previous examples in that they would
haveeven lessinformation. In fact, itisextremelyraretofind a feasibility study
that addresses itself to the question of who benefits and who loses, and that
provides any detail on income levels. Because of this scarce data base, only a
sketch of the implications of the social benefit cost approach with respect to a
country's development strategy can begiven. Astwo ofthe casesstudied above
refer to Malaysia, wewilltake thiscountry asan example and comment briefly
on its agricultural development strategy.
For the last 15 years, the Malaysian Government has tried to reduce the
pressure of the population on existing land by developing new land for agricultural settlement. Increasing concern for rural poverty and income distribution, and a recognition that the land settlement programs have not made as
much of adent in poverty aswas hoped, have led recently to a re-evaluation of
the costs of land settlement schemes and a questioning as to whether it would
notbebettertodevelopsmallholder agriculture insituortotakeother measures
of combating rural poverty. What can social benefit-cost analysis tellus in this
regard?
The analysis of the FELDA schemes in Section 2 showed clearly that the
social rate of return of the land settlement projects (17percent) is not significantlyhigherthan theireconomicrateofreturn (about 15 percent).An example
ofaproject in situ isthe Muda Schemediscussed inSection 3; itseconomic rate
of return isabout 18percent. Surprisingly enough, itappeared that this project
dealt to a large extent with relatively well-to-do farmers, sothat for these beneficiaries theadditional socialbenefit isnot large.However, thedouble cropping
made possible by the project is leading to a significant additional demand for
hired laborand verypossiblytoan increase intheincomes ofthehired laborers.
Applying some conservative weights, the overall social rate of return of the
project wasestimated tobeabout 24percent. Nevertheless,thisproject also has
itsdrawbacks. Incomes ofhired labor are only half those ofthe smaller farmers
and are far below what should be considered a reasonable minimum income.
Are there any other possible schemes that can alleviate poverty in the rural
areas? In Section 10.2 it was mentioned that a substantial part of the poverty
groups consisted of smallholder farmers. The problem with thesefarmers isnot
only that their productivity is low but also that, unless they receive additional
land, it cannot be expected that they willbe able to rise above the poverty line.
But additional land is hard to find in the populated areas where these farmers
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live. Furthermore, alienation ofexisting land isprobably not the solution since
Malaysia does not have the extreme variation in landholdings that exists, for
instance, in several Latin American countries. We believe, therefore, that a
combination of measures is necessary.
The non-viable farmers should be transferred to the settlement schemes and
should surrender their existing holdings - the value of which should, of course,
be deducted from their loan repayment obligation - so that the freed land can
beused toincrease thefarm sizeofthosestayingbehind.At thesametime, measures should be taken to increase the productivity of those staying behind.
Hence, to provide non-viable farmers with a livelihood and also to absorb
the growth in the labor force, the development of new land should continue.
However, Government should try to develop low-cost schemes, based on the
principle of more farmer self-help and less Government assistance. Also, it
should not be necessary to provide at the start the sometimes luxurious infrastructure which theGovernment presently provides.If, for instance, the investment cost per settler could be reduced from about US$ 14,000 to about US$
10,000,thesocialrateofreturn ofthistypeofproject wouldbeabout 24percent.
As regards measures to raise the productivity of smallholders in situ, numerous possibilities exist. For instance, the existing replanting program with improvedplantingmaterialforrubbersmallholderscanbesubstantiallyexpanded;
whereas itwasformerly believed that the potential for irrigation was limited, it
now appears that there is considerable scope for constructing small-scale irrigation worksfor existingpadismallholders;thetechnique ofinterplanting with
cocoa for coconut growers is only now becoming known and can be greatly
expanded; and so on. In general, there is ample room for further developing
theagricultural production potential oftheexistingsmallholders,not only with
specific technical measures but alsobyproviding agricultural credit, and access
to fertilizers and other farm inputs.
The social rate of return of in situ farm development is high. Although we
haveno specificdata onallthedifferent possibilities,anexampleregarding padi
farming may be useful. Some pilot schemes have shown that small-scale irrigation works can beconstructed at lessthan M$4,500(US$ 2,000) per farmer.
A padi farmer with twoacresof land maybeexpected to produce some six tons
of padi when his land is irrigated, which gives him gross revenues of about
M$2,100and anet income ofabout M$ 1,600,ascompared toamaximum production of three tons of padi under dryland conditions, which gives him gross
revenues of M$ 1,050 and anet income ofabout M$ 800.Such a scheme would
have an economic rate of return of about 15to 16percent, but a social rate of
return of at least 35 percent. 15
We,therefore, definitely believethat, in order tocombat rural poverty, much
more should be done for existing smallholders. The social benefits of smallholder schemes are so much higher than those of the land settlement projects
that a change in strategy appears welljustified. This does not mean that land
settlement projects should not be undertaken at all. Rather, webelieve that the
Government should try to identify and prepare more in situ projects, and that
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at least part of the additional resources otherwise used for land settlement
should be used for the in situ projects. 16 The right strategy would in principle
be attained when investments for existing smallholders would have been so
much expanded and would have become so costly that their social rates of
return would have become equal to the social rates of return of theland settlement projects.
We have tried to show in this Chapter that the social benefit-cost approach
to investment decisions is a powerful tool. Even though, in all the cases discussed, the data base was scarce and educated guesses had to be made, it was
possible to analyze the social impact of such programs asfarm mechanization;
mechanical and hand clearing of forests; rural development-type projects,
varying from the rather costly land settlement project to a simple irrigation
project; and, most importantly, how a sensible social development strategy
should bedrawn up. Wehope that this study has shown that the social analysis
shouldbeasmuchapartoftheinstrumentsofthoseresponsiblefor determining
investment programs as the economic analysis.
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ANNEX TO CHAPTER 10

SENSITIVITY TESTING OF THE SOCIAL RATES OF
R E T U R N OF THE DISCUSSED EXAMPLES

As mentioned in Chapter 9, the income distribut'on weights which we have
used for the social rate of return analysis of the discussed examples are somewhat speculativebecauseofourlackofempiricaldata.Itis,therefore, ofinterest
to know to what extent our conclusions should be modified ifweuse CRAMER'S
rather than BERNOULLI'S function for thederivation ofthe weights.To normalize CRAMER'Sfunction sothat theweight on base levelincome equalsunity, we
write for hismarginal utility ofincome function u = yjb/Y, sothat total utility
U = 2 yjbY. The weights on the income changes of the poor can then be cal-

culated from vp x AY=2jb(jY2-

jYi).

Table 10.9 tabulates for each discussed project its economic rate of return,
the social weight on the benefits or losses of the poverty groups ifthe weight is
based on BERNOULLI'S function, and its corresponding social rate of return,
aswellasthesocialweightandcorresponding socialrateofreturnifthe CRAMER
function is applied. The social weights and the social rates of return are, of
course, lower inthe lattercase.Nevertheless, our conclusions remain the same.
For instance, as regards Malaysia, even the use of CRAMER'S function gives a
social rate of return of in situ development (25%) which is much higher than
that of land settlement (16%). Our recommendation of a strategy change thus
remains welljustified. As extensively discussed before, we nevertheless believe
that the BERNOUILLI function is, on social grounds, more acceptable and we
would recommend this function for the social rate of return analysis.

TABLE 10.9. Economic rates of return aswell as social weights and social rates of return of
the discussed examples according to Bernouilli and Cramer.
Economic
SocialWeights on
Ratesof
Benefits (Losses)of
Return Poverty Groups According
to:
Bernouilli
Xalandia Land Settlement
Malaysia Land Settlement
Malaysia Irrigation
W. Africa Land Clearing
Pakistan Farm Tractors
Malaysia Padifarming

13%
15%
18%
3%
24%
16%

3.00
1.60
3.80
2.07
>1.70
2.15
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Social Rates of
Return According
to:

Cramer

Bernouilli

Cramer

1.72
1.25
1.95
1.44
>1.70
1.46

19%
17%
24%
neg.
<10%
35%

15.5%
16%
20%
1-5%
<10%
25%
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NOTES C H A P T E R 10

AU, where AU= 2.3blog Y2/Yi. SinceAY=
$2,720- $680= $2,040,whileb = $4,500and AU= 2.3 x 4,500log 2,720/680 = 6,230
utils,itwasfound that vp= 6,230/2,040 =3.0.
2
See, forinstance,KASPER,W.,'Malaysia:AStudyinSuccessful Economic Development,'
American Enterprise Institute forPublicPolicyResearch, ForeignAffairs Studies,Washington, D.C., 1974.
3
Malaysia consists ofPeninsular Malaysia and the States of Sabah and Sarawak.
4
GOVERNMENT OF MALAYSIA, 'Mid-Term Review ofthe Second Malaysia Plan, 1971-75,'
Kuala Lumpur, 1973.
5
For instance,during the period 1966-1973,the World Bankmade four loans to FELDA
for this type of project; the economic rates of return wereestimated at16percent, 13.8percent, 17.5percent, and 14.8percent, respectively.
6
Asdiscussed inChapter 3, thesimplified formula for theshadow foreign exchange rateis
(M + T) + (X - D)
M +X
Governmentstatisticsshowthefollowing valuesofM,X,TandD:
M$ Million
1971
1972
1973 1971-1973
Value imports
(M)
Valueexports
(X)
Value taxes on imports (T)
Value taxes on exports(D)

4,422
5,017

4,543
4,884

5,899
7,342

582
231

589
232

720
371

14,864
17,243
1,891(13%)
834(5%)

Theshadowrate* thusI g § ^ | § = 104
7
The formula is vp x AY= A U., where AU= 2.3blog Y2/Y1. Sinceb= MS 2,500,
Yi = M$2,500, Yi = M$900,and AY= M$ 1,600,weobtain:v„x 1,600 = 2.3 x 2,500
log 2,500/900, from which follows that vp= 1.6.
8
vp x AY= AU, where AU = 2.3 blogY2/Yi. Substituting b = M$ 2,500, Yi =
M$2,500, Yi = MS 1,800,and AY= M$ 700,weget v„x 700 = 2.3x 2,500 log2,500/
1,800,sothat vp= 1.17.
9
Vpx AY = 23 blog Y2/Y1where b= M$ 2,500, Y2 = M$ 750, Yi = MS 570and
A Y= M$ 180.Hence, vp x 180= 2.3 x 2,500log 750/570,from which follows that vp =
3.8.
10
Our formula is v„ x AY= 2.3blog Y2/Yi, where Yt= 100,Y2 = 200,andb= 300.
Hence: v„ x 100 = 2.3 x 300log 200/100,from which follows v„= 2.07.
11

MCINERNEY, J. P. (Consultant) and DONALDSON, G. F., 'The Consequences of Farm

Tractors in Pakistan,' World Bank Staff Working Paper No. 210,February 1975.
12
We will not quibble with the words 'before' and 'after.' As discussed inChapter I,we
prefer the terms 'without' and 'with' the project.
13
We may also express this asfollows. If labor canbefully employed throughoutthe
economy, then the cost saving ofRs 1.4million worth oflabor represents areal savingin
resources because this labor can beemployed elsewhere. Ifthis labor has, however, no employment elsewhere,then there isfrom an economic point ofview no savingatall.
14
The cost and benefit stream would then be:- 10.5(Year 0),2.4 (Year 1),2.4 (Year 2),
and 2.0(Years 3-7), representingarate of return of10percent.
15
Since vp x AY= 2.3 blog Y2/Y1, we get vp x 800 = 2.3 x 2,500 log 1600/800, so
that Vp = 2.15. Hence, the differential social net benefit stream is800 x 2.15 = M$ 1,720.
Since the investment costsare lessthan M$4,500,the social rateofreturn willbeatleast 35
percent.
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16

It should be mentioned here that theThird Malaysia Plan (TMP) waspublished at the
time this study was being finalized. The TMP sets the target for land settlement during the
period 1976-1980at 1 million acres,i.e., the sametarget as under the Second Malaysia Plan
(SMP),andfixesthe target for in situ development at 1.7 million acresor double that under
theSMP.ThenewstrategyoftheMalaysianGovernment isthuswellinlinewiththestrategy
outlined above(Third Malaysia Plan, 1976-1980,Kuala Lumpur, 1976,p.170).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The gapbetween therichcountries and thepoor countrieshasbeen widening
for at leastthelast hundred years. ZIMMERMANcalculated that the 25percent of
the world population that lived in the lowest income areas of the world earned
12.5percent of the world income in 1860,against 3.2 percent in I960. 1 Annual
per capita income of the industrialized countries was about US$ 4,550 in 1974
whereas per capita income of the poorest developing countries (mostly in
Africa and Asia where more than one billion persons live) was only US$ 116.2
Thisgapbetween rich and poor hascaused thedeveloping countries to demand
a larger share of the world's production. HAQ, 3 who must beconsidered one of
the most eloquent spokesmen for the group, sees this as part of an historical
process and feels that a new economic order isin themaking. A larger share of
the liquidity created by the International Monetary Fund should be made
available to the developing countries, taxes on nonrenewable resources (oil,
minerals, and the like) and on multinational corporation activities should be
collected for the benefit of the developing countries, and more international
assistanceshouldbegiventothepoorestcountriesintheform ofgrants. Furthermore, according to HAQ, the slate must be wiped clean: a major settlement
should be reached between creditors and debtors to ease past debt burdens,
particularly for the poorest countries, and the contracts and concessions that
multinational corporations obtained in the past through strength should be
renegotiated.
It is, however, becoming increasingly clear from the present discussions on
the new economic order that the expectations of the developing countries will
notbefulfilled. Themostimportant ofthedevelopedcountriesarequitewilling
to enter into new arrangements where this is mutually beneficial, but far from
agreeable to increase their transfers to the developing world. Although disappointing, this isnot a reason for despair on the part of the developing countriesbecause, as KAHN haspointed out, theyarenow entering a stageof higher
income and lower population growth rates. While it took the United States
about 200 years to go from about US$ 250 to about US$ 7,000 in per capita
GNP, there is every reason to believe that today the process will take place
much more rapidly inmany of thedeveloping countries since thegap that now
exists between the developed and the developing countries acts as a powerful
force to pull the latter forward. The industrialized world needs the raw materials,otherproducts and laborofthedevelopingcountries,and itcan, therefore,
be expected that the latter will gradually obtain better bargaining positions to
secure the capital, technology and institutions necessary to help develop these
resources.Furthermore,population growthratesareexpected togodownin the
developing world because rearingchildren isbecomingcostlier while increasing
incomes aremaking parents lessdependent for their old agelivelihood on their
children, thereby reducing the need for children. 4
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Although we thus expect that substantial economic growth will take place
inthedeveloping world, ithas been stated that such growth willnot benefit the
lower income groups. KUZNETS 5 advanced the hypothesis that a U-shaped
relationship existsbetween incomedistribution and income,or, inother words,
that if weplot the shares of total income for the lowest 30or 40 percent of income earners over time, we should find that for subsistence societies at a low
level of income the shares are high; that when overall income increases, the
shares decrease;and that, in the last stages of development, the shares start to
rise. AHLUWALIA 6 found indeed such asecular relationship but found also that,
although the relative shares of the poorer groups may decline during the early
structural stages of development, there is no cross-country evidence that the
incomes of the poorer groups decline in absolute terms in this phase. Furthermore, there did not appear to be any evidence that faster growing countries
show higher inequality at the same level of development than slower growing
countries. As AHLUWALIA states, '... policy makers are perhaps best advised
to think of the rate of growth as determining essentially the speed of transition
through the different phases of development and inequality; higher growth
rates accelerate the transition without necessarily generating greater inequality
than can be structurally expected in each phase.' AHLUWALIA'S findings confirm that high levels of growth can have a positive effect on the share of total
income for the poorest income groups.
What instruments should be used to achieve an improvement in income
distribution without trading off growth for equity? We discussed the several
possible transfer mechanisms in Chapter 9 and found that the investment
method oftransferring income proved tobeahighlyefficient method of raising
theincomes of thepoor. The sameconclusion was reached by AHLUWALIA and
CHENERY 7 but their analysisgivesthe impression that amere increase of capital
stock in the areas where the poor live would be sufficient to increase their incomes. Such investments may be for the improvement of water supply, electrification, health,nutrition, education, roads,marketing and grain storage facilities,irrigation, drainage,and thelike.Inour opinion,however,extreme caution
isin order ifthe above policy prescription isto be followed for rural areas. For
instance, some 80 percent of the land usually belongs to the top 20 percent of
the farmers, and it must, therefore, be expected that the benefits of general
infrastructure investments will accrue mainly to the richest groups.
Another criticism wemightdirect at the CHENERY et al.study isthat they are
willing to accept low productivity investments where the objective is to raise
theincomesofthepoor. Forinstance,theirincomegrowth modelassumes that,
initially, the investments undertaken by the Government for the poor have an
output-capital ratio of0.22,with output being produced after 5years,while the
investmentsundertaken bytherichestgroupsofthepopulation havean outputcapital ratio of 0.33 to 0.35, with output being produced after one year.8 It is
stated in so many words that this trade-off between growth and equity is perfectly acceptable as long as the relative weight on the incomes of the project
beneficiaries justifies it.9 This means in practice that CHENERY et al. are willing
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to accept any project with a satisfactory social rate of return sothat the economic rate of return appears to have lost its significance. In the same study,
DULOY writes: 'For large investments which are at the core of a poverty program - those which aredesigned toincrease theaccessto incomeearning assets
of the poor - we suggest that the appropriate procedure should include, first,
the setting of aggregate levels of investment funds to be allocated for this purpose and, second, the evaluation of projects utilizing a weighting system for
benefits according to the income level of the recipients.' 10 Hence, DULOY also
negates the function of the economic rate of return in project evaluation. Although SQUIRE and VAN DER TAK mention that theeconomic rate of return of a
project should be calculated, a careful reading of their study leads us to concludethat,intheiropinion,thesocialrateofreturn istheonlyonethat counts. 11
We believethat the approach of all these writers to the poverty problem is unfortunate. Becausesound investment possibilities almost alwaysexist in reality,
public investments should usually have satisfactory economic as well as social
ratesofreturn. Iftheeconomiccriterion isoverlooked, theresult isnot only that
the international lending agencieswillbeopen to thecriticism of LINDER12 that
they exacerbate thebalance of payments problems ofthedeveloping countries,
but alsotothecriticism that thislendingwilllead toaseriouswasteofresources.
There is, in our opinion, no short-cut method to social development. A
poverty-focussed strategy is necessarily a micro-economic strategy and must
rely on project analysis to help determine which projects and which programs
willindeed raisetheincomesofthepoor and which must berejected. This study
has tried to show that in the drawing up of a poverty eradication strategy,
efficiency as well as equity counts, and that the calculation of economic and
social rates of return makes it possible to choose investment programs geared
towards raising the incomes of the poor without neglecting efficiency.
Looking at the actual development experience of the last decade, there have
indeed been several countries which have followed development strategies
based on efficiency as well asequity criteria. Thesecountries have done well in
economic terms while their income distribution has also become much more
equitable. Others have paid attention mainly to distributive considerations,
puttingemphasisonextensivesubsidyprogramstohelpthepoor,whileneglecting the investment method of raising incomes. Although income distribution
has perhaps improved, the economic performance of these countries has been
poor. Other developing countries focussed principally on the economic justification of their investment programs. Their economic performance has been
good but progress towards a more equitable income distribution has lagged
behind.
In ouropinion,thechoicebetween thedifferent strategiesisclear.Theessence
of the development process is the achievement of growth, not only of national
income but also of the incomes of the lowest income groups. It is only in this
waythat social stabilitycanbeensured. Bybasinginvestment decisions on both
an economic and a social rate of return analysis, this objective can be attained.
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SUMMARY

This study concerns project planning or, as it may also be called, project
evaluation or benefit-cost analysis. It is a study of criteria for the design,
selection andimplementation ofprojects,withthebasicobjective of maximizing
national welfare. Chapter 1discusses that national welfare is not synonymous
with national income and that the maximization of national income should not
be accepted as a strategy for development since it excludes a number of important welfare dimensions. Specifically, consumer surpluses, disutilities of effort,
scarcity values of goods and services, externalities, and the distribution of income between persons and over time are aspects of welfare which are not incorporated intheconceptofnationalincome.Thereis,therefore, a fundamental
difference between anormal profitability analysiswhichusesbasically the price
data entering the national income accounts, and benefit-cost analysis. While
profitability analysis uses market prices for inputs and outputs, benefit-cost
analysis uses imputed values - the real values of benefits and costs - to determine whether an investment is worth undertaking. Traditional benefit-cost
analysis - the economic evaluation of projects which considers all the above
mentioned aspects ofwelfare except incomedistribution - isdiscussed inPart I
of the study. Income distribution considerations are taken into account in
Part II, and the analysis there isreferred to asthe social evaluation of projects.
Chapter 1 also discusses some of the broader principles of project planning;
for example,the fundamental efficiency principle:anyexpansion of a project's
production isjustified as long as incremental units of production have higher
benefits than costs.Butwhat arebenefits and costs?Benefits may bedefined as
willingness to pay and thus are identical to the gross consumer surplus. In an
economy without distortions, costscan bemeasured at market prices,but such
economies do not exist and the use of shadow prices, therefore, becomes mandatory to measure the real scarcity values of goods and services. It has been
suggested that programming models could generate these shadow prices but
such models are as yet insufficiently developed to be of practical use. The
opportunity cost doctrine is, therefore, accepted as the starting point for the
measurement of costs of production. The cost of a factor of production is defined as the maximum return which would be earned by that factor in its next
best alternative use.
It isimportant for a project evaluator to know which variables are under his
control. Suboptimal situations often exist and the project evaluator may find,
for instance,that itwould bemoreeconomical toimport acertain product than
toproduceitdomestically. However, itmaybethat theGovernment intends the
country to be self-sufficient in a certain product. Although this may not be
optimal in astrict economic sense,it may wellbe sensible from anational point
of view, and the project evaluator should then base his analysis on actual policies rather than on imaginary optimal policies.
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The last subject which is discussed in Chapter 1concerns the relationship
between national planning and project planning. Benefit-cost analysis is an
important tool for determining the priority of projects and national planning
cannot do without project planning since the project data are essential for the
derivation of national parameters. At the same time, project planning cannot
proceed without a knowledge of the national parameters. In a well run administration, this circularity will strengthen the drawing up of national plans as
well as plans for regions and income groups. The central planning unit would
make tentative projections of national parameters and submit these to departments responsible for project planning; the latter would formulate their tentative investment program and submit these to the center, which would in turn
correct the national plan and submit new parameters to the departments, and
so on. As a result of this interaction, the likelihood of success for the nation's
total investment program will be greatly increased.
The valuation of benefits isreviewed in Chapter 2. After a discussion of the
criticismsdirected attheconsumer surplusconcept,itisconcluded that changes
inconsumer welfare duetoapricechangecannotbemeasured ifthe consumer's
marginal utility of income isnot known. Anticipating the discussion in Part II,
it is postulated that a social marginal utility of income function can be derived
from theprevailing valueconcepts inthecommunity. Welfare changescan then
be found by evaluating the change in consumer surplus at the appropriate
marginal utilities of income. If income distribution considerations are not important, then the social marginal utilities of income can be assumed to be constant and an additional dollar at a low income levelwillhave socially the same
value as an additional dollar at a high income level.This isthejustification for
using, in such cases, the traditional benefit-cost analysis, even if goods have
substantial income effects. Hence, when income distribution does not count,
willingness to pay isthe relevant concept and a consumer's welfare change can
then be measured by the change in consumer surplus under the Marshallian
demand curve. It isfurther discussed that the value of an intermediate product
should be derived from the consumer's willingness to pay for the final product
that the intermediate product helps to produce.
The concept of willingness to pay, which is a concept of domestic prices,
appears at first sight to have been challenged by LITTLE and MIRRLEES in their
Manual onIndustrial Project Analysis,wheretheysuggestthat allgoods should
be valued at border prices. Further review reveals,however, that the difference
inapproach ismerely oneofchoosingdifferent numéraires. Bothmethods have
thesameinformation requirementsandwillleadtheoretically tothesame result.
Nevertheless, in practice, the LITTLE-MIRRLEES method can easily lead to inappropriate pricing.Moreover, duetotheuseofaggregated conversion factors,
it willnot be as precise asthe normal method which undertakes to evaluate for
each individual project its impact on the balance of payments.
HARBERGER'S methodology is adopted in the first two sections of Chapter 3
for the determination of the opportunity costs of inputs and foreign exchange.
The opportunity cost of an input is shown to be the weighted average of the
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demand and supply prices, the weights being the fractions ofdemand displaced
and supplyinduced.Theopportunity costofforeign exchangeappearstobethe
weighted average of the domestic values of the country's import and export
prices, the weights being the fractions in which an additional dollar of foreign
exchange will be used to increase imports and reduce exports.
Labor as a production factor is unique in that the laborer's services are tied
tothelaborer,sothatearningsaswellasdisutilityofeffort determinethe welfare
position of the laborer. With the help of the indifference curve analysis it is
shown insection 3.3that the opportunity cost of labor generally cannot be said
to equal the foregone marginal product of labor, since this does not acknowledge that labor may incur an extra disutility of effort. Three institutional
frameworks are analyzed. The first isthat of over-populated developing countries, and thedoctrine that in such countries the marginal productivity of labor
in the agricultural sector is zero (the LEWIS labor surplus model) is challenged
onthebasisofproduction principlesand ontheground that itcannot beassumedthat farmers havenodisutilityfrom work. SEN'Shypothesisthat the marginal
utility of income schedule and the marginal disutility of labor schedule are flat
in the relevant region is also rejected as unrealistic and in contradiction with
empirical observation. HANSEN'S supply and demand model provides a clarifying analysisastohowwages aredetermined intheagricultural sector, and the
opportunity cost of labor in the agricultural sector can be assumed to be a
weighted average of observed actual rural wage rates and a reservation wage
which may be set at the subsistence level. The second case concerns the cities.
When calculating the opportunity cost of hiring a laborer inthecity, it must be
taken into account that the institutionally-determined high urban wage rates
willresult in an inflow ofrural workers, not all of whom can find employment.
An equilibrium situation isreached when theincrease in urban unemployment
reducestheexpected earnings oftheruralworkers tosuch alevelthat migration
is no longer attractive. Several migration functions proposed in the economic
literature arediscussed and, although sufficient empirical data arenot available
todetermine the precise migration function, itisclear that the opportunity cost
of labor in the urban areas must be set at a substantially higher level than the
supplypriceoftherural migrants.Thehiringofonemigrant induces other rural
workers to migrate to the urban area. The total opportunity cost must, therefore, include not only the direct opportunity cost of the worker hired but also
the loss in welfare of those who become unemployed. The last institutional
framework studied isthat of the so-called 'primitive affluence' societies, where
the subsistence farmer is able to produce as much as he can consume of the
normal staple foods with a minimum of work - 19 to 25 hours per week in
Papua New Guinea according to MOULIK - and is not willing to work, even at
relatively high wages, in the modern sector. Following NAKAJIMA, FISK and
others, this last phenomenon is explained by introducing the concept of a
demand ceiling. As soon as this level of consumption has been reached, the
labor-supply curve will start to slope backward. The opportunity cost of labor
in such a society is high;furthermore, to make a modern man out of the sub266
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sistence farmer, the demand ceiling must be raised by bringing the farmer into
contact with the modern world and inducing greater demand for goods and
services.
As regards the opportunity cost of the factor capital (section 3.4), the economic literature is divided in its approach. On the one hand, there are those
writers who feel that the relevant concept isthe subjective time preference rate
oflenders;ontheotherhand, there arethosewho feel that itshould bethe rates
of return on private investment (grossofcorporate taxes).It ispointed out that
the individual time preferences do not necessarily reflect the social time preference rate of society as a whole and that the latter is the relevant concept. In
Part I of the study it is assumed that the country in question has an optimal
investment program and if resources are then transferred from the private
sector to the public sector, the value of thegoods produced in the public sector
with these resources must at least beequal to the value of the goods that would
be produced with these resources in the private sector. Hence, the social time
preference rate isthen the weighted average of the private rates of return foregone, the weights being the amounts of investments which would have been
necessary to produce the private sector products. The production function
approach of estimating the rates of return on investment in an economy is
discussed, and it isconcluded that this approach must be rejected on practical
aswellason theoretical grounds.The onlycorrect method isthedirect analysis
of the rates of return on private investment. A complication arises in that
industrial surveyspublishnominal datawhereascapital,labor, otherinputsand
outputsshouldbemeasuredinrealterms,or,inotherwords,attheir appropriate
shadow prices. Theoretically, the approach isclear, but lack of empirical data
willoften result inrather rough estimatesoftheopportunity costofcapital, and
sensitivity tests should, therefore, generally be applied.
Chapter 4 is concerned with the analytics of project planning. The first two
sections review the optimal scale and the optimal timing of a project;the third
section reviews more complicated cases such as competing projects,joint production, peak-load demand problems, decreasing average cost projects and
projects which earn or save foreign exchange. Great emphasis is placed in the
fourth section on the analysis of non-optimal situations. This section is an
elaboration of what wasbriefly discussed in Chapter 1,namely, that in all cases
where the Government is not willing to eliminate distortions, the project
evaluator should basehisanalysisonactual policiesrather than on hypothetical
optimal policies.
Chapter 5reviews the various project ranking criteria which have been proposed by the economic literature, specifically the internal rate of return, the
present value and thebenefit-cost ratio methods.It isshown thatinthe absence
of budget constraints, the present value method is the only correct way to
evaluate a project. In the event of a single period budget constraint, projects
should be ranked on the basis of their ratios of present value of net benefits to
present valueof investment, priority beinggiven to theproject with the highest
ratio and so proceeding down the line until the budget isexhausted. The same
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result can be obtained by ranking projects on the basis of what the study calls
their modified internal rates of return. While the unmodified internal rate of
return iscalculated by valuing the cash flow generated by a project at the internal rate of return, the modified internal rate of return iscalculated by valuing
thecashflow attheopportunity costofcapitalrate.When thebudget constraint
prevails over multiple periods, the opportunity cost of capital can no longer be
used for discounting the benefits and costs of projects and the discount rate
should then be the rate at which the number of projects accepted just exhausts
the investment funds available. In other words, it isthe rate which equilibrates
total investments with available funds. In many cases the values of a project's
inputs and outputs cannot be projected with precision but are subject to a
margin ofuncertainty. Probabilitydistributions ofeachofthesignificant variablesabout whichuncertaintyexistsshould thenbedrawnup,andthe probability
distribution of the net present value of the project calculated. The value of the
project is then its expected value, i.e., the aggregate of each net present value
multiplied by its probability. There isa substantial theoretical literature about
decision rules to be followed in the case of complete uncertainty. The author
believes, however, that in reality decisions are always based on subjective
judgments and it is then difficult to imagine, as decision theory does, that no
opinion can be formed about the probable value of a certain variable.
How linkage effects, externalities, and foreign labor and capital are to be
handled inbenefit-cost analysisisdiscussed inthefirst three sectionsof Chapter
6;none of these present a theoretical problem although, in practice, of course,
estimation problems arise. The last section of Chapter 6 reviews how the opportunitycostsofthefactors ofproduction differ from theirnormalvalueswhen
the economy is not in a situation of internal and external balance. It is shown
that the micro-economic project decision rules proposed in the study are consistent with the macro-economic policies that Governments should follow to
attain overall balance.
Part II of the study starts with a review in Chapter 7 of the so-called compensation tests and it becomes clear immediately that they are worse than useless if income distribution counts. If a group of poor persons is worse off by
$ 100,000 while a group of rich persons is better off by $250,000, the fact that
the poor could have been compensated for their loss iscompletely irrelevant if
they are not, and onecannot say,therefore, that there isanet gain inwelfare of
$ 150,000.Ifcompensation doesnot take place- and itisdifficult to find a projectwhereittakesplace- thelossofthepooraswellasthegainoftherich should
be valued at the appropriate social marginal utilities of income to determine
whether thereisanetgaininwelfare. Furthermore,evenifcompensation would
take place, the same procedure should be followed since, otherwise, projects
cannot be compared on the basis of their social values. In other words, the
determination of whether a project will result in a welfare gain should always
be based on acountry's social welfare function. ARROW'S objection to the concept, namely that the function cannot be derived from individual preferences,
isdiscussed but it appears that hisconditions for constructing the function are
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"Cn too restrictive. There are in every community prevailing general values
and theycan befound byexperiments,interviewsand analyses of theactionsof
thought leaders and the public at large. Income distribution is an important
aspectofsocialwelfare,and therecanbenodoubt thatitistakeninto consideration by Governments when making investment decisions. It is, therefore,
accepted that socialincomedistribution weightsdoexist,and thetask athand is
todetermine these and to incorporate them in the project planning framework.
In the opinion of several writers, income distribution has an intertemporal
as well as an interpersonal aspect. Chapter 8 reviews the so-called social discount literature which arguesthat when investments and therewith income and
consumption growth are not considered optimal, a special investment algorithm should be used for the evaluation of investment projects to ensure that a
quick deepening of the capital structure of the economy takes place. Under
normal circumstances it may be assumed that the Government will apply
appropriate monetary and fiscal policies to promote investments if expansion
of investment isconsidered necessary, in which case the projected opportunity
costs of capital determine the discount rate for evaluating public investment
projects. The social discount rate literature, however, maintains that political
and institutional constraints make such a policy not feasible, especially in the
developing countries, so that then investment is socially worth more than consumption, and proceeds to analyze the situation as follows.
First of all, it is contended that the objective of development is the maximization of aggregate consumption - present aswellasfuture consumption - and
the problem is, therefore, to determine how aggregate consumption should
grow over time. Dividing aggregate consumption by population and taking
present per capita consumption as the numéraire, the literature shows that the
rate of fall over time of the marginal utility of per capita consumption is equal
to the product of the growth rate of percapita consumption g and the elasticity
of the marginal utility of consumption with respect to consumption a. For instance, if the growth rate of per capita consumption is 3 percent per annum
while for every one percent increase in per capita consumption the marginal
utility of per capita consumption decreases by one percent, the rate of fall of
the marginal utility of per capita consumption will be 3percent per annum. If
there isapure timepreference rate/?- and there aregood reasonstobelieve that
there is- future consumption must increaseat therate/? + agifit istobeon the
optimal growth path.Thismeans,ofcourse,that future consumption should be
discounted attherate/? + agtofinditspresentvalue.Thisrate,whichisdenoted
byd, isknown asthesocialdiscount rateor sometimes also asthe consumption
rate of interest. Although itisassumed intheliterature that thevalues of/? vary
from 1 to 5percent, ofafrom V2 to2lji percent, and ofgfrom 2to 3percent, so
that thevalueofthesocialdiscount rateofmaybesetatanywhere between 2and
I2V2 percent, the literature seems to feel that generally d is of the order of 5
percent or less.
The second point made in the socialdiscount literature isthat, because there
exists the constraint on expanding investments to the optimal level, private
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investments will generate consumption streams much larger than the rate of
return d. Suppose that the rate of return of the private sector is q percent and
that this rate of return is entirely consumed. Then it follows immediately that
the present value of this consumption stseam isq/d. Assuming that the opportunity cost of private capital qis 12.5percent and that dis 5percent, the literatureconcludesthat inthiscaseinvestmentshaveashadow pricePi„vof2.5times
their nominal value. However, this example isnot entirely correct because the
rate of return in the private sector is never entirely consumed. Part of it, sq,
will be reinvested, where s is the savings coefficient. Since this reinvested part
should be valued at the shadow price of investment, the return on private investment is socially worth (q - sq) + sq Pi„v. The present value of this stream
discounted at the rated isequal to Pinv, and itthus follows that Pi„v = {q—sq)/
(d - sq).Assuming that the marginal savings coefficient of the private sector s
equals 20 percent and using the values for qand dassumed above, the shadow
price of investment in this example would be 4.0 and any investment should
thus, according to the literature, be valued at a premium of 300 percent.
Itisnowclearhowtheproponentsofthesocialdiscount ratemethod evaluate
public investment projects. Since benefits and costs should be measured in
termsof consumption, the benefit-cost stream of a particular project should be
divided into itsconsumption and investment parts and, while the consumption
part should be valued at itsface value,the investment part should be valued at
theshadow priceofinvestment. Assuming,astheliteraturedoes,that the public
investment displaces for thefull hundred percent private investments,the social
discount rate cum shadow price of investment algorithm of evaluating public
investment projects may be written as:
f Nt(l - s*) + Nts*Pinv

„p

7.
1=1

^ A/'M»
(1 + d)'

where N is net benefits of the project under scrutiny, s* is the invested part of
the net benefits, K is the investment costs of the project and, as before, Ptnv is
the shadow price of investment, and dis the social discount rate.
The above discussion of the social discount rate setsout the approach taken
in the UNIDO Guidelines. The OECD Manual takes savings asthe numéraire
instead ofconsumption, but itisshown that thetwoapproaches are theoretically identical. There are, however, serious difficulties with both procedures for
evaluating public investments. Section 8.4 compares the algorithm with the
traditional criterion and concludes that with very reasonable values of s*, q,d
and Pinv, short life projects (10 years) should have very high internal rates of
return (26percent tomore than 50percent)before theyareacceptableunder the
algorithm. Section 8.5 analyzes the algorithm in more detail. It is pointed out
that public investment generally displaces not only private investment but also
consumption and that the source offinance of a particular public project determines,therefore, to alargeextent whether the project isacceptable. This means
also that the algorithm cannot be diverged from interpersonal income distri270
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bution considerations since it is of course of the utmost importance to know
whose consumption and whose investment will be foregone. In their sequel
volume to the OECD Manual, LITTLE and MIRRLEES have indeed introduced
interpersonal weights but, as Section 8.5 discusses, it appears that these are
highly discriminatory. The weights are greater than unity for incomes below
the level at which the Government makes subsidy payments, decrease rapidly
to zero above this leveland rise tounity for the rich groups who save almost all
oftheirincomes.Section 8.5alsopointsoutthat theconceptofonesinglesocial
discount rate is unrealistic. The intertemporal income distribution problem is
a special aspect of the interpersonal income distribution problem since the
intertemporal weights as well as the interpersonal weights are derived from
the same marginal utility of consumption function. There are, therefore, as
many social discount rates as there are income classes with different income
growth rates. It isalso pointed out that it isunrealistic todraw up a social marginal utility schedule as a function of the economy's aggregate consumption or
income; the fallacy of the pursuit of growth for its own sake, without taking
into account whose incomes should grow, has been amply demonstrated in the
last decade.
Ifthe UNIDO and OECD approaches ofevaluating publicinvestments have
drawbacks, the question arises,what then? It isdiscussed that usually Governments do promote private investments by appropriate fiscal and monetary
policies and that if they are allowed to transfer funds from the private sector,
theweighted projected ratesofreturn oftheprivate sectorrepresentthe discount
'ratefor public projects. If such transfers arenot possible, there willbe a budget
constraint and, as discussed in Chapter 5a budget constraint discount rate is
then the relevant cut-off rate. There may be some use for the capital deepening
algorithm if the body politic prohibits the use of fiscal and monetary policies
and iswilling to accept the discriminatory nature of the system. However, the
writer believes that such cases are rare indeed.
Chapter 9 addresses itself to the question of whether income distribution
between persons should be considered relevant for project planning. On the
one hand, there arethosewho without further ado postulate that income distribution weights should be used;on the other hand, there are those who feel that
only the traditional benefit-cost analysis leads to correct results. A detailed
discussion of why thiscontroversy exists isdeferred to Sections 9.4 and 9.5 and
the first problem which is analyzed iswhether meaningful income distribution
weightscanbedetermined. Section9.2reviewstherather scarceliterature which
has postulated that individual marginal utility of income functions do exist.
There is the BERNOUILLI function, subsequently defended by WEBER and
FECHNER and recently adopted by CHENERY et al. and TINBERGEN, which states
that constant percentage increases in income produce constant arithmetic
increases in welfare ; there is also the function of CRAMER, recently defended
by STEVENS,which states that constant percentage increases in income produce
constant percentage increases in welfare. The marginal utility of income under
the BERNOUILLI function falls much faster than under the CRAMER function ;
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the elasticity of the marginal utility of income with respect to income is minus
unity according to B E R N O U L L I and minus one-half according to CRAMER.
While the functions were postulated by these writers to solve the so-called St.
Petersburg Paradox - discussed in the Annex to Chapter 9 - they were presumably not based on empirical observations. The pathbreaking work of
FISHER, F R I S C H , FELLNER, T H E I L and BROOKS, and VAN PRAAG on the measure-

ment of the marginal utility of income from observable consumer behavior is
discussed, but unfortunately it appears that the various findings are still quite
speculative. It appears, however, very probable that the elasticity of the marginal utility of income with respect to income is larger than unity (in absolute
terms) for the lower income groups.
Section 9.3 discusses whether the income distribution weights derived from
the individual marginal utility of income schedule can be taken to represent the
social weights which the Government should use for project planning purposes.
It is shown that the individual marginal utility of income schedule cannot be
relevant because the use of this schedule implies that every person in the community should have the same income. In reality, of course, for a wide range of
incomes society is indifferent as to how incomes are actually distributed. Education and own efforts will cause differences in incomes and even in the most
centrally planned economies such differences are accepted. Society, however,
does attach weights to the incomes of the ultra-poor and the ultra-rich. Since
unskilled labor income appears normally to be valued at unity, this may be
taken as the base income for the calculation of the income distribution weights
on the poor's income. Applying the BERNOUILLI-WEBER-FECHNER law, these
weights are inversely proportionate to income level. At the higher income levels,
the incomes of professionals such asengineers, physicians and Cabinet members
appear to be generally accepted socially as reasonable, and taking that level
as a base, the weights on higher incomes can then again be calculated with the
help of the BERNOUILLI-WEBER-FECHNER function. F o r instance, in a typical
middle-level developing country with a modal family income ofabout US$ 1,200
per annum, subsistence income is about US$ 250 per annum, unskilled labor
income is about US$ 600 per annum, and professionals employed in the
Government receive about US$ 4,800 per annum. Following the procedures
discussed above, the range of incomes of US$ 600 to US$ 4,800 would receive
a weight of unity; the incomes of the poor, i.e., incomes below US$ 600, would
receive weights varying from 2.4 to 1;and the incomes of the rich, i.e., incomes
above US$ 4,800, would receive weights varying from 1.0to zero. In the opinion
of the writer, the proposed procedure of estimating socially acceptable weights
is reasonable. However, the found weights should not be considered precise
and absolute, and sensitivity tests should be undertaken.
While the objective function for a project under the traditional benefit-cost
criterion is written as A W = Yp + Ya where Ypis the gain in real income of the
different consumers of the product produced by the project and Ya the gain in
real income of the producer, the objective function in the case of welfare maximization is of the form A W = vpYp + vaYa, where vp isthe income distribution
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weight on the additions to income of the consumers, and v„ the income distribution weight on the income of the producer. In the case of a public project,
the weight va has the value of unity, while the weight vpisderived as discussed
in the previous paragraph. What are the implications of the use of the welfare
maximization function for project size? Since Yp = B - R, and Ya = R —C,
where Bisbenefits, R isrevenues and Ciscosts, thefirst ordercondition for the
maximization of the objective function is vp = (dC - dR)/(dB - dR) or, in
words, project size should beexpanded until the marginal lossin income of the
producer equals the marginal redistribution gain of the consumers weighted
with the distribution weight vp. If no repayments are levied, this condition
becomes vp = dC/dB. In case of constancy of project benefits, this may be
written as vp —dBA- amr/dBA- a^r, where dBA- amr isthe annual benefit stream
oftheinvested marginaldollardiscounted atthemarginaldollar'srateof return,
and dBA- amq the same benefit stream but discounted at the opportunity cost
ofcapital rate q. It follows that amr = vp-amq and itisthus possible to calculate
the internal rate of return r of the invested marginal dollar under varying assumptionsastothevaluesofvp,nand q.Suppose,for instance,thatthe incomes
of a certain group of subsistence level farmers can be raised by providing them
with irrigation water. Then, when the income distribution weight vpon additions to this group's income equals 2.0, the lifetime of the irrigation works is
about 25 years and the opportunity cost of capital is 10percent, the irrigation
works should bebuilt oversized tothepoint that therate ofreturn onthemarginal invested dollar is about 2 percent only.
The use of an income distribution weighted objective function thus leads
inevitably to the conclusion that projects should be oversized to the point that
in many cases the rate of return on the marginal invested dollar isnegligible or
even negative. It is, therefore, not surprising that many writers believe that
income distribution considerations should not play a role in determining the
optimum size of a project. The author tends to agree. There are almost always
other projects possible to increase the incomes of the target groups so that
usually there isnoneed tobuild oversized projects.
Should income distribution weights also be ignored in the selection of projects? Or, in other words, are only the economic rates of return relevant for
project selection and not the social rates of return? When the possibility to
transfer incomes islimited - which isusually thecase- the only way of increasingincomes isby means ofprojects. The consequence of this isthat all possible
projects should be socially weighed against each other. As in practice almost
always projects with satisfactory economic rates of return can be found, it
is suggested as a basic principle that only projects with economic rates of
return higher than the opportunity cost of capital should be accepted. All the
economically acceptable projects should then be scrutinized as to their social
priority, and those with unsatisfactory social rates of return should be rejected.
Sinceunderthisprocedureeachproject willhaveasatisfactory economicrateof
return, a minimum efficiency is ensured for the overall program ;by choosing
projects with satisfactory socialratesofreturn,theprogram willalsobe socially
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justified. To determine the overall investment program, it is thus necessary to
calculate the economic as well as the social rates of return of the individual
projects. This procedure has important consequences with respect to a country's development strategy. For instance, while according to the traditional
analysis, the more efficient plantation development should be preferred to
smallholder development, under the proposed methodology the latter should
be preferred if it has the highest social rate of return. The methodology thus
leads to some trade-off between growth and equity but not to the extent that
projects earn less than the opportunity cost ofcapital, or the budget constraint
rate if the assumption of absence of budget constraints is relaxed.
The final section of Chapter 9reviews the different income transfer mechanisms that are available to a Government to increase the incomes of the poor.
A useful classification isto distinguish among Government policies that intervene at the income level, the price level and the investment level. The policies
that intervene directly at the income level are fairly straightforward :they may
consist of direct money transfers or transfers in kind. As regards the policies
that intervene at the price level, it is shown that price subsidies may be an efficient wayoftransferring incomeifthesubsidylevelisnot toohigh.There isalso
the possibility of using tariffs to fix the price of a domestically produced good
at a certain level. Although in such a case, a small deadweight loss exists, this
can be considered to be the inherent cost of raising Government revenues by
means of a tariff and this method of increasing the incomes of the poor is,
therefore, well worth considering, provided that commodities can be identified
which are mainly produced and not consumed by the poor. At the investment
level, Government policies may bedirected at: (a)capital held by the poor; (b)
other private capital;and (c) Government capital. Since the bulk of the poor
are often non-viable farmers, land reform or the opening up of new land may
solve the problem of rural poverty to a large extent (where sufficient land is
available). In many countries, however, the land to population ratio is so low
that other strategies must be devised. Promotion of private manufacturing and
servicescreatesemployment and thereby increasesincomesbut,ingeneral, does
not solve the entire problem. It is,therefore, not surprising that many Governments are promoting labor-intensive techniques of production. As regards
Government investments, many Governments embark on programs of investments to provide the poor with inputs or other services. Many investment
possibilities exist in such fields as irrigation, land drainage, agricultural processing,marketing, transportation, education, water supply and electrification,
and this project method of increasing incomes has been amply demonstrated
to be a highly efficient method of income transfer.
Chapter 10 applies the developed social methodology to several practical
cases and the studyendswith someconcluding remarks.Any attack on poverty
- and this is essential if social stability is to be ensured - should consist of a
conglomerate of the various possible income transfer mechanisms, the actual
mix to be determined on the basis ofefficiency considerations. What this study
isall about isthat by calculating economic aswell as social rates of return, itis
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possible to devise investment programs geared towards raising the incomes of
the poor without neglecting efficiency, thus ensuring both growth and social
stability.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit boek is geschreven voor hen die op enigerlei wijze betrokken zijn bij de
voorbereiding, evaluatie en uitvoering van projecten. Aangezien deze groep
vele personen telt die niet economisch gevormd zijn, worden de meeste onderwerpen van de projectbeoordelingstheorie tamelijk uitvoerig in dit boek behandeld. Tevensisgeprobeerd detheorie tot een afgerond geheel opte bouwen.
De reden voor het schrijven van dit boek isdat de behandeling van inkomenseffecten in de projectevaluatie naar de mening van de schrijver nog veel te
wensen over laat. Na een discussie in het eerste deel van de traditionele batenkosten analyse, welke alsdeeconomische evaluatie van projecten wordt gekenschetst, wordt daarom in het tweede deel uitvoerig stil gestaan bij de sociale
beoordeling van projecten, d.w.z. de evaluatie die ook de inkomensverdelingseffecten van projecten in aanmerking neemt.
De Engelse samenvatting volgt het schema van het boek opde voet. Voor de
Nederlandse samenvatting is het daarom meer interessant in het kort aan te
duiden welke aspecten deze studie een eigen karakter geven. Wat betreft het
eerste deel is dit allereerst de aandacht die wordt besteed aan niet-optimale
situaties.Zij,dievoordebaten-kosten analysevan projecten aansluiting zoeken
bij de welvaartseconomie en het leerschema der volledige mededinging zullen
dezenietbehandeld vinden;zij,dieaannemen dat dewereld gekenmerkt isdoor
distorsies en door zulk een veelheid van structurele relaties, dat gedetailleerde
programmering veelal niet mogelijk is, zijn nader tot de gedachtenwereld van
de schrijver. Dezezienswijze leidtertoedat,indien inkomensverdelingsaspecten
niet belangrijk zijn, het 'wat heeft men er voor over' ofwel het zogenaamde
'willingness to pay' principe wordt aanvaard voor de bepaling van de baten en
het alternatieve kosten beginsel voordebepaling vandekosten van een project.
Verder heeft dit grondmotief als gevolg, dat wordt gekozen voor het gebruik
van binnenlandse prijzen in plaats van, zoals tegenwoordig vaak wordt voorgestaan, wereldprijzen. Een tweede leiddraad is dat projecten niet in isolatie
mogen worden bekeken; debeperktemiddelen maken eenkeuzeuitde veelheid
van mogelijke projecten noodzakelijk. Veel aandacht wordt daarom besteed
aan het rangschikken van projecten. Een derde punt isdat, ofschoon het eerste
deel theoretisch van aard is, steeds wordt getracht de problemen op een practische manier te benaderen. Voor de berekening van de schaduwprijzen van
inputs, vreemde valuta, arbeid en kapitaal worden daarom vereenvoudigende
benaderingsformules voorgesteld. Ook komt deze practische aanpak tot uitdrukkingindebehandelingvansituatiesvankapitaalschaarste,externe effecten,
en de evaluatie van projecten in tijden van depressie. Tenslotte moge worden
vermeld, dat in het eerste deel uitvoerig wordt ingegaan op het gebruik van
buitenlandse arbeid en kapitaal, waarbij ook de kapitaaloverdracht door internationale organisaties zoals de Wereldbank ter sprake komt.
Het tweede deel wijkt in belangrijke mate af van de bestaande literatuur.
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Allereerst wordt uiteengezet, dat het compensatiebeginsel - en daarmede de
traditionele analyse - moet worden verworpen, indien de inkomensverdeling
wordt beïnvloed door een project. De enige methode om de sociale prioriteit
van een project inzulk eengeval tebeoordelen, isdoor temeten inhoeverre een
meer optimale inkomensverdeling bereikt wordt en daarmede een toeneming
vandecollectieve welvaart. Indit opzicht wordt vaak een onderscheid gemaakt
tussen de inkomensverdeling tussen generaties en de inkomensverdeling tussen
personenindebestaandegeneratie.Uitvoerigwordtindestudieingegaanopde
nieuwe literatuur betreffende de sociale disconteringsvoet, welke postuleert
dat indien het niveau van de investeringen in een land niet optimaal iseen speciaal investeringsalgorithme moet worden gevolgd om het inkomen van de
volgende generaties te vergroten. De analyse in de studie maakt het echter duidelijk dat het hechten van gewichten aan investeringen, waardoor onder deze
berekeningswijze investeringen waardevoller worden gemaakt dan consumptie,
in wezen zeer discriminatoir is en tot een sterke benadeling van de midden inkomensgroep kan leiden. Aangezien de overheid in de praktijk gewoonlijk
verschillende andere meer efficiënte instrumenten, b.v. de invoer-, fiscale- en
monetaire politiek, tot haar beschikking heeft, moet dit systeem van projectevaluatie meestal worden verworpen. Verder wordt besproken dat het doel van
het Overheidsingrijpen niet moet worden gezien als het streven naar groei van
het nationale inkomen, maar als het streven naar een billijke groei van de inkomens van de verschillende inkomensgroepen in de volkshuishouding. In
wezen is daarom de intertemporale analyse dezelfde als de interpersonele
analyse.
Wat betreft de interpersonele kant van de baten-kosten analyse gaat de
nieuwe literatuur er in het algemeen van uit dat investeringsprojecten moeten
helpen de bestaande inkomensverdeling te verbeteren. Het is echter niet juist
om, zoals deze nieuwe literatuur voorstelt, de sociale waarden van inkomensveranderingen tengevolge van een project afteleiden van een afnemende grensnut functie van het inkomen. Zoals wordtuiteengezet houdt zulkeen procedure
in dat een ieder in de maatschappij hetzelfde inkomen zou moeten hebben, en
dat is iets dat door geen enkel land, hetzij op politieke dan wel op practische
gronden, wordt aanvaard. Het is echter wel algemeen aanvaard dat een inkomensvermeerdering van de allerarmsten of allerrijksten respectievelijk
zwaarder en lichter moet wegen dan een verandering in de inkomens van de
middengroep. Voor de sociale evaluatie van projecten stelt deze studie daarom
voor dat gebruik wordt gemaakt van een sociale welvaartsfunctie welke aanneemt dat voor de midden inkomensgroep de inkomensverdeling als optimaal
mag worden beschouwd endat wat betreft deuiteinden van de inkomensschaal
de onlangs ook door Tinbergen en Chenery aanbevolen Bernouilli functie kan
worden aanvaard.
De opdeze manier tebepalen sociale rentabiliteit van een project mag echter
niet alsdeenigemaatstaf voor het welofnietaccepteren vanhet project dienen.
Efficiency overwegingen spelen immersaltijd een rolenditbetekent dat te allen
tijde deverschillende methoden waaropdeinkomensverdeling kan worden verMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-5 (1977)
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beterd tegen elkaar moeten worden afgewogen. In principe is het daarom onjuisteenproject meteenlageeconomischerentabiliteitmaarmeteenhogesociale
rentabiliteit zonder meer te accepteren. Met andere woorden, het geld mag
niet over debalk worden gegooid.
In het laatste hoofdstuk wordt aan de hand van een aantal voorbeelden uiteengezet hoe de sociale evaluatie van projecten in de practijk moet worden uitgevoerd. Deze voorbeelden betreffen een hypothetisch project en een aantal
actuele projecten gericht op landontwikkeling, irrigatie, mechanische ontginningenhetgebruik van landbouwtractoren. Bovendien wordt vooreen bepaald
land (Maleisië) besproken hoe de sociale ontwikkelingsstrategie moet worden
ontworpen voor een bepaalde sector (delandbouwsector). Het blijkt dat indien
sociale overwegingen in aanmerking worden genomen belangrijke veranderingen in de traditionele strategie moeten worden aangebracht.
Het ene na het andere land ondergaat tegenwoordig politieke en sociale onrust en het lijdt geen twijfel dat ter verkrijging van sociale stabiliteit niet alleen
de groei van het nationale inkomen van een land moet worden nagestreefd,
maar ook de groei van het inkomen van de laagste inkomensklassen. In de
opinie van de schrijver kan de sociale evaluatie van projecten een belangrijke
bijdrage leveren tot het bevorderen van de sociale stabiliteit van een land.
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